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About This Book

What is the OPEN LOOK User Interface?

The OPEN LOOK™ User Interface (Ul) uses windows and menus with

common graphic symbols instead of typed system commands to provide an

intuitive environment.

With the OPEN LOOK Ul, users are presented with a consistent screen layout

that can be used across various platforms and operating systems. This

common look and feel benefits end users, application programmers, and

software vendors.

The OPEN LOOK Ul is not a piece of software. Rather, it is a specification for

a user interface that builds on the foundation of graphical user interface

design pioneered by the Xerox Corporation.

While it is possible for the application developer to implement the OPEN

LOOK Ul "from scratch," the usual implementation approach is to use a toolkit

that has been written for a specific windowing platform. The toolkit provides a

set of routines that implement the various interface elements as specified in

this book. The application developer, in turn, uses the routines provided by

the toolkit to create and position the interface elements as needed.

Audience

The primary n|s book is the potential developer of a toolkit that

implements the :

Another majc i the application developer who is interested in either

porting an e> > to or developing a new application for the OPEN

LOOK ' EN L°°K Graphical User Interface Apphc.

Style Guio '
T

'ore specifically to the application developer
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By providing guidelines for using the elements of the OPEN LOOK III, this book

promotes consistency across applications.

A third audience for this book is the nontechnical reader who is interested in

the general design of the interface. Although the primary focus of this book is

the detailed functional description necessary for toolkit and application

development, it is important to remember that this functionality must make
sense from the perspective of the user. To maintain this focus and emphasize

its importance, the functional elements are described from the point of view of

how you, as a user, communicate with the OPEN LOOK Ul.

Trademark Licensing

The name "OPEN LOOK" is a trademark of AT&T. The right to use the OPEN
LOOK trademark is subject to a certification procedure. To encourage

consistent OPEN LOOK Ul implementation across a wide variety of hardware

platforms and operating systems, AT&T offers OPEN LOOK trademark licensing

for three levels of certification:

Level 1 is a complete user interface, containing all the essential features.

This is the minimum features set required for a toolkit to be certified as level

1 compliant. The requirements for Level 1 certification are documented in

The OPEN LOOK Graphical User Interface Trademark Guide, which is avail-

able from AT&T.

Level 2 is a superset of Level 1 . It is anticipated that this level will be the

most common level of compliance. The complete set of Level 2 features

must be provided for an implementation to be certified as Level 2 compliant.

Level 3 is a superset of Level 2. This level is provided for more specialized

features and to provide a mechanism for extending the functionality of the

OPEN LOOK Ul.

See Appendix A, "Certification," for a detailed list of elements required for

each level of certification.

This book presents the technical specifications for the OPEN LOOK Ul.
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How This Book is Organized

Part I, Introduction

This part of the book addresses the nontechnical audience and contains two

chapters that provide an introduction and an overview to the OPEN LOOK Ul.

Chapter 1, Design Philosophy: The philosophy behind OPEN LOOK Ul design

decisions.

Chapter 2, Overview: A brief overview of the OPEN LOOK Ul. describing the

basic elements and how they work

Part II, Design Elements

This part of the book begins the technical specification and describes the

basic elements of the user interface and how they function.

Chapter 3, Workspace. Icons, and Windows: The elements of the workspace,

windows, and icons; the types of windows in an OPEN LOOK Ul implementa-

tion; and the required and optional elements of those windows.

Chapter 4, Controls: Detailed information about each of the controls and how

to use them.

Chapter 5, Control Areas: Detailed information about control area layouts.

Chapter 6, Menu Elements: The elements of menus.

Chapter 7. Scrolling: Scrollbars and ways of scrolling without using scrollbars

Chapter 8, Scrolling Lists: Basic, editable, and multi-level scrolling lists.

Chapter 9. Color and Three-Dimensional Design: Guidelines and specifica-

tions for an OPEN LOOK ui implementation on a color display and for a

three-dimensional implementation
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Part III, Required OPEN LOOK UI Functionality

This part of the book describes the required menus and workspace

properties, the File Manager, the Process Manager, and mouse and keyboard

functionality.

Chapter 10, Required OPEN LOOK UI Menus: The menus that an

OPEN LOOK UI implementation must provide: Workspace, Window, Pop-up

Window, Property Window Settings, Scrollbar, and Edit for text fields.

Chapter 11, Workspace Properties: The default global settings provided in the

Workspace Properties window.

Chapter 12, File Manager: The required elements of the OPEN LOOK file

management application.

Chapter 13, Process Manager: The required elements of the OPEN LOOK
process management application.

Chapter 14, Keyboard and Mouse Specifications: How mouse buttons are

used and keyboard operations.

Part IV, Using the OPEN LOOK UI

This part of the book describes how you use the OPEN LOOK UI.

Chapter 15, Using Menus: How you view and choose from menus.

Chapter 16, Selecting and Operating on Windows, Icons, and Panes: How you

select and operate on single and multiple windows, icons, and panes.

Chapter 17, Selecting and Operating on Text and Graphics: How you select

and operate on text and graphics.

Chapter 18, Using Property Windows: How to apply settings with property

windows.

Appendices

is book has four appendices, as described in the following paragraphs.

Appendix A. Certification: Three levels of certification for the OPEN LOOK UI.
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Appendix B, Details of Design Elements: Bitmap renditions for pointers,

carets, icons, workspace and menu drop shadow patterns in pixels. Engi-

neering drawings for the visual elements of an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation

specified in points and inches. Tolerances are provided to allow for variation

in pixel and display size.

Appendix C, OPEN LOOK Ul Help Text: Help text for the basic required OPEN
LOOK Ul elements.

Appendix D, International Considerations for the OPEN LOOK User Interface:

Issues to consider when designing an international implementation of the

OPEN LOOK Ul.

Glossary: An alphabetical list of terms used in this book with definitions.

Conventions Used in This Book

The following conventions are used in this book:

Terms introduced for the first time are in italic type and are defined in the

Glossary.

Mouse buttons are referred to by function, not by location on the mouse. For

example, "click SELECT" is used, not "click LEFT."

The names of mouse buttons are capitalized. For example, "press SELECT."

Keyboard keys have an initial capital letter For example, "to validate a text

field, press the Tab key."

To perform certain functions, you hold down one key while you press a sec-

ond key or mouse button. This combination of keystrokes is shown in the

following way: "Press Ctrl/MENU."

Keyboard functions are also referred to by function, not by the location or

name of a specific key on the keyboard. For example, SELECTCHAR is used

to define the function of selecting a single character by pressing both a

modifier key and the SELECT mouse button at the same time.

D The term "OPEN LOOK Ul implementation" refers to toolkits and applications

that have been d to meet this functional specification.
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Device Independence

One of the most innovative aspects of the OPEN LOOK Ul is that it is the first

graphical user interface designed to run on a wide variety of machines. As an

open industry standard, the OPEN LOOK Ul must accommodate displays of

different sizes and resolutions; monochrome, grayscale, and color; and

different keyboards and pointing devices.

Consequently, the OPEN LOOK Ul is specified in terms of units that are

independent of any particular device. The unit used in this specification is the

point—the basic unit of typographical measurement—equal to approximately

1/72 of an inch (0.352 millimeters). Refer to Appendix B for detailed specifica-

tions. of each element.

When units refer to the screen display itself, the unit used in this specifica-

tion is the pixel, an abbreviation for picture element.

International Considerations

The OPEN LOOK Ul does not provide specifications for international

markets. Instead, Appendix D provides a discussion of issues that should be

considered in the process of designing a toolkit that can be used in a

multinational market.

This book describes the user interface as localized for an American English

audience, and therefore reflects that bias in the following ways:

The orientation of text is from left to right and top to bottom.

Capitalization styles are recommended based on English usage.

Customary American spelling is used.

A sans serif variable width font is specified for the required elements of the

user interface.

Some icons and glyphs may be inappropriate for other languages and

locations.

Style Guidelines

The examples in this book show some of the ways elements can be used

and combined. The OPEN LOOK Ul offers the application developer a great

I of flexibility in deciding how the controls are displayed and grouped

together. The examples in this book are for purposes of illustration only and
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are not intended to be guidelines for an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation or to

contain exact specifications of design elements. Always refer to the detailed

specifications in Appendix B for exact details about design elements. The

examples used in this book do not represent existing application implementa-

tions.

When appropriate, this specification includes some guideline information.

For example, guidelines for implementing color and designing icons are

included. When guidelines are included, they are specifically identified, so

you can easily distinguish between required elements of an OPEN LOOK Ul

implementation and suggested information.

See the OPEN LOOK Graphical User Interface Application Style Guidelines

for more information about guidelines on developing applications for the

OPEN LOOK Ul.
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Design Philosophy

This chapter provides an overview of the design philosophy for the OPEN

LOOK User Interface.

Basic Design Principles

The intention of the design is to balance the three goals of simplicity,

consistency, and efficiency.

When you perform a new task and have no previous model from which to

draw experience, the task must be simple to perform. This makes the inter-

face easy to learn and master.

D When you perform a new task but have done something similar in the past,

the task must be consistent with past experience. In this way, you can trans-

fer learning from old tasks to new.

When you perform a familiar task, the interface must be efficient. Once you

have mastered a task, you will want to perform it with minimal effort—the

fewest keystrokes and the shortest movements of the mouse pointer.
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Table 1-1 shows the goals of the OPEN LOOK Ul project and the approach

taken to meet them.

Table 1-1 OPEN LOOK Ul design goals

Goal Approach Benefit

Easy to learn Base the interface on a

small number of simple

concepts.

The system is easy to

learn initially, and users

can get work done right

away.

Easy to learn new
applications for

experienced user

Provide a consistent

interface. For example,

both the window
manager and

applications work the

same way.

The user can leverage

knowledge and learn

new applications.

Efficient for experts Minimize keystrokes and

mouse travel.

Increased productivity.

Distinctive user interface Design a visually

uncluttered and

consistent look.

The OPEN LOOK Ul

becomes a signature

that people recognize.

Easy migration for other

interface users

Harmonize with other

user interfaces.

Users can move easily

among the major user

interfaces with minimal

retraining.

The OPEN LOOK Ul takes advantage of current bitmap workstation design

and operates efficiently in a multi-tasking operating system environment. You

can begin an operation in one window and continue working in another

without needing to learn the concept of "background processing."

The device independence of the OPEN LOOK Ul means that applications

developed using the interface will adapt well to new technology as it is

developed.
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The OPEN LOOK Ul design builds on familiar concepts pioneered by Xerox

Corporation. Because of the attention paid to functional consistency among
user interface designs, you can easily switch between systems without

needing to refocus attention on how the interface works.

Visual Style

The visual design of OPEN LOOK ui elements is restrained. The design of

each element is clean and simple. It provides a consistent environment that

acts as the background against which the application's information is

featured. When the interface is uncluttered, the application becomes the

center of focus and attention.

The OPEN LOOK Ul is based on a standard set of elements. Each element—

for example, a font, a button, a symbol, or a menu— is designed with a focus

on how it fits into the whole. Borders are used to define different areas of the

screen, such as a window, a menu, or a pane. Controls are arranged in

groups within these borders.

There are two visual designs for the OPEN LOOK Ul:

A black-and-white design for use on monochrome displays.

A three-dimensional design for use on grayscale and color displays.

Fonts

A sans serif, variable width font is used for the common elements of the

OPEN LOOK Ul Consistent use of the same font in all the elements of the

interface contributes to the design concept of the interface as a backdrop

against which the application is featured. Of course, an application can use

whatever fonts the developer chooses in the part of the window that is

reserved for the display of application information

Color

An OPEN LOOK entation can be used on monochrome or color

displays. A color n can use either black-and-white or three-

dimensional de .'.'hen a color implementation uses black-

and-white des borders are usually black, and color is added
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to the window background. On systems with a limited number of highly

saturated colors, the borders may be in color.

A color implementation provides different sets of colors, called palettes, you

can use to set colors for various workspace and window elements. The OPEN
LOOK Ul also provides a way for the application to control the color of its

window background independently. There are no restrictions on the way an

application can use color in the area of the window controlled exclusively by

the application. See Chapter 9 for more information.

International Considerations

The OPEN LOOK Ul encourages the development of internationalized

implementations and applications to permit localization to specific markets.

Issues that should be considered when designing a toolkit for a multinational

market are discussed in Appendix D.

Providing a toolkit that supports application development for international or

multinational markets requires development work at three levels:

The platform

The programmatic interface

The user interface

The platform is the lowest level. For example, the hardware and operating

system determine the character encoding, the interchange protocol, and what

characters are permitted for file names. This specification does not define

international considerations at this level.

When the programmatic interface level provides the appropriate tools, an

application developer can use them to develop an application for multi-

national markets. The programmatic interface level must provide the capa-

bility for elements such as text, sorting sequence, units, and dates to be

localized, that is, to meet the unique needs of specific languages and

cultures.

The user interface level is closely related to the programmatic interface

level, but concerns the specific elements of the OPEN LOOK Ul. For example,

the direction of text display might require the vertical display of window

headers and menus. Icons, glyphs, and color should also be appropriate to

the local environment.
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Overview

This chapter provides an overview of the OPEN LOOK User Interface by

describing how you, a user, interact with an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation.

The OPEN LOOK Ul contains a rich set of features and capabilities designed

to support a wide range of applications, from the simplest utility to the most

powerful integrated application. This chapter introduces the basic elements

and how they work; it does not attempt to offer a complete description of the

interface.

Keep in mind that documenting the appearance and functionality of a

graphical user interface is quite different from using it. For example, it may be

tedious to describe precisely and completely what happens when you choose

an item from a menu. But in practice, it is simple—you just press a mouse

button, point at the item you want, and then release the mouse button.

When you first see the OPEN LOOK Ul on a computer display, you need to

know only the most basic information about how to use the buttons on the

mouse to start using it.

The information in this chapter is presented in the following way:

An introduction to the window environment: the work surface (workspace)

and the pointing device (mouse), how you set the insert point where you

type input, the Workspace menu, and the File Manager

How application windows and the Window menu look

The kinds of controls you can expect to see in control areas of application

windows

How to move through data using OPEN LOOK ui scrollbars

D What menus loo- I now to use them

The kinds of a; Jows that pop up to perform transitory functions

How y v n windows and icons

how v
"• on text and graphics
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The Workspace

In the OPEN LOOK Ul window environment, the background screen area on

which objects such as windows, icons, and menus are displayed is called the

workspace. You use the mouse pointer to control these objects and choose

your activities. Figure 2-1 shows an example of a workspace.

3 Draw

Line J ( Rectangle ) Circle j

/5>

Fill.

*'
Q Edit: Search and Replace

Search For:

Replace With:

Ignore Case

Vi Id Card Searches

wraparound Searches

( Search
j)

(Replace & Search) (Repla:* at)

J?

Figure 2-1 A sample workspace in an OPEN LOOK L'l implementation.

Windows like Draw and Edit in Figure 2-1 represent graphics and text-

editing applications that use the OPEN LOOK Ul. Application graphics or text

are displayed in panes within the window borders and are controlled with a

:learly labeled set of buttons that describe the function or label the category

of choices grouped on the button menu.
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Icons (the two small squares on the right side of Figure 2-1 ) are small

pictorial representations of application windows. Changing a window to its

iconic representation, or closing it, keeps the application out of the way but

readily available.

Application windows that pop up to perform transitory functions can be

kept on the screen for repeated use by "pinning" them to the workspace with

a pushpin. The Edit: Search and Replace window in Figure 2-1 is an example

of such a pop-up window that is pinned to the workspace.

Menus are available both under menu buttons in the control area and as

pop-up menus that pop up at the pointer location. Menus can also have

pushpins. The Edit menu in Figure 2-1 is an example of a button menu in a

control area. It has a pushpin, but the menu is not pinned to the workspace.

Windows and icons can overlap or overlay one another on the workspace.

You control the work area of the workspace by opening, moving, resizing, and

closing or dismissing the windows of the applications you use.

The OPEN LOOK Ul specifies a basic set of standard menus that you use to

control windows and icons. In addition, each application window has its own

control areas, menus, and pop-up windows that allow you to control the

functionality of the application.

Pointers

You access most functions using a pointing device to move the pointer to a

specific place on the screen and using the pointing device to perform an

action. The mouse is the pointing device described in this book.

The pointer—usually an arrow pointing toward the upper left corner of the

screen—always shows the location of the mouse on the workspace. An OPEN

LOOK Ul implementation has standard pointer shapes for specific functions

such as copy and move. Each pointer has a hot spot, which indicates the

active place on the screen. The tip of the arrow is the hot spot. Applications

may provide additional pointer shapes

Using the Mouse Buttons

You controi 'kspace and in windows by moving the

pointer a
ind pressing and releasing different mouse

buttor cl in a window, you move the pointer to the

windov. and ' n to set the place where characters are
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displayed. This way of directing where you work is called click-to-type. A
Level 2 implementation has an option that lets you choose where you work by

moving the pointer into the window.

This book uses the following terms to describe actions performed with the

mouse:

Press a mouse button and hold it.

Release a mouse button to initiate the action.

Click a mouse button by pressing and releasing it before you move

the pointer.

Double-click a mouse button by clicking twice quickly without moving the

pointer.

Movefile pointer by sliding the mouse with no buttons pressed.

Drag the pointer by sliding the mouse with one or more buttons pressed.

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation is designed to be used with a pointing

device. The mouse is the most common pointing device. Mouse buttons have

three basic functions:

SELECT to select objects or manipulate controls

ADJUST to extend or reduce the number of selected objects

D MENU to display and choose from menus

Systems with one- or two-button mice access the three basic mouse

functions by using a key from the keyboard in conjunction with one of the

mouse buttons, for example, Shift/SELECT. This book refers to mouse buttons

by function, not by the location of the button on the mouse.

Figure 2-2 shows the mouse button assignments for one-, two-, and

three-button mice. An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation allows you to change the

mouse button assignments and set other global properties.

ADJUST - Keyboard
equivalent

Mm l

< >

J

N <

MENU -

Keyboard
Fquivalent

ADJUST - Keyboard
equivalent

B

ADJUST

MENU SELECT

2-2 Default mouse button function assignments.
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Pointer Jumping

Most of the time, you move the pointer with the mouse. However, sometimes

an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation moves the pointer for you and jumps

directly to a specific place on the screen. This is called pointer jumping.

For example, when you press the HELP key to display a Help window, the

pointer jumps to the pushpin in the header of the Help window so that you

can simply click the SELECT mouse button to dismiss the window. The pointer

jumps back again when the window is dismissed from the screen.

You can turn off all pointer jumping from the Workspace Properties window.

Workspace Menu
The workspace has a default pop-up menu that you access by pressing

the MENU mouse button anywhere on the workspace. The Workspace menu,

shown in Figure 2-3, is what you use to start up new applications and set

global properties such as window color and the location of mouse button

functions.

L

HW Workspace

^.Programs t>

)

Utilities t>

Properties...

Exit

Figure 2-3 Workspace menu.

Pushpins

Pushpins are used on some menus and all command, property, and help

pop-up windows. When a menu or a window has a pushpin, you can pin the

menu or window to the screen to keep it available for repeated use

When yo - 1 pushpin, it pops into the hole and the menu

or window sta .'Ou dismiss it by clicking on the pinned

pushpin The
|

' the hole and the menu or window is dismissed

from the screi
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File Manager

You access all file management functions in an OPEN LOOK Ul implementa-

tion in a consistent way using the File Manager application. The File Manager

can be used independently or can be called up from an application window.

Base Windows

The applications you choose from the Workspace menu are displayed on

the workspace as base windows. Figure 2-4 identifies the visual elements of a

simple base window.

Application title

Window menu button Long-term message

Resize Corner

Pane

a Title - No file

( Button ) ( Menu Button v j

New document Page 1

Header

Control area

Scrollbar

Footer

Status and error message area State or mode message area

Figure 2-4 A simple base window.

The base window is the framework in which the application contents are

displayed. The following lists provide a general indication of which parts of

the user interface are specified and which parts are defined by the applica-

tion developer. The lists are not comprehensive.
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The fixed elements of the OPEN LOOK ui include:

The specific graphic design of each of the elements

D The fonts used for those elements

D The functionality of those elements

The spacing for headers, footers, and scrollbars

D The required menus

The application developer defines these elements in the base window:

Application title and any long-term messages in the header

Status and error messages in the footer

D Size and locations of panes and control areas

D Names and layout of buttons in the control area

Presence or absence of resize corners and scrollbars

D Application menus

You can change the area of a window by moving the pointer to one of the

four resize corners, pressing SELECT, and dragging the resize corner to

increase or reduce the total area of the window. Resizing a window changes

the window area, but it does not change the scale of the window elements.

You can move a window on the workspace by pressing SELECT on the header

or footer and dragging the window to the new location.

The header is the area at the top of a base window that displays the

Window menu button and the application title. If Close is the default for the

Window menu, you can quickly close a window by clicking SELECT on the

Window menu button. When you close a base window, it is displayed on the

workspace as an icon. The header can also display long-term messages

generated by the application.

The control area contains controls such as buttons and menu buttons. The

control area and controls are described under "Control Areas and Controls"

later in this chapter.

The pane is the area of the base window where the application information

is displayed and manipulated An application can have multiple panes within

the same base window. When all the application information cannot be

displayed at one time, panes have scrollbars to allow you to move around in

the contents. Scrollbr- .ered later in this chapter.

Useful stal i

"

lte messages from the application are displayed

in the foot
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Window Menu
Each window has a Window menu, which you use to set window properties

and change window characteristics. When a window is displayed as an icon,

it keeps the window menu. You can use the menu to open icons or close

windows, expand the size of the window as specified by the application or

restore it to its original size, set window properties, move the window to the

back of the screen, refresh the window, and quit the application. Figure 2-5

shows the Window menu for base windows.

Window

<£!° se

Full Size

Properties

Back

Refresh

Quit

Figure 2-5 Window menu for base windows.

Pop-up windows have a Window menu with a smaller set of choices.

Control Areas and Controls

The basic controls for an application are displayed in control areas within

the base window. The application developer determines the layout and labels

for the controls. A control area can contain any of the controls described in

this section.

An application can have a single, simple control area at the top of its

window or several control areas elsewhere in the window. A complex applica-

:ion can divide its base window into a number of panes, each with its own
control area.

You choose your activities in an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation using the

5 and a simple set of controls. Figure 2-6 shows examples of all the

}f controls that can be used in control areas. Most of the time, control

lave button controls. The other controls can be used in any arrange-
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ment or combination suitable to the application. Controls always work the

same way, regardless of how they are arranged or where they are displayed.

Butt ons Eagle j Hawk... j

Menu buttons i

v
Insects j iAHX-HMHUgfl Platypus )

" Kangaroo
Koala

Opossum
Command Item

Window Item...

Menu Item t>

.-w

Abbreviated buttons Q Q
Abbreviated menu buttons Marsupials: £j Platypus

Text field a

Text field with scrolling buttons Brne^fl

Multi-line text field

I
Numeric field with increment/

decrement buttons 1234A ^-^J

Exclusive settings 1 French | German
|
English

|

Nonexclusive settings Aquarium Displays: [

I
Whale I

[ Uolphinl

I
7 una

»

Check boxes D Shoes

^ Socks

Slider

Gauge Disk Usage: |

i i i i i i i

1 00

Read-only message Size: 1997 bytes

Figure 2-6 Controls in an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation.
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Controls

Buttons used for single commands have the name of the command as the

label on the button. For example, to save a document, you would click

SELECT on a button that says "Save." When a button has a window mark—
three dots—following the label, choosing it causes a pop-up window to be

displayed. You then choose the command from the controls provided in the

pop-up window.

Menu buttons always have a menu mark, an outlined triangle, following the

label. The triangle points to where the menu is displayed. Menu buttons

always display a menu when you press MENU with the pointer on a menu
button. The menu for a menu button labeled "Insects" might have items

labeled "Crickets," "Ladybugs," and "Bumblebees."

When you press a button, it highlights to provide visual feedback. The

Marsupials button in Figure 2-6 is highlighted since its menu is displayed.

Items are button labels that are displayed on menus without the button

outline. They provide button functionality on menus and. at the same time,

help to keep menus to a manageable size. Items on menus have the same
feel and functionality as buttons, but have a slightly different look. Just as an

application can use command buttons, window buttons, and menu buttons in

a control area, it can use command items, window items, and menu items on

menus.

Abbreviated buttons are small square buttons with no text label inside them.

They can have a glyph inside the button outline. The most common use for

abbreviated buttons is for scrolling. Scrolling buttons have a solid arrowhead

inside the border of the button. Abbreviated buttons function the same as

buttons.

Abbreviated menu buttons are small square buttons with a menu mark

inside the button. The label for the button is displayed to the left, and the

choice from the button menu is displayed to the right of the abbreviated menu
button. Abbreviated menu buttons function the same as menu buttons.

Abbreviated menu buttons are used when it is helpful to show the current

choice without displaying a menu.

Text fields are used when the application requires input from the keyboard.

For example, you use a text field when you type the name of a document you

:o save. When a text field cannot display the entire text string, scrolling

tons are displayed to allow you to scroll the contents of the field. When a

an only contain numbers has increment/decrement scrolling

16
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buttons, you can click on them to increase or decrease the number displayed

in the text field. Text fields can also be displayed with borders and scrollbars

to permit multi-line text entry

Exclusive settings are displayed as touching rectangles. You can make one

choice from each group of settings. The chosen setting is shown with a bold

border. Exclusive settings are used when the object has a state, and that

state can be changed. For example, if you want to change the color of a pen

in a drawing application, the pen already has a color setting. You can choose

a different pen color from a palette of exclusive setting color choices, but you

can use only one pen color at a time. Applications can use a variation of

exclusive settings that allows you either to make one choice from each group

of settings or to choose none of the settings.

Nonexclusive settings are displayed as separate rectangles. You can

choose all, none, or any combination of nonexclusive settings for the same

object. Nonexclusive settings are used when you can set many values for one

particular object. For example, text attributes such as bold, italic, and

underline can all be set for the same word.

Check boxes are another kind of nonexclusive setting. You can choose all,

some, or none of the options by toggling the check box to display or suppress

the check mark.

Sliders are used to set a numeric value and give a visual indication of the

setting. Sliders can have numeric fields and type-in fields. Sliders can be

used when an object has a range of possible settings. For example, sliders

can be used to adjust the volume of a beep.

Gauges are used to give a visual indication of how full or empty an object is

or to show what percentage of a job is complete.

Read-only messages are used to provide useful information that you

cannot edit

Scrolling

When you need to move through the data in an application, you use

scrollbars to change the view in the pane. A pane can have both horizontal

and vertical scrollbars Rgure 2-7 shows the components of a vertical

scrollbar.
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Elevator
a

Top cable anchor

Up arrow
Drag area

Down arrow
Proportion indicator

Cable

Bottom cable anchor

Figure 2-7 Components of a vertical scrollbar.

The elevator shows you where you are in the contents that can be viewed in

the pane. The dark area of the cable (the proportion indicator) shows you how

much of the total contents is displayed in the pane.

You use the SELECT mouse button to operate the scrollbar. When you scroll

upward, you move the view on the data incrementally toward the beginning.

When you scroll downward, you move the view on the data incrementally

toward the end. You can scroll the contents of a pane in the following ways:

Go to the beginning (click SELECT on the top cable anchor).

Go to the end (click SELECT on the bottom cable anchor).

Display the previous unit at the top of the pane (click SELECT on the

up arrow).

Display the next unit at the bottom of the pane (click SELECT on the

down arrow).

Display the previous pane of information (click SELECT on the cable above

the elevator).

Display the next pane of information (click SELECT on the cable below

the elevator).

Move to any arbitrary location (press SELECT in the drag area and drag

the elevator).

When you scroll, the elevator moves to reflect the new position of the view

into the application data. When the pointer is on the elevator, the pointer

automatically moves when the elevator moves. This convenient feature

means that you can press or click SELECT to repeat the scrolling action

18
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without moving the mouse. When you click on the cable, the pointer automati-

cally moves along the cable to prevent the elevator from colliding with it.

Menus

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation uses menus to provide additional control

areas that are hidden from view until you need to use them

Menus have settings or lists of items that you use to issue commands,

display a submenu with additional items, or settings that you use to set

parameters. In addition, menus can have a pushpin to keep them on the

screen for repeated use.

There are two basic types of menus:

Button menus

Pop-up menus

Each region of the screen in an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation that is not a

control has a pop-up menu. The pop-up menu that is displayed depends on

the location of the pointer. When the pointer is on a menu button and you

press MENU, the menu for that button is displayed

Pop-up menus in an application usually duplicate choices from menus

provided in the control area. Pop-up menus save keystrokes, minimize mouse

movement, and make the interface more efficient for experienced users

When you use pop-up menus, you do not need to move the pointer away from

the work area to issue commands.

The OPEN LOOK Ul specifies the items for required pop-up menus The

application developer specifies the choices for all other menus. The required

menus are listed below:

Workspace menu

D Window menu

D Pop-up Window menu

Settings menu for property windows

Scrollbar menu

D Edit menu for te

Scrolling List
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The application developer can add choices to the Workspace, Scrollbar,

and Edit menus. The Window menus and Settings menu cannot be changed

by the application. Figure 2-8 shows examples of menus. The Edit button

menu and Edit pop-up menu in the base window are examples of application-

defined menus. (Note that this figure shows a configuration that you would

never see on the screen, since you have only one pointer and can display

only one menu group at a time.)

Pop up window Base window
Pop-up Window menu

£9 Edit:

Show Caret at Top J

Display L

Line Mo:

Edft

Window

VUndo _

Copy
Paste

Delete

Dismiss

'Back

Refresh

Owner?

Text field Edit menu

Property window

Settings menu

r & Clock Pro Settings 1

-

Clock Face:

Display Options:

1
Ana

UApply )

* Reset

' Apply ) ' Reset J

,.

Button menu

Menu button

Pop-up menu

Button Window button

It was a dark and s

were safely in their i Cut ) rhe bats flew around
the tower sqeaking Copy

Paste

Dosolina stood at t Again

-.-. Edit

gazing out over the Undo

blowing wildly as th. ipiiiu JU

long overdue. There were evil t

the night, and she feared greath

Copy
Paste

Again

Undo

sses

There was something unnatural about the light

flickering through the clouds. The bea gles bugled

their howls, protesting their captivity. Window

Workspace menu

ICIose

Full Size

Properties.

Back
Refresh

Quit

Scrollbar menu

Top to Here

Previous

- Window menu

Figure 2-8 Examples of menus in an OPEN LOOK UI implementation.

Using Menus

This section describes the two basic ways you use the MENU mouse button

to operate on menus:

Press-drag-release

Click-move-click
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The most common way to use a menu is by pressing MENU to display the

menu, dragging the pointer to the desired item, and releasing the MENU
mouse button to choose the item and dismiss the menu. You must keep the

MENU button pressed down to keep the menu on the screen.

Alternatively, you can click MENU once to display the menu and keep it on

the screen without holding down the mouse button You then move the pointer

to the desired item, and click either SELECT or MENU again to choose the item

and dismiss the menu.

Each menu has a default selection, which offers a quick way to choose an

item from a menu. You can view and execute the default selection for a menu
button in a control area—using the SELECT mouse button—without displaying

the button menu. You can also change the default selection for a menu at

any time.

Any menu that has a pushpin can be pinned to the workspace to keep it

accessible. The pinned menu becomes a pop-up window and remains on the

screen until you dismiss it.

Pop-up Windows

Each application can provide transitory windows called pop-up windows,

which are displayed to let you fill in information or make choices. A button or

menu item that displays a pop-up window always has a window mark

following the label.

All pop-up windows except Notices have a pushpin on the left side of the

header so that you can pin the window to the workspace to keep it readily

available for repeated operations.

Pop-up windows that allow you to set the properties of objects, such as tab

settings or fonts in a text editing application, are called property windows.

Figure 2-9 shows an example of a text property window.
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'.-« Edit: Properties

CATEGORY: (vj Text

Font:

Style

Size

Catalog Name

I Serif | Sans Serif
|
Typewriter

|

: | Bold | | Italic
1

1 Underline
1

1 Overstrike
|

_ ^j ^ ; 16 ! 20 1

Bold italic,*

(f Apply v
)) ( Reset )

h •*

Figure 2-9 An example of a text property window.

Pop-up windows do not close to an icon. Instead, when a command from a

pop-up window that affects the selected object or takes action on a function is

successfully executed, the pop-up window is dismissed from the screen. For

example, when you click on the Apply button to apply properties to a

selection, the property window is dismissed from the screen after the

properties are applied. You can dismiss a pop-up window without choosing a

command by choosing Dismiss from the pop-up Window menu, or using the

pushpin to dismiss the window.

Help

You view on-screen help in a Help pop-up window. Move the pointer to the

object for which you want help and press the HELP key on the keyboard. A
pinned Help window is displayed. The object at the pointer location is

displayed in the magnifying glass of the Help window along with explanatory

help text. Figure 2-10 shows an example of a Help window.
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Q l dil Help: Pushpin

Use the pushpin to keep a pop-up window
or a menu pinned to the workspace for

continued access.

Move the pointer to an unpinned pushpin and

click SELECT to push the pin into the hole,

pinning the window or menu to the workspace.

Click SELECT on a pinned pushpin to pop the

pin out of the hole and dismiss the pop-up
window or the menu.

Figure 2-10 An example of a \ lelp window.

Selecting and Operating on Windows and Icons

The foundation of the OPEN LOOK Ul is the select-then-operate paradigm.

You first select an object by pointing to it with the pointer, and pressing and

releasing a button on the mouse. Then, using either the mouse or the

keyboard, you choose the operation to be applied to the selected object.

In addition, you can perform certain common operations by direct manipu-

lation. For example, selected windows, icons, text, or graphics can be moved

by dragging them to a new location on the screen.

The objects on the workspace (windows and icons) are selected and

manipulated in the same way as objects in an application.

One of the advantages of the OPEN LOOK ui is the ability to control several

windows and icons at once With the selection paradigm extended to the

workspace, you can select several windows and icons and perform the same

operation on all of them.
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The Window Background

The window background is any part of a window that is not enclosed by a

border or covered by a control, a pushpin, or scrollbar. You use the window

background to display the Window menu, select a window, or move a window

by dragging. The shaded area in Figure 2-1 1 is the window background for a

base window with a control area, one pane, and a scrollbar.

Titte

f Button ) 1 Menu Button v
) _ ,. ;

;

,

/ :

:

: --

fttew document
\ .

?a$n t
-cD

Figure 2-11 The shading shows the background of a base window.

Using the Window Menu
You operate on individual windows and icons at the pointer location by

making choices from the Window menu. You access the Window menu by

pressing or clicking MENU anywhere on the window background (or when the

pointer is over any button that has no menu behind it).

To provide a quick way to use the default from the window menu without

displaying the menu, the header of each base window has a Window menu
button. Clicking SELECT on the Window menu button executes the default

item. For example, when the default is Close, clicking SELECT on the Window
menu button closes the window to an icon. Pressing or clicking MENU on the

Window menu button displays the same Window menu that you access from

the window background.
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Selecting Windows and Icons

You select a window by moving the pointer to the background and clicking

SELECT or ADJUST. Select an icon by moving the pointer anywhere on the

icon and clicking SELECT or ADJUST. Since windows can be layered on the

workspace and may not be completely visible, clicking SELECT on the window

background also brings the window or icon to the front of the screen. Clicking

ADJUST selects the window or icon but does not bring it to the front of the

screen.

When a window or icon is selected, the border thickens. In Figure 2-12, the

Edit window and Console icon are not selected. The Draw window and Mail

icon are selected.

Edit

"

File v) (View vj i Edit ~) l nul j

r

_i
m Draw

Line J Rectangle j Circle J ( Fill

I*

SP

Figure 2-12 Selected and unselected windows and icons.

To select more than one window or icon, click ADJUST on the additional

objects you want to select.
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Operating on Selected Windows and Icons

You move selected windows and icons directly by pressing SELECT on one

of the selected objects and dragging the group to a new location.

You can also operate on groups of selected windows and icons by opening

a pop-up window called Window Controls from the Workspace menu and

using the controls in that window to operate on the selected objects. For

example, you can close selected windows and open selected icons in one

operation using the Open/Close button in the Window Controls pop-up.

Figure 2-13 shows the Window Controls pop-up window.

Q Window Controls

Back J Quit
)

Open/Close
j

Full/Restore Size J

Figure 2-13 Window Controls pop-up.

Resizing a Window
You can change the dimensions of any window that has resize corners by

pressing SELECT on any resize corner and dragging the corner to a new
location. The diagonally opposite corner of the window is anchored, and the

borders of the window expand or contract as you move the resize corner,

changing the area of the window relative to the anchored corner. Figure 2-14

shows how you resize a window to make it smaller.
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Hold down SEtECT and drag the corner Release SELECT

Figure 2-14 Resizing a window to make it smaller.

Scaling a Window

A different way to alter the size of a window is to scale it. When a window is

scaled to a different size, all the elements of the window change to a larger or

smaller size, including the font, borders. Window menu button, and controls

such as buttons and scrollbars.

You scale a base window by choosing Properties from the Window menu

and using the Base Window Scale option from the property window. When

you scale a window, all the elements of the window change size proportion-

ally. For examp low to a larger size, the upper left corner

of the window ar|d the borders of the window expand to

the right and dowr . 2-15 shows a window in small scale, with the

Window menu disp ghted You display the Window

menu by ound and pressing MENU

Then you
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Figure 2-15 Choosing Properties from the Window menu.

When you release MENU, the Window menu is dismissed and the Properties

window is displayed, as shown in Figure 2-16.

izi

(File y) (view v) (Edit V) ( Find V ')

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles
were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
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howls,
|

.-w Edit: Properties

initial State: |
vim do '..'! ip-m

Measure in: |V| pixels

Initial Location; [-1 !!'

Specified

Initial size

Height: .200 I^T^I

width: ;cnj itr

Record Current State: ( Ease Window )

( Popup Windows j ( Menus )

Manage Windows: [independently
| As a Croup~|

Base window Scale: Small

Pop up windows Scale: Small

Figure 2-16 Scaling is an option for window properties.
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You then move the pointer to the slider box for the base window scale

setting, press SELECT, and drag the slider box to the next setting, as shown in

Figure 2-17.

r
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Figure 2-17 Drag the slider box to the next Betting.

To apply this setting, click SELECT on the Apply button The property

window is dismissed and the setting is changed The window is displayed in

the larger size as Figure 2-18
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m Edit
"i
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It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
^the tower, squeaking frantically.

Dosolina stood at the open window wistfully gazing

out over the moors, her long dark tresses blowing

wildly as the wind gusted. Pietor was long

overdue. There were evil things afoot in the night,

and she feared greatly for his safety. There was
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howls, protesting their captivity.

lb. J
Figure 2-18 Click SELECT on the Apply button to apply the setting and dismiss the

property window.

You can scale the base window and pop-up windows for an application

independently of each other. Using the Scaling option, you can display the

pop-up windows in a smaller size to conserve space on the workspace and

choose a larger scaling size for the base window of the application.

Selecting and Operating on Text and Graphics

To select text, move the pointer to the beginning of the text you want to

select, press SELECT, and drag the mouse to wipe through the selection. As

you move the pointer, the text is highlighted. Release sSELECT to complete the

selection. You can also select text by moving the pointer to the beginning of

the text you want to select, clicking SELECT, and then moving the pointer to

the end of the text you want to select and clicking ADJUST.
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Once text is selected, copy or move it directly by dragging. Alternatively

use the Cut or Copy keys (or their equivalents) on the keyboard to store text

on the clipboard. You insert data from the clipboard at a new location using

the Paste key.

Select graphic objects by clicking SELECT on the object or clicking ADJUST

to toggle the selected state of the object.

Once you have selected graphic objects, you operate on them the same as

you do on selected text.
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Workspace, Icons, and Windows

This chapter begins the technical specifications section of this book with a

description of the workspace, icons, and windows. Refer to Appendix B for

detailed graphic representations of the elements described in this chapter

In an OPEN LOOK User Interface implementation, windows and icons can

be selected and manipulated both individually and as a group. Since more

than one object can be selected at the same time, the visual distinction

between selected and unselected icons and windows is an important part of

the user interface.

This chapter describes the visual elements of the workspace, icons, and

windows. It shows the distinction between the selected and unselected states

for windows and icons. See Chapter 16 for a detailed description of how to

select and operate on icons and windows. See Chapter 18 for information

about how to use property windows.

The Workspace

Icons and windows are displayed on the workspace, which has a 50

percent pattern, as specified in Appendix B Color implementations set the

workspace color from the Workspace Properties window.

The Workspace Grid

The workspace c invisible grid which has a default grid incre-

ment of 13 p
or,ed or space, they

automatically sna te on this grid You can change the

default grid -^ ,rom tne Workspace Properties

window. See C rmation about the workspace grid
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Reserved Areas

Some OPEN LOOK Ul implementations may permit you to define virtual

edges for the workspace to create a reserved area on the workspace that

permits the display of icons and special application windows. A certain class

of applications can be moved onto the reserved area of the workspace. You

define virtual edges from the Workspace Properties window. A 1 -point line

demarcates the boundary between the workspace and the reserved area of

the screen, as shown in Figure 3-1

.

y Window Controls

' H'fMi/Close
J

Pull/Restore Sire j Back
J

Quit
)

Figure 3-1 The workspace with a reserved area at the top of the screen.

In this example, a virtual edge is defined near the top of the workspace.

The Window Controls pop-up is displayed in the reserved area, as are two

icons. The Edit window is partially obscured, just as it would be if the window

were moved partially off the actual edge of the screen.

When an OPEN LOOK ui implementation provides reserved areas of the

reen, you can move icons onto the reserved area. Most windows, however,

consider the virtual edge to be the physical edge of the screen, and they
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disappear under the virtual edge when you drag the window beyond that

edge. An application must be able to specify whether or not you can move its

window onto the reserved area of the workspace. See Chapter 16 for more

information about moving icons and windows.

Default Pointer Shapes

The pointer—usually an arrow pointing up and to the left—shows the

location of the mouse on the workspace The OPEN LOOK ui has standard

pointer shapes for specific functions such as copy and move.

When the pointer is an arrow, the tip of the arrow is the hot spot that

indicates the active place on the screen. Applications may provide additional

pointer shapes.

Table 3-1 shows the default pointers for a Level 1 implementation and tells

you when you see them.

When you initiate an activity, the shape of the pointer changes to give you

visual feedback while you are performing an operation. Generally, the pointer

is displayed when you press a mouse button, when you drag the pointer

beyond the damping factor to initiate a move or copy, or when an event

cannot be acted upon. When you release the mouse button to complete the

action, the appropriate pointer is displayed. The pointer may change to the

busy pointer until the operation is complete, and then change again to the

basic pointer.

Some OPEN LOOK ui implementations may not be able to support large

pointers efficiently. In addition, some languages, such as Kanji. require a

larger text area than that provided by the text move and text copy pointers In

these cases, the OPEN LOOK ui implementation uses the standard move and

copy pointers in place of the text move and text copy pointers.
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Table 3-1 Level 1 default pointers

The basic pointer is used for such basic functions as selecting objects

and manipulating controls. The hot spot is the tip of the arrow.

When you move an object by dragging, the pointer changes to the

move pointer. The hot spot is the tip of the arrow.

When you copy an object by dragging, the pointer changes to the

duplicate pointer. The hot spot is the tip of the arrow.

When an application is busy and cannot accept input, the pointer

changes to a stopwatch. The hot spot is the middle of the stopwatch.

While a mouse button is pressed on an area that does not accept that

action, or when you drag an object to an inappropriate destination, the

question mark pointer is displayed.

\ ne &•

When you copy text by dragging, the pointer changes to the text

duplicate pointer. The at least the first three characters of the text are

displayed in 10-point type in the rectangle, and are followed by a

More arrow then the selection is more than three characters. The hot

spot is the tip of the arrow.

Yn

When you move text by dragging, the pointer changes to the text

move pointer. The first three characters of the text are displayed in

10-point type in the rectangle, and are followed by a More arrow when
the selection is more than three characters. The hot spot is the tip of

the arrow.
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Table 3-2 shows the additional default pointers for a Level 2 implementation

and tells you when you see them.

Table 3-2 Level 2 additional default pointers

In a Level 2 implementation, when you initiate panning (moving the

entire contents of a pane relative to the pane outline), the pointer is

changed to the panning pointer The hot spot is the tip of the arrow.

In a Level 2 implementation, the basic pointer changes to the target

pointer, with a halo around the tip of the arrow when the hot spot is on

the border of a pane that can be selected

See Chapter 7 for information about panning. See Chapter 16 for informa-

tion about selecting panes.

Icons

This book uses the term icon specifically to mean a graphic representation

of a closed window. Other graphic images used in an OPEN LOOK ui imple-

mentation are referred to as glyphs. When a base window is closed to an

icon, the only change to the application is in its visual representation on the

workspace. The application keeps running even when it is closed to an icon.

When the icon is opened, it is replaced on the screen by its opened window.

The OPEN LOOK Ul specifies a basic icon size (65 by 65 points) and design

for bordered and borderless icons. However, an OPEN LOOK Ul implementa-

tion can use icons of a nonstandard size and configuration If an OPEN LOOK

Ul implementation provides an icon editor application, it would be helpful to

provide the application developer with the ability to scale an application

design to the three sizes most commonly required for different display

resolutions:

Low resolution

Medium resolut

High res

39
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In addition, such an application could provide a way to scale to the

standard glyph size required for display in the File Manager. See "Images for

Use with the File Manager" later in this chapter and Chapter 12 for more

information about File Manager glyphs.

Any icon can be displayed in an unselected or selected state. In addition,

an unselected or selected icon can show the standard busy pattern as the

icon background. An icon is "busy" when its application cannot accept user

input—for example, when a mail application is incorporating new mail. The

following sections describe default bordered and borderless icons and

nonstandard icons.

Default Icon Elements

Each default icon has three elements:

A border

An optional image

An optional text label

Figure 3-2 shows examples of unselected icons.

S^^**^ "?
dbxtool CONSOLE mail

Figure 3-2 Examples of default bordered icons.

To present a uniform appearance, the pictures on each icon should be

approximately the same size. The default text label on the icon is the same as

the title that is displayed in the header of the opened window.

When an application has more than one base window, the application

determines the text that is displayed in the text area of the icon for additional

base windows.
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Borders

On monochrome displays, unselected icons are enclosed in a 1 -point white

square border and a 1 -point dotted line (alternating dark and white points).

The icon size is 65 points square. The top two-thirds of the icon is the symbol

image area. The bottom third is the text area Figure 3-3 shows the border

and the image and text areas.

Image

Text

Figure 3-3 The icon border and the image and text areas

Images

The graphic image for an icon should be a unique design that is easily

recognizable whether or not a title is displayed in the icon text area. The

image can change to represent a change in state of the application. The

examples in this book of a mail application icon show a rural American mail

box with a flag. When the flag is down, there are no new mail files in the mail

box. When the flag is up and the door to the mailbox is opened, you have new

mail messages. Any application can use a graphic mnemonic such as this to

show a change in the state of the application while the window is displayed as

an icon.

Images for Use with the File Manager

The File Manager displays files as glyphs and has a set of default glyphs

that represent folders, data files, and applications See Chapter 12 for a

complete specificatic le Manager

An application can pr additional image designs to use for display

in the File Manager:

The image area fi
: jl1 IC0n tnat can be displayed in place ol

default File
'.' ' -^ glyph
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An image that fits inside the 32-by-40-point border of the File Manager data

file glyph.

Figure 3-4 shows an example of the image area from a mail application on

the left, and a smaller version of the same image inside the border of a File

Manager data file glyph on the right.

"1 mQ

Figure 3-4 Examples of glyphs for use with the File Manager.

You would use the image on the left to open the mail application, and the

image on the right to open a data file that contained a message bound to the

mail application.

Title

Each icon can have a title that, by default, is the same as the title on the

application window. The application can use a shorter title for the icon if

needed or choose not to display a title. The application can specify whether

or not long-term messages such as file names are displayed in the icon.

State Feedback

Default bordered icons that are selected have a 3-point border. The icon

can be in a busy state whether or not the icon is selected. The top two icons

in Figure 3-5 show unselected and selected default icons. The bottom two

icons show unselected and selected busy icons.
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Unselected

Selected

Unselected busy

Selected busy

Figure 3-5 Icon states.

Borderless Icons

On grayscale or color displays, the icon border is not needed, since the

background color can be specified as a lightly saturated shade that provides

enough contrast for the icon and the text label to be visible against it.

Figure 3-6 shows an example of an icon without a border

maji

Figure 3-6
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When an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation uses a grayscale or color display,

you can choose whether or not you want to display unselected icons with

borders. You set this option from the Workspace Properties window, as

described in Chapter 1 1

.

State Feedback

When you select a borderless icon, it displays the standard 3-point border.

The icon can be in a busy state whether or not the icon is selected. The top

two icons in Figure 3-7 show unselected and selected borderless icons. The

bottom two icons show unselected and selected busy icons.

Unselected

Selected

Unselected busy

Selected busy

Figure 3-7 [constates.
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Nonstandard Icons

An application can specify an icon of nonstandard size and shape.

Nonstandard icons must be in increments of 13 points (the standard 65-point

icon uses 5 of these increments) so that they display evenly on the 13-pixel

workspace grid. When an application specifies nonstandard icons, it commu-

nicates the correct icon size to the window manager so that icons are placed

appropriately on the workspace grid.

Figure 3-8 shows an example of an icon for a scheduling application. The

icon displays the current month and date in a format larger than 65 points

square and contains no label. This icon uses the standard border in a

nonstandard size. The selection and busy feedback are the same as for

default icons.

Unsele :ted

Augus*
M Tu V T -

7 8 9 16 :.

14 15 16 17 .

I 28 29 38 31

Selected

' 1988
. Th F

. E

1 U 11 12

17 18 IS

ill
21 22 24

1

Unselected busy

Selected busy

S H r. 4 1* F

i

24

Figure 3-8
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Figure 3-9 shows examples of nonstandard, nonrectangular icons.

U reelected

Selected

Unselected busy

Selected busy

mmmmm

Folder File

File
Folder

:...
:

.
•:

i*:=!*;¥;=;=;=:=:=??;*:

,, >)B1)

i

D=X
'

11,,,n> " n
l mm

III Folder File

Figure 3-9 Examples of nonstandard, nonrectangular icons.

You can drag File Manager folders and data file glyphs out of the File

Manager pane and put them on the workspace. Applications determine how
the data file is displayed as an icon on the workspace. A folder glyph can be

displayed as a nonrectangular icon that has all the attributes of other icons:

A border

An optional image or text label inside the border
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The required base Window menu
D A bold border when you select the icon

Standard busy feedback when appropriate

The icon can be opened to display a base window. An opened data file

icon is displayed in a base window of the application to which the data file is

bound. See Chapter 12 for a description of the File Manager.

Positions

Icons snap to an invisible grid on the workspace. This permits you to

position icons immediately adjacent to one another, or show an equal amount

of the workspace between icons.

When an application is started or when an open window is closed, the first

icon is displayed in the initial default region at the edge of the screen that you

specified from the Workspace Properties window. Subsequent icons are

positioned 65 points to the right or below the previous icon position so that the

borders of icons are immediately adjacent to one another. When you use the

Top setting, the first icon is displayed at the upper left corner of the work-

space. Subsequent icons are displayed one icon width to the right of the

previous icon. When the last icon reaches the top right corner of the screen,

the next icon is moved one icon width down from the top of the screen, and a

second row is formed following the same placement pattern.

This same pattern is used for each of the other settings. When you use the

Bottom setting, the first icon is displayed at the lower left corner. When you

use the Left setting, the first icon is displayed at the upper left corner. When

you use the Right setting, the first icon is displayed at the upper right corner

The Location setting applies to future placement of icons and does not affect

the location of any icons already displayed on the workspace.

You choose the c- n region (top, bottom, left, or right) from the

Workspace Prop- low The default icon region defines the part of the

screen that the icons move to when they are closed

Icons can be moved e on the workspace that is permitted by the

workspace gr ' areas of the workspace When you

move an ice
"
ie new position is recorded and is

used the nexl ^ow IS opened and then closed again
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Base Windows

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation has two kinds of windows:

Base windows (the application's primary window)

Pop-up windows (transient windows that pop up to accomplish a specific

purpose and are dismissed by you or by the application when appropriate)

This section describes base windows. Pop-up windows are described later

in this chapter.

The base window is the application's main window. Each base window has

required and optional elements. These elements are described in the

following sections.

Required Elements for Standard Base Windows

Standard base windows have the following required elements:

The standard base Window menu
A 2-point border

A header, with the name of the application centered

A Window menu button in the upper left corner of the header

At least one of the following two elements:

° Control area (an unbordered area where controls such as buttons are

located)

D Pane (a bordered rectangle where the application displays text and

graphics)

Figure 3-10 shows the required elements of a base window except for the

Window menu. The window on the top has a control area but no pane, while

the window on the bottom has a pane but no control area.
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Window menu button

Header

Control Area

_l Window litlf-

Button ) Menu button J

Window menu button

Header
(_

_j w.i. dot. litle

Figure 3-10 Minimum base window Knout.

Although the minimum configuration includes either a pane or a control

area, a more typical configuration is for a base window to have at least one

pane and one control area located above the pane. Figure 3-1 1 shows a

typical base window layout with a control area above a pane.

Window menu button

Header -

Control area

Pane

¥ Window I .lie

hie j View j tdil j

Figure 3-11
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Nonstandard Base Windows

As an alternative to rectangular windows with required elements, a Level 2

implementation must provide a way for an application to design a window that

does not contain the standard base window elements. For example, a clock

application, a map display of a continent, a dial, and a notebook do not need

headers, footers, or panes. The window must always have a Window menu,

some background area so that you can select it, and some visual feedback to

show the selected state. Figure 3-12 shows an example of a clock application

and a notebook application with nonstandard window layouts.

Figure 3-12 Examples of nonstandard base windows.

Each of the required elements of a base window is described in the

following sections.

Base Window Menu

Each window in an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation has a Window menu. The

base window and pop-up window menus have different items. You use the

Window menu for actions such as closing a window or opening an icon,

displaying the window you use to set window properties, temporarily adjusting

the area of a window to an application-specified larger size, moving a window

to the back of the screen, and refreshing the window. See Chapter 10 for a

description of window menus.

The base window menu always has a Properties item that is used to set

specific properties for the window. An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation has a

basic required set of window properties. The application cannot add settings
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to this property window. See "Property Windows" later in this chapter for a

description of the window properties.

Header

The header of each window has a Window menu button and a title.

Window Menu Buttons

The Window menu button is displayed on the left side of the header in every

base window. Clicking SELECT on the Window menu button activates the

default item from the Window menu without displaying the menu. An ADJUST

click on the Window menu button displays the question mark pointer. Clicking

or pressing MENU on the Window menu button displays the Window menu,

just as it does anywhere on the window background.

Title

Each base window has a title. By default, the title is the same as the title on

the icon The title and any long-term messages are centered, in sans serif

bold type.

Control Areas

A control area is any area within the borders of the base window, excluding

the header or footer, where controls are displayed A control area can be

positioned anywhere m the window or within a pane. The standard configura-

tion is for control areas to be above a pane that uses those controls. See

Chapter 5 for a detailed description of control areas.

Panes

Panes are tiled (not overlapping) within the base window and are outlined

with a 1 -point border All text panes in an OPEN LOOK ui implementation

support text cut/copy/paste operations from the keyboard, and use the

clipboard for these op<

A Level 2 in pie I
orts the Clipboard window, which you can

access fron Clipboard window to >

the data [I
paste opei
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An application can provide Replace and Append functions on a Copy

button menu; these allow you to replace the contents of the clipboard with the

current selection or to append the current selection to the existing contents of

the clipboard.

The OPEN LOOK Ul does not restrict the kinds of panes that an implementa-

tion can provide for an application. The two most basic types of panes used

by applications are a text pane that has some editing capabilities and a

graphics pane. However, applications can combine text and graphics

capabilities within the same pane.

Any pane that is used in an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation supports basic

text or graphics selection and operation functionality as described in detail in

Chapter 17.

You can select a pane when you apply functions to that pane such as

resizing or setting application properties. When a pane is selected, it has a

2-point border. See Chapter 16 for a description of selecting panes.

Optional Elements

Base windows have the following optional elements, if needed by the

application: resize corners, a scrollbar, and a footer for displaying one-line

status and error messages. Long-term messages can be displayed in the

header, such as the name of a file that is being edited in a text window.

The optional elements of a base window are shown in Figure 3-13.
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long term message

Resize corner

_J I dll NO lllr

Button ) Menu Button )

\ew document Page I

Vertical scrollbar

Horizontal scrollbar

Status and error message area State or mode message area

Figure 3-13 Optional elements of a standard base window.

Long-term Messages

When a long-term message is displayed in the header, the entire line is

centered. The long-term message is not considered part of the application title

and is not displayed in any pop-up windows generated by the application.

When a window is resized smaller, long-term messages are truncated in the

same way other header information is.

The application determines whether long-term messages, such as file

names that are displayed in the window header, are also displayed in the icon

when the window is closed.

Resize Corners

Resize corners are used to shrink or expand the area of an individual

window. They change the window area proportionally; that is, without chang-

ing the relative size of the controls, glyphs, or fonts displayed in the window

Although resize corners a re optional, the default is for base windows to have

them.

jne ap| ether the data displayed m the panes m the

window are re
•

rm to the new area of the pane See Chapter 16

for a desc ,ows
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The contents of the window background behave in the following manner

when the window is resized:

D The contents of the window are "anchored" in the upper left corner of the

window. The borders of the window are expanded downward and to the

right, and are contracted leftward from the right border and upward from the

bottom border.

The Window menu button is always displayed in the header of a base win-

dow. The pushpin is always displayed in the header of a pop-up window.

The title is always centered in the header. If the title cannot be completely

displayed in the given space, it is truncated from the right and an inactive

more arrow is displayed at the end of the text to indicate that some informa-

tion is hidden from view. (Note that this information is not scrollable.) Any

information messages are treated in the same way. Figure 3-14 shows the

header of a resized window with the title truncated and a more arrow.

EJ APP >

( File v) (Vi

Figure 3-14 A resized window with truncated title and a More arrow.

In the window footer, any information or error message in the left message

area is truncated from the right and an inactive more arrow is displayed at

the end of the text to show that some information is hidden from view. When
the left message disappears, the right message is truncated from the right.

Controls in control areas need not automatically be rearranged so that they

are visiole after the window is resized. For example, some buttons may be

only partially visible or may fall outside the new window boundaries. The

application determines whether or not buttons in the control area are re-

arranged after you resize a window. The application also determines how the

area of panes in a multi-pane window is reallocated.
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Scrollbars

Scrollbars allow you to move through the application data and change the

view in the pane when the information you work with does not fit within the

borders of the pane. Scrollbars can be displayed vertically and/or horizontally

See Chapter 7 for a description of scrollbars.

Footers

The application uses the footer area of the base window to display one-line

information and error messages The footer has two message areas, right and

left. Status and error messages on the left of the footer are left-justified. State

messages, such as mode or page, on the right of the footer are right-justified.

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation provides the following ways of displaying

messages in a base window:

Normal messages such as prompts and status information are displayed in

the footer, header, control area, or pane without flashing or beeping.

Important messages are displayed in the footer. An "important" message

always flashes several times and beeps. You can turn off the beep from the

Workspace Properties window.

In a Level 2 implementation, the application can use the Help pop-up

window to display more information about a specific error message that is

displayed in the left message area When you move the pointer onto the left

side of the footer and press the HELP key, a Help window is displayed that

contains the more detailed explanation of the error message. The application

can also use the Help window to display help text for status or state mes-

sages that are displayed on the right side of the footer See "Help" later in this

chapter for more information about the Help pop-up window.

In a Level 2 implementation, if an application requires more space for

messages, it can replace the message area in the footer with a scrollable text

pane of two or more lines. Message logs can be implemented as pop-up

windows with a scrollable text pane
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Minimum Window Sizes

When you resize a base window to reduce or shrink the area of the window,

it cannot shrink beyond a minimum window size, according to the following

rules:

Headers, footers, and control areas keep the same height.

The header must always be wide enough to display the Window menu but-

ton. The title need not be displayed if the width of the header is too small to

accommodate any truncated title information.

The width of the vertical scrollbar area or the height of the horizontal scroll-

bar always remains the same.

Scrollbars cannot shrink smaller than the height of the minimum scrollbar.

Panes cannot shrink smaller than 16 points in any direction.

Panes with scrollbars cannot shrink smaller than the height of the minimum

scrollbar. See Chapter 7 for a description of minimum scrollbars. The mini-

mum dimension of a pane without a scrollbar is 16 points square.

Figure 3-15 show some examples of minimum window sizes for different

pane configurations of a window that has a control area and a footer.

F=TH] F

tb d

"mo>

iiiii

r
1

"

I i^tire 3-15 An example of minimum window sizes for base windows.

When you resize a pop-up window, the width of the header is always large

enough to display the unpinned pushpin, as shown in Figure 3-16.
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F"
.-P ^T^

Figure 3-16 Minimum width for pop-up windows.

Multiple Base Windows

Although most applications have only one base window, more complex

applications may have several. Each base window is equal to any other base

window in the same application. It can be operated on independently and it

has its own icon. The application determines the title that is displayed in the

icon for each base window.

An application can also use multiple base windows, where one base

window is designated as a "control base window," and other base windows,

which close to independent icons, are subsidiary to the control base window

An example of this kind of application is a spreadsheet application in which

each spreadsheet is a base window. A control base window contains a

separate set of controls that act on the individual spreadsheet windows.

When an application uses multiple base windows in the way described in

the preceding paragraphs, selecting Quit from the Window menu of the

control base window quits all the base windows Selecting Quit from the

Window menu of a subsidiary base window (a spreadsheet window in this

example) quits only that window.

Window Background and Foreground

An OPEN LOOK i ontation makes a functional distinction between

the background ar ground of a window You use the background to

access the V. ect a window, and to move it by dragging

-rne . /t of the window that is not enclosed by a

border c
' as a button, a setting, a text field, or a

scrollba- id-only messages in the header or in a

cont , :ow background
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The various elements of the window such as resize corners, the Window

menu button, scrollbars, controls, and panes are foreground objects and are

displayed against the window background.

The shaded area in Figure 3-17 is the background of a window with a

control area and a pane.

m
I Button) i Menu Button v J§||

.'

:
..

I

Figure 3-17 The shaded area is the background of a window with a control area and a

pane.

The shaded area in Figure 3-18 is the background of a window with a

control area, a footer, and a pane with a vertical scrollbar.

7
*"J Title

: Button ) Menu Button v |S|

Figure 3-18 The shaded area is the background of a window with a footer and

vertical scrollbar.
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When possible, the OPEN LOOK ui implementation should consider the

region between the right side of the scrollbar and the border of the window as

part of the scrollbar area. Some implementations will consider that region part

of the window background.

The shaded area in Figure 3-19 is the background of a window with a

control area, a footer, and a pane with a horizontal scrollbar.

©raw

(Line*' Rectangle ) 'Circle* M
N * * f

„__

Figure 3-19 The shaded area is the background of a window with a footer and hori-

zontal scrollbar.

The shaded area in Figure 3-20 is the background of a header and a

control area that contains abbreviated buttons, settings, and a text field. Note

that the category labels for the settings and the text field are part of the

window background, but the controls themselves are in the foreground.

'"

'<•-& WorkM>atf: Property

CATEGORY:
.-

Setting
_

J

Figure 3-20 H »dow with settings and i

field.
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Base Window Positions at Startup

When you start up base windows, the OPEN LOOK Ul default specifies that

they are positioned on the screen in the following way: The first base window

is positioned in the upper left corner of the screen. Subsequent base windows

are positioned along the diagonal from the upper left to the lower right corner

of the screen. When the lower right corner is reached, subsequent base

windows start again at the upper left corner of the screen.

The application can define different defaults for base window positions at

startup, and you can change those default window startup positions from the

Workspace Properties window.

When you move a window to a new location, the window remembers that

location. When you close a window and then reopen it, the window returns to

its last location.

Base window positions at startup and icon positions at startup are defined

separately.

State Feedback

Each window can be displayed in three states:

Unselected

Selected

Busy

Unselected windows show the specified 2-point border.

Selected Windows

When you select a window, the border thickens. Figure 3-21 shows an

unselected window with a selected window overlapping it. See Chapter 16 for

information about selecting windows.
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UT^ L*.

Draw

(Line) ( Rectangle j Circle J Fill j Patterns j

Figure 3-21 Selected window feedback.

Busy Windows

When the application is busy and cannot accept any user input, such as

when a mail application is incorporating new mail, the header displays the

standard busy pattern The Window menu button is not busy, and you can

access all Window menu functions from it. The standard busy pattern is

specified in Appendix B The standard busy pattern is always gray, even in

color implementations Figure 3-22 shows the header of a busy base window

and a busy pop-up window.
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Fo mail

100 geriteshargola Tue Jan 10

ZZ|1 01 gerifashargola Tue Jan 10

El02 winsor Tue Jan 10

,HJ3 Print Messages

Printer:

Messages:

4

iaii,-—^_ y,
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Figure 3-22 Busy windows.

When an application is busy, it does not accept user input. Any keystrokes

or mouse clicks are discarded, and the system beeps. When you move the

pointer over a busy window, the busy pointer is displayed.

Input Area

An input area is the region on the screen that accepts input from the

keyboard. When an input area displays the characters you type, you set the

place where characters are displayed by clicking SELECT or ADJUST to set

the insert point. These areas include text panes, single-line text fields

commonly found in control areas, and pop-up windows. The insert point is

marked by a caret—a solid triangle at the text baseline—to show the exact

place where characters typed from the keyboard are inserted into the text

area.

Active Caret

You can set the initial insert point by positioning the pointer at the exact

location where you want the caret and clicking SELECT or ADJUST. When you

release the mouse button, the header of the window is highlighted and the

active caret is displayed, as shown in Figure 3-23.
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File v) (View v) ( Edit ?J Find vj

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.^

. _

Figure 3-23 A window with m\ active input area and an active caret.

The window is not automatically brought to the front of the screen. The

OPEN LOOK Ul Implementation determines whether or not the active caret

blinks. When possible, it is recommended that the active caret blink. When an

implementation supports a blinking caret, suppressing the blink is not a

required user-settable option.

A Level 2 implementation has an option that always brings a window to the

front of the screen when you click SELECT anywhere in the window to set the

input area, but not when you click ADJUST. You set this option from the

Workspace Properties window. See Chapter 1 1 for information about how to

set this option.

Inactive Caret

When a window has an active caret and you change the input area to a

different window, the active caret changes to an inactive caret and is dis-

played as a dimmed diamond, as shown in Figure 3-24 The header of the

window is not highlighted.
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File v) ( View v) (Edit v) ( Find v)

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

[L. jB

Figure 3-24 A window with an inactive caret.

When the window contains read-only information, the header of the window

is not highlighted, and any caret in that window is displayed as inactive.

Activating an Inactive Caret

When a window has an inactive caret, you can change the inactive caret to

an active caret by clicking SELECT anywhere on the window background. The

window is selected and the border thickens when you press SELECT. When
you release SELECT, the window is brought to the front of the screen, the

header highlights, and the inactive caret becomes active. Clicking ADJUST on

the window background does not restore the insert point. An ADJUST click

toggles the state of the window, selecting it if unselected and deselecting it if

selected.

Move Pointer Option

A Level 2 implementation has an option that allows you to change the input

area without clicking SELECT. The Move Pointer option allows you to move the

pointer into the window to change the input area to that window and activate

the inactive caret. You set this option from the Workspace Properties window.

You set the insert point to a different place in the window by moving the

pointer and clicking SELECT as described above.

When you set the Move Pointer option from the Workspace Properties

window, the header of a window that has the active input area does not

highlight. Instead, it displays 2-point lines at the top and bottom of the header.
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as shown in Figure 3-25. The different input area feedback allows you to tell at

a glance that the Move Pointer option is set.

J

Edit

(File v) (view v) (Edit v) (Find ; y
i i

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around —
the tower, squeaking frantically —

'

i—

i

\ £

Figure 3-25 The header highlights in a different wa) when you set the input area bv

moving the pointer into the window.

There is always a 1 -point white line between the window border and the

2-point line at the top of the header. When the window border thickens to

show selection, this 1 -point white space is maintained. There is always a

corresponding 1 -point white line below the 2-point line at the bottom of the

header, as shown in Figure 3-26.

Window border-

1 -point white line

2-point highlighting

I
2-point highlig* I

1 -point whit

«

Bottom of hi

Figure 3-26
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Number of Active Carets

You can have only one active caret at a time. There are times when you

may not have an active caret at all. For example, there may not be any input

areas displayed on the screen at system startup, when you click SELECT to

set the input area to the workspace, or when a window that had the input area

is closed to an icon.

Number of Carets per Window

You can never have more than one caret for each window, even though you

may have more than one text area or pane in a window. Limiting the window

to only one caret allows you to reset the input area to a window by clicking

SELECT on the window background. If there were more than one inactive

caret, the window manager would be unable to determine which caret to

activate.

When an application permits you to split panes, you may see multiple

carets in a window. However, there is actually only one caret with multiple

views of it displayed in a window.

Input Area Without a Caret

Most of the time you set the input area to type text. In some cases the

keystrokes are used to activate a control or to select an item in a scrolling list.

When a window accepts keyboard input but does not have a caret, the

header of the window with the input area still highlights, as shown in

Figure 3-27.
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Figure 3-27 Keyboard input area feedback.

When there is no active insert point, the OPEN LOOK Ul implementation

beeps when characters are typed

Input Area on the Workspace

You can set the input area to the workspace so that you can use keyboard

functions or accelerators on the Workspace menu or in the Workspace

Properties window You do this by clicking SELECT on the workspace back-

ground. When you set the workspace as the input area, there is no visual

feedback from the workspace itself.

System Restoring a Prei ioufl Input Area

An OPEN LOOK always records the location of the last

caret that wa^ formation is used by the system in the

folio/. es.
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When you dismiss or close a window with the input area, the input area is

automatically restored to the previous window. If the previous one is not

available because it was in the window that you dismissed or closed, the

input area goes to the workspace.

D In a Level 2 implementation, the window manager uses this information

when you use the TOGGLEINPUT navigation accelerator to change the input

area to the most recently used window.

A Level 2 implementation also records the sequence of input areas, and

uses this information when you use the NEXTWINDOW or PREVWINDOW keys to

change the input area from window to window.

Pop-up Windows

You invoke pop-up windows from an application by using a button or an

item on a menu that has a window mark. You also invoke pop-up windows

when you request Help. Pop-up Notices are automatically displayed by the

application to inform you about certain conditions.

Pop-up windows are displayed to accomplish a specific purpose and are

usually dismissed, either by you or by the application, when they have

accomplished that purpose. They are never displayed as icons.

Kinds of Pop-up Windows

The various kinds of pop-up windows are listed below and are described in

the following sections:

Command windows give operands and set parameters needed for a

command.

Property windows set more persistent properties associated with an object,

an application, or a window.

Help windows display help text for the object under the pointer.

Notices are special pop-up windows that are used to confirm requests for

actions that cannot be undone and to display messages and conditions

that must be brought to your attention.
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Pop-up Window Ownership

Pop-up windows are owned by the originating base window and operate on

that base window's application. You use pop-up windows to enter commands,
change properties, or access help for that application. For example, an Edit:

Load command window can only be used to load information into the Edit

window that invoked the pop-up

Multiple Invocations of a Pop-up Window

You cannot display multiple versions of the same pop-up window from an

application. If you choose the control (window button or menu command) that

displays a pop-up window, the opened window is moved to the front of the

screen.

Pop-up Windows That Block Input to the Application

The application can specify that an individual pop-up window blocks all

input to the rest of the application. Notices, for example, always block input to

the application until you respond by clicking on a button in the Notice. When a

Notice is displayed, each window for that application displays the standard

busy pattern in the header.

Command windows and property windows, when specified as blocking

pop-up windows, can also block input to the application. When a blocking

pop-up window is displayed, the header of each opened window in that

application, except for the pop-up window itself, displays the standard busy

pattern.

Help windows never block input to the application.

The Pop-up Window Menu

Each pop-up window has a pop-up Window menu that you access from the

pop-up window background The choices on the pop-up Window menu vary

slightly from the base v. enu See Chapter 10.

You do not "closi ' 3w, since that term is reserved for

changing a ..
presentation Instead, you "dismiss" pop-up

windov.
" 3n on tne POp-up Window menu is Dish

Prope >m this convention When you I
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made changes to the property window but have not yet applied them, the

Dismiss label is changed to Cancel. For more information, see Chapter 10.

Grouping Pop-up Windows

When you close a base window, the pop-up windows associated with that

base window are also dismissed. When the base window is opened, the

pop-up windows are also opened if they were open when you closed the

base window.

In a Level 2 implementation, one of the window properties is a Manage
Windows setting that you can use to group all pop-up windows for an

application with their base window so that you can move all the windows to

the front or back of the screen as a group. The Manage Windows setting also

determines whether or not dragging a base window also drags its associated

pop-up windows. See "Level 2 Window Properties" later in this chapter for

more information about grouping windows.

You can dismiss pop-up windows individually or in groups from the pop-up

Window menu using the Dismiss submenu buttons labeled This Window and

All Pop-ups.

Pointer Jumping

Most of the time you control the movement of the pointer on the screen.

However, in some cases an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation moves the pointer

independently of the mouse and jumps it directly to a specific place on the

screen. Pointer jumping, as it is called, makes the user interface efficient by

minimizing unnecessary mouse movement. The pointer jumps to pop-up

windows in the following ways:

In Notices, the pointer jumps to the default button.

In command windows, the pointer jumps to the default button or to the

pushpin when there is no default button.

In property windows, the pointer jumps to the Apply button.

n In help windows, the pointer jumps to the pushpin.

You can disable all pointer jumping from the Workspace Properties window.

As long as you do not move the pointer off the button, the pointer jumps

back to its previous location when the pop-up window is dismissed.
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When you move the pointer from the initial control in the pop-up window, the

pointer does not jump back It remains at its last location when the pop-up

window is dismissed.

When an application is invoked, or when you open an application from an

icon, the pointer does not jump to any pop-up windows that are initially

displayed.

An application can suppress pointer jumping for situations in which it is

inappropriate. As an example, it makes little sense to jump the pointer to a

read-only window in a graphics application that magnifies the pixels in a

drawing and has no other controls. In this instance, the application can

specify that the pointer does not jump to that specific pop-up window when it

is invoked. In addition, an application can specify that certain pop-up

windows do not accept keyboard input and, therefore, cannot become the

input area.

Restoring the Insert Point

When the pointer jumps to a pop-up window that has an input area, the

application moves the insert point to the pop-up window. When there is more

than one possible place for the insert point, the insert point is moved to the

first field the first time the window is invoked, or to the last field that was

accessed.

When the pop-up window with the insert point is dismissed, the previous

insert point is restored in one of the following ways:

The insert point is restored to the most recently active caret.

D If the most recently active caret is not shown because it has been scrolled

off the screen, the header of the window with the active input area high-

lights. The first character you type in the pane with the active caret scrolls

the text with the caret so that it is repositioned at the first line in the pane

If the most recently active caret is m a window that has been closed, the

input area is set to the workspace.

Command Windo

A comman set parameters for a command Com-

mand windov. e
quired elements of a base window

exce pt
• .ion Command windows can use any or all o<
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the optional elements of a base window. The default is for command windows

not to have resize corners. However, an application with many command
windows may need to specify them for command windows.

Pushpins

All command windows have one additional element: a pushpin on the left

side of the header that can be used to keep the command window displayed

after a command has been executed.

A pushpin has two states: pinned and unpinned. Clicking SELECT on the

pushpin toggles between the two states. The application specifies the default

state for the pushpin. Each time you display a pop-up window, it uses the

application-specified pushpin state.

Unpinned Windows

When a command window is unpinned, the command is executed and the

window is dismissed when you choose a command that affects the selected

object or takes action on a function. When a command window is pinned,

clicking SELECT on a button in the command window executes the command.

However, the command window remains on the screen, available for repeated

use, until you dismiss it by unpinning the pushpin or choosing Dismiss from

the Window menu.

Figure 3-28 shows an unpinned command window. In this example, clicking

SELECT on the Load button loads the file and dismisses the command window

from the screen. When the command cannot be executed, the pop-up

window is not automatically dismissed. It remains displayed so that you can

issue another command.

-4 Edit: Load

File: sample.text

C Load j

1 igure 3-28 A sample unpinned command window.
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If you do not want to load a file, you can dismiss the window by choosing

Dismiss from the Window menu or by first clicking SELECT on the pushpin to

pin the window and then clicking SELECT on the pushpin to unpin it and

dismiss the window.

Pinned Windows

Clicking SELECT on the pushpin pins the window to the workspace, as

shown in Figure 3-29. It remains available for repeated use.

Q Edit: Load

File: sample .text

( Load 1

Figure 3-29 A sample pinned command window.

After the window is pinned, clicking SELECT on the Load button loads the

file but does not remove the command window from the screen. Clicking

SELECT on the pushpin unpins the window and dismisses it. As with any other

window, you can dismiss the command window whether it is pinned or

unpinned by choosing Dismiss from the Window menu

Default Controls

A default control is specified for each command window to determine

where the pointer jumps when the window is displayed, and what action is

performed when you use the DEFAULTACTION key from the keyboard

When a command window has one button, the application designates that

button as the default for that command window When a command window

has more than one button, the application designates one button as the

default. When a comm I
.v has no buttons, but contains other controls

or read-onl

.

^0K Ul implementation designates the

pushpin as the del

Bu • ' the pane of a command window See

the OP* Guidelines lor

guide ' ,ws -
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Locations

The application determines where the command windows pop up. It you

move a command window, it pops up in the new location the next time it is

displayed. The locations of pop-up windows are remembered during a single

invocation ot an application. When you quit the application, the next time the

application is invoked, all application-defined default positions for base and

pop-up windows are used.

In a Level 2 implementation, one of the window properties allows you to

record the current state and location of base windows, pop-up windows, and

menus. Use the Pop-up Windows button to record the existing configuration

and state of pop-up windows for an application. You can open or close

pop-up windows, move them to specific locations on the screen, click SELECT

on the Pop-up Windows button, and then click SELECT on the Apply button to

preserve that configuration. See "Property Windows" in this chapter for more

information.

State of Parameters

When you dismiss a command window without executing a command, any

changes that have been made in the window are retained. The next time the

window is opened, that information is displayed. For example, in Figure 3-28,

if a different file name is typed in the File field, but you do not click SELECT on

the Load button, the field is not reset or cleared when the window is dis-

missed.

The state of the pushpin is not remembered. Each time a pop-up window is

displayed, the application uses the default pushpin state.

Titles

The command window is titled according to the following conventions: The

title of the application is followed by a colon and the function of the window.

For example, the title of a graphics window that displays fill patterns is Draw:

Patterns. If the window is too narrow to display the application title and

function, the application name and the colon are dropped. In this case, the

title of the window is "Patterns."
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Property Windows

A property window is a pop-up window that allows you to set properties for

the currently selected object or objects These objects can be windows or

icons on the workspace, panes in a window, or text and graphics.

You set properties by following these steps:

1 Select the object

2 Choose the Properties item on a menu, by using the Properties button in a

control area, or pressing the Properties key on the keyboard. The property

window is displayed.

3 Change the settings in the property window.

4 Click SELECT on the Apply button in the property window to apply those

settings. The property window is dismissed unless it is pinned.

See Chapter 18 for information about how to apply properties.

Property windows have all the required elements of a command window.

They always have a control area within a pane, and they may have the

optional elements of a base window.

Required Property Window Buttons

In addition to the usual required elements, property windows have the

following required buttons centered at the bottom of the window, as shown in

Figure 3-30

An Apply button that you use to apply the settings in the property window to

the selection. Apply is always the default and is the only button in a prop-

erty window that dismisses the unpinned window when its command is

executed. When the property window is displayed, the pointer jumps to the

Apply button.

A Reset button tl 6 to reset the settings in the property window to

the values for the
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^ ^_

J
L^"-

"^"

I Apply )) ( Reset

^ **

Figure 3-30 Required property window buttons.

Optional Property Window Buttons

When the application allows you to specify a new group of settings as the

default, it can add a Set Default button to the bottom of the property window,

as shown in Figure 3-31

.

C Apply j f Set DefauFj ( Reset J

i. A
Figure 3-31 Set Default button for property windows.

You specify a new group of default settings by changing the settings in the

property window and then clicking SELECT on the Set Default button to

register those settings as the new defaults.

Applying Properties to Two Selections

Property windows that support two selections of the same type within the

same application change the Apply button to a menu button. The Apply menu
has the following two items:

Original Selection (the default)

3 New Selection (inactive unless there is an original selection)
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When you make a second selection of the same type within the same
application, the highlighting on the original selection is dimmed and the New
Selection item on the Apply menu is activated, as shown in Figure 3-32. For

more information, see "Two Active Selections" later in this chapter and

Chapter 18.

( >i (Reset)

i.

( Original Selection )

New Selection

_

Figure 3-32 Apply menu tor property windows.

Settings Pop-up Menu

As a convenience, pressing MENU anywhere in the pane displays a Settings

pop-up menu. The items on the Settings menu must always provide the same

functionality as the buttons and button menus at the bottom of the property

window. Figure 3-33 shows the Settings menu with both required and optional

items. See Chapter 10 for a complete description of the Settings menu.

P"
>-W Edit: ties

"

Sellings

^Appiv
Reset

Apply to \ew Selection

Set Default

Figure 3-33 WU.
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Titles

The property window displays the application title followed by a colon and

the word Properties. However, when a property window sets only one kind of

property, that property is displayed in the header following the title of the

application.

Single Category

Figure 3-34 shows an example of a simple text property window with only

one category. In this example, first you select text, then you press the

Properties key on the keyboard or use the Properties button in a control area

to display the property window. The settings for the selected text are reflected

in the property window.

i
.-p Edit: Test

Font:

Style

Size

Catalog Name

I
Serif | Sans Serif

|
Typewriter

|

: | Bold
| | Italic | Underline

|
|
Overstrike

|

I 8 | 12 | 16 | 20 |

Bold italicA

(( Apply v
)) ( Reset )

^ ^

Figure 3-34 A sample text property window.

Multiple Categories

When there is more than one category for a property window, the property

window has a control area above the pane. The application uses that control

area to display a list of the classes of properties that you can display in the

property window pane. The examples in this book show the label "CATEGORY:

However, an application can use a label that is appropriate to the information

displayed in the property window. For example, an application could change

the "CATEGORY" label to "DISPLAY."
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When there is a limited set of categories, the choices may be presented as

exclusive or nonexclusive settings, as shown in Figure 3-35 Clicking SELECT

on a different setting displays the options for that setting in the pane.

Edit: Properties

CATEGORY:
| Text 1 Paragraph Format i Tabs"

Font

Style

Size

Catalog Name

I
Serif | Sans Serif [ Typewriter

I
Bold

| | lulu | underline
|

|
Overstrike"

I 8 | 12 | 16 | 20
|

Bold italic.

Figure 3-35 A sample property window with a CATEGORY label and exclusive aet-

tings in the control area.

When a property window has a number of different categories that can be

displayed within the pane of the property window, the choices may be

presented on an abbreviated menu button, as shown in Figure 3-36.

I.-W Fdit: Properties

CATEGORY: S Text

Font:

Style:

Size:

Catalog Name:

I
Serif I Sans Serif Typewriter

\

I
Bold | I

Italic | Underline Overstrike

I 8 I 12 16 3

Bold italic^

Figure 3-36 A -ample pr .dow with a control area

The control area of this property window contains a Category: abbreviated

menu button. The - tegcxy is displayed to the right of the menu

button You chanc; - of tne Pane t0 display another category by

pressing MENU c menu button, choosing a different

categor ,
MENU When you choose a different

categor, ; ane change to reflect the choices
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you can make from the new category. Clicking SELECT on the abbreviated

menu button returns the current category to the default setting.

Changing categories does not apply any changes to settings in categories

that are not visible in the pane.

More Than One Value for the Same Selection

If the selection consists of a single object, the controls in the property

window reflect the state of the object by accurately reporting on all of the

settings. For example, when all the words in a selected sentence have the

same font, style, size, and catalog name, each setting is shown in the text

property window.

However, when there is more than one setting within the selection—for

example, when a word in a selected sentence is in italics but the rest of the

sentence is in the regular font—the property window shows you that informa-

tion using the following conventions:

The setting reflects the value of the first object in the selection. For text, this is

the first character in reading order. For graphics, it is the first object selected.

The setting of the current control in the property window is in an indetermi-

nate state. The border of the setting (but not the label) is dimmed to show

that there are multiple values in the selection. See Chapter 4 for information

about the visual design of indeterminate state controls.

Figure 3-37 shows the borders for the Size settings dimmed.

Figure 3-37 A sample property window with an indeterminate setting.
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Settings that are in this indeterminate state are not applied to selected

objects when you click on the Apply button Clicking SELECT on a setting or

editing a text field returns the feedback to normal, and the setting is then

applied when you click SELECT on the Apply button. In this way, you can

selectively change one or more settings across a range of objects.

Change Bars

A Level 2 implementation supports change bars in property windows. The

application can display a change baron the left side of the pane to show

which settings have been modified. Change bars make it easy for you to

determine whether any settings have been changed.

Suppose that you click SELECT on the "12" in the example in Figure 3-37.

The dimmed border is replaced by a specific setting, and a change bar is

displayed on the left side of the pane, as shown in Figure 3-38

_[ -

I.-W Edit: Properties

CATEGORY: [v]Text

Font:

Style:

| Size:

Catalog Name:

I
Serif | Sans Serif |

Typewriter
|

| Bold | | Italic | Underline
| |

Overstrike
|

I
8 I 12 I 16 | 20

|

Bold italic^

Figure 3-38 Propert) w indoi* with a change bar

When you make a change in a text field and the contents of the text field

have not been validated, the application can display a dimmed change bar to

the left of the text field until the contents have been validated When the

contents have been validated, the change bar is displayed as a solid vertical

line

When you chang 1 window from one category to

another and have i

' ?-'S that have not yet been applied, a

change bar is
' the Category label to show that you have

change I

^ tha* tr1ose changes have not yet

been ap:
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As an additional visual indication that changes to other categories have not

been applied, the Apply label in the property window and on the Settings

menu changes to Apply All as soon as you change from one category with

new settings to a different category.

When you apply settings to a pinned property window, the change bars are

removed from the property window.

Dismissing Property Windows

When a property window is dismissed before you apply the changes to the

selection, the changes are discarded and a Notice is not displayed. The

Window menu button displays the word Cancel rather than Dismiss.

Two Active Selections

Property windows support two active selections at the same time so that

you can make other selections anywhere on the workspace without losing the

original selection for the property window.

When you make a selection, display a property window, and then make

another selection anywhere else on the workspace—including a selection of

the same type within the same window—the highlighting on the original

selection dims. A color implementation may display the dimmed selection

either as a lighter shade of the specified selection color or as gray. The

property window is still active, and you can apply properties from the property

window to the original selection at any time.

The example in Figure 3-39 shows a dimmed original selection that results

from the following steps:

1 Select "windshield viper," in the Edit window.

2 Use the Properties button on a menu to display the Edit: Properties win-

dow.

3 Move the pointer to the text field in the Edit: Properties window and select

"Bold Italic."

4 The highlighting on "windshield viper" dims to show that it is not the

primary selection.

5 You can type a different catalog name and apply that setting to the text

with the dimmed highlighting using the Original Selection item from the

Apply button menu.
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|.Htt 1

CATEGORY: ID Text

Font:

Style:

Size:

Catalog Name:

I
Serif | Sans Serif | Typewriter |

[ Bold
| | Italic | Underline | Overstrik £1

8 | 12 | 16
| 20 |

rarcroroi

J
Reset J

». ^

Oh no,

viper
he eric ijjnOsMeM
What can we do to neutralize

> J

Figure 3-39 A property window with selected text and a window with a dimmed
selection in the pane.

When you make a selection of the same kind in the same window, the New
Selection item on the Apply button menu is activated, and you can apply

properties to either selection Use the Original Selection item to apply

properties to the original dimmed selection. Use the New Selection item to

apply properties to the new highlighted selection Chapter 18 contains a

complete a description of selecting and applying changes with property

windows.

Level 1 Window Properties

You set window properties by using the Window menu Properties button to

display a property window The basic minimum set of Level 1 window

properties is listed be

D Initial state (icon or ..

Initial location

Initial size

Record Current itton

Window coi

Figure 3
' set of v\ perties
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Properties: Draw

Initial State:
| Window |

Icon

Initial Location: Default

ISpecif ied| x 100 , y = 200*-

Initial Size

Height

Width

Record Current

20 Bg pixels

30 ffl^l pixels

( Base Window State )

( Apply 1 (Reset)

i. J
Figure 3-40 Level 1 window properties.

You use this property window to specify whether the application is dis-

played as a window or an icon at startup, the initial location of the base

window, and the initial size of the window. When you apply these settings.

they apply to subsequent invocations of the application and do not change

the current location, state, or size.

The initial location is specified for subsequent invocations of this application

by typing in x and y coordinates—x = 0, and y = —at the upper left corner of

the screen. Alternatively, clicking SELECT on the Base Window State button

fills in the current x and y coordinates of the window and the current size of

the window. You can use these values or edit the field to modify them. When
you set the initial location to Default, the x and y numeric fields are not

displayed.

This example shows the initial size specified by number of pixels in height

and width.
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Level 2 Window Properties

A Level 2 implementation has the Level 1 required properties and the

following minimum set of additional properties:

Measure in: abbreviated menu button providing units of measurement for

defining window size and location

Base window scale

Pop-up window scale

Manage Windows settings

D Record Current State buttons

The property window shown in Figure 3-41 has Color settings, the required

Level 1 properties, and the minimum Level 2 properties

Properties: Draw

Color: _|

Initial State: | Window [
Icon

Measure in: _3 Pixel*

Initial Location: Default

[Specified x = 100 200

Initial Height: -
•

Initial Width: UL

Record Current State: Base Window j

Pop-up Window j Menu j

Manage Windows: [independently | As a Group
j

Base Window Scale: UmM —«^—
Pop-up Windows Scale : Small ^^J

'J Large

large

Figure V 41
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The Measure in: Category

The Measure in: category has an abbreviated menu button that displays the

units in which you can specify window size and location. Typical units of

measurement provided on this menu are:

Pixels

Millimeters

Inches

When you click SELECT on the Apply button, the configurations are

recorded and used the next time you start up the application.

The Record Current State Button

In a Level 2 implementation the Record Current State category has three

buttons:

Base Window

Pop-up Window
D Menu

The Base Window button is the same as the Base Window State button in a

Level 1 implementation. You can click SELECT on the button to enter the

current location and location in the numeric fields.

Clicking SELECT on the Pop-up Windows button records the current position

and state of the pop-up windows for the application. Clicking SELECT on the

Menu button records the current state and default settings for all application

menus.

When you click SELECT on the Apply button, the configurations are

recorded and used the next time you start up the application.

Grouping Windows

The Manage Windows setting lets you operate on a base window and its

pop-up windows either individually or as a group. When you choose the

As a Group setting, the pop-up windows are always associated with the base

window when you initiate the following operations from it:
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n Clicking SELECT on the background of the base window brings the base

window and all of its opened pop-up windows to the front of the screen. The

pop-up windows are layered in front of the base window.

Choosing Back from the Window menu of the base window moves the base

window and all of its opened pop-up windows to the back of the screen.

The pop-up windows are layered in front of the base window.

Moving the pointer to the background of the base window, pressing

SELECT, and dragging the base window moves the base window and all of

its opened pop-up windows, keeping the pop-up windows in the same posi-

tions relative to the base window. None of the windows in the group can be

moved completely off the screen.

To provide maximum flexibility in moving and layering pop-up windows,

when As a Group is set you can still operate individually on any pop-up

window in the group by initiating operations from the pop-up window instead

of from the base window, as follows:

D Clicking SELECT on a pop-up window brings only that window to the front of

the screen.

Choosing Back from the pop-up Window menu moves only that window to

the back of the screen.

Moving the pointer to the background of a pop-up window, pressing

SELECT, and dragging the pop-up window moves only that window.

Scaling Windows

The Scale settings allow you to set the scale of the base window and

pop-up windows for any application independently. When you change the

scale of a window, the upper left corner of the window is anchored at its

previous location, and the window expands from that point unless the new

scaling size would move the right and bottom border of the window off the

screen. In that instance, the window origin is adjusted so that as much of the

window as possible is displayed on the screen A window's origin can never

be adjusted so that I
:orner of the window moves off the screen

Tne sca |

. ded depend on the individual OPEN LOOK ui

jm pierpe . ed on the property window as exclusive

settings
: ^he minimum requirement is to provide
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two scaling sizes. When a slider is used and the number of sizes is limited,

the slider moves smoothly when you drag it, but it jumps to the closest tick

mark when you release SELECT.

Help

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation supports on-screen context-sensitive

help both for elements of the interface and for applications. Help text for

required elements of the OPEN LOOK Ul is provided in Appendix C. The

Window menu button displays help text for that element. In addition, it

displays help text about selecting and operating on windows and panes.

Each application has its own Help window. There is no limit to the number of

Help windows that you can display at the same time: You can display one

Help window for each application that is displayed on the workspace. The

application provides help text for all application elements, within the borders

of windows and panes. A general description of the application (provided by

the application developer) is displayed when the pointer is on the window

background and you press the HELP key.

The name of the object under the pointer is displayed in the header of the

Help window, the object under the pointer is displayed in the magnifying

glass, and the help text for that object is displayed in the pane of the Help

window.

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation must provide a way for the application to

add help text to the standard help for scrollbars if that functionality is expan-

ded by the application developer.

The Help Window
The Help window has the standard elements of a control pop-up window

header, and has a pane but no control area. In addition, the portion of the

screen at the pointer location is displayed in the magnifying glass to the left of

the help text. The Help window is always displayed with the pushpin pinned,

and the pointer jumps to the pushpin.

The pane of a Help window is large enough to display 50 characters and 10

lines of help text. The help text is centered vertically in the pane.

A sample Help window is shown in Figure 3-42.
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IS

Use the pushpin to keep a pop up window
or a menu pinned to the workspace tor

continued access

Move the pointer to an unpinned pushpin and

click SELECT to push the pin into the hole,

pinning the window or menu to the workspace
Click SEIECT on a pinned pushpin to pop the

pin out of the hole and dismiss the pop up

window or the menu.

Figure 3-42 A sample Help window.

When help text has more than 10 lines. Help windows have a scrollbar and

resize corners, as shown in Figure 3-43.

Mail Help: Selection foxes

Each mail header has a selection box that

_j" shows the status of each mail message. ]

_ 2 Current mail item

\ New mail

/Kay IT Unread mail
~ Unselected mail

Click SELECT with the pointer on the selection

v

box to select a header Click ADJUST to
•—

>

Figure 3-43 A sample Help window with a scrollbar.

Application help text can have the following elements:

Text attributes such as bold and italics

Glyphs (as illustrated m Figure 3-43, above)

An OPEN LOOK Ul imp '

il on supports automatic word wrapping of text

in Help windows •'• can turn off automatic word wrapping and

specify a diffei s of text help.
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Accessing Other On-Line Help Functionality

The Help window is designed to provide context-sensitive help for visual

elements of the user interface and the application. When an on-line help

browser is available, the Help window can have an optional More button or

other buttons with labels appropriate to the expanded help functionality,

centered at the bottom of the Help window, as shown in Figure 3-44.

* Mail Help: Selection Boxes
i i

Each mail header has a selection box that

A

1IP\ shows the status of each mail message. —

H Current mail item

y |"Nl New mail

mi Unread mail

I |
Unselected mail

Click SELECT with the pointer on the selection

*-

box to select a header. Click ADJUST to

f More )
' s

Figure 3-44 A sample Help window with a More button.

What happens when you click SELECT on the More button is determined by

the application and the expanded help facility available on your system. The

application might use the More button to display on-line documentation in the

pane of the Help window. Alternatively, it could display a menu of other help

items or a new window.

The More button can also be used in the Help window that displays

information about the Window menu button to allow you to access help text

from the application.

Conversely, an application can use a More button in the Help window that

displays general information about the application to allow you to access help

text about how to select and operate on windows and panes.

Using Help

Not every keyboard has a key labeled "Help," but an OPEN LOOK ui imple-

mentation requires that a key on the keyboard be specified as the HELP key.

You set the key used to access Help from the Workspace Properties window.
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You access help text in the following way:

1 Move the pointer to the object for which you want help.

2 Press the HELP key. A Help window is displayed. The pointer jumps to the

pushpin in the Help window.

3 Click SELECT on the pushpin to dismiss the Help window. The Help window

is dismissed, and the pointer jumps back to its last location.

Alternatively, you can move the pointer to another object in the same
application and press the HELP key again. The new help text is displayed in

the pane of the same Help window. As with all pop-up windows, once you

move the pointer from its original position in the pop-up window, the pointer

does not jump back when you dismiss the window.

The OPEN LOOK Ul implementation determines whether or not output to the

screen is frozen when a menu is displayed. When you use the HELP key while

a menu is displayed, if the output to the screen is frozen, the menu is

dismissed, the Help window is displayed showing help text for the object that

was under the pointer (either the menu background or a specific control)

when the menu was displayed, and the pointer jumps to the Help window.

If the output to the screen is not frozen, the Help window is displayed and

the pointer remains on the menu. Pointer jumping is automatically suppressed

in this situation so that you can read the help text and activate the control

immediately if it is the one you want to use.

The OPEN LOOK Ul does not specify how help text strings are referenced,

how objects are linked to the help text, or where the messages are stored.

Notices

Notices are used to confirm major operations that cannot be undone and to

report serious warnings and errors. Notices differ from other pop-up windows

in the following ways:

D Notices are initiated I plication.

D Notices consist of a few sentences that describe the situation and tell you

how to proceed

Notices limit the . ou can make to a few buttons.

Notices can'

A default t

D Notices dc and foot-.
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Notices are displayed in a font that is one scaling size larger than the win-

dow tont to attract attention. When the window is in the largest font, the

Notice uses that font.

D Notices block input to the originating application, not to the entire screen.

When a Notice is displayed, the OPEN LOOK Ul implementation flushes the

buffer queue, discarding keystrokes and mouse clicks for the application.

Flushing the buffer queue prevents you from inadvertently dismissing a

Notice by typing or mousing ahead.

The Notice Window
The Notice window has the following required elements:

A 2-point border with a pane positioned 2 points from the Notice border.

At least one button.

When the OPEN LOOK Ul implementation can support nonrectangular

shapes, the Notice has an optional three-dimensional triangular shadow

pointing to the place on the screen that originated the Notice, as shown in

Figure 3-45.

File Exists. Overwrite it?

ft Save | ( Cancel)

Figure 3-45 A sample Notice.
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Notice Use and Placement

The Notice window pops up from the place of origin of the Notice function

to give you a visual reminder of the action that originated the Notice. The

pointer jumps to the default button but is not constrained to the buttons. The

header of the base window and any open pop-up windows of the application

that generated the Notice display the standard busy pattern. When you click

SELECT on one of the buttons, the Notice is dismissed and the pointer jumps

back to its last location.

You can move the pointer out of the Notice and perform operations in other

windows. However, if you do this, when you return to the Notice and choose

an option, the pointer will not jump back

Buttons in a Notice are centered under the text within the pane. The

application specifies where the text lines are broken. When the application

does not specify where to break the lines, the OPEN LOOK ui implementation,

by default, breaks the text to keep the area of the Notice as close to square

as possible to avoid creating long skinny rectangles.

Notices always pop up toward the center of the screen In the example

shown in Figure 3-45, the originating window is in the lower left corner of the

screen. Figure 3-46 shows the same Notice when the originating window is

positioned in the upper right corner of the screen.

File Exists, iDverwrite it I

1 1

Save J ( CaruelJ

Figure 3-46 1

'

^ tiu ' center of die -

When the Notict : oop-up menu that has been removed,

the menu is re can support that func
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On a small screen, the implementation automatically adjusts the Notice

window and its associated shadow so that the buttons always remain on the

screen. Figure 3-47 shows the progression of steps an implementation takes

to make sure the useful part of the Notice always remains visible. In the top

example, the space between the Notice window and the originating button

has been shortened. In the second example, the shadow is displayed only

from one side of the window. In the third example, the originating button is

under the Notice, and no shadow is displayed. In the extreme case (not

shown), the borders of the Notice window are moved off the screen.

File Exists. Overwrite it?

((jSavej) ( Cancel

j

File Exists. Overwrite it?

( Save j ( Cancel j

File Exists. Overwrite it?

(( Save
)) ( Cancel

)

Figure 3-47 The Notice shadow is automatically adjusted to keep the Notice window
on the screen.

The OPEN LOOK Graphical User Interface Application Style Guidelines

provides suggestions for Notice messages and layout.
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Controls

The OPEN LOOK User Interface provides a simple and consistent set of

application controls. There are two basic designs for each element of the

OPEN LOOK Ul:

A black-and-white design for use on monochrome and low-resolution color

systems.

A three-dimensional design for use on grayscale and medium to high-

resolution color systems.

The controls in this chapter specify the black-and-white design and show

examples of three-dimensional controls. See Chapter 9 for more information

about controls in a color implementation and for details of the three-

dimensional design.

This chapter describes the following controls, the visual feedback for each

control, and how you use them.

Button controls (command, window, and menu buttons)

Items on menus (command, window, and menu items)

Settings (exclusive and nonexclusive)

Check boxes

Sliders and gauges

Text and numeric fields

Read-only messages

These controls can be used in control areas and panes in all windows

Settings and men / controls used m menus See Chapter 6

for more I

n menus

A table provided at the end of the chapter

See Cha: ese controls are used
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Visual Feedback

Each control has a consistent visual feedback convention that shows the

following conditions when appropriate for the control:

The selection or setting feedback is used to show that you have pressed

SELECT with the pointer on a control. An ADJUST click momentarily displays

the question mark pointer. When appropriate, the visual feedback for press-

ing MENU is described. When MENU is not an appropriate input, the menu
click is ignored and the question mark pointer is momentarily displayed.

The default ring is used on buttons in pop-up windows and on menu items

and settings to show the individual control that is the default choice.

The inactive state is used to show that a command cannot be executed or

is not currently available.

The indeterminate state is used only in property windows to show that a

selection has more than one value for an individual setting.

The busy state is used on button controls and menu items to show that a

button is executing an application command and cannot accept further

input until the process is complete.

The following sections describe each control and the visual feedback for

each state.

Button Controls

Button controls are the most common kind of control. There are two kinds of

button controls:

Buttons

Menu buttons

Buttons are used for single commands. The label on the button describes

the function that is executed.
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Menu buttons are used to group commands into logical sets on a menu that

is kept out of the way until it is needed The label on the menu button is the

title of the group of commands on the menu and submenus, not one of the

commands.

Figure 4-1 shows a button and a menu button.

( Button j i Menu Button v j

Figure 4-1 A button and a menu button.

In a three-dimensional implementation, the outlines of buttons are light on

the top and dark on the bottom to create a three-dimensional effect, as shown

in Figure 4-2.

mtion ) Memt Sutton ~)
i • < ~

Figure 4-2 A button and a menu button in a three-dimensional implementation.

This section describes the elements that are common to buttons and menu

buttons. Differences between the button controls are described in the

following sections.

Button controls can be displayed both horizontally (the default) and

vertically. When buttons are arrayed horizontally, the button label is centered

in the button. When buttons are arrayed vertically, button labels are left-

justified. As a guideline, button labels are one word where possible, and each

word has an initial capital letter (in languages that support capitalization)

Application developers can use a glyph or a pattern in button controls

instead of a button label As a guideline, to keep the base window unclut-

tered, it is strongly recommended that buttons in the control area of a base

window not contain glyphs.
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Visual Feedback for Button Controls

Each button control consistently uses visual feedback conventions to show

the conditions described below:

When the pointer is on a button and you press SELECT, the button high-

lights. An ADJUST or MENU click momentarily displays the question mark

pointer.

When the pointer is on a menu button and you press MENU, the menu but-

ton highlights and the button menu is displayed. An ADJUST click momen-

tarily displays the question mark pointer.

D When the pointer is on a menu button and you press SELECT, the default

setting from the first menu under the menu button is displayed in place of

the menu button. (See Chapter 5 for examples of this feedback.)

When a button or menu button is the default, a ring is displayed inside the

button outline.

When a button is inactive, the button outline and label are dimmed.

D When a button is busy, the button background shows the standard busy

pattern. The standard busy pattern is always gray, even in color

implementations.

Buttons do not have an indeterminate state.

Figure 4-3 shows examples of the visual feedback for button controls.
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( Quit j Button

^k Highlighted button

C File >

J

Menu button

i

( Print... ) Window button

I

( Cut

Copy
Paste

Undo

Highlighted menu button

and its button menu

i
f Apply )

Button with default ring

( Cur ) inactive button

j Cut j Busy button

Figure 4-3 Visual feedback for button controls.

In a three-dimensional implementation, when you press SELECT, the dark

shadow below and to the right of the highlighted button is replaced by white,

and the white above and to the left of the button is replaced by a dark

shadow, giving the illusion that the button is being pushed into the control

area. The color in the border of the button is darkened to give an additional

feeling of depth Figure 4-4 shows a button with the dark and light reversed

Since this example uses a 50 percent gray pattern to show the effect, no

darkening is shown in this example.

"" V

Sutton Menu Button ~j

Figure 4-4 Kighlighring u>ra three-dimensional

implem
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Buttons

Buttons are used for single commands. The label on the button relates to

the name of the function executed by it. When the image or label that is

displayed within the border of the button requires more space than is

specified by the default button size, the corners of the button retain the same
shape, and the height of the button is adjusted. The application specifies the

width for buttons.

Figure 4-5 shows horizontal and vertical arrays of buttons and examples of

buttons that are taller than the default size.

(Cut ) ( t) -v h )

( Cut j ( Copy ) ( Paste ) ( Copy ) f j b°— j

CP^te ) f
^--7

j j

Figure 4-5 Horizontal and vertical button arrays.

When the command that is executed displays either a base window or a

pop-up window, the button is called a window button. The button label always

has a window mark (...) following it.

Figure 4-6 shows horizontal and vertical window buttons.

Cload... )

( toad... ) ( Store... j ( Include File ... ) (store... )

( Include File ... j

Figure 4-6 Horizontal and vertical window buttons.

When a window that originated from a window button is already displayed

on the workspace, clicking SELECT again on that button does not display a

new window. Instead, the current pop-up window is brought to the front of the

screen.
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Menu Buttons

Menu buttons are used to group commands in logical sets. The label on the

menu button is the title for the group of commands on the menu and sub-

menus. Menu buttons always have a visual element that is provided by the

OPEN LOOK Ul implementation called a menu mark. The menu mark is a

hollow triangle glyph that points down when the menu is positioned below the

button and to the right when the menu appears to the right of the button.

Figure 4-7 shows both horizontal and vertical button arrays. The dotted line

shows the menu position for the highlighted buttons. See Chapter 15 for more

information about menu positions.

C File v) ( View v) C Edit v) Find vj ( File eQ

( View »> j
C*2UL) 'J&L—J

Figure 4-7 Horizontal and vertical menu button arraj s

When buttons are arrayed vertically, the menu mark is right-justified, as

shown in Figure 4-8.

(TIT. J

( View e= J

("Edit >)

( Print ... j

Figure 4-8 \ ^m vertical button arrays.
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The button menu is like a control area that is kept out of the way until you

need to use it. When menu buttons are displayed in control areas, the

application developer can choose whether the button menu appears cen-

tered beneath the button for horizontal arrays, or to the right of the button for

vertical arrays.

Menu Items

When button controls are displayed on menus, they keep their labels and/or

glyphs but do not display the button borders. These borderless button labels

are called menu items. Menu items have the same "feel" as buttons, but have

a slightly different look. You can choose whether or not to display the sub-

menu for items that have a menu mark, depending on how you drag the

pointer onto or within the item. See Chapter 6 for more information about

menu items.

Abbreviated Button Controls

Button controls can be displayed in a small form without a title. Abbreviated

button controls function in the same way as other button controls, and use the

same visual feedback conventions. This section describes abbreviated

buttons and abbreviated menu buttons.

Abbreviated Buttons

Abbreviated buttons have the following elements:

A 1 -point square border with a drop shadow
An optional bold, right-justified label followed by a colon positioned to the

left of the abbreviated menu button

A Level 2 implementation supports an optional glyph within the border of

the abbreviated button

Figure 4-9 shows some typical examples of abbreviated buttons that are

used for scrolling.
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a a

a a
Figure 4-9 Abbreviated scrolling buttons

Abbreviated buttons in a three-dimensional implementation show the same
light border at the top and left, and a dark shadow to the right and below the

button. Highlighting reverses the dark and light parts of the border.

Abbreviated Menu Buttons

Abbreviated menu buttons are used when the application developer wants

to show the current choice from the button menu without displaying the menu.

Abbreviated menu buttons are used most frequently in command and

property windows.

An abbreviated menu button has the following elements:

A 1 -point square border with a drop shadow

A menu mark within the border of the button that points to where the menu

will be displayed

An optional bold, right-justified label followed by a colon positioned to the

left of the abbreviated menu button

An optional current item in the regular font positioned to the right of the

abbreviated menu button. This setting shows the current item from the

abbreviated button menu. Alternatively, the abbreviated menu button can

have an optional text field positioned to the right of the abbreviated menu

button that contains the current item.

The menu for an abbreviated menu button is the same as any button menu

and can contain any combination of items and settings.

Figure 4-10 shows three examples of abbreviated menu buttons.
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Category:

Category:

M Text

Text

Icons

Color

Menus

Text

Messages

Mouse Settings

Keyboard Equivalents

Category: (vj Text^

Figure 4-10 Examples of abbreviated menu buttons.

The first example in Figure 4-10, shows an abbreviated menu button for a

property window with the current item displayed to the right.

The second example shows how the abbreviated menu button looks when

you press MENU to display the button menu. The left side of an abbreviated

button menu is aligned with the left side of the menu button, and the top of the

menu is aligned with the bottom menu button line.

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation also supports a text field to the right of

the abbreviated menu button that shows the current item from the menu. This

variation is used when you can add items to the menu. In the third example,

the current value is presented as a text field. When the application validates

the text field, the contents of the text field are added to the choices on the

menu.

When you move the pointer onto the abbreviated menu button and press

SELECT, the default item on the menu is displayed to the right of the button.

Releasing SELECT chooses the default item.
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Exclusive Settings

Exclusive settings are lists of choices from which only one item can be

selected. Exclusive settings have the following elements:

A 2-point rectangular or square border around the current setting

A 1 -point rectangular or square border around settings that are not current

An optional bold, right-justified label followed by a colon positioned to the

left of the settings

A glyph or text label within the border of each setting. Text labels are in the

regular font and are centered within the border. When exclusive settings are

arranged vertically, the label is left-justified within the border.

Figure 4-11 shows examples of exclusive text and pattern settings Green

and the solid black pattern are the chosen settings. Note that patterns or

colors displayed as exclusive settings have 3 points of white space between

the border and the pattern to keep the current setting visible.

Color: | Green | Blue
I

Yellow

Pattern:

i

Figure 4-11 Exclusive settir

In a three-dimensional implementation, settings have the same sort of visual

outline as buttons, with a white line to the top and left, and a dark shadow to

the bottom and right of the setting To show exact patterns and prevent

muting of colors in a palette, the application must be able to specify that

settings or classes of settings can be highlighted without any darkening within

the border of the se

Figure 4-12 -
fee-dimensional settings with Green as

the chosen sel
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Figure 4-12 Exclusive settings in a three-dimensional implementation.

Setting Feedback

To change a setting, move the pointer to another setting and click SELECT.

The bold border on the previous setting is moved to the new setting. An

ADJUST or MENU click momentarily displays the question mark pointer.

The OPEN LOOK Ul implementation may need to adjust the bold border that

shows a chosen setting, depending on the resolution of the display. For

example, on a medium-resolution display, a 2-pixel border provides enough

visual feedback. However, on a high-resolution display, a 3-pixel border is

required.

To make the current setting stand out more on grayscale or high-resolution

screens, the interior borders of settings, both vertical and horizontal, can be

lighter than the outline without using a dotted line. For example, on a gray-

scale screen, the interior borders could be gray and the outer borders black.

Medium- and low-resolution screens do not make a visual distinction between

the interior and exterior border.

Default Settings

When exclusive settings are used on menus and while you are pressing

the default modifier key and MENU, the default setting has a 3-point

dark-light-dark border. In the example on the left in Figure 4-13, Small is the

default setting. In the example on the right, the solid pattern is the default

setting.
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lillllll

Small

Medium
Large

Figure 4-13 Exclusive setting defaults.

When the chosen setting is also the default setting, the solid border

overlaps the open border so an open border is not shown, and the border is

3 points.

Indeterminate State

In property windows, when a selection contains more than one value for an

exclusive setting, the 2-point border is indeterminate. The visual feedback to

show an indeterminate setting is to dim the borders. The first object in the

selection determines the bold border for the setting that is shown as dimmed

In the example shown in Figure 4-14, selected objects might be green and

yellow. The current setting border for the Green setting is dimmed to show

that the first selected object is green, and that other objects are not the same

color.

Color: [Green I Blue Yellow

Figure 4-14 \nirui

See Chapter 3 fo determinate settings in property

windows
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Inactive State

When an exclusive setting is in an inactive state, the entire category is

dimmed, as shown in Figure 4-15.

fonlz I Sent Sam Serif | Typewriter !mMMMVWWMMWMMMM *• s

Figure 4-15 An inactive exclusive setting.

Variation on Exclusive Settings

There are times when an application may permit you to choose none of the

options from a list of exclusive settings. To support this, an OPEN LOOK Ul

implementation provides a variation of exclusive settings. When you click

SELECT on a current setting, it toggles to a deselected state. This allows you

to choose none of the settings.

For example, using this variation of exclusive settings allows a graphics

application to provide a palette for a fill pattern without needing to include a

setting for "None." Figure 4-16 shows how you choose none of the patterns of

an exclusive setting in a pop-up window.
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Move the pointer

to the setting

with the bold

border.

Click SELECT

to toggle the

setting, choosing

none of the

Fill patterns

Figure 4-16 Exclusive setting variation.

Nonexclusive Settings

Nonexclusive settings are used to set multiple values for the same object.

Nonexclusive settings have the following elements:

An optional bold, right-justified label followed by a colon positioned to the

left of the settings

Separate 1 -point rectangular or square borders

A 2-point rectangular or square border around a setting that is current

A glyph or text label rder of each setting Text labels are in the

regular font and are centered within the rectangle. When nonexclusive set-

tings are arrangi 'abel is left-justified.

n, nonexclusive settings have theIn a cole

same visual desi .sive settings
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Nonexclusive settings can be used to show a single choice that can be

either "on" or "off." Figure 4-17 shows a single nonexclusive setting without a

label for a graphics application in which you can choose whether or not to

constrain objects to a grid in the drawing area.

Constrain to Grid

Figure 4-17 A single nonexclusive setting.

When nonexclusive settings are arrayed horizontally, each setting label is

centered within the border, as shown in Figure 4-18.

Font Style: | Bold
I I

Italic I |
Underline"]

|
Overstrike"

Figure 4-18 Nonexclusive settings arrayed horizontally.

When nonexclusive settings are arrayed vertically, the settings are dis-

played in rectangles of the same size with left-justified setting names, as

shown in Figure 4-19.

Font Style: | Bold

Italic

Underline

Overstrike

Figure 4-19 Nonexclusive settings arrayed vertically.

Nonexclusive settings can also be grouped in other combinations. The

application developer determines whether the settings are displayed in

rectangles of the same size with left-justified setting names or arranged in

some other layout. Figure 4-20 shows examples of different layouts of

exclusive settings.
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Font Style:
| Bold

| |
Underline

I
Italic

| |
Overstrike

Font Style:
| Bold I 1 Italic I

Underline Overstrike

Font Style:
| Bold | |

Underline
1

I
Italic 1 1

Overstrike
1

Figure 4-20 Nonexclusive settings arrayed in columns.

Setting Feedback

Settings that are active have a two-point bold border. Move the pointer to

one of the rectangles and click SELECT to toggle the setting. In the example

shown in Figure 4-20, Bold and Italic are the chosen font style settings. An

ADJUST or MENU click momentarily displays the question mark pointer.

Default Setting

When nonexclusive settings are used on menus, there is only one default,

even though you can choose more than one setting The default setting is the

same as that for exclusive settings: It has a dark-light-dark border.

Indeterminate State

The border for the setting (or settings) m an indeterminate state is dimmed

For example, suppose cted text that is m an italic font, but only

some of the text is bok: ed The OPEN LOOK ui implementation

considers both the ite state When the first

item in the se e additional settings

within the sei* j may have a bold border and

another one
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In the example shown in Figure 4-21 , the selected text has bold at the

beginning of the selection and underline in the middle of the selection. When
you display a property window for this selection, the current setting for Bold

and the unselected border for Underline are dimmed. See Chapter 3 for more

information about indeterminate settings in property windows.

Font Style: [joftf

I Italic

Underline

Overstrike

Figure 4-21 Indeterminate state nonexclusive settings.

Inactive State

The entire setting is dimmed, including the label, the borders, and the text.

Check Boxes

Check boxes are a kind of nonexclusive setting provided for lists of items

that have a yes/no or on/off response when a label is not required. Check

boxes cannot be used in menus.

Check boxes have the following elements:

A square 1 -point border when the check box setting is "off" or "no"

A check mark in the check box when the setting is "on" or "yes"

Figure 4-22 shows a check box in the "off" and "on" states.

Figure 4-22 Check boxes.
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Figure 4-23 shows an example of check boxes in a text property window

Tab Positions

(in inches) Active Visibl

1.0 Bf
1.5 Bf Bf
2.0

2.5 Bf

Figure 4-23 A matrix of check boxes.

Setting Feedback

Move the pointer to a check box and click SELECT to toggle the state of the

check box. An ADJUST or MENU click momentarily displays the question mark

pointer

Default Setting

Check boxes cannot be used in menus they therefore lack default settings.

Indeterminate State

The entire check box is dimmed, since check boxes are used in conjunc-

tion with other controls that can show an indeterminate state

Inactive State

The entire check bo ed.
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Sliders

Sliders are used to set a value and give a visual indication about a setting.

Sliders can be horizontal or vertical, and they can be displayed in a variety of

ways. Sliders cannot be used in menus.

A Level 1 implementation requires the basic horizontal slider with the

following elements:

A slider bar with a drag box

An optional label

Optional maximum/minimum value labels (either text or numeric)

An optional read-only current value field

An optional type-in field

The examples in this section show the placement, usage, and descriptions

for default placement of slider controls. The OPEN LOOK Ul implementation

can provide additional display variations.

Figure 4-24 shows examples of Level 1 horizontal sliders.

Density:

Density: o

Density: 17

Density: 53

'U- 100

o
o

Basic slider

With label

With min/max values

With read-only current value field

With type-in current value field

Figure 4-24 Level 1 horizontal sliders.

Figure 4-25 shows a three-dimensional slider.

Figure 4-25 A three-dimensional slider.
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A Level 2 implementation requires the following additional elements for

horizontal sliders, as shown in Figure 4-26:

Optional end boxes with a 1 -point border at either end of the slider that you

can use to go to the beginning or end of the scale

Optional tick marks

Optional tick mark maximum/minimum value labels

Density: [] —^—

Density: 53 [

Scale: Small <

Density: 53

J
— = Dioo

i i

J

K3 a

100

With end boxes

With tick marks, min/max numeric values,

end boxes, and a type in field

D large with tick marks, min/max text values,

and end boxes

with tick marks, min/max tick mark
labels, end boxes, and a type-in

field

Figure 4-26 Level 2 horizontal slider elements.

A Level 2 implementation supports vertical sliders with the following

elements, as shown in Figure 4-27:

An optional label

Optional minimum/maximum value labels (either text or numeric)

An optional read-only current value field

An optional type-in field

Optional end boxes

Optional tick marks

Optional tick mark minimum/maximum value labels
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_j

Density: 17 100 Density: 53. 100
100
1=1 Scale:

o

Basic slider with label With end boxes With min/max With read only With type-in

ua lues current value field current value field WIIn tlcK rnarns

Figure 4-27 Vertical sliders.

The application can specify whether tick marks are present or not. When
tick marks are used, the application can specify the interval between tick

marks for each individual slider.

In addition, the application can specify the action of the slider drag box

when tick marks are present. The slider can work in one of two ways:

The drag box snaps to the nearest tick mark when you release SELECT.

You can position the drag box at any point along the slider, and the tick

marks provide visual feedback.

Setting Feedback

The drag box and end boxes highlight when you press SELECT. An ADJUST

or MENU click momentarily displays the question mark pointer.

Default Setting

Sliders cannot be used on menus; they therefore lack default settings.

Indeterminate State

The slider is dimmed; the label is not.

Inactive State

The label and the entire slider are dimmed.
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Using Sliders

You can change the value of the slider in the following ways, depending on

the functionality implemented by an application

Move the pointer to the slider drag box and press SELECT. The drag box

highlights, and the pointer stays in the drag box Drag the pointer to change

the setting, and then release SELECT.

Click SELECT on the slider bar to the left or right of the slider drag box to

change the setting by one increment. The drag box pushes the pointer

ahead of it as the settings change, if necessary, to allow repeated clicks

Click SELECT in the open rectangle at either end of the slider to change the

setting to either the minimum or the maximum. The rectangle is highlighted

while you press SELECT.

Type the value in the field. When you press Return, the drag box on the

slider moves to correspond with the typed value. If you type a number be-

yond either end of the numeric range, when the field is validated, the slider

drag box moves to the maximum or minimum, and the value in the numeric

field automatically changes to reflect the correct number.

The slider responds to typed input in a text or numeric field only when you

validate the data by pressing the validation character (typically Tab or Return)

specified by the application.

Gauges

The OPEN LOOK Ul specifies read-only gauges that an application can use

to provide useful information Gauges can be used to show status information

such as percent of disk used or buffer storage capacity Gauges cannot be

used in menus

Read-only gauges have the following elements:

D A 1-point oul

A dark are 2 -outline

option -ontal gauge or to the right of a vertical

gauge
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Optional numbers or labels at the first and last tick mark

An optional right-justified bold label followed by a colon to the left of the

gauge

Gauges can be displayed horizontally or vertically. Figure 4-28 shows

examples of horizontal and vertical gauges.

Temperature: P|- 90 Disk Usage: >•

100

J-0

Figure 4-28 Gauges.

Gauges show no selection or setting feedback, have no default setting, and

have no indeterminate or busy state.

Gauges can have an inactive state when the information shown by the

gauge is not current or has not been updated.

In a three-dimensional implementation, gauges look much like sliders.

Text Fields

Type-in text or numeric fields are used to type information from the key-

board. Text fields are never used on menus. Text fields can be displayed

anywhere in a control area or a pane, and may follow other controls such as

nonexclusive settings or sliders.

Text fields have the following elements:

A right-justified bold label followed by a colon to the left of the text field

A 1 -point underline defining the length of the field for single-line text fields

A 1 -point rectangular or square border defining the area of the field for

multi-line text fields. Multi-line text fields can be a fixed size or scrollable. A
scrollable multi-line text field has a scrollbar.
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Optional increment/decrement buttons to the right of a single-line numeric

text field

Scrolling buttons at the beginning and end of a single-line text field when

the text does not fit in the field

Level 2 implementations have a pop-up Edit menu that is displayed when

you press MENU in the type-in area. See Chapter 10 for more information

about the text field Edit menu.

Figure 4-29 shows an example of a basic text field with a label and a line.

Product Name: Draw

Figure 4-29 A basic text field.

In a three-dimensional implementation, a text field is a 2-point dark line with

a 1 -point white line directly above it. as shown in Figure 4-30.

Product Name: Draw

Figure 4-30 A basic text field in a three-dimensional implementation

The editing capabilities of text fields are the same as they are for text

panes. You move the pointer to the text field and click SELECT to set the insert

point. The header of the window highlights

The caret for text fields is the standard text caret—a solid black triangle

when the field has the active insert point and a gray diamond when it is

inactive. The caret overlaps the line and does not break it See Chapter 3 for

illustrations of the standard text carets.

Scrolling in Text Fields

Text fields h specified fixed length However, when you

can type mt ength of the field permits and the field

contains llin9 buttons—abbreviated buttons

with a ^ iyed at the beginning and/or the et

the lr
ere are more characters in the
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direction shown by the arrow. The scrolling buttons are displayed interactively

only when the text string is longer than the display field.

Text fields should generally be long enough that scrolling buttons are not

needed for normal operation.

Figure 4-31 illustrates how the scrolling buttons function. Note that if

"ABCDEF" is a value expected in normal operation, the application should

define a field long enough to contain those characters without requiring the

scrolling buttons.

Name: ABCD. Type characters in a 4-character
field

Name: LU DEt= A When you type more characters,

(E and F in this example), the

first character of the field is

replaced by a scrolling button to

show that the field contains

more characters to the left.

Name: BCDAB ,f you dkk SELECt on the

left arrow, the text scrolls

one character to the right,

and a scrolling button is

displayed at the right of the

field to show that the field

also contains more characters

to the right.

Figure 4-31 A text field with horizontal scrolling buttons.

When you press SELECT on one of the scrolling arrows, it displays the

standard highlighting feedback. When you release SELECT, the text in the field

scrolls one "a" character width.

When a text field with scrolling buttons contains proportionally spaced

characters, the text field always displays complete characters. The new text is

aligned with the end of the text field, and white space is added as padding at

the beginning of the line to adjust the spacing.
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A Level 2 implementation provides automatic scrolling when a text field

cannot display the entire text string When you use wipe-through selection in a

text field and the pointer reaches the beginning or end of the text that is

displayed in the field, the contents of the field automatically scroll until the

beginning or end of the text is displayed. The pointer is not constrained

during this operation.

Numeric Text Fields

Text fields that allow only numeric values may have increment/decrement

buttons to the right of the field, as shown in Figure 4-32, to permit a quick way

to increment or decrement the value in the field. For example, assuming that

the numbers are sequential, click SELECT on the up arrow to change the

number in the field to 14. Then click SELECT on the down arrow to return the

number to 13. Click SELECT again on the down arrow to change the number

to 12.

Value: 13A_ S3
Figure 4-32 A numeric text field with increment/decrement buttons.

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation must provide a way for applications to

specify non-numeric characters for use with hexadecimal numeric systems

and to specify delimiters, brackets, braces, and parentheses as acceptable

input for numeric fields

Multi-Line Text Fields

A Level 2 implementation provides multi-line text fields Multi-line text fields

can be limited to a fixed size, or they can be scrollable, depending on the

requirements of the ai

An application might sp- -d-size multi-line text field for entering

information into a da
-

it can handle only a fixed number of characters

for each field.
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When there is no restriction on the number of characters that can be typed

in a multi-line text field, the application defines the size of the multi-line text

field border and displays a scrollbar to the right of the border, as shown in

Figure 4-33.

Product Description: designed to allow the user to

combine and manipulate both

text and graphic objects easily.

The goal of the design team is

to provide an intuitive, logical

interface. T

Figure 4-33 A multi-line text field with a scrollbar.

Text Field Example

Figure 4-34 shows an example of a numeric field, a single-line text field,

and a nonscrollable multi-line text field.

Number:

Comments:

13 H3
Product Name: Draw

This product is in Beta test. All customers

have installed the product, and the

Beta Test coordinator is circulating

copies of the test reports.

Figure 4-34 An example of text fields.
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Validating Text Fields

The application determines whether or not to validate a given text field

Validation commonly includes checking the information in the field to be sure

that it contains data that the application can use. For example, if you type

numeric characters in a field that accepts only alphabetic characters, when

the field is validated, the application informs you that alphabetic input is

required. Validation from the application can occur on a per-field or per-form

(when all changes are applied) basis. Per-field validation occurs when you

press Tab or Return, or when the insert point is set to another text field.

All numeric fields, including those for sliders, provide immediate error

checking for invalid characters. When you type an illegal character, the

system beeps and displays the message "Not a number" in the footer.

In a Level 2 implementation, when you make a change in a text field and

have not validated the contents of that field, an application can display a

dimmed change bar to the left of the text field until the contents have been

validated.

Setting Feedback

The active caret is set when you press SELECT or ADJUST. An ADJUST click

extends or reduces the selection In a Level 1 implementation, a MENU click

momentarily displays the question mark pointer.

In a Level 2 implementation, pressing MENU displays the text field Edit

menu. See Chapter 10 for a description of the Edit menu.

Default Settings

Text fields cannot be used in menus, they therefore lack default settings

Indeterminate State

The text line or text rectangle is dimmed to show an indeterminate state text

field. The label is not d

Inactive State

The i a: ectangle are dimmed for text fields
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Messages

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation supports the display of read-only

messages in panes or control areas. Read-only messages can consist of a

text string or a glyph. For example, the information about file size, modifica-

tion, access, and type in the example shown in Figure 4-35 are read-only

messages that provide information about a file.

Read-only text strings

Htfl File Manager: File Properties

Name: jester.doc

Owner: i insor

Group: staff

Size: 1997 bytes

Last Modified: Thu Sep 22 10:32:31 1988

Last Accessed: Thu Sep 22 10:33:22 1988

Type: ascii text

Figure 4-35 Text messages in a property window.

When read-only messages are displayed on the window background or in a

pane, they do not interfere with the normal functioning of that area of the

window. For example, the application title in the header is a read-only

message. You can click SELECT anywhere on the header, whether the pointer

is on the title or not, to select the window. When you press MENU with the

pointer on a read-only message, the menu appropriate to that area of the

window is displayed.
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Summary Table

Table 4-1 is a summary checklist of control features and where they are

used. Chapters 5 and 6 describe how the controls in this chapter are used in

control areas and menus.

Table 4-1 Summary of controls and where they are used.

Control Window
Features Area Menu Pane Header

Button controls V sr 5T
Menu items sr

Exclusive settings v sr sr

Nonexclusive settings v ? sr

Check boxes V sr

Sliders V sr

Gauges V sr

Text fields sr V
Read-only messages ST sr sr

•Window menu button only.
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Control Areas

A control area is an unbordered region of a window where application

controls such as buttons and settings are displayed. A control area can be

anywhere in a base window, pop-up window, or in a pane within a base or

pop-up window.

Positions of Control Areas Around Panes

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation supports any configuration of control

areas around and within panes. Controls can be arranged horizontally or

vertically.

Button controls are the most common objects in a control area around a

pane. Usually there is one control area at the top of a window and a pane

beneath it, as shown in Figure 5-1

-

Draw
"

(Line; Rectangle J Circle J W)

k.

Figure 5-1
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The control area can be on one side or the other of the pane, as shown in

Figure 5-2.

'm Draw

)( Line

(Rectangle )

C Circle )

( Fill >)

^
r
1

Figure 5-2 A control area to the right of a pane.

Controls can be used to govern more than one pane. Controls do not need

to be grouped on the same side of the pane. Figure 5-3 shows controls at the

top, right side, and bottom of a pane.
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2 se<4 ^J—

_

Figure 5-3 Control areas around a pane.

Control Areas Within Panes

The entire window can be a pane containing a control area. Such a

configuration is most likely to occur in command windows that pop up to

perform specific functions When the entire window is a control area, the

controls are displayed within a pane This minimizes the window background

area and shows the controls more clearly in a color implementation

Control areas within panes usually contain varied combinations of the

following controls:

Buttons and mer

Exclusive and nc

D Check boxes

Sliders

Text arc:

ngs
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The following examples show various combinations of controls in command
window panes. Figure 5-4 shows an example of a command window with text

fields, buttons, and exclusive and nonexclusive settings.

£> Edit: Search and Replace

Search For:

Replace With:

Ignore Case

Wi Id Card Searches

Wraparound Searches

Forward

Backward

(Search]) (Replace & Search) (Replace All)

Figure 5-4 A control area pane in a command window.

The application developer determines the layout of controls within a pane.

Figure 5-5 shows an example of check boxes and sliders within a pane.

© Draw: Angle Constraints

Sf Angle 1: 90

\j$ Angle 2: 45

Angle 3: 30

o
=

Figure 5-5 A control area pane with check boxes and sliders.

Figure 5-6 shows an example of a command window with exclusive and

nonexclusive settings, a numeric field, a slider, and a button.
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iP Draw: Lines

Join Style:

Arrowhead at:

Line Width:

/\AA
Start End

1.4 mm
*-

0.1 «-(J 1 0.0

(( Apply )) ( Reset )

Figure 5-6 A control area pane with exclusive and nonexclusive settings, a type-in

text field, and a slider.

Using Window Buttons in a Control Area

The following examples show the steps and visual feedback when you use

a window button. To use a window button in a control area, first move the

pointer onto it, as shown in Figure 5-7.

7S Draw

( "Line) ' "Rectangle; Circle j UN J Patterns j

Figure 5-7 Moveth Kto* button in die control area.
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Then press SELECT. The window button highlights as shown in Figure 5-

=3

Figure 5-8 Press SELECT to highlight the button.

To activate the button, release SELECT. The button displays the standard

busy pattern while it is executing the command, as shown in Figure 5-9. The

busy pattern may be displayed momentarily. If you do not want to activate the

button, move the pointer off the button and release SELECT.

F3 Draw
"^

f tine ) ( Rectangle j ( Circle J

Figure 5-9

window.

Release SELECT to activate the command that displays the pop-up

When the command is complete, the button returns to its normal appear-

ance. In this example, the Patterns pop-up window is displayed and the

pointer jumps to the pushpin, as shown in Figure 5-10. See Chapter 3 for

information about pointer jumping.
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-'

m Draw
~.

I Line J ( Rectangle ) Circle ) Fill j Patterns... J

Figure 5-10 When the window is displayed, the button returns to its regular

appearance.

Using Command Buttons in a Control Area

Using command buttons in a control area is similar to using window buttons

in a control area. You move the pointer onto the button. Pressing SELECT

highlights the button. Releasing SELECT activates the command. The busy

pattern may be momentarily displayed, and then the button returns to its

normal appearance.

If the command cannot be executed, an error message is displayed in the

footer of the window from which you initiated the command. When an

unsuccessful command is initiated from a pop-up window, it is not dismissed,

regardless of the state ^shpm.
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Using Menu Buttons in a Control Area

You can use menu buttons in a control area in two ways:

Press SELECT to view the default from the button menu in the control area.

Release SELECT to execute the default.

D Press MENU to display the menu for the menu button. To dismiss the menu,

move the pointer off it and release MENU. To execute a command, press

MENU, drag the pointer onto an item in the menu, and release MENU.

The following sections describe how to use menu buttons in a control area

to display menu defaults and how to choose from menu buttons in a control

area. For a detailed description of viewing and choosing from menus see

Chapter 15.

Menu Defaults for Menu Buttons

The default control for a button menu is the one that is automatically used

when you click SELECT on a menu button in a control area or on a stay-up

menu. Menu defaults provide a quick and convenient way to activate a

function, while still providing the flexibility of making a different choice or

quickly changing the default setting. The visual designs for control default

settings are described in Chapter 4. See Chapter 6 for more information about

menu defaults and Chapter 15 for information about how to change the menu
default.

Viewing Menu Button Defaults in a Control Area

When menu buttons are displayed in a control area, you can view the

default for the menu immediately under the menu button without displaying

the menu.

You do this by moving the pointer to a menu button in the control area and

pressing SELECT. The default choice for the menu immediately under the

menu button is displayed in the area occupied by the menu button. Releasing

SELECT executes the default and returns the menu button to its normal state.

Moving the pointer off the button before releasing SELECT returns the menu
button to its normal state without executing the default.
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Note that this view shows the default on the menu that is immediately under

the menu button. When this default is, itself, an item that displays a menu, the

view does not show the bottom level default that is executed when SELECT is

released. Showing the default for only one level of menu prevents possible

ambiguity if several bottom-level menus have similar choices.

The following examples show how defaults are displayed for each kind of

control.

When the text string for the default item is short enough to fit within the

border of the menu button, it is displayed in its entirety. When the text is too

long, it is truncated to fit within the menu button outline. A nonscrollable more

arrow is displayed to show that the text has been truncated, as shown in

Figure 5-11.

Move the

pointer to a

menu button.

000 File " ) View "J ( Edit vj

Press SELECT

to view the

default.

File J CEEGP) Edit vj

Release SELECT

to choose the

default.

File tj vit-w ) ( Edit vj

Figure 5-11 Viewing a text item default.

When the default is ar e setting, the outline of the menu button

changes to a rectangle anr rent choice is shown selected (with a bold

border), as shown If the default is smaller than the button, the

rectangle is the sa default is centered within

that rectangle tne button, it is displayed from the

upper left corr ^ the default in the button

area
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Move the

pointer to a

menu button.

joo Fill) (Scale v
St

Press SEtECT
to view the

default.

100 Medi

Release SEtECT
to choose the

default.

JO (JW) ( Scale v)

Figure 5-12 Viewing an exclusive setting default.

When the default is a nonexclusive setting, the outline of the menu button

changes to a rectangular or square border, and the current value is toggled to

show the state that is selected if the mouse button is released. If the current

value is on (bold border), the default shows it in the off state (1-point border),

and vice versa. Figure 5-13 shows the current value with a 1-point border.

Move the

pointer to a

menu button.

Fill) (Style
U-

Press SEtECT
to view the

default.

Ill Fill Under

Release SEtECT
to choose the

default.

(Tip (Style y

figure 5-13 Viewing a nonexclusive sotting default.
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An image or pattern from a menu of exclusive settings is displayed as a

bold rectangle the same size as the button. A portion of the pattern starting

from the upper left corner is displayed within the border, as shown in

Figure 5-14.

Move the

pointer to a

menu button.

000 Mil) Patterns

Press SELECT

to view the

default.

100

Release SELECT

to choose the

default.

Fill J Patterns
~

)

Figure 5-14 Viewing a pattern exchish e setting default.

When the default is a pushpin, it is shown in the button outline, pinned, as

shown in Figure 5-15.

Move the

pointer to a

menu button.

Fill ) Patterns v

Press SELECT

to view the

default.

Mil

Release SELECT

to choose the

default.

MM j Patterns i

Figure
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Inactive Default Settings

When a default setting on the button menu is inactive, the default is shown

dimmed when you press SELECT. When you release SELECT, the system

beeps to let you know that the default setting is unavailable. Figure 5-16

shows an example of viewing an inactive default item.

Move the

pointer to a

menu button.

000 (File v) ("View v J ( Edit v
)

Press SEtECT
to view the

default.

100 ( File YJ (View v) :ut

Release SEtECT.
The system beeps

to show that

it cannot use

the default.

000 ( File v) ( View vJ (Edit v j

Figure 5-16 Viewing an inactive default item.

Viewing Menu Button Menus with Press-Drag-Release

When a menu button is displayed in a control area, you view its menu by

pressing MENU on the menu button, as shown in Figure 5-17. Drag the pointer

off the menu button or the menu and release MENU to dismiss the menu.

When the pointer is on a menu button and you press MENU, the button

highlights and the menu is displayed. The pointer never jumps into the menu;

it remains on the menu button until you drag the pointer into the menu.

Drag the pointer onto an item in the menu and release MENU to make a

choice. If you do not want to make a selection, drag the pointer off the menu

and release MENU.
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\) L Jit j Display j \ in.) j

( Save Current

Clear Document

Load...

Store...

( File "
) tfarirg^j Display j Mod ? j

( cut i

Copy
Paste

File " ) Edit vj j£ Mud "j

Display Line \umber )

Select line Number...

Show Caret at Top

Figure 5-17 Viewing button menus (horizontal).

Viewing Stay-up Menus

When you click MENU on a menu button, the menu is displayed and

remains on the screen until the next mouse click is received Just as a pinned

menu becomes a command window, a stay-up menu becomes a transitory

control area. The difference between a pinned menu and a stay-up menu is

that the stay-up menu is dismissed as soon as you choose a control A

pinned menu remains displayed until you dismiss it All the controls in a

stay-up menu func* a pinned menu The originating button

displays the standarc I
ttern, as shown in Figure 5-18
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( File vj ( fcdft vj ( Display v j ( Find v'j

Figure 5-18 A menu button displays the standard busy pattern when the menu is dis-

played in stay-up mode.

Viewing menu button defaults with SELECT works exactly the same way it

does in control areas. Clicking MENU with the pointer on an item with a menu
mark without moving the pointer beyond the damping factor displays the

submenu in stay-up mode. Pressing MENU without moving the pointer

displays the submenu in press-drag-release mode.

Clicking SELECT or MENU anywhere off the stay-up menu items dismisses

the menu from the screen and does nothing else. For example, if you click

SELECT on a button in the control area with a stay-up menu displayed on the

screen, the menu is dismissed. You must click SELECT again on the button in

the control area to choose that function. An ADJUST click momentarily

displays the question mark pointer.

See Chapter 15 for more information about viewing menus and submenus

and choosing from them.
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Menu Elements

Menus enable you to make choices from a small, fixed set of options. When
an application requires the display of a large number of choices, the applica-

tion should use a scrolling list. See Chapter 8 for scrolling list specifications.

This chapter explains the required and optional elements used in menus.

See Chapter 15 for information about how you view and choose from menus,

and for the specifications for the placement of menus.

Menu Types

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation provides two basic types of menus:

Button menus, which are displayed from menu buttons.

Pop-up menus, which pop up at the pointer location and control the region

under the pointer.

Menu Groups and Submenus

This section defines the terms used to describe menus. When a menu has

an item that displays an additional menu, the additional menu is called a

submenu. Any menu and its submenus are called a menu group.

There is no restriction on the number of submenus that can be included in a

menu group.
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Required Menu Elements

Each menu has the following elements:

Menu outline

Drop shadow

Items and/or settings

One default choice per menu
Pop-up menus always have a title

The specifications for menu titles are provided under "Menu Titles" later in

this chapter.

The only optional menu element is the pushpin. Pushpins on menus are

described under "The Optional Pushpin" later in this chapter.

Border and Drop Shadow

Menu borders are rectangles with a drop shadow, as shown in Figure 6-1

.

Figure 6-1 A sample menu border and drop shadow.

The border is a 1 -point rectangle. The drop shadow is 6 points wide, and

starts at the seventh point from the upper right and lower left corners of the

menu outline.

On monochrome systems, the drop shadow is 75 percent gray. The shadow

is always visible. When possible in an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation, the

shadow is transparent, allowing the information behind the drop shadow to

show through.
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In a color implementation, the drop shadow is a darkening of the color under

the drop shadow. The drop shadow can be an overlay of a 75 percent stippled

pattern over the color background, increased in saturation, or grayed

When the shadow cannot be implemented as transparent, the opaque

shadow obscures the information behind it.

Controls

Each menu has at least one control The application developer chooses the

appropriate control to provide efficient interaction with the application. A
menu can have the following controls:

Items

Exclusive settings

D Nonexclusive settings

These controls can be used on menus in any combination. The functionality of

settings is described in Chapter 4. The following sections describe these

controls and show examples of how they can be used in menus and submenus.

Items on Menus

Items on menus are similar to buttons, as described in Chapter 4, and they

provide the same functionality as command, window, and menu buttons:

A command item is like a command button. You use it to execute the com-

mand named in the item

A window item is like a window button. When the item is followed by a win-

dow mark, a window is displayed.

D A menu item is like a menu button. You use it to display a submenu

Items on menus are displayed vertically, and the width of the menu is

always enough to accommodate the longest text item, whether that is an item

or a setting on the mer 3i a pop-up menu Window marks follow

the item label. Menu marks are always right-justified and are aligned following

the longest text itei i 6-2 shows an example of a button

menu with all thrc
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-Q3) Workspace

^Programs
Utilities

Properties

Exit

Figure 6-2 A menu with three kinds of items.

Programs and Utilities are menu items. The menu mark points to the right to

show that the submenus will be displayed to the right of the item. Properties is

an item with a window mark; choosing it displays a property window. Exit is a

command item; choosing it exits the workspace.

The Programs item has a default ring to show that it is the default item on the

menu. See "Menu Defaults" later in this chapter for more information about

menu defaults, and Chapter 15 for information about changing a menu default.

Highlighting Feedback. When you drag the pointer onto a menu item, an oval

with the same dimensions as the default ring highlights, as shown in Figure 6-3.

dEOj
HH

-

C235I
Copy^
Paste

Again
;";";

Undo

Figure 6-3 A menu with a highlighted item.

The highlighting follows the pointer as you drag it from item to item. As soon

as you drag the pointer onto any menu item, the default ring is no longer

displayed on the menu. Releasing MENU when an item is highlighted activates

the item. See Chapter 15 for more information about choosing from menus.
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Displaying Submenus. In an item with a menu mark, the submenu is

displayed when you drag the pointer to the right, beyond the drag-right

distance that you specify from the Workspace Properties window. The default

drag-right distance is 5 pixels. See Chapter 1 1 for more information about

setting the drag-right distance. Figure 6-4 shows the submenu for a menu

item.

Draw

Repeat Last

Qnnliratp

c
Rectangle

Circle

Figure 6-4 A submenu tor a menu item.

The default item on the submenu is aligned horizontally with the originating

item, and the position of the pointer determines the vertical alignment of the

submenu. See Chapter 15 for the specification of menu and submenu

positions.

Grouping Menu Items. An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation must provide a way

for an application to increase the amount of white space between controls to

allow controls with similar functions to be grouped Figure 6-5 shows an

example of a menu that has items grouped
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12 E£j

.-W |

(cut ) l

Copy
Paste

Again

Undo

1
Regions >

Text >

Figure 6-5 A menu with white space between groups of items.

Multi-Column Menus. Menus can have more than one column of items. A
multi-column menu may have a 1 -point vertical line between each of the

columns, as shown in Figure 6-6.

m.ir. i,ii* i

(t) •n I

I

I ^ 1

<— U
— # 1

S3

Figure 6-6 A menu with two columns of items.

Exclusive Settings

Figure 6-7 shows an example of exclusive settings on a menu for a Modes
menu button in a drawing application. In this example, exclusive settings are

arranged in a square grid.
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Figure 6-7 Example of exclusive settings on a menu.

When exclusive settings are used on menus, the current setting has a bold

border when the pointer is not on a setting. When you drag the pointer onto

a setting, the bold border follows the pointer and the default ring is not

displayed.

Nonexclusive Settings

Figure 6-8 shows an example of a menu that has items and a submenu that

has nonexclusive settings In the example, the chosen settings on the

submenu are Bold and Italic Underline and Overstnke are not chosen

Figure 6-8
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When they are displayed in groups, nonexclusive settings are formatted in

the same way as exclusive settings.

Menus with nonexclusive settings show the current state of each setting

unless the pointer is on the setting. Moving the pointer onto a setting toggles

the setting to its opposite state. When the pointer is on the menu, no default

ring is displayed.

A menu with nonexclusive settings is dismissed when you choose one

setting, even if the choice you make is to turn the setting off. An application

that provides menus with nonexclusive settings may also provide a pushpin

on the menu so that you can pin the menu to the workspace if you want to

make more than one choice from the nonexclusive settings.

Mixing Controls on Menus

A Level 2 implementation allows an application to mix items and exclusive

and nonexclusive settings on the same menu. Figure 6-9 shows an example

of a menu that has both an item with a window mark and exclusive settings.

IAngle Constraints v.

( All Settings...

Angle 1 : 90 degrees

Angle 2: 45 degrees

Angle 3: 30 degrees

Figure 6-9 An example of mixed controls on a menu.

Menu Titles

Pop-up menus always have titles. Menus or submenus that originate from

menu buttons or menu items do not have titles, since the name of the menu

button or item that you press to display the menu or submenu acts as the title

for the submenu.

A menu with a title is always wide enough to display the menu title. The title is

centered, in bold type, and has a 1 -point line beneath it, as shown in Figure 6-10.
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Draw

Figure 6-10 An example of a menu title.

Menu Defaults

Each menu or submenu has only one default (even when nonexclusive

settings permit more than one choice from a menu). When the application

does not specify a default, an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation uses the first

item on the menu as the default. When a menu has a pushpin, the pushpin is

the first item on the menu. If the default is removed from a menu by an

application, the application is responsible for setting a new default. When the

application does not reset the default, the first item on the menu becomes the

default. Chapter 4 shows the visual designs for exclusive and nonexclusive

setting defaults.

Default settings are displayed only when the pointer is not on a menu

control. They are never displayed on submenus unless you press the

SETMENUDEFAULT modifier key to display or set the menu default.

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation searches for menu defaults from the

originating menu down through the levels of submenus (from left to right) and

executes the default at the end of the search chain.

How Menu Defaults Affect Other Windows

The default for each menu, including window and scrollbar menus, is set

individually for each menu in each invocation of an application, even if you

have several windows open that are running the same application The

default setting is not saved across invocations of that application.

Level 2 implementations allow you to save the application configuration for

window prope" • current default settings, for all menus In this

way. you can c
-faults for an application See Chapter 3

for more inform?/ • properties
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The Optional Pushpin

Any OPEN LOOK Ul implementation menu or submenu can have a pushpin

at the top left side of the menu. Some OPEN LOOK Ul implementations, based

on earlier versions of the OPEN LOOK Graphical User Interface Functional

Specification have pushpins positioned at the top right side of the menu.

The application developer determines which menus have pushpins. When
a menu has a pushpin, you can use it to keep a frequently used menu pinned

to the workspace.

The pushpin can be set as the menu default either by the application or by

you. When the pushpin is the default, the unpinned pushpin has a circle

around the pinhole. Figure 6-1 1 shows a pushpin with a default ring.

Figure 6-11 The pushpin as the default on a menu.

See Chapter 15 for a description of how to pin a menu to the workspace.

Figure 6-12 shows a menu group in which both the button menu and the

submenu have pushpins. In this example, you can pin each menu separately.
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Figure 6-12 A menu and a submenu that both have pushpins

When any menu in a menu group that has a pushpin is pinned to the

workspace, other menus in the group are dismissed. In the example shown in

Figure 6-12, if you pin the Regions submenu, the Edit menu is dismissed.

Button Menu Placement

When a menu is displayed from a menu button with the menu mark pointing

downward, the menu is always centered beneath the originating button. The top of

the menu is 1 point below the bottom line of the button, as shown in Figure 6-13
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Equal Spacing

< t',U.lll;llU*.ng»r
The top line of the menu
border is 1 point below
the bottom line of

the menu button.

Figure 6-13 Menu alignment for buttons when the menu mark points down.

When a menu is displayed from an abbreviated menu button, the top of the

menu is 1 point below the bottom line of the button and the left edge of the

menu aligns with the left edge of the button, as shown in Figure 6-14.

The left line of the menu
border is the same as the

left side of the abbreviated

menu button.

The top line of the menu
border is 1 point below

the bottom line of

the menu button.

Figure 6-14 Menu alignment for abbreviated buttons when the menu mark
points down.

When a menu button has the menu mark pointing to the right, the menu is

displayed with the default item aligned with the originating menu button. The

line for the left side of the menu is 1 point to the right of the menu button, as

shown in Figure 6-15.
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Left side of the menu is

t point to the right of the

right side of the menu button.

Default item is aligned

with the menu button.

Figure 6-15 Menu alignment tor buttons when the menu mark points to the right.

When an abbreviated menu button has the menu mark pointing to the right,

the menu is displayed following the same rules for menu buttons: The default

item aligns with the originating button and the left side of the menu is 1 point

to the right of the abbreviated menu button, as shown in Figure 6-16.

Left side of the menu is

1 point to the right of the right side

of the abbreviated menu button

Default item is aligned

with the abbreviated

menu button.

Figure 6-16 Menu a hre\ iated buttons when the menu mark points to

the right.

When you have it the bottom of the screen, and the menu does

not fit between the '^ button and the bottom of the screen,

the menu is repos.'
' !ne menu is always completely on the screen

as showr
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Move the pointer

to the Edit

menu button. File -) View ~
) Edit ^ J Find ~

)

The cliffs fell steeply away from the tortuous

mountain road

Bottom of

the screen

Figure 6-17 Alignment for menus at the bottom of the screen.

The menu is centered on the originating menu button, as usual. The bottom

of the drop shadow aligns with the bottom of the screen. The pointer moves

as needed so that it is positioned a few points to the left of the default item on

the button menu.

When the menu or submenu bumps against the right side of the screen, the

pointer moves as needed so that it is positioned a few points on the left side

of the default item on the button menu. The menu is pushed to the left so that

the right side of the drop shadow aligns with the right side of the screen.

See Chapter 15 for menu placement specifications.
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Scrolling

This chapter describes the appearance and functionality of scrollbars and

specifies two ways to scroll without using a scrollbar.

Scrollbars

Scrollbars let you change the view of the data displayed in a pane, and

move directly to the beginning or end of the information available in a pane;

they let you split panes and remove split panes.

Scrollbars are displayed next to a pane when the pane can contain scrol-

lable information. The default position for vertical scrollbars is on the right side

of the pane.

Some implementations may provide an option that you set from the Work-

space Properties window to display vertical scrollbars at the left side of panes

Horizontal scrollbars are always positioned at the bottom of a pane, and a

pane can have both horizontal and vertical scrollbars. Horizontal and vertical

scrollbars work in exactly the same way.

Figure 7-1 shows the components of a vertical scrollbar, the elevator

(the arrow buttons and the drag area), the cable, and the top and bottom

cable anchors
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Elevator

jQ

Top cable anchor-

Up arrow
Drag area

Down arrow
Proportion indicator

Cable

Bottom cable anchor

Figure 7-1 Vertical scrollbar components.

Figure 7-2 shows a horizontal scrollbar. In a horizontal scrollbar, the orienta-

tion is left and right, rather than top and bottom. The directional components of

a horizontal scrollbar are, therefore, called left and right cable anchors, and left

and right arrows.

Figure 7-2 A horizontal scrollbar.
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When scrollbars are displayed horizontally, there is no dividing line between

the scrollbar and the footer. The shaded area in Figure 7-3 shows the

distinction between the scrollbar area and the footer

Scrollbar area

Footer area

Figure 7-3 The shading shows the footer area.

When a pane has a scrollbar, the following rules apply:

A complete scrollbar is displayed whenever possible

When the pane is too small to show a scrollbar and a cable, the cable is not

displayed.

When the pane is too small to show the cable anchors and the elevator, an

abbreviated scrollbar is displayed The abbreviated scrollbar has cable

anchors and scrolling arrows but has no drag area

In Level 2 implementations, when the pane is too small to show the cable

anchors of the abbreviated scrollbar, the minimum scrollbar is displayed.

Figure 7-4 shows an example of each of these scrollbars.
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Minimum scrollbar

Abbreviated scrollbar

Scrollbar without cable

Scrollbar

Figure 7-4 Four ways scrollbars are displayed.

Each of these scrollbars can be displayed horizontally as well as vertically.

Note that the minimum size of a text area with a scrollbar in a Level 1 imple-

mentation is the size of an abbreviated scrollbar.

In a Level 2 implementation, the minimum size of a text area with a scroll-

bar is the size of the minimum scrollbar. See Chapter 3 for a discussion of

minimum window sizes.

Scrollbar Cable

The length of the scrollbar cable represents the total size of the data from

the application that can be viewed incrementally in the pane.
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Scrollbar Cable Proportion Indicator

The scrollbar cable proportion indicator is the dark area of the cable that

shows the portion of the total application data that is visible in the pane. The

proportion indicator is always attached to the elevator. Figure 7-5 shows some
configurations for the proportion indicator

"^
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Figure 7-5 Scrollbar cable proportion indicator.

When the elevator is at the top of the pane, the proportion indicator is

displayed below the elevator. When the elevator is in the middle of the pane,

the proportion indicator extends above and below the elevator When the

elevator is at the bottom of the pane, the proportion indicator is displayed

above the elevator.

When all of the contents are visible in the pane, the entire cable is dark

If the proportion indicator is smaller than the elevator, a 3-pomt long dark

area is shown eith- p or bottom of the elevator to indicate that only a

small portion of the dal *he pane, as shown in Figure 7-6
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CD
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Figure 7-6 The minimum proportion indicator.

When the data block being viewed is large in relation to the viewing pane,

the computation for the elevator position might result in the elevator being

positioned at the very bottom (or top) of the cable, while the view is not at the

end (or beginning) of the data. In this case, the elevator is repositioned

2 points from the end of the cable.

Elevator Positions

Just as the proportion indicator shows the part of the data visible in the

pane, the location of the elevator shows the position of the pane in the total

data represented by the cable. For example, the five scrollbars in Figure 7-5

show the elevator moving sequentially through the contents, from the begin-

ning (at the left) to the end (at the right) of the data.

Scrollbar Operation

Use the SELECT mouse button to manipulate the scrollbar. The pane can be

considered a window into the data; moving the scrollbar elevator moves the

view of the data. Clicking on the down arrow in a text application shows the

next line of text at the bottom of the pane (pushing the first line of text off the
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top of the pane) An ADJUST click momentarily displays the question mark

pointer. Clicking or pressing MENU anywhere in the scrollbar area displays the

Scrollbar menu.

Normalization

The application developer determines whether scrolled objects are

adjusted so they are always fully displayed (normalized). For example, when

you scroll text in a pane, it moves line by line so that the full height of the

characters is displayed.

Drag Area

Press SELECT, and drag in the drag area of the elevator to move the view in

the pane forward or backward in the application data The drag area high-

lights, and the pointer rides the drag area. The mouse can be moved any-

where, but the pointer remains constrained to the drag area until you release

SELECT.

In a Level 2 implementation, the contents of the pane are updated as you

drag the elevator. When you release SELECT, the drag area returns to normal

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation permits you to move rapidly to a relative

position in a large file. If you scroll so quickly that the view in the pane cannot

keep up with the position in the data, you do not need to wait for all the data

to scroll through the pane The scrolling display can jump ahead to the new

point in the data

Up and Down Arrows

When the up or down arrow cannot be used to scroll up or down because

you are at the beginning or the end of the data that can be scrolled, the arrow

is dimmed. When all the data are visible in the pane, both the up and down

arrows are dimmed.

When you click SELECT on the up arrow, it highlights, the elevator moves up

one unit (displaying one n>
-

the top of the pane), and the up arrow

returns to normal

When you cli lown arrow, it highlights, the elevator moves

down one ur I

-> n| t at the bottom of the pane), and the

down arrow
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Pressing SELECT repeats the click function. The pointer is locked on the

elevator and rides it up or down until you release SELECT. This allows you to

keep the mouse in the same position on the pad as you scroll through data in

a pane.

If you are using the scrollbar with an absolute pointing device, such as a

light pen, you can disable the scrollbar pointer jumping from the Workspace

Properties window.

Cable Area

Clicking SELECT below the elevator anywhere in the scrollbar region be-

tween the elevator and the bottom cable anchor moves the view on the data

downward one pane. The elevator is repositioned downward accordingly.

Clicking SELECT above the elevator moves the view on the data upward one

pane. The elevator is repositioned upward accordingly.

Pressing SELECT repeats. The pointer jumps ahead on the cable to stay out

of the way of the elevator, if necessary.

Cable Anchors

You move the view to the beginning of the data by clicking SELECT on the

top cable anchor. The following actions are performed:

1 The top cable anchor highlights while you press SELECT.

2 The view in the pane is moved to show the beginning of the data.

3 The elevator is moved to the top of the pane, and the proportion indicator

is displayed below it.

4 The top cable anchor returns to its normal state.

You move the view to the end of the data by clicking SELECT on the bottom

cable anchor. The following actions are performed:

1 The bottom cable anchor highlights while SELECT is pressed.

2 The view in the pane is moved to show the end of the data. The last line of

the contents is displayed in the middle of the pane.

3 The elevator is moved to the bottom of the pane, and the proportion indi-

cator is displayed above it.

4 The bottom cable anchor returns to its normal state.
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Splitting Panes

In some applications such as text or graphics editors, you may want to view

different parts of the contents of a pane at the same time. A new view may be

created by dividing a single pane into two or more parts. This process is called

"pane splitting." A Level 2 implementation provides pane splitting functionality

An application can specify whether a given pane can be split.

You can split a pane either from the Scrollbar menu or by using the cable

anchors. When a pane can be split, the application displays the Split View

item on the Scrollbar menu for that pane. The following section, "How to Split

a Pane Using the Scrollbar Menu," discusses using the Split View item. See

"How to Split a Pane Using the Cable Anchors" later in this chapter for infor-

mation about splitting panes by direct manipulation.

When the application provides splitting functionality, you can create

different views in the same pane. Splitting panes does not create separate

copies of the contents; it provides a split view of the same object. Any

changes made to the contents in one pane are reflected in the other splits of

that pane.

The limit to the number of times you can split a pane is determined by the

number of minimum scrollbars that can be displayed in the scrollbar area.

When you have split a pane, the application interactively adds the Join

Views item to the items on the Scrollbar menu. See "Removing a Split Pane"

later in this chapter for more information about using the Join Views item.

The following sections describe basic information about creating and

removing split panes See Chapter 16 for detailed information about creating

and removing multiple split panes.

How to Split a Pane Using the Scrollbar Menu

You use the Scrollbar menu to split a pane in the following way. First, move

the pointer into the scrollbar area, position it next to the place where you want

to split the pane, and press MENU The Scrollbar menu is displayed, as shown

in Figure 7-7.
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File v') (View vj ( Edit ? J ( Find ~)

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around

the tower, squeaking frantically.

Dosolina stood at the open window wistfully

gazing out over the moors, her long dark tresses

blowing wildly as the wind gusted. Pietor was
long overdue. There were evil things afoot in

the night, and she feared greatly for his safety.

There was something unnatural about the light

flickering through the clouds. The beagles bugled

their howls, protesting their captivity.

Scrollbar

X Here to Top
)

Top to Here

Previous

Split View

Figure 7-7 Position the pointer where you want to split the pane and press MENU.

Drag the pointer onto the Split View item on the Scrollbar menu. The item

highlights, as shown in Figure 7-8.

-'^^^~^T]jBP4J^BS^Bp^^^^H^^^B

i File ^J 'View ^) Edit " ) 'Find ")

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

Dosolina stood at the open window wistfully

gazing out over the moors, her long dark tresses

blowing wildly as the wind gusted. Pietor was
long overdue. There were evil things afoot in

the night, and she feared greatly for his safety.

There was something unnatural about the light

flickering through the clouds. The beagles bugled

their howls, protesting their captivity.

i

Scrollbar

Here to Top
Top to Here

Previous

-

Figure 7-8 Drag the pointer onto the Split View item.

Release the MENU button. The Scrollbar menu is dismissed and the pane is

split at the place the pointer occupied when you pressed MENU, as shown in

Figure 7-9, not at the current pointer location. Each split has its own scrollbar

and Scrollbar menu, and the item Join Views is added to each Scrollbar menu.
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File ~J View ~
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It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels, ihe bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

Dosolina stood at the open window wistfully

gazing out over the moors, her long dark t

blowing wildly as the wind gusted. Pietor was
long overdue. There were evil things afoot in

the night, and she feared greatly for his safety.

There was something unnatural about the light

flickering through the clouds. The beagles bugled

their howls, protesting their captivity

Figure 7-9 Release MENl to split the pane.

When an application normalizes scrolling, the pane split may be adjusted to

the normalized unit. In this example, scrolling is normalized by the unit of a line

of text. If you do not position the pointer exactly at the line break, the applica-

tion may make the adjustment for you.

Panes with horizontal scrollbars can be split vertically You split a pane that

has a horizontal scrollbar in exactly the same way. Move the pointer to a place

in the scrollbar area where you want to split the pane, press MENU, choose

Split View from the menu, and release MENU. Figure 7-10 shows a pane with a

horizontal scrollbar that has been split once. Figure 7-1 1 shows a pane with a

vertical scrollbar that has been split twice.
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Figure 7-10 A pane with a vertical split.
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It was a dark and storms' night. All of the beagles

were safels' in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

Dosolina stood at the open window wistfully

gazing out over the moors, her long dark tresses

blowing wildly as the wind gusted. Pietor was
long overdue. There were evil things afoot in

the night, and she feared greatly for his safety.

There was something unnatural about the light

flickering through the clouds. The beagles bugled
their howls, protesting their captivity.

L.

Figure 7-11 A pane that has been split twice.
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Note that the smallest pane you can have is determined by the height (or

width) of the minimum scrollbar. Alternatively, you can have a small pane that

is the height (or width) of the scrollbar without a cable. If you try to split a

pane in the region that falls between the length of the minimum scrollbar and

the abbreviated scrollbar, or between the length of the abbreviated scrollbar

and the scrollbar without a cable, the pane snaps to the smaller size.

Figure 7-12 shows the unsplittable areas See Chapter 16 for information

about resizing panes.

Unsplittable areas

Figure 7-12 Unsplittable areas.

CD CD

CD

How to Split a Pane Using the Cable Anchors

You can use either the top or bottom cable anchor to split a pane. The

cable anchors can only be dragged into the pane. The following examples

show how to use the vertical scrollbar to split a text pane using the top cable

anchor.

1 Move the pointer to the top cable anchor and press SELECT. The cable

anchor highlights, as shown in Figure 7-13.
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It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

Dosolina stood at the open window wistfully

gazing out over the moors, her long dark tresses

blowing wildly as the wind gusted. Pietor was
long overdue. There were evil things afoot in

the night, and she feared greatly for his safety.

There was something unnatural about the light

flickering through the clouds. The beagles bugled

their howls, protesting their captivity.

Figure 7-13

SELECT.

To split a pane, move the pointer to one of the cable anchors and press

2 Drag the pointer downward. A 1 -point horizontal line is displayed from the

left edge of the pane to the center of the cable anchor to show where the

split will occur, as shown in Figure 7-14.

( File ? j Cyjew -'; Edit -') Find "J

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

Dosolina stood at the open window wistfully

gazing out over the moors, her long dark tresses

blowing wildly as the wind gusted. Pietor was
long overdue. There were evil things afoot in

the night, and she feared greatly for his safety.

There was something unnatural about the light

flickering through the clouds. The beagles bugled

their howls, protesting their captivity.

Direction

of pointer

movement

Figure 7-14 Drag the cable anchor downward.

3 Release SELECT. The pane is split, and the highlighted cable anchor that

you dragged with the pointer becomes the bottom cable anchor for the
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pane. The highlighting is removed from the cable anchor, and each split

has its own scrollbar, as shown in Figure 7-15.

File " ) i View v ) Edit ") Find ")

It was a dark, and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tosver, squeaking frantically.

Dosolina stood at the open window wistfully

gazing out over the moors, her long dark tresses

blowing wildly as the wind gusted. Pietor was

long overdue. There were evil things afoot in

the night, and she feared greatly for his safety

There was something unnatural about the light

flickering through the clouds. The beagles bugled

their howls, protesting their captivity

Figure 7-15 Release SELECT to split the pane.

Removing a Split Pane

When you have split a pane, the application interactively adds the Join

Views item to the choices on the Scrollbar menu. The following sections

describe basic information about removing split panes using the Join Views

item. See Chapter 16 for detailed information about how an application

determines how to redisplay multiple split panes See "Removing a Split Pane

with the Cable Anchors'' later in this chapter for information about using the

cable anchors to remove a split pane.

Removing a Split Pane w ith the Scrollbar Menu

You remove a split pane with the Scrollbar menu in much the same way that

you split a pane The steps below describe removing a split using the

Scrollbar menu.

1 Move the pointer the scrollbar area next to the pane you

wanttc NU.
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2 Drag the pointer to the Join Views item. The item highlights. The OPEN

LOOK Ul implementation provides visual feedback for the pane to show

you that the pane will be removed when you release MENU. This visual

feedback may be as simple as dimming the border of the pane or as com-

plicated as dimming the border and the contents of the pane.

3 Release MENU.

In the example shown in Figure 7-16, both the border and the contents of

the top pane are dimmed to show that it will be removed when you release

MENU.

if File v~) (View v) (Edit v) (Find v)

it was a dark and stormy »i<jht. AH of the beadles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

Dosolina stood at the open window wistfully

gazing out over the moors, her long dark tresses

blowing wildly as the wind gusted. Pietor was
long overdue. There were evil things afoot in

the night, and she feared greatly for his safety.

There was something unnatural about the light

flickering through the clouds. The beagles bugled

their howls, protesting their captivity.

Scrollbar

Here to Top
Top to Here

Previous

Split View

^

Figure 7-16 When the Join Views item is highlighted, the border and the contents of

the pane are dimmed.

When you release MENU, the dimmed pane is removed, and the contents of

the adjacent pane expand to fill the area previously occupied by the pane.

See Chapter 16 for more information about how an application fills in split

pane areas.
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Removing a Split Pane with the Cable Anchors

You remove a split pane with the cable anchors in much the same way that

you split a pane. You can use either cable anchor for a split pane to remove

the split. The examples below show removing a split using the top cable

anchor.

1 Move the pointer to the top cable anchor in the pane you want to remove

and press SELECT. The cable anchor highlights, as shown in Figure 7-17.

File " ) View
~

) Edit ~) Find )

It was a dark and stormy night All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around

the tower, squeaking frantically.

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around

the tower, squeaking frantically.

wistfully

Figure 7-17 To remove a split pane, move the pointer to a cable anchor of that pane.

2 Drag the pointer downward The cable anchor and the bounding line move

with the pointer, as shown in Figure 7-18
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( File v) (View v) (Edit ^j (Find v~)

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles |X|

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennefT The bats tlew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around

the tower, squeaking frantically.

wistfully

\sses

Figure 7-18 To remove a split pane, drag the pointer toward the bottom cable anchor.

3 Drag the pointer until the top and bottom cable anchor overlap. The OPEN

LOOK Ul implementation provides visual feedback for the pane to show

you that the pane will be removed when you release MENU. This visual

feedback may be as simple as dimming the border of the pane or as com-

plicated as dimming both the border and the contents of the pane. In

Figure 7-19, the border and the contents of the pane are dimmed to show

that it will be removed when you release SELECT.

C File v j ( View ^ ) (Edit "j Find ~
)

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

wistfully

sses

Figure 7-19 When the cable anchors overlap, both the border and the contents of the

pane are dimmed.
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4 Release SELECT. The dimmed pane is removed, and the contents of the

adjacent pane expand to fill the area previously occupied by the pane. In

the example shown in Figure 7-20, the top pane expands downward to fill

the available space. See Chapter 16 for more information about how an

application fills in split pane areas

File "j View ' ) Edit ") Find "
)

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels The bats flew around

the tower, squeaking frantically.

Dosolina stood at the open window wistfully

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around

the tower, squeaking frantically.

wistfully

Figure 7-20 Release SELECT to remove the split \ iew

Page-Oriented Scrollbars

Applications with separate pages, such as document preparation systems,

can use a page-oriented scrollbar to show this orientation. The only time a

page number is displayed is when you press SELECT with the pointer over the

drag area of a page-oriented scrollbar The page number display does not

prevent you from dragging the elevator.

You use the page-oriented scrollbar in the following ways:

To view the page number, move the pointer to the drag area of the elevator

and press SELECT. A box containing the page number is displayed to the

left of the elevator.

To drag the elev tne pointer to the drag area of the elevator and

press SELECT Tf itor is displayed and does not interfere with

draggmo pointer, the box interactively ex-

pands oi accommodate different numbers of digits
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The page numbers change as the text is scrolled. When you release the

pointer, the view in the pane snaps to display the top of the current page.

The elevator may also make a slight adjustment to reflect its position in the

data accurately.

The top window in Figure 7-21 has a 1 -digit page number. The bottom

window has a 3-digit page number.

^0 Edit
u
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File -) View v) (Edit v~)
I Find v}

Pietor felt the hot breath of the ravening monsters

as they followed closely on his heels. He feared

for his very life.

I

I

LJ

1—
*

r*

Edit

( File i) View v) Edit vj f Find -
)

The skies were clear and the weather balmy, giving

the illusion of innocence. Dosolina and Pietor walked
with determined steps across the moors, searching

for traces of the monsters that continuously dogged
their very existence.

"Oh, here's a footprint," Pietor cried. "I knew that

there was something tangible in that horrid blackness
that was following me." [387

"And here's a piece of something ... Ugh. it is so

disgusting," said Dosolina. "What is this awful curse

that prevents us from being like normal folks?"

"We must be brave, and not let them know how
frightened we really are."

Figure 7-21 Two windows with page-oriented scrollbars.

Abbreviated and minimum scrollbars do not show page orientation, even

if the application provides this scrolling feature, since they do not have a

drag area.

Scrollbar Menu
The scrollbar has a pop-up menu that you access by pressing MENU in the

scrolling area. See Chapter 10 for a description of scrollbar menus.
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Scrolling Without Scrollbars

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation supports two additional kinds of scrolling

that are not accessed from the scrollbar

Automatic scrolling

Panning

Automatic Scrolling

A Level 2 implementation provides automatic scrolling. Automatic scrolling

occurs when you select objects by pressing SELECT and dragging the

pointer. When the pointer reaches the border of a pane, a scrolling list, or the

beginning or end of a text field, the contents automatically scroll to display

more information. A graphics application displays the next point A text

application displays the next line. A text field displays the next character The

pointer is not constrained to the boundary of the object. Automatic scrolling

lets you extend selections beyond the information that is currently visible in

the pane or scrolling list.

Panning

A Level 1 implementation provides a PAN modifier key—set from the Work-

space Properties window—to allow you to "glue" the contents of a pane to

the pointer and move them in any direction. This method of scrolling is called

panning, because it is like moving a video camera to change the view in the

lens. Applications that implement panning use the PAN modifier key to allow

you to access that functi< Level 2 implementation provides panning

functionality for panes.

When you scroll by panning, you anchor the pointer on a location that is

visible in the pane. Y en move the contents to any border of the pane

by dragging the pointer The anchored contents move with the pointer. You

cannot move the :
dethel i Jersof the pane
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You initiate panning by following the steps below:

1 Move the pointer to the place where you want to start panning.

2 Press the PAN modifier key on the keyboard and then SELECT. When the

pointer changes to the panning pointer, you can release the PAN modifier

key.

3 Drag the pointer to a new location within the pane.

4 Release SELECT.

When the basic pointer is at the bottom of a pane, the panning pointer

moves upward to keep the hot spot inside the border of the pane.

A text application can permit you to move the pointer in any direction within

the pane. Alternatively, a text application can constrain panning so that the

contents of the pane scroll vertically. When only vertical panning is supported,

the panning pointer remains anchored at the horizontal position and can only

be moved vertically within the pane.

The following examples show vertical panning in a text application. To

initiate panning, first you move the pointer into the pane. In the example

shown in Figure 7-22, the pointer is at the bottom of the pane to permit you to

pan the contents of the pane upward.

File ") '"view ?j f Edit -i ) (Find *')

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

Dosolina stood at the open window wistfully

aazing out over the moors, her long dark tresses

Figure 7-22 To initiate panning, move the pointer into the pane.

Then press the PAN modifier key on the keyboard and SELECT. The pointer

changes to the panning pointer, as shown in Figure 7-23. When the panning

pointer is displayed, you can release the PAN modifier key.
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I File ) View -
) Fdit j Find j

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frantically.

Dosolina stood at the open window, wistfully

oazing out over the moors, her 'ong dark tresses

Figure 7-23 Press the PAN modifier key and SELEC I

Drag the pointer upward in the pane. The text is "attached" to the panning

pointer and moves upward with it. as shown in Figure 7-24.

i File ~ ) View ~
) Edit Find

oazing out over the moors, her long dark tresses

blowing wildly as the wind gusted. Pietor was

long overdue There were evil things afoot in

the night, and she feared greatly for his safety.

There was something unnatural about the light

Figure 7-24 Drag the pointer to nun e the contents of the pane.

Release SELECT to leave the panning mode The panning pointer changes

back to the basic pointer, as shown in Figure 7-25.

zing out OV« the mo<

>wing MiltTh

long overdue. I h

the night, and sh

There was somen <' about th-

_

Figure 7-25 5P**) ,1h> l
'Msk P° llltl
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A text application customarily normalizes scrolling so that text is displayed

line by line. The application determines whether or not scrolling is normalized.

In an application that supports unconstrained panning, you can drag the

pointer in any direction and move the contents of the pane directly. The next

examples illustrate how you can use panning to move the view in the pane.

The left part of Figure 7-26 shows the complete image, while the right shows

the portion of the image that is visible in the pane. When you initiate panning

with the pointer in the middle of the image, you can move the pointer in any

direction within the pane.

Draw

ti_

Figure 7-26 Panning is unconstrained when the image is not at the edge of the pane.

When you get to the edge of the image, the pointer stops, and you cannot

move it closer to the side of the pane. For example, the pane in Figure 7-27 is

at the rightmost side of the image. If you initiate panning with the pointer at

the center of the pane, your movement in the right half of the pane is uncon-

strained. However, you cannot move the pointer into the left half of the image.
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Figure 7-27 Panning is partially constrained when the edge of an image is at the side

of the pane.

When the image is aligned on the right side of the pane and you initiate

panning with the pointer also at the right side, you can only move the image

vertically. The pointer bumps against the right side, and the panning pointer

movement is restricted to directions that allow more of the image to be moved

into the pane. The arrows on the right side of the pane in Figure 7-28 show the

movement permitted by the panning pointer under these circumstances.

(vj Draw

Tfij)(Line ) Rectangle; Circle J

' »

jypl
/ 1
J

^H

v
J

Figure 7-2S P fan image
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Scrolling Lists

A scrolling list is a list of items through which you can scroll and, in most

cases, choose. Scrolling lists are most commonly displayed in a pane con-

taining the list. They can also be displayed in property windows or control

areas. A scrolling list can also stand alone in a command window.

Scrolling List Functionality

The items in scrolling lists are similar to settings: they can be exclusive or

nonexclusive. A Level 1 implementation provides the following kinds of

scrolling lists:

A scrolling list from which you can choose one item {exclusive scrolling list)

A scrolling list from which you can choose one or none of the items (varia-

tion of exclusive scrolling list)

A scrolling list from which you can choose none, one, or multiple items

(nonexclusive scrolling list)

You choose an item in an exclusive or nonexclusive list in the same way you

choose exclusive or nonexclusive settings by moving the pointer onto an item

and clicking SELECT. An ADJUST click momentarily displays the question mark

pointer.

Each of these kinds of scrolling lists has a required Scrolling List menu, and

can be edited usir jm that menu. Cut/copy/paste functionality, which

uses the clipboard and the core function keys is also provided

A Level 2 imple; /ides a hierarchical scrolling list from which

you can access -rarchy. for example, a file system
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When a scrolling list is displayed in a pop-up window and the window is

dismissed, the current state of the scrolling list is retained and is redisplayed

when the pop-up window is invoked again. The application can clear current

items from the scrolling list before redisplaying it, when appropriate.

When the scrolling list is the active input area, the OPEN LOOK Ul specifies

that the implementation provide minimum pattern matching functionality, as

follows: You can search for items on the list by typing a letter from the key-

board. When an item on the list begins with that letter, the item is selected or

made current, as specified by the application. If no item on the list matches

the keyboard input, the system beeps to let you know that there is no match

for that character. If you type a second character, the next item that begins

with that character becomes current. Any application can implement alterna-

tive, more sophisticated, pattern matching functionality.

See the OPEN LOOK Graphical User Interface Application Style Guidelines

for suggestions about how to implement scrolling list functionality.

Required Elements of a Level 1 Scrolling List

A Level 1 scrolling list has the following required elements:

A 2-point rectangular border

A scrollbar

A list of text items

A Scrolling List menu
A one-point border around the current item or items

An optional bold label followed by a colon

Figure 8-1 shows an example of a scrolling list that displays suggested

alternate spellings for a spelling checker. The current item is "charade."

Suggested
Corrections:

charcoal

shortly

shirttail

shortage

charade
shrewdly

charged

Figure 8-1 A basic scrolling list with one current item.
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The Scrolling List Menu

In normal operation, when the pointer is in the scrolling list, pressing MENU
displays the Scrolling List menu, as shown in Figure 8-2

Scrolling List

u Locate Choice I

Edit List

Figure 8-2 The Scrolling List menu.

When the current item has been scrolled out of view, you can quickly scroll

to the current item by choosing the Locate Choice item from the Scrolling List

menu. When you want to edit the list to insert, delete, or change items on the

list, choose the Edit List item to put the scrolling list into edit mode. When the

scrolling list is in edit mode, additional menu choices are provided that let you

make changes to the items in the scrolling list. See Chapter 10 for information

about the Scrolling List menu; editing scrolling lists is described later in this

chapter.

Applications can add items to this Scrolling List menu.

Exclusive Scrolling Lists

An exclusive scrolling list lets you choose one item from a list of items. This

is, perhaps, the most common type of scrolling list You choose the item by

moving the pointer into the rectangle of white space that contains an item on

the list and clicking SELECT. The entire line for each item is active, not just the

word itself. When you click SELECT, a one-point rectangle surrounds the

current item. An ADJUST click momentarily displays the question mark pointer

Figure 8-3 shows an example of a scrolling list that contains a list of available

fonts. The current 3 example is "Col/
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Fonts:
Courier

Courier Bold

Courier Bold Italic

Courier Italic

Gacha
Gacha Bold

Helvetica

Figure 8-3 You can choose one current item from an exclusive scrolling list.

When the window containing a scrolling list with a current item is dismissed,

the current item is remembered and is redisplayed the next time you open the

window.

If you delete the current item while editing an exclusive scrolling list, the

OPEN LOOK Ul implementation specifies the first item in the list as the current

item.

Variation of Exclusive Scrolling Lists

Just as a Level 1 implementation provides a variation of exclusive settings

that lets you choose none of the settings, a variation of an exclusive scrolling

list lets you choose none or one of the items on the list. You choose none of

the items by moving the pointer to the current item and clicking SELECT to

remove the current item border. An ADJUST click momentarily displays the

question mark pointer.

You might see this kind of scrolling list in an application that provides a list

of suggested alternate spellings when no appropriate alternate is provided on

the list. Figure 8-4 shows an exclusive scrolling list with no current items. The

suggested corrections are for the word "shargola."
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Suggested

Corrections:

L_

charcoal

shortly

shirttail

shortage

charade
shrewdly

charged

Figure 8-4 A variation oi an exclusive scrolling H^t with no current item.

Nonexclusive Scrolling Lists

A nonexclusive scrolling list lets you choose none, one or multiple items

from a list. You choose an item by moving the pointer to each item in turn and

clicking SELECT. An ADJUST click momentarily displays the question mark

pointer.

Figure 8-5 shows an example of a scrolling list that contains a list of possible

recipients for an electronic mail message. The current items on the list indicate

those people to whom you want to send the message.

Recipients: Betty

Dosolina

Ignatz

Janice

Joy

Judy

Ogden

Figure 8-5 A noni tolling list permits multiple current items.

Nonexclusive scrolling lists have three items on the Scrolling List menu, as

shown in Figure 8-6:

Locate Next I

Clear A

D Ed:!
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Recipients: Betty
1 1

R
|
Dosolina Scrolling List

Ignatz
:

^Locate Next Choice) I

|

Janice
Clear All Choices

Edit List
!

r

Joy

Judy

Ogden
1

Figure 8-6 The nonexclusive Scrolling List menu.

You use the Locate Next Choice item to scroll the next choice on the list that

is not visible into the scrolling list pane. You use the Clear All Choices item to

quickly clear all of the current choices, leaving no current items.

Selecting Items for Editing in a Scrolling List

All scrolling lists can be edited. However, applications may restrict access

to editing functionality to a limited group of users who have the appropriate

permissions to make changes to a scrolling list. When you do not have

permission to edit a list, the application determines whether the Edit List item

on the Scrolling List menu is dimmed or not displayed.

To put a scrolling list into edit mode, choose Edit List from the Scrolling List

pop-up menu. Current items are displayed with a dimmed border.

When the scrolling list is in edit mode, you select items in the same way that

you select other graphic objects: to select one item, move the pointer onto the

item and click SELECT. An ADJUST click toggles the state of the item.

When you select a current item, the normal selection highlighting is displayed,

and the dimmed border is included in the highlighting.

Figure 8-7 shows a scrolling list in edit mode with one item selected.
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Fonts:
1

1 Courier

Courier Bold

Courier Bold Italic y
Courier Italic

Gacha
Gacha Bold

Helvetica

Figure 8-7 A scrolling list with one item seL\ ted

When an application permits multiple selection, you can select multiple

items by making a wipe-through selection: move the pointer onto an item and

press SELECT. Drag the pointer to highlight items, and release SELECT to

complete the selection. Figure 8-8 shows a scrolling list with multiple adjacent

items selected.

Fonts:
1 =^- i

Courier

Courier Bold

Courier Bold Italic ILa

Courier Italic

Gacha
Gacha Bold

Helvetica
r^

Figure 8-8 A scrolling list with adjacent items selected.

It is useful to be able to select nonadjacent items, and you select them in

the same way that you select other graphic objects: move the pointer to an

item and click SELECT to select the item and clear all other selections Move

the pointer to another item and click ADJUST to add it to the selection. Click-

ing ADJUST on a selected item deselects it without clearing other selected

items. Figure 8-9 she )
list with nonadjacent items selected
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Fonts:

Courier Bold

Courier Italic

Gacha Bold

Helvetica

Figure 8-9 A scrolling list with nonadjacent items selected.

Using Items on the Scrolling List Menu

Once you have selected items for editing, press MENU to display the Scrolling

List menu. Applications can add items to this menu to provide sort, filtering, or

item numbering capabilities. Figure 8-10 shows the minimum editing Scrolling

List menu.

Scrolling List

wf Change
Insert

Delete

End Editing

Figure 8-10 The minimum Scrolling List menu for edit mode.

The following sections describe how to use each of these items.

Change

The Change item lets you edit the contents of one selected item at a time.

When multiple items are selected, the Change item is inactive. When an item is

selected and you choose Change from the Scrolling List menu, the highlighting

is replaced by a fixed length text entry line with an active caret. The header of

the window containing the scrolling list is highlighted, since the scrolling list is

the input area.

Figure 8-1 1 shows a scrolling list with a text entry field.
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Recipients:

Figure 8-11 A scrolling list with a text entry field.

You can type a new entry, automatically replacing the highlighted text.

Alternatively, you can move the pointer anywhere in the item and click SELECT

to reposition the caret and insert or delete characters in the same way that

you edit in a text field.

Pressing RETURN validates the entry, removes the text entry line, and

redisplays the highlighting for the selected item, as shown in Figure 8-12.

Recipients:

Figure 8-12 IV L K\ validates the entry, removes the text entry line, and re-

displays the highlighting.

To change another item, move the pointer and click SELECT to highlight

the item Then press MENU to display the Scrolling List menu and choose

Change again

Properties

Some a|
: J'tional information that is not displayed

as pa
r xxurs, the application replaces the

Change ,ow ltem 'abeled Prop.

Selec oosmg the Properties

djspir-
^ou ed't the informatic
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the property window and click on the Apply button to enter that information into

the scrolling list. When multiple items are selected, the Properties item on the

Scrolling Menu is inactive.

Figure 8-13 shows an example of a property window for a scrolling list that

contains fonts. The path name showing the location of the font is an integral

part of the information in the scrolling list, although that information is not

displayed.

1

Courier

w
1 Helvetica

Courier Hold

Courier Bold Italic

rouripr Italir

Gachi

Gachi

—
[Hi TextTool: Properties

Name: Helvetica

Path: /usr/fonts/special/he vetica

(( Apply )) f Reset )

Figure 8-13

window.

Choosing Properties from the Scrolling List menu displays a property

Insert

The Insert menu item lets you make multiple line entries in a scrolling list.

The Insert submenu has two items that you use to position the text entry line:

Before

After

Choosing Before opens a text entry line before the first selected item in the

scrolling list. When there is no selected item, the text entry line is opened

before the first item in the scrolling list. When you have completed an entry,

pressing the Return key validates the entry, enters the new item into the list,

and moves the text entry field down one line. You can add as many items to
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the list as you want by typing an entry and pressing the Return key Each time

you press the Return key, the entry for that line is validated and a new text

entry line is displayed. When you have entered as many items as you want,

press the Return key when the active caret is at the beginning of the line to

remove the text entry line.

Choosing After opens a text entry line after the last selected item in the

scrolling list. When there is no selected item, a text entry line is opened after

the last item in the scrolling list.

Delete

When you choose Delete from the Scrolling List menu, the highlighted items

are removed from the scrolling list The application determines whether a

Notice is displayed to confirm the deletion or when there is additional

information, such as a path name for font location, that is attached to an item

End Editing

When you choose End Editing from the Scrolling List menu, any opened

text entry lines are validated and closed, and the scrolling list is no longer in

edit mode. The next time you press MENU, the default Scrolling List menu is

displayed. You can return to edit mode at any time by choosing Edit List from

the menu.

Multi-Level Scrolling Lists

In a Level 2 implementation, when a scrollable list can access multiple

levels in a hierarchy, such as a file system, it has the following additional

elements:

Title area

Scrolling buttons

Levels menu

Glyphs and/or :- 'Oiling list to show levels in the hierarchy

A multi-leve nl ltem Per level.
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The elements of a multi-level scrolling list are described in general terms in

the following sections. The section "Using Multi-Level Scrolling Lists" gives a

more detailed example.

Title Area and Scrolling Buttons

A title area with a 1 -point line beneath it contains a title in bold type, aligned

left, that describes the level of the hierarchy. Scrolling buttons for moving up

and down in the hierarchy are displayed to the right of the title area. The

scrolling buttons are used to trace a previous path through the hierarchy, and

have a Levels menu attached to them. When you have not gone to another

level in the scrolling list, the default path is the first item at each level of the

scrolling list that has a hierarchy. The title area and scrolling buttons are

shown in Figure 8-14.

Level 1

Figure 8-14 Title area of a multi-level scrolling list.

When you are at any level below the first level in the hierarchy, one dot for

each level above the current level is displayed, left-justified, above the title. In

the example in Figure 8-15, you are at level 2 in a hierarchy. There is one level

above, represented by the dot.

Level 2

Figure 8-15 A Level 2 header of a multi-level scrolling list has one dot.

One dot is added to the right of the first dot for each additional level of the

hierarchy into which you descend. In the example in Figure 8-16, you are at

level 3 in a hierarchy.
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Level 3

Figure 8-16 A level 3 header of a multi-level scrolling list has two Jots.

Levels Menu
The scrolling buttons have a Levels menu that shows you the path you have

traversed through the hierarchy. The top level is always the first item on the

menu. The item for the current level is always inactive. When you have not

changed levels, the only item on the menu is the top level, as shown in

Figure 8-17.

Figure 8-17 An example of a Levels menu with no history.

When you move down through levels in the hierarchy, the Levels menu

expands and contracts both horizontally and vertically to accommodate the

number of items and the varying lengths of the item names The menu always

displays the current path you are on in the hierarchy For example, when you

have moved down one branch to the bottom of the hierarchy and then go to

the top level and move down a different branch, the information from the first

branch is not maintained

The item labels on V nu use the names of the levels that are

represented by the dots above the title In the following examples, the level of

the hierarchv oel Figure 8-18 shows examples of the

Levels menu for l<
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Level 2

Level 3

Figure 8-18 Examples of a Levels menu with a history.

When you move from level 3 back to level 2, the level 3 item is still present

and active on the Levels menu, as shown in Figure 8-19.

Figure 8-19 The Levels history is displayed when moved in the hierarchy.

Glyphs and/or Text Items

Multi-level scrolling lists always have a glyph that shows you whether or not

there are additional levels in the hierarchy. The hierarchical glyph is displayed

at the left of the item. Additional glyphs can also be used in a multi-level

scrolling list and, when present, are displayed to the right of the hierarchical

glyph. For example, in a file system hierarchy, glyphs representing folders

and documents could be used. A folder has levels beneath it (the documents

contained in the folder), but a document is at the lowest level of the hierarchy.

The default hierarchical glyph is a dot that is the same size as the dots that

are displayed in the title area. This glyph is present only when there are

additional levels available for the item on the list. In Figure 8-20, the glyphs
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displayed next to the Programs and Utilities items indicate that these items

have additional levels.

Workspace

• Programs
Utilities

Properties.

Exit T

Figure 8-20 The default hierarchical glyph.

An application can replace the default glyph with another glyph and

can specify a unique glyph that represents an item that does not have

additional levels.

Using Multi-Level Scrolling Lists

The examples in this section describe how you use a multi-level scrolling

list to access different levels when you are creating a menu

Double-Clicking to Move Down Levels

The following examples show how to use a scrolling list to edit the Work-

space menu.

Double-clicking SELECT on an item that is not at the bottom of the hierarchy

makes it current, and moves you down one level in the hierarchy In Figure 8-21

the current item, Programs, becomes the title of the next level of the scrolling

list. You can make selections on nested levels of the hierarchy, but they do not

become current.
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Move the

pointer to the

item.

Double-click

SELECT.

The items at

the next level

are displayed

and the first

item is current.

Workspace

Programs y
Utilities

Properties...

Exit T

Workspace

|
• Programs v 1

• Utilities
N

Properties...

Exit T

Programs

Console ...

Shell...

Office Automation
Communications T

Figure 8-21 Double-clicking to move down a level in a multi-level scrolling list.

Note that the top scrolling arrow is not dimmed once you move down a level.

You can click SELECT on the top arrow to move up in the hierarchy.

Suppose that you double-click on the Office Automation item to display that

list. Office Automation becomes the title of the scrolling list, and another dot is

added to the title area to show that you are two levels below the top, as shown

in Figure 8-22.
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Move the pointer

•

Programs

to Office Console...

Automation. Shell...

• Office Automation
• Communications*

Double-click

SELECT.

•

Programs

Console...

Shell...

• Office Automation 1

• Communications

The items at

• •

Office Automation

the next level
I

Edit... |

are displayed

and the first

item is current.

Draw...

Spreadsheet ...

Calendar...

Figure 8-22 Double-clicking to move down another level in a multi-level scrolling list.

Using the Levels Menu

When you have moved down the hierarchy in a multi-level scrolling list, you

can use the items on the Levels menu to move anyplace on the hierarchical

path. You display the Levels menu by moving the pointer onto the scrolling

buttons at the right of the title area and pressing MENU. Figure 8-23 shows the

Levels menu after you have moved down to the Office Automation level.

I evels

v Workspace
Proqr.mis

Figure 8-23 1

1

You can ch ne Levels menu to return to the top level

of the hie ;u can mC)ve upward through the hierarchy

wjthou1
: ^ clicking SELECT on the top arrow
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Figure 8-24 shows the scrolling list and its Levels menu after you have clicked

once on the top scrolling arrow. You are back at the Programs level of the

hierarchy. The menu continues to show the Programs item, and both scrolling

arrows are dark to show that you can move up or down in the hierarchy when

you click SELECT.

Programs

Console

Shell...

• Office Automation
• Communications

u
Levels

Workspace

Office Automation

*

Figure 8-24 Using the Levels menu to move back up a level in a multi-level scrolling

list.

Note that as you move back up through the hierarchy, the item that is current

is the last choice you made to descend the hierarchy.

Suppose that you double-click SELECT on the Communications item to

descend to another branch in the hierarchy. The scrolling list now contains the

items Network and Telecommunications, as shown in Figure 8-25. and the

Levels menu shows the Workspace, Programs, and Communications levels.

Communications

|

• Network
• Telecommunications

Levels

Workspace

Programs
Communk.<\tions

Figure 8-25 Moving down a different branch in a multi-level scrolling list replaces the

item on the Levels menu.

If you double-click SELECT on Network, it is added to the Levels menu, as

shown in Figure 8-26.
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levels

^Workspace
Proqrams
Communications

Figure 8-26 Moving down another level in a multi-level scrolling list adds another

item to the Levels menu.

If you choose Programs from the menu to move up two levels, the Commu-
nications item is selected, since that is the most recent choice made at the

Programs level.

Using the Scrolling Buttons to Change Levels

You can move quickly between levels that you have traversed by clicking

SELECT on the up and down scrolling buttons. The path you traverse corre-

sponds to the levels on the Levels menu When you are at the top level and

the Levels menu has no history entries, clicking SELECT on the down arrow

button moves you to the first multi-level choice on the list Figure 8-27 shows

how you use the scrolling arrows to return to the Programs level with the

Office Automation item selected.
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Move the

pointer to the

bottom scrolling

arrow.

Workspace

Programs
Utilities

Properties.

Exit

CD N

T

Press SELECT.
Workspace

» Programs
Utilities

Properties.

Exit T

Release SELECT.

Programs

Console

Shell...

• Ottice Automation
Communications

Figure 8-27 Using the scrolling arrows to move down a level in a multi-level scrolling

list.
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Color and Three-Dimensional

Design

This chapter describes how color is used in specific areas of the interface

and provides the general guidelines on the use of color that were followed in

the design of the interface. It also provides a detailed description of the

three-dimensional design.

Color Philosophy

The design philosophy of the OPEN LOOK User Interface is to use color

sparingly, consistently, and purposefully Restraint is the key

Application and Interface Regions

To understand the approach taken to color in the OPEN LOOK Ul, you must

know the distinction between regions that belong to the application and

regions that are considered a part of the user interface

The application usually creates one or more panes that it controls com-

pletely. The OPEN LOOK Ul does not restrict the use of color within those

panes. The OPEN LOOK Graphical User Interface Application Style Guidelines

provides guidelines for the use of color in an application

The OPEN LOOK Ul re e use of color in the standard interface

regions—the workspace window background, scrollbars. Notices, and the

panes in all pop-up These regions form the part of the background

against which the appl'
I

,jcific information is displayed Controlling the

use of color in the res tnal *ne colors used in the interface

regions do not ov- mpete /.ith the application, which is the

primary f
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You can set the color of the following elements in the interface region from

the Workspace Properties window:

The workspace

The background for the icon and windows of an application

The selection

The active caret and header highlighting that show the input area

Individual controls

Palettes

To ensure that the colors in the interface work well together, the OPEN LOOK
Ul uses the concept of a palette. A palette is a set of colors that harmonize

well.

Each palette is divided into three subpalettes, one for each of the following

visual elements:

Workspace background

Window background

Selection/input area

The workspace and window background palettes are neutral, lightly

saturated colors. The selection/input area palette consists of bright, highly

saturated colors that stand out against the neutral background colors.

You specify a system-wide palette from the Workspace Properties window.

From within that palette, you choose specific colors for the workspace

background, the selection, the caret, and the default window background.

You can override the default background color for any application by

setting a new color from the property window of that application. All the

windows for the application use this color. This provides an easy way for you

to associate a base window with its pop-up windows. The icon for the

application also uses this color.

In most color implementations, the borders of the window are not part of the

window background. However, systems that have a limited number of highly

saturated colors can display the borders of the window using the window

background palette choices. In this case the window background is consid-

ered to be the window borders. The OPEN LOOK Ul implementation uses
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aesthetic considerations to determine whether the borders or the window

background display the color.

See Chapter 3 for an illustration of required window properties. See Chapter 1

1

for illustrations of system-wide color properties.

To offer flexibility, applications can be written that permit you to edit existing

palettes and create new ones.

Use of Color for a Three-Dimensional Effect

Color in controls calls for the following elements:

Text in black

Outline of controls in white

D Window background color

Highlighting color

Button shadow color

Depending on the quality and resolution of a given color implementation,

these elements can be applied at three different levels.

The complete use of color requires all five elements, where the highlighting

color is a little darker than the background color, and the shadow color is

darker than the highlighting color.

Implementations that support the use of four colors for these elements

substitute black for the shadow color.

Implementations that support the use of three colors use the

black-and-white design for controls, and specify a light color for the back-

ground

The specifications described in this chapter are illustrated with

black-and-white reproductions of color plates.

The outlines of buttons, menu buttons, and the scrollbar elevator create a

three-dimensional effect The top and left borders are accented with a light

background cole ' and right corners are accented with a

dark background c

When you pre a button or a menu item, the light and dark

accents are r< area is darkened, which gives the

illusion [ ^hed into the surface This effect is

equivalei specification as

highligl
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Individual Color for Controls

The OPEN LOOK Ul allows the application (but not the user) to specify the

color of individual controls such as buttons and sliders. It is recommended
that this capability be used sparingly and purposefully.

Icons

When icons are shown on monochrome displays, they are always enclosed

in a border. The border is needed because the black text of the label on the

icon would not be clearly visible against the 50 percent gray workspace

background.

On a color display, the border is not needed, since the background color

can be lightly saturated and yet provide enough contrast to make the label on

the icon clearly visible. In color implementations, you can choose whether or

not to display borders for icons from the Workspace Properties window.

Color Guidelines

The following guidelines are included as background to help you under-

stand the motivation behind the OPEN LOOK Ul color design. These guidelines

apply equally well to the design of applications.

The design must work first in black and white. Although the use of color is

becoming more prevalent, a large number of the displays that an OPEN LOOK Ul

implementation will run on are, and will continue to be, monochrome. The basic

design cannot rely on color. Each of the elements must look good on a mono-

chrome display. When color is added, this look should be enhanced.

Use monochromatic, neutral tones for the background. The workspace is the

background against which the windows are displayed. Within the windows, all

the unbordered space is the background against which the various elements

(such as the window menu button, pushpin, buttons, scrollbars, and applica-

tion panes) are displayed. Both the workspace and the window backgrounds

should use muted and lightly saturated colors.
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Use color to add information to the interlace. Color can be used as a code

for items such as the current selection, error information, and active areas.

Color codes are most effective when they meet the following criteria:

They are easily identifiable

They are used consistently (for example, the selection is yellow wherever it

is displayed).

They reflect commonly held color associations, such as red for error or criti-

cal conditions.

They are restrained. Research has demonstrated that the more color codes

used, the longer it takes the user to distinguish each one.

Use bright colors sparingly. Color is fun. The appropriate place to use bright

or intense color is where information transfer is at a minimum. Providing a

brightly colored display at power-up or log-on can create a strong first

impression without getting in the way of the interface

Allow users to set their own colors. Color preferences vary from individual to

individual. Users will want to change the colors, no matter how nice the

default palette is. There are many valid reasons for allowing users to set

colors for the interface: personal preference, the need for variety and

individual deficiencies in color perception.

Consider color blindness when choosing colors. The most common color

deficiencies are in distinguishing between red and green (8 percent of men,

.4 percent of women) and blue and yellow Designing the interface in black

and white, and then adding color, ensures that color-blind individuals can use

the system.

Vary brightness to show depth. Brightness can be varied as a sort of

"dimme r
i

dimension.

Consider the size of ihe object or area when choosing colors. Since large

areas of saturated ages and cause fatigue, never

use highly saturat' is such as the background of a

Winc s or small glyphs that

depend 1 colors are valuable
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Consider the proximity of areas of color to avoid blending. Do not put small

areas of color that need to be distinguished or identified next to or near other

colors that they blend with. For example, a 1 -point yellow line next to a 1 -point

blue line will be perceived as a 2-point green line.

Do not use spectral extremes together. Don't use red text on blue and green

backgrounds. Colors at considerably different wavelengths appear to vibrate

when placed together.

Use high contrast between text and background. Maximum contrast, such as

white characters on a black background, or vice versa, provides the easiest

character recognition.

Consider light on dark versus dark on light when choosing a typeface. The

effect of screen elements "glowing" and giving off ambient light is called

halation. Halation causes white characters on a black background to appear

bolder and brighter than dark characters on a white background. It may be

advisable to use a bold typeface, particularly in smaller sizes, when placing

white or light characters on a dark background.

Color Plates

Figure 9-1 (see color insert) shows a three-dimensional design using the

kinds of colors recommended for the OPEN LOOK Ul, as follows:

Workspace: Darker muted colors imply that the background is farther away.

This creates a sense of depth for the icons and windows displayed on the

workspace.

D Windows: Very light, unsaturated colors identify windows and allow you to

distinguish among application windows.

Selection: Saturated colors for selection allow the selection to stand out.

Figure 9-2 (see color insert) shows an example of a grayscale three-

dimensional implementation.

Figure 9-3 (see color insert) shows the Summer palette. Figure 9-4 (see

color insert) shows the Winter palette.
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Three-Dij iHlKIWlf-Tl
1^

The OPEN LOOK Ul three-dimensional design can be implemented on

grayscale and color systems that can represent images with more colors than

just black and white. The following sections describe the visual elements of

the three-dimensional design.

Required Color Groups

Figure 9-5 provides information about the color group required to represent

the three-dimensional look. Black and white are always provided as part of

the color palette. BG1 is a color that you can select from the group of valid

window background colors. To produce a realistic three-dimensional effect,

the BG2 and BG3 colors must be derivatives of the window background color,

BG1. These color groups are used to describe the three-dimensional design.

\\ hitc: General!) used as hiyhlitihtiiiy on rendered objects to impl) a three-

dimensional appearance. Also used as a default background pane color.

BGI: Background color I is chosen Ironi the cokx palette as the window

background color used in the headers, foolers, scrolling area, etc., and is

specified b\ the user to group oi identih types or families of windows.

|{(,2: Background slightl) darke r shade ol BCi I and is used as the

background of "indented and menu chokes I he color is produced b\ adding

approximate!) 10-159 black loBGI

BG3: i.uker shade ot BGI and is used in

conjunction » ith ' unpl> three-dimensional raised and

indentc idding approximate!) 509 black to BGI

Bluik uid to define

Figure 9-5 mensional
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Raised and Recessed Objects

The three-dimensional look of graphic objects in the OPEN LOOK Ul is

achieved by using consistent highlighting and shadowing. An imaginary light

source at a 45 degree angle above and to the left of the object is assumed.

When the object is raised from the surface, the top and left sides of the object

are white and the lower and right sides are in shadow (BG3). When the object

is recessed into the surface, the light and shadow are reversed. To accentu-

ate this recessed look, a slightly darker shade of the surface color (BG2) is

applied to the recessed surface to make it appear slightly in shadow.

Figure 9-6 shows examples of raised and recessed items.

Light source at

45° to objects

BG3

Raided items Recessed items

Figure 9-6 Raised and recessed objects for a three-dimensional design.
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Three-Dimensional Button Design

The three-dimensional design of normal and highlighted buttons differs

from that of monochrome buttons in the way depth is shown On a mono-

chrome system, depth is shown by using a double-thickness stroke on the

lower and right sides of the button In a three-dimensional implementation,

depth is shown by a single stroke-width light and dark line, as shown in

Figure 9-7. When a button is highlighted, it appears to recede into the screen.

This appearance is achieved by reversing the white and BG3 colors used in

the outline of the button. In addition, a slightly darker background is used in

the button border to simulate a recessed and shadowed surface.

While

BG ; i optional

default ring)

BG3

Normal button state

One
BG2

state

Figure 9-7
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Menu buttons and abbreviated menu buttons use the same visual conven-

tions. The menu mark is also rendered in a three-dimensional fashion.

However, its shape and highlighting do not change. The filled portion of the

menu symbol is BG2, as shown in Figure 9-8.

One
Normal button state

BG2

One
Highlighted button state

Normal button state Highlighted button state

Figure 9-8 Three-dimensional menu buttons.
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Menu Items

Items on menus are black text or glyphs on a field of BG1. When the pointer

moves over each item, a recessed button shape is displayed as shown in

Figure 9-9, with highlighting and shading exactly as for a highlighted button.

Menu marks are highlighted and shaded as shown, and do not alter their

appearance when an item is highlighted. The default menu item is shown with

a ring of BG3.

One

cOne

Default menu item

BG3

Highlighted

Figure 9-9 Three-dimens onal menu item&
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Exclusive and Nonexclusive Settings

Exclusive and nonexclusive settings are displayed on a field of BG1 . The

appearance and feedback are similar to those of buttons. Normal settings are

raised, invoked settings are recessed. Exclusive settings are grouped

together edge to edge as shown in Figure 9-10, and recess individually when

set. Nonexclusive settings are separated by space. The default setting is

shown with an inner rectangle of BG3.

BG3
(indicates default

exclusive choice)

Normal exclusive

choice

BG2

Invoked exclusive

choice

Exclusive choices

Nonexclusive choices

Figure 9-10 Throe-dimensional exclusive and nonexclusive settings.
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Check Boxes

Check boxes are displayed on a background color of BG1. An unchecked

box is displayed as a raised button When you press SELECT on a check box,

the box is recessed into the surface. When you release the mouse button, the

box is displayed as a raised box with a black check mark superimposed on

the surface, as shown in Figure 9-11.

I nchecked

\1oum.' down

^^^m Mouse up

Figure 9-11 Three-dimensional check boxes.

Sliders

Sliders are displayed on a background color of BG1 and have a recessed

"channel" and raised slider and drag box in black with a BG3 highlight. When

tick marks are used they are also raised as shown in Figure 9-12.
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BG3

Black

BG2

Figure 9-12 Three-dimensional sliders.

Gauges

Gauges are displayed on a background color of BG1. The gauge is a

recessed surface (BG2) with a black indicator. When tick marks are used, they

are also raised as shown in Figure 9-13.

Black BG3 BG2

Figure 9-13 Three-dimensional gauges.
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Background Color

Window Colors
PMSC\h.K,m\ 5

PMS 559 PMS290 PMS 538 PMS 489

PMS 468 PMS 134 PMS 580 PMS 42/

Selection Color

Figure 9-3 Sum



Background Color

Window Colors

Selection Color

PMS 402

PMS123

PMS 317 PMS 277 PMS 263 PMS 176

PMS 162 PMS 120 PMS 365 PMS 400

Figur ter Palette
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Text Fields

Text fields are displayed on a background color of BG1 as a raised line

made up of a white stroke above a BG3 stroke, as shown in Figure 9-14 The

left end of the line is white and the right end is BG3.

Figure 9-14 Three-dimensional text fields.

Scrollbars

Scrollbars, like other control elements, are displayed on a background color

of BG1 .
User-selectable areas (the elevator and the top and bottom cable

anchors) are three-dimensional, as shown m Figure 9-15 The three areas in the

scrolling elevator raise and recess in the same way as buttons and settings
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-White

^BGl

BG3

BG3

Figure 9-15 Three-dimensional scrollbars.

Window Elements

Windows have black borders, resize corners, and text elements that reside on

a background color of BG2. The line below the header is a chiseled line in BG3

with a white line below it. Pane borders are BG3, as shown in Figure 9-16.
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Black window border

and resize corners
IP Header Title

One Two

.While and B(i<

chiseled line

On. _r-T

BG3 pane border

Figure 9-16 Three-dimensional window elements.

Scrolling Lists

Scrolling lists are displayed in control areas and command and property

windows on a background color of BG1. The edges of the list are defined by a

"chiseled" line made up of a white stroke and a BG3 stroke. Current items in

the list are shown by recessed surfaces with a BG2 background color, as

shown on Item 2 in Figure 9-17.

Figure 9-Y?
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Required OPEN LOOK UI Menus

This chapter describes the menus that are required for an OPEN LOOK ui

implementation.

To promote consistency across applications and toolkits, the OPEN LOOK ui

specifies and defines the following menus that are used to control workspace

and window elements:

Workspace menu (Level 1)

Window menu (Level 1)

Pop-up Window menu (Level 1)

Settings menu for property window panes (Level 1)

Scrollbar menu (Level 1)

Scrolling List menu (Level 1)

Edit menu for text and numeric fields (Level 2)

Any other menus used in an OPEN LOOK ui implementation are defined by

the application. See Chapter 6 for a description of standard menu elements,

and Chapter 15 for information about menu functionality.

Workspace Menu

In addition to the standard menu elements, the Workspace menu, shown in

Figure 10-1 . has the following elements.

D Title: Workspace

Pushpin

Items

a Programs (with a me
o Utilitie

a Properties

D Exit
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,-[Hl Workspace

Figure 10-1 The Workspace menu.

Programs

Programs displays a submenu with a list of application programs that you

can run from the workspace. You add and delete applications from this

submenu using the Workspace Properties window.

Utilities

Utilities displays a submenu with a list of utilities that you can run from the

workspace. Figure 10-2 shows a Utilities submenu with the following items:

Refresh (optional)

Window Controls (Level 2)

Clipboard (Level 2)

Print Screen (optional)

ligure 10-2 A Utilities submenu.
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The OPEN LOOK Ul implementation and application developers can add

utilities to this menu.

In a Level 2 implementation, you can edit the Utilities submenu using the

Workspace Properties window.

Refresh

Refresh redisplays all windows on the workspace.

Window Controls

A Level 2 implementation provides a Window Controls item that displays a

pop-up window from which you can perform operations on multiple windows

and icons that are selected on the workspace. See Chapter 16 for information

about selecting multiple windows and icons. When an OPEN LOOK Ul imple-

mentation supports virtual edges for the workspace, the Window Controls

pop-up window can be moved onto the reserved area of the workspace. See

Chapters 3 and 1 1 for more information about defining reserved areas of the

workspace.

The Window Controls pop-up has the following elements:

Pinned pushpin

Buttons

° Open/Close

° Full/Restore Size

° Back

°Quit

Optional resize corners

Figure 10-3 shows the default Window Controls pop-up window. The controls

in this window operate on selected objects as appropriate

(0, Window Controls

(( Qpen/CloseJ Full/Restore si/.-j Back j Quit j

Figure 10-3 1
ndow.
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Open/Close. The Open/Close button (the default) opens selected icons,

closes selected windows, and dismisses or cancels selected pop-up

windows in the same operation.

Full/Restore Size. The Full/Restore Size button applies to all selected

windows and icons, as appropriate. When Full Size is applied to a selected

icon, the icon is opened, the window is displayed in the application-specified

expanded size, and the window is brought to the front of the screen along

with its associated pop-up windows. Any selected pop-up windows that do

not recognize the Full/Restore Size command do not change size. Closing a

window to an icon does not alter the Full/Restore Size setting for that window.

Back. The Back button moves selected windows or icons to the back of the

screen. When the window property for Group Windows is set, unselected

pop-up windows that are owned by a selected base window are also moved

to the back of the screen.

Quit. The Quit button quits the selected windows or icons.

It is recommended that the Window Controls pop-up window have resize

corners and that the controls redisplay to conform to the shape of the window.

This allows you to configure the window in a way that is convenient for your

workspace layout. Figure 10-4 shows three suggested configurations for the

Window Controls pop-up with resize corners.

Q Window Controls

i Open/Close
j) (Full/ Restore Size) (Back) ( Quit )

s:

7Q Window Controls

(Open/Close p (Back)

( Full/Restore Size) ( Quit )

h. 3

^ Window Controls

Open/Close J
Full/Restore Sizej

I Back J
Quit

,-'

I igure 10-4 Three configurations of Window Controls when the window has resize

i orners.
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An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation can add other controls to this window

that are appropriate for use with multiple selected objects. Additional controls

could provide operations such as tiling selected windows and icons, or linking

unrelated windows.

Clipboard

A Level 2 implementation provides a clipboard item that displays the current

contents of the clipboard used by cut/copy/paste operations in a base window.

As you use the clipboard, the contents of the Clipboard window are automati-

cally updated.

The Clipboard window has the following elements, as shown in Figure 10-5:

Resize corners

A single scrollable pane. Allowing the pane to be split is optional.

D A footer

7 Clipboard
~.

squeaking frantically

_

Figure 10-5 The Clipboard window.

Each OPEN LOOK Ul implementation can have its own clipboard. See

Chapter 17 for a description of cut, copy, and paste operations.

Print Screen

Print Screen prints an image of the objects that are currently displayed

on the workspace An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation can expand the basic

Print Screen capo iddmg a window mark to the Print Screen item

and designing a |
«v Wlln lne following kinds of options: print

the entire scr- "> of the screen defined by a bounding box,

or pnn t a •

' ne workspace This pop-up window could
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also contain options for defining a destination printer and for printing the

screen to a file.

Properties

Properties displays the property window for all the properties you can set

for the workspace. Chapter 1 1 contains a complete specification for the

default contents of the Workspace Properties window.

Exit

Exit quits all elements of the workspace. Any applications running are also quit.

Customizing the Workspace Menu
In a Level 1 implementation the only part of the Workspace menu that you

can customize is the Programs submenu. All other items must be provided as

specified.

A Level 2 implementation allows you to customize the Workspace menu

and its submenus. You edit the Workspace menu and its submenus from the

Workspace Properties window. See Chapter 1 1 for information about work-

space properties.

Base Window Menu

In addition to standard menu elements, the Window menu, shown in

Figure 10-6, has the following elements:

Title: Window
Items

°Open or Close
D Full Size or Restore Size

D Properties (with a window mark)

° Back
° Refresh

°Quit
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L

Window

Close

Vull Size

Properties.

Back

Refresh

Quit

Figure 10-6 The Window* menu.

Pressing MENU on an icon or on the background of a base window displays

the Window menu. Window menu choices apply to the window or icon at the

pointer location.

If an item name has two choices the names toggle to reflect the current

state of the object at the pointer location.

Applications cannot change any of these items, nor can they add items to

the Window menu. Each of the Window menu items is described below.

Open or Close

The Open label is shown when the pointer is on an icon and you press

MENU. The Close label is shown when the pointer is on a base window and

you press MENU. When you choose Close, the base window and its asso-

ciated pop-up windows are closed to an icon. No other commands are

executed.

Full Size or Restore Size

Full Size changes the size of a window to an application-defined maximum

and brings it to the front of the screen When a base window is brought to the

front of the screen, its associated pop-up windows are also brought to the

front, and are layered on top of the base window When a window is not full

size, the item labe 1 he application specifies the default window

size and state of tl
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When a window size has been expanded, the item label is Restore Size.

Restore Size returns an expanded window to its originally specified size.

Closing a window to an icon does not alter the Full Size/Restore Size setting

for that window.

When Full Size or Restore Size is selected from an icon Window menu, the

icon is opened, and the window is displayed in the appropriate size and

brought to the front of the screen.

Properties

Properties displays a property window that you use to set window proper-

ties. Window properties are specified in Chapter 3. The application cannot

add other properties to this window.

Back

The Back option moves the window or icon to the back of the screen. When
the window property for Group Windows is set, pop-up windows that are

owned by a base window are also moved to the back of the screen.

Refresh

Refresh redraws the window or icon.

Quit

The Quit option quits the window or icon.

Pop-up Window Menu

In addition to standard menu elements, the pop-up Window menu, shown in

Figure 10-7, has the following elements:

Title: Window
Items

° Dismiss or Cancel
D Back
° Refresh

)wner?
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x

Window

Dismiss >

Back

Refresh

Owner?

Figure 10-7 The pop-up Window menu.

Applications cannot change any of these items, nor can they add items to

the pop-up Window menu. Each of the pop-up Window menu items is

described below.

Dismiss (or Cancel)

The Dismiss (or Cancel) item on the pop-up Window menu has some subtle

distinctions.

Command Windows

When you dismiss a command window, it is removed from the screen.

Usually the information displayed in that window is saved, whether or not a

command has been executed The next time the pop-up window is invoked, it

appears as it did when it was dismissed. In this case, Dismiss is displayed as

the item label.

Property Windows

When you have made no changes to a property window, or when the

property window is pinned and you have applied the changes, Dismiss is

displayed as the label.

When you have made changes to a property window that have not been

applied, and you display the window menu, Cancel is displayed. Cancel is

used to show you that the changes have not been applied and that when the

property window is dismissed, the changes will be discarded The next time

you display the propt .vill show the current settings

The Dismiss I

Mas the following items, as shown in Figure 10-8

This Window

D All Pop-ups
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Figure 10-8 The Dismiss submenu.

You can dismiss the current pop-up window by choosing This Window.

When you choose All Pop-ups, all the pop-up windows opened from a base

window are dismissed together.

Back

The Back option moves the pop-up window to the back of the screen. You

always move pop-up windows to the back of the screen individually from the

pop-up Window menu. The window property for Group Windows only affects

grouping from the base Window menu.

Refresh

Refresh redraws the pop-up window.

Owner?

The Owner? option flashes the title bar of the base window that owns the

pop-up window, and brings that base window to the front of the screen.
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Settings Menu

The pane of a property window has a pop-up menu with the following

elements, as shown in Figure 10-9:

Title: Settings

Items:

° Apply
D Reset

° Apply to New Selection

° Set Default

Settings

iApply

Reset

Apply to New Selection

Set Default

Figure 10-9 The Settings property window pop-up menu.

Applications must be sure that the items on the Settings menu always match

the buttons at the bottom of the property window. If the property window has

Apply and Reset buttons only, the Settings menu has Apply and Reset items.

Applications cannot add items to the Settings menu. Each of the Settings menu

items is described below.

Apply

The Apply item applies changes made in the property window to the

selection and dismisses the property window if it is not pinned

Reset

The Reset item ' - settings to the current values for the selection
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Apply to New Selection

When a property window has a second ^election of the same kind in the

same window, use the Apply to New Selection item to apply properties to the

new selection. When there is only one selection, the Apply to New Selection

item is not displayed. See Chapters 3 and 18 for more information.

Set Default

You can change the default settings for a property window to the settings

that are displayed in the property window using the Set Default item. When
this option is not available, the Set Default item is not displayed.

Scrollbar Menu

When a pane has a vertical scrollbar, the scrollbar area has a Scrollbar

menu with the following required elements, as shown in Figure 10-10.

Title: Scrollbar

Items:

n Here to Top

° Top to Here
D Previous

Scrollbar

^f Here to Top ")

Top to Here

Previous

Figure 10-10 The minimum vertical Scrollbar menu.

When a pane has a horizontal scrollbar, the scrollbar area has a Scrollbar

menu with the following elements, as shown in Figure 10-11:

Title: Scrollbar

Items:

D Here to Left
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° Left to Here

° Previous

Scrollbar

iHere to Left

Left to Here

Previous

Figure 10-11 The minimum horizontal Scrollbar menu.

In a Level 2 implementation, applications that allow you to split a pane add

an item labeled Split View to the Scrollbar menu. When a pane has been split,

the application interactively adds an item labeled Join Views to the Scrollbar

menu. Figure 10-12 shows an example of a vertical Scrollbar menu that has

these two items. See Chapter 7 for a description of how to split and join panes

using the Scrollbar menu. Applications can add items to the minimum

Scrollbar menus.

i

Scrollbar

Here to Top )

Top to Here

Previous

Split View

Join Views

Figure 10-12 The vertical Scrollbar menu for a pane that has been split.

Here to Top/Here to Left

This item moves the object (as defined by the application) that is next to

the pointer locatic x left, for a horizontal scrollbar) of the pane

Suppose yoi e °* text tnat IS displayed in the middle of a

pane to the
' 3n do so with the following steps
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1 Move the pointer so that it is in the scrollbar area next to the line of text.

2 Press MENU to display the Scrollbar menu at the pointer location.

3 Choose the Here to Top item.

4 Release MENU. The Scrollbar menu is dismissed, and the view in the pane

is repositioned so that the line next to the pointer is at the top of the pane.

The position of the pointer does not change.

Top to Here/Left to Here

This item moves the first object at the top (or left) of the pane to the pointer

location. Suppose you want to move a line of text that is displayed at the top

of the pane down, so that you can see the text immediately above it. You can

do so with the following steps:

1 Move the pointer so that it is in the scrollbar area next to the place where

you want the top line to move.

2 Press MENU to display the Scrollbar menu at the pointer location.

3 Choose the Top to Here item.

4 Release MENU. The Scrollbar menu is dismissed, and the view in the pane

is repositioned so that the line of text that was at the top of the pane is now

positioned next to the pointer. The position of the pointer does not change.

Previous

This choice returns the contents of the pane to the previous scrolling

position.

Scrolling List Menu

The pane of each scrolling list has a pop-up Scrolling List menu with a

minimum set of required items, as shown in Figure 10-13:

Title: Scrolling List

Items:

° Locate Choice
° Edit List
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Scrolling List

J Locate Choice
)

Edit List

Figure 10-13 The minimum Scrolling List menu.

When the current item is not visible in the scrolling list, use the Locate

Choice item to quickly scroll to it.

A nonexclusive scrolling list changes the Locate Choice item to Locate Next

Choice, and also has a Clear All Choices item to allow you to clear the current

items quickly.

When a scrolling list can be edited, the Scrolling List menu has an Edit List

item. Choosing the Edit List item from the Scrolling List menu puts the scrolling

list in edit mode and provides the following minimum set of required items, as

shown in Figure 10-14.

Change or Properties

Insert

° Before

a After

Delete

End Editing

Scrolling List

iChange
Insert

Delete

End Editing

Figure 10-14 The minimum Scrolling List edit menu.

Applications can add items to either of these Scrolling List menus. See

Chapter 8 for information about using scrolling lists.
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Locate Choice

This choice is the default item. Choosing it scrolls the current item so that it

is visible.

Edit List

Choosing it puts the scrolling list into edit mode to allow you to insert,

delete, or change items in the list.

Change

This choice is displayed on the menu when all information about an item is

visible in the scrolling list. Choosing it adds a text line and an active caret to

the selected item in the list to allow you to edit the information. This item is the

default. When there is no selection or when there are multiple selections in the

scrolling list, this item is inactive.

Properties

This choice is displayed instead of the Change item on the Scrolling List

menu when a scrolling list has additional editable information that is attached

to the items. Choosing it displays a property window that allows you to change

the properties of selected items in the scrolling list and edit additional informa-

tion that is not visible in the scrolling list itself. When there is no selection in the

scrolling list or when there are multiple selections, this item is inactive.

Insert

This menu item displays a submenu that contains the items Before and

After.

Before

This choice inserts a text field with an active caret before the first selected

item in the scrolling list. When there is no selected item, it inserts a text field at

the start of the scrolling list. You use this text field to enter new information into

the scrolling list. This item is the default. When there is no selection in the

scrolling list, this item is inactive.
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After

This choice inserts a text field with an active caret after the last selected

item in the scrolling list. When there is no selected item, it inserts a text field at

the end of the scrolling list. You use this text field to enter new information into

the scrolling list. When there is no selection in the scrolling list, this item is

inactive.

Delete

This choice deletes selected items from the scrolling list and does not store

the text on the clipboard. When there is no selection in the scrolling list, this

item is inactive.

End Editing

This choice validates and completes any editing that is in process and

takes the scrolling list out of editing mode. When a scrolling list is edit only,

this item is not required.

Text Field Edit Menu

In a Level 2 implementation, the text area of each text field has a pop-up Edit

menu. The shaded area in Figure 10-15 shows the text area from which you can

display the Edit menu for a numeric field, a type-in field, and a text pane.
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Number: 13, EH
Product Name: Oraiy

Comments: This product is in Beta test. £11 customers
ha ye installed the product, and the

Beta Test coordinator is circulating

copies of the test reports.

Figure 10-15 The shaded areas show the part of the text field from which you can dis-

play the Edit menu.

The Edit menu has the following minimum required elements, as shown in

Figure 10-16:

Title: Edit

Items:

D Undo

°Cut
Q Copy
D Paste

D Delete

Figure 10-16 The minimum text field Edit menu.

Applications can add items to the minimum text field Edit menu.
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Undo

This choice is the default item. It undoes the last action in the text field.

Cut

This choice removes selected text from the text field and stores it on the

clipboard. When no text is selected, this item is inactive.

Copy

This choice puts a copy of selected text from the text field onto the clip-

board. When no text is selected, this item is inactive.

Paste

This choice inserts the contents of the clipboard at the caret location in the

text field. When the clipboard contains inappropriate data, the application

displays a Notice. When the clipboard is empty, this item is inactive.

Delete

This choice deletes selected text from the text field, and does not store the

text on the clipboard. When no text is selected, this item is inactive.
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Workspace Properties

Introduction

Global preferences are set from the Workspace Properties window, which

you access from the Workspace menu. In addition, each base window has a

property window that is used for setting individual window properties.

This chapter describes the minimum requirements for a basic set of

user-settable properties, specifies the required workspace properties, and

shows suggested designs and layouts for these properties. An OPEN LOOK ui

implementation can add other user-settable properties to this minimum set

and should include options to tailor the implementation to specific hardware

or software. For example, if the hardware supports adjustable volume and

sound, the controls for a system "beep" could be set with a slider rather than

using an option for "on" or "off." The figures in this chapter show a combina-

tion of Level 1 , Level 2, recommended, and optional workspace properties

When Workspace Properties Take Effect

Some workspace properties apply to future events and do not change the

properties of windows or icons already displayed on the workspace. For

example, changing the default color setting for windows never changes the

background color of a iTeady displayed In an OPEN LOOK Ui

implementation of properties that apply to future events are set

when you click : P'y button. The next time you display a

window, it use *o determine what properties to display

Other proi )
lne selection color, are global and must

be the sai
: ace ^or example, you cannot set

qreen
• dow and blue for the selection cole
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another window. For global properties that affect the entire workspace, the

level of implementation determines when changes are applied.

In a Level 1 implementation, you must click SELECT on the Apply button,

exit the workspace, and reenter it to apply global properties such as selec-

tion color or keyboard mappings.

When a Level 2 implementation can support the immediate application of

global properties, clicking SELECT on the Apply button applies global prop-

erties to all objects currently displayed on the workspace. When a Level 2

implementation cannot support it, you must exit the workspace and reenter

it to apply global properties.

Control Area

The Workspace Properties window has the following suggested elements:

A header with the following elements
D A Pushpin
D The title "Workspace: Properties"

A control area with two controls

D Category abbreviated menu button

° Factory/Custom exclusive settings

A pane to contain the property settings

Apply and Reset buttons centered at the bottom of the pane

The layout and design of the control area are determined by the OPEN
LOOK Ul implementation. Figure 11-1 shows the suggested elements with

Category and Settings on the same line.
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Workspace: Properties

Color Settings: Factory | ( ustom]

Color

Icons

Keyboard Core Functions

Keyboard Misc. Functions

Menus

Miscellaneous

Mouse Modifiers

Mouse Settings

Programs Submenu

Figure 11-1 Workspace Properties window control area.

The Category abbreviated menu button on the left side of the control area

shows the category for the pane that is displayed in the property window. The

menu shows all the Workspace Properties window categories:

Color (Level 2)

Icons (Level 1)

Keyboard Core Functions (Level 1)

D Keyboard Miscellaneous Functions (Level 1)

Menus (Level 2)

D Miscellaneous (Level 1)

Mouse Modifiers (Level 1)

Mouse Settings (Level 1)

Programs Submenu (Level 1 only)

Workspace Menu (Level 2 only)

Each of these categories is described in detail later in this chapter When

you choose a category from the menu, the name to the right of the menu

button changes to reflect the new category, and the property window displays

a pane with the cater: gs

The Workspace Prop* always h igs category that

offers two cho

Factory

D Custom
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The Factory setting is the same for all levels of implementation and is used

to display the default settings for the OPEN LOOK Ul implementation as

read-only information. No controls are displayed in the pane. Since you

cannot change any of the settings, the Apply and Reset buttons are inactive.

Figure 11-2 shows the Color category with the Factory setting chosen.

.-w Workspace: Properties

CATEGORY: (v] Color Settings: | Factory | CustorrT

Palette

Workspace

Windows

Selection

Input Area

Fall

Color Sample

File J (View vj (Edit vj

Use this area to dynamically
preview the colo r of the

selected window. Any
choices you make from
this property window are

immediately reflected here.

Colors are not applied until

you click on the Apply button.

Apply j ( Reset )

Figure 11-2 The Color category with factory settings.

In a Level 1 implementation, clicking SELECT on the Custom setting

redisplays the contents with the appropriate controls, using the default

settings. When the controls are displayed, you can make changes to the

settings for that category. Figure 11-3 shows the Color category with the

Custom setting chosen. Changes are applied when you click SELECT on the

Apply button.

-u Workspace: Properties
1

CAIIGORY: _| ( olor Settings:
)
Factory Custom

|

L

Figure 11-3 fhe Workspace Properties control area with Level 1 custom settings.
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In a Level 2 implementation, you can save a variety of custom settings,

using your own naming conventions. The Settings category for a Level 2

implementation has an abbreviated button with a window mark, followed by a

text field. Figure 11-4 shows an example of a color category for a Level 2

implementation. In this example, the Settings choices are displayed on a

second line below the Category choices.

.-w Workspace Properties

CATEGORY: 3 Color

Settings: Factory I
Custom! E3^_

Figure 11-4 The Workspace Properties control area with Level 2 custom settings.

When you choose Custom, the default choices are displayed. To choose a

different custom setting, type the name of the custom setting in the text field

and press Return. To display an editable scrolling list containing the current

custom settings, click SELECT on the abbreviated button at the left of the text

field. A pop-up window containing a scrolling list is displayed You can

choose one of the choices in the scrolling list to enter it into the text field, or

you can create a new custom setting (add it to the list).

The Color Category

On color systems, the Color category settings, shown in Figure 11-5, are

used to define the color properties of the workspace The Workspace,

Windows, and Selection categories are required for a Level 2 implementation

The Input Area category is an optional setting.
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"\-Ctt Workspace: Properties

CATEGORY: (v) Color Settings:
|
Factory 1 Custom

Palette:

Workspace:

Windows:

Selection:

Input Area:

[v) Fall
IE | Color Sample

< -ile ~
j (View v) ( Edit "

)

3 i

ml
1

—
Use this area to dynamically

preview the color of the M
selected window.EJ33

1

m choices you make from
this property window are

immediately reflected here.

Colors are not applied until

you click on the Apply button.A

m ^HH

1

I Apply j ( Reset )

i, r^

Figure 11-5 Color category.

Note: Black-and-white patterns are used as representations of different colors

on the palettes.

Each color control is an abbreviated menu button. Any changes made to

the color settings are immediately reflected in the Color Sample window at the

right. In this way you can preview the choices before applying them. The area

around the Color Sample window shows the chosen workspace color.

The changes displayed in the Color Sample area are not applied until you

click SELECT on the Apply button.
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The Color Palette Menu
Figure 11-6 shows the Palette menu.

-~ Workspace: Properties

CATEGORY: cJ Color

Palette: I^Fall

Workspace: Fall

Winter
Windows: Spring

Summer
Selection:

Input Area: 3

Figure 11-6 Color category, Palette menu.

The Workspace Palette Menu

Figure 11-7 shows an example of the Workspace Palette menu with 16 color

choices. The number of choices on this palette is determined by the color

capabilities of your OPEN LOOK ui implementation. The color of the work-

space is a global property.
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Figure 11-7 Color category, Workspace menu.

The Windows Palette Menu
The Windows palette menu is the same as the Workspace palette menu.

The color that you choose from this menu sets the default background color

for any new windows you open. You can choose a different background color

from the property window for the application. Setting a color from the property

window for the application overrides the default selection from the Workspace

Properties window. The Windows color that you choose does not affect the

background color of windows already displayed. It applies to any new
windows you open after you click SELECT on the Apply button. Some OPEN
LOOK Ul implementations may require you to quit the workspace and reenter it

before this property is applied.

The Selection Palette Menu
Figure 1 1-8 shows an example of the Selection menu. The color you choose

from this menu determines the color that is used for highlighting text selec-

tions. The color you choose is displayed in the highlighted text of the Color

Sample window. The Selection color is a global property.
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.-w Workspace: Properties f
CATEGORY: 3 Color

Palette: gj Fall

Workspace: g]

Windows: m
Selection

Input Area

Figure 11-8 Color category, Selection menu.

The Input Area Palette Menu

The color you choose from the Input Area palette sets the color for the

active caret and for the highlighting of the header that shows the active input

area. Figure 11-9 shows an example of the Input Area palette menu. The Input

Area color is a global property.

-^ Workspace Properties

CATEGORY: f) Color

I"

Figure 11-
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The Icons Category

The Icons category settings are listed below and are shown in Figure 11-10.

Location (Level 1)

D Border (Level 2)

Align to Grid (Level 2)

Grid Origin (Level 2)

Grid Spacing (Level 2)

r
-- Workspace: Properties

L
-

CATEGORY: |vl Icons Settings:
|
Factory Custom

|

Location: | Top | Bottom |
Left

|
Right

|

Border: M
Align to Grid: &
Grid Origin: HD Top Left

Grid Spacing: 13
X EH

Apply ) I Reset )

"S r*

Figure 11-10 Icons category settings.

The Location Setting

Use the Location setting to specify the side of the screen that icons move to

when an application is started up or when a window is closed. When you use

the Top setting, the first icon is displayed at the upper left corner of the

workspace. Subsequent icons are displayed one icon width to the right of the

previous icon. When the last icon reaches the top right corner of the screen,

the next icon is moved one icon height down from the top of the screen, and a

second row is formed following the same placement pattern. This same
pattern is used for each of the other settings. When you use the Bottom

setting, the first icon is displayed in the lower left corner. When you use the

Left setting, the first icon is displayed in the upper left corner. When you use
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the Right setting, the first icon is displayed in the upper right corner. The

Location setting applies to future placement of icons and does not affect the

location of any icons already displayed on the workspace.

The Border Setting

Use the Border setting check box to choose whether or not to display the

icon borders for unselected icons in a color implementation. The Border

setting is a global property.

The Align to Grid Setting

Use the Align to Grid check box to choose whether or not you want the

icons to snap to the invisible grid intersections on the workspace. The Align to

Grid setting is a global property.

The Grid Origin Setting

Use the Grid Origin setting to determine whether you want the grid to

originate at the top left, the top right, the bottom left, or the bottom right corner

of the screen. Grid origin always refers to the physical screen, and does not

change if you define virtual edges for the workspace. The Grid Origin setting

is a global property.

The Grid Spacing Setting

Use the Grid Spacing numeric field to determine the number of points

between the horizontal and vertical lines for the workspace grid. The Grid

Spacing setting is a global property.

See Chapter 3 for more information about icon placement and the work-

space grid
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The Keyboard Core Functions Category

The Keyboard Core Functions category is shown in Figure 11-11 with the

following functions:

Copy (Level 1)

Cut (Level 1)

Help (Level 1)

D Paste (Level 1)

D Properties (Level 1)

Undo (Level 1)

Stop (Level 2)

o-£Q Workspace: Properties
\

CATEGORY: (v) Keyboard Core Functions Setting s: |
Factory Custom

|

Copy: Copy Properties:

Cut: Cut
A

stoo:

Help: Help llnrfn .

Paste: Paste

Props

Stop

Undo

C Apply )) ( Reset )

^ J

Figure 11-11 Keyboard Core Functions category.

To define a keyboard equivalent for these core functions, move the caret to

the field to be defined, and press the equivalent key sequence. When you

press a key, the key name is displayed in the field as it is labeled on the

keycap. For example, pressing Ctrl types Ctrl in the text field, pressing Shift

types Shift, pressing Alt types Alt, pressing A types A, and so on. Keyboard

settings are global properties.
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The Keyboard Miscellaneous Functions Category

The Keyboard Miscellaneous Functions category, shown in Figure 11-12,

includes the following functions:

Cancel (Level 1)

Default Action (Level 1)

Next Field (Level 1)

Previous Field (Level 1)

Character Back (Level 2)

Character Forward (Level 2)

Delete Character Back (Level 2)

Delete Character Forward (Level 2)

-~ Workspace: Properties

CATEGORY: 3 Keyboard Misc. Functions Settings: Factory [ Custom"

Cancel

Default Action

Next Field

Previous Field

Esc Character tack: Ctrl/6

Ctrl/Return Character Forward: ctrl/F

Tab Delete Character tack: Ctrl/H

Shift/Tab Delete Character Forward: Ctrl/D

Apply
J Reset j

Figure 11-12 Keyboard Miscellaneous Functions category.

To define a keyboard equivalent for these miscellaneous functions, move

the caret to the field to be defined, and press the equivalent key sequence

When you press a key. the key name is displayed in the field as it is labeled

on the keycap. For example, pressing Ctrl types Ctrl in the text field, pressing

Shift types Shift, pressing Alt types Alt, pressing A types A. and so on A slash

(/) is printed to show r eyboard ire global properties
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The Menus Category

The Menus category, shown in Figure 11-13, contains the following settings:

Drag-Right Distance (Level 1)

SELECT mouse press (optional)

D MENU mouse click (Level 2)

r
.HM Workspace: Properties

h

CATEGORY: (vj Memis Settings: Fact ory Custom |

Drag-Right Distance:

SELECT Mouse Press:

MENU Mouse Click:

5. MH pixels

|
Displays Default | Displays Menu

]

| Displays Stay-up Menu
| Executes Default

(( Apply j ( Reset )

"S
•*

Figure 11-13 Menus category.

The Drag-Right Distance Setting

The Drag-Right Distance setting allows you to specify how far you must

drag the pointer to the right to display a submenu. The default distance is

5 pixels. The Drag-Right Distance is a global property.

The SELECT Mouse Press Setting

The optional SELECT Mouse Press setting allows you to specify the way

button menus are displayed when you press SELECT. The SELECT Mouse
Press is a global property.
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When you choose the Displays Default setting, pressing SELECT when the

pointer is on a menu button in a control area displays the default setting with-

in the button border as specified in Chapter 5 for Level 1 implementations.

When you choose the Displays Menu setting, pressing SELECT when the

pointer is on a menu button in a control area displays the button menu. This

option lets you make selections and choose from menus using only one

mouse button. Choosing from a menu with SELECT works in the same way

as using MENU, as described in Chapter 15.

The MENU Mouse Click Setting

The Level 2 MENU Mouse Click setting allows you to choose how menus are

displayed when you click MENU The MENU Mouse Click is a global property

When you choose Displays Stay-up Menu, menus operate as specified for

Level 1 implementations, allowing both press-drag-release and

click-move-click operations, as described in Chapter 15.

When you choose Executes Default, clicking MENU for a pop-up menu im-

mediately executes the default choice from the menu. See Chapter 15 for

more information about using this option When you choose this option, the

click-move-click method is disabled. Instead, clicking MENU on a menu but-

ton in the control area briefly displays the menu

The Miscellaneous Category

The Miscellaneous category, shown in Figure 11-14. is used to define the

following settings

System beeping

Scale at Startup

Set Input An

D Scroll tr.

Set Virtua

SELEC
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.-£ Workspace: Properties

CATEGORY: H) Miscellaneous Settings:
|

Factory
I Custom!

Beep:
|
Always

|
Notices Only

j

Never

Scale at Startup: Small ^"^^^™Q=^ Large

Set Input Area: | Click SELECT | Move Pointer""!

Scrollbar Placement: | Left | Right
|

SELECT Always Brings

Window Forward: 55"

Set Virtual Edges:

Top
Bottom

Left

Right

65 points

'_ Apply ;,) Reset )

Figure 11-14 Miscellaneous category.

The Beep Setting

Use the Beep setting to specify when you want the system to beep: Always,

for Notices Only, or Never. The Always setting does not set a continuous

beep. It permits you to hear all beeps that are generated by both the OPEN

LOOK Ul implementation and the applications displayed on the workspace.

The OPEN LOOK Ul implementation specifies that the system beeps for

important messages, when clicking SELECT on a menu button cannot execute

the default because the default is inactive and when you set the workspace

as the input area. Applications are not restricted to beeping for these

purposes, and can implement beeping to notify you of other application-

specific functions. The Beep setting is a global property.
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The Scale at Startup Slider

Use the Scale at Startup slider to specify the initial scaling size for applica-

tions when they are first started. You can use the property window that you

access from the application's Window menu to specify scale at startup the

next time you start up the application. The Scale at Startup setting applies to

future invocations of application windows and does not affect any applica-

tions already displayed on the workspace.

Some OPEN LOOK Ul implementations may display exclusive settings for

Scale at Startup instead of using a slider.

The Set Input Area Setting

Use the Set Input Area setting to specify whether you must click SELECT to

type or simply move the pointer into the window to set the input area. Set

Input Area is a global property

When the Move Pointer option is set, the highlighting of the window header

with the input area is changed to two-point lines at the top and bottom of the

window header as specified in Chapter 3.

The Scrollbar Placement Setting

Use the Scrollbar Placement setting to specify whether vertical scrollbars

are positioned at the right or left side of the pane. Horizontal scrollbars are

always positioned below the pane The Scrollbar Placement setting is a global

property.

The SELECT Always Brings Window Forward Setting

Use the SELECT Always Brings Window Forward check box when you want

the window brought to the front of the screen any time you click SELECT

anywhere in the window if you do not choose this option, clicking SELECT in a

pane to set the insert point does not automatically bring the window to the

front of the screen cured This setting is a global property
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The Virtual Edges Setting

Use the Virtual Edges setting to define an artificial edge to the screen.

Windows treat the virtual edge of the screen as the actual edge of the screen.

The OPEN LOOK Ul implementation must provide a way for a specific class of

applications to display in the area between the virtual edge and the physical

edge of the screen. Icons can be moved directly beyond the virtual edge of

the screen.

Press SELECT on one of the grab handles and drag the bounding box to

define a virtual edge. Virtual edges are not mutually exclusive—they can be

set on one, two, three, or four sides of the screen. As you drag the grab

handle, the number of points between the physical edge of the screen and

the virtual edge of the screen is displayed in the readonly field to the right.

When you apply properties to set virtual edges, a 1 -point line is displayed

on the workspace to show the dividing line between the workspace area and

the virtual edge or edges. Set Virtual Edges is a global property.

See Chapter 3 for more information about the virtual edge setting.

The Mouse Modifiers Category

The Mouse Modifiers category, shown in Figure 11-15, is used to change

the default mouse modifier keys.

.-to Workspace: Properties

CATEGORY: El Mouse Modifiers Settings:
|
Factory I Custom"!

Modifier

None
Shift

Ctrl

Meta
Ait

Middle

Right

Left Middle

El Select Adjust

E) Adjust El Adjust

E) Duplicate Adjust

g) Scroll by Panning E) Adjust

2) Menu g) Adjust

v) Constrain g) Adjust

(v) Select |v) Adjust

C Apply
)) ( Reset )

Right

El Menu
El Menu
E) Set Menu Default

El Menu
El Menu
f<7) Menu

Menu^
Select Duplicate

Adjust Scroll by Panning

Menu | Constrain

None Set Menu Default

Select Character

I i^ure 11-15 Mouse Modifiers category.
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Each abbreviated menu button has the same menu, shown in Figure 11-15,

which contains all the possible functions The controls form a table that you

read by finding the column representing the mouse button and the row

representing a specific modifier.

For example, LEFT modified by None means SELECT LEFT modified by Ctrl

means DUPLICATE. LEFT modified by Alt means MENU.

Mouse Modifiers are a global property.

The Mouse Settings Category

The Mouse Settings category, shown in Figure 11-16, is used to set the

following mouse characteristics:

Enable/disable scrollbar pointer jumping (Level 1)

Enable/disable pop-up pointer jumping (Level 1)

Set mouse acceleration (optional)

Set the multi-click timeout factor (optional)

-fc Workspace: Properties

CATEGORY: ID Mouse Settings Settings: Factory | Custom

Scrollbar Pointer jumping V

Pop-up Pointer lumping v

Mouse Acceleration: None High

Multi-click Timeout: 1 .—-^»J , , , , i

,0 seconds

'Wl'h J Keset J

Figure 11-16
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The Scrollbar Pointer Jumping Setting

When the Scrollbar Pointer Jumping check box is checked, the pointer

tracks the movement of the scrolling buttons and jumps ahead of the scrollbar

elevator. When the check box is not checked, scrollbar pointer jumping is

disabled. See Chapter 7 for more information about scrollbar pointer jumping.

Scrollbar pointer jumping is a global property.

The Pop-up Pointer Jumping Setting

When the Pop-up Pointer Jumping check box is checked, the pointer jumps

to a pop-up window when it is displayed and, when appropriate, the input

area is set to that pop-up window. When the check box is not checked, the

pointer never jumps to pop-up windows. See Chapter 3 for more information

about pointer jumping. Pop-up pointer jumping is a global property.

The Mouse Acceleration Slider

Use the Mouse Acceleration slider to set the ratio between the distance the

mouse moves on the mouse pad and the distance the pointer moves on the

screen based on the speed with which you move the pointer. When you move

the mouse slowly, the pointer does not accelerate. When you move the mouse

quickly, the pointer moves a greater distance the higher the mouse accelera-

tion slider is set. Mouse Acceleration is a global property.

The Multi-Click Timeout Slider

Use the Multi-Click Timeout slider to set the maximum permitted time

between clicks—when you release the mouse button and then press it

again—for multiple clicking operations. If the time between clicks is longer

than the multi-click timeout factor, the clicks are treated as separate events,

not as a single command. Multi-click timeout is a global property.
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The Programs Submenu Category

The Programs Submenu category settings are used to define the applica-

tions that are displayed on the Workspace menu Figure 11-17 shows the

Programs Submenu category settings Note that the scrolling list shows

sample applications that are not a required part of an OPEN LOOK ui

implementation.

-x Workspace: Properties

CATEGORY: 3 Programs Submenu Settings: Fac tory | Custom

Menu Labels: Clock...

Console.

Iconedit.

Draw...

Namt- Edit

Invocation String: /usr/bin/edit -r

Delete j Apply Edits j

Before

After

Figure 11-17 Programs Submenu categor)

The property window contains an editable scrolling list that you use to

define the name and the file system location of the applications that are

accessed from the Programs item of the Workspace menu The information

you type in the Name field becomes the label on the Programs submenu for

that application.

Add a new item to the menu by typing the item name and invocation string

in the text field and clicking SELECT on the Insert button.

Edit an existing item name, or change the invocation string, by clicking

SELECT on an iterv n name is displayed in both the

Name field and tr
1 e Invocation String field Revis-

edit the e ELECT c .lits button

Deletf- the item and

then chc- Delete button
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As with all property windows, properties are not applied until you click

SELECT on the Apply button. Since the items on the scrolling list may change,

a change bar is displayed next to the entire scrolling list if you make any

changes to the existing menu.

The Workspace Menu Category

In a Level 2 implementation, the Workspace Menu category replaces the

Programs Submenu category on the Category menu. Use the multi-level

scrolling list shown in Figure 1 1 -1 8 to edit the Workspace menu items and any

of its submenu items.

a Workspace: Properties .-B

CATEGORY: (v) Workspace Menu Settings: |
Factory | Custom I

Menu labels:
Workspace

Programs
Utilities

Properties...

Exit

Name:

Invocation String:

I] ( Delete j Apply Edits
)

( Before) L^

After IOD Cl«etJ

Figure 11-18 Workspace Menu category.
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File Manager

An OPEN LOOK File Manager provides such basic functions as browsing,

copying and deleting files, and initiating programs. This chapter describes the

elements and functionality for a basic File Manager implementation. Any File

Manager implementation can provide additional functionality to augment the

basic functionality specified in this chapter. Implementations of the File Manager

that run in a network environment should provide a method with which you can

access other parts of the network as part of the File Manager functionality.

Introduction

The File Manager displays glyphs to represent directories, data files, and

applications in the file system. These glyphs can be selected and operated

on directly or indirectly within the File Manager base window. You operate on

glyphs directly by selecting, dragging, and releasing them over folders and

panes within the File Manager. You operate on glyphs indirectly by selecting

and cutting or copying them to the clipboard, and then pasting them else-

where in the file structure within the File Manager window. The File Manager

thus provides both a direct and intuitive way for you to manage your files and

maintains consistency with the familiar cut/copy/paste clipboard paradigm.

When the File Manager glyphs are moved out of the File Manager and onto

the workspace, they become independent icons, providing you with a way to

start applications without using the Workspace menu When supported by an

application, you can drag appropriate glyphs from the File Manager directly

onto an application pane to load the file into the application.

From within an vides a Browse button—following the

recommends

Sfy/e the F : e Manager and browse through the

fjie S [r the File Manager window Suppose tha*
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want to load a document into a word processing application. When you use

the Browse button, the File Manager window automatically opens, comes to

the front of the screen, and displays the files in the appropriate folder. You

then use a control in the File Manager to load the file. The File Manager is

dismissed and returns to its previous location and state.

File Manager Functionality

This section outlines the basic functionality the File Manager must provide.

The functionality is explained later in this chapter.

A File Manager implementation has the following visual elements:

A required base window configuration (described in detail in the

following section)

File Manager glyphs that represent data files, applications (executable

files), and folders (directories)

A File Manager implementation requires the following functionality:

A way to associate each data file with its appropriate application so that the

application automatically starts when you select and open a data file

A way to support interactions between the File Manager and other

applications

Two ways to manipulate File Manager glyphs:

° Direct manipulation—by dragging and dropping selected glyphs onto a

folder, the File Manager pane, a separate application pane, an indepen-

dent icon, or the workspace
D Using the clipboard for cut/copy/paste operations

The following file management operations:

D Create folder

° Create file

D Display folder contents
D Change folders

° Rename files and folders

° Delete files and folders

D Change file properties

° Sort (by name, size, and date)
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The following sections describe the elements of the File Manager and its

functionality.

The File Manager Base Window

The File Manager base window has the following required elements:

A control area

A scrollable path pane, which is used to show the operating system hier-

archy or ancestor chain

A scrollable folder pane, which is used to display the contents of the folder

at the end of the path pane

A footer for error and informational messages

These elements are shown in Figure 12-1

.

^0 File IManager
-

(File v) ("Edit ^
J :©t©:k.

tma
/ home

a _J 1
Chapters Template

D L u LI
balloon. rs -dy rs

n L J J
budget.wki cat.rs chapter2doc ,_,

«-
*

— Control area

— Path pane

Folder pane

Figure 12-1 Ti window

The basic I- nd! .nager glyphs are

D Folders

Data files

D App:
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The glyphs for folders and data files are shown in Figure 12-1 . Folders can

be closed or opened. The last folder in the path pane of the base window is

always open, indicating that the contents of that folder are displayed as

glyphs in the scrollable pane below.

The following sections describe the elements of the control area, the path

pane, and the folder pane. Later sections in this chapter contain information

about how to use the File Manager and describe additional types of glyphs.

Elements of the Control Area

The control area has the following required controls:

File menu button

D Open
D Print

D Create Folder

° Create File

Edit menu button

° Undo
° Select All

D Copy
° Paste

°Cut
D Delete

D File Properties

The control area can have an optional Goto button and text field.

When you use the Browse button from an application to open the File

Manager, a Load menu button (with Load File and Cancel items on the menu)

is added to the control area. The Goto button and its text field move to the

right to allow space for the Load menu button in the control area, as shown in

Figure 12-2.
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F
_J File Manager

"".

(File V ) (Edit v) (load V ) (Goto: )^_

IJ^^xi^^Jli—-X

Figure 12-2 A Load menu button is displayed in the control area when you open the

File Manager from an application.

The File Menu

The items on the File menu are described briefly in this section

Open opens any selected glyph in the path or folder pane and automatically

starts the application bound to that glyph.

Print prints selected data files. If the glyph is not a data file and. therefore,

cannot be printed, an error message is displayed in the footer of the File

Manager base window.

Create Folder creates a new folder.

Create File opens an editor window.

The Edit Menu

The items on the Edit menu are described briefly in this section.

Undo undoes the last operation.

Select All selects all the files m the folder pane.

Copy puts a copy of selected file names from the folder pane on the

clipboard.

Paste copies or moves files by inserting selected file names that are stored

on the clipboard into the folder pane

Cut puts a copy of selected file names from the folder pane on the clip-

board and removes the file glyph from the File Manager

Delete deletes selected files from the folder pane

File Properties displays a property window showing system information about

the selected object or the file name, size, date, and type.

Figure 1
2- 6 of how the contents of the File Properties window

might look whe ' 5 selected The contents of the File Proper-

ties in this exa iterating system file information.
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Htt File Manager: File Properties

Name: print.icon

Owner: winsor

Group: staff

Size: 1997 bytes

Last Modified: Thu Sep 22 10:32:31 1988

Last Accessed: Thu Sep 22 10:33:22 1988

Type: ascii text

Permissions Read Write Execute

Owner: SF ftf

Group: BT

World: Si

t Apply j) ( Reset )

^ -1

Figure 12-3 An example of the File Properties window.

The information shown in this File Properties window is an example that is

specific to the UNIX operating system. Implementations of the File Manager for

different operating systems show statistics appropriate to that operating system.

You use the File Properties window shown in this example to change the

Name, Owner, Group, and Permissions of the selected object. Additional

read-only information is displayed about the selected object. When you

change properties and click SELECT on the Apply button, the new properties

are applied to the selected object.

When multiple glyphs are selected, all choices are indeterminate. See

Chapter 3 for information about indeterminate properties and Chapter 4 for

information about indeterminate settings.

The Goto Button and Text Field

You can type a path into the Goto text field and click SELECT on the Goto

button to open that folder. Alternatively, you can type a file name and click

SELECT on the Goto button to select a data file or application.
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Elements of the Path Pane

The path pane shows the path of the folder for the information that is

displayed in the folder pane. The required elements of the path pane follow:

A pane large enough to accommodate the folder and the text labels

A scrollbar that is displayed only when the window is too small to contain

the complete path

A selectable folder. The minimum contents of the pane is a folder that

shows the bottom of the file structure.

D A selectable closed folder with the name for each folder in the hierarchy

A pop-up Path Commands menu with the following items:

°Open
° File Properties

In Figure 12-4, which shows these elements of the path pane, the home

folder is selected, and the Path Commands pop-up menu is displayed.

»OQ
home winsor Chaps

Path Commands

y

Figure 12-4 The elements of the path pane

When you resize the base window so that not all the folders fit in the pane, a

horizontal scrollbar is displayed for the path pane, as shown in Figure 12-5
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Figure 12-5 The path pane is scrollable when it is too small to display the entire path.

Elements of the Folder Pane

The folder pane displays the contents of the open folder in the path pane.

The folder pane has the following elements:

A pane, with a scrollbar when the contents cannot be completely displayed,

that contains selectable named glyphs

A pop-up Folder Commands menu with the following required items:

D Open
° Delete

° File Properties

Named glyphs representing the contents of the folder

The Folder Commands Pop-up Menu

The pop-up menu is shown in Figure 12-6.

Folder Commands

Open

Delete

File Properties...

e 12-6 The pop-up Folder Commands menu.
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The Folder Pane Glyphs

The folder pane displays the contents of the folder in the path pane with

one named glyph for each file. Each glyph in the folder pane represents one

of three types of files:

Folder: directory

D Data file: a text, graphics, or other data file

Application: an executable program

These glyphs are typically two-thirds the size of the default icon size. The

unselected and selected File Manager default glyphs for each of these file

types are shown in Figure 12-7.

j m

1
t r

-

e

Closed Folder

Open Folder

Data file

Application

Figure 12-7 The default Rle Manager glyphs, unselected and selected.

The folder is always displayed and can be represented as either open or

closed, as shown in Figure 12-7. Some File Manager implementations may

display folders only in the closed state. Data file and application glyphs can

be displayed in different ways, as explained in the paragraphs that follow.

Folder Files. Foide r
fi es are always displayed as an open or closed folder

and have either a sele selected state Figure 12-8 shows examples

of closed folders -.-. name centered beneath the glyph
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Figure 12-8 Examples of folders in a folder pane.

Data Files. The File Manager default is to bind each data file glyph to the

default text editor. Any data file can be bound to a specific application. When
data files are bound to a specific application other than the default text editor,

the image area for the application's icon design can be displayed within the

border of the standard data file glyph.

In the examples shown in Figure 12-9, the data files with a .rs suffix are

bound to a graphics editor and display an image of the Draw application

glyph within the border of the data file. Data files with a .wks suffix are bound

to a spreadsheet and display an image of a grid representing a spreadsheet

application within the border of the data file. Other files that are not bound to a

specific application are, by default, bound to the default text editor. The data

files with the suffix .doc in Figure 12-9 are bound to the default text editor and,

therefore, show no glyph within the border of the data file.
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2) E i\
bird.rs breao .lady rs

I D D
cat.rs chapter 1 doc chaptr

Figure 12-9 Examples of data files with application images.

Applications. An application can use either the standard File Manager

application glyph or the icon image specific to the application. For example,

an application named "Snapshot" that is used to capture screen images

could be displayed in either of the ways shown in Figure 12-10.

:-j

th d

snapshot snapshot

Figure 12-10 An application can use either its own icon image or the File Manager

application glyph.

The File Manager Properties Window

The File Manager Properties window is displayed when you choose

Properties from the com

The settings in tl /e specific to the

operating system '
•• ' Figure 12-11 shows a suggested File

Manager Prop-
* c to the UNIX operating system
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o-Q3) File Manager: Properties

Display Options: Permissions | Group

Links Size

Owner |
|

Date

Sort By: Name
Date
Size

Apply j i Reset J

^

Figure 12-11 A suggested UNIX operating system File Manager Properties category.

A File Manager implementation can add other properties to this window,

such as a way for you to specify your default printer.

Each setting in this example is described in the following paragraphs.

Display Options

Any display options that you choose are displayed in the folder pane,

followed by the file name.

Sort By

You can choose the order in which the contents of the folder pane are

displayed. Sort the contents alphabetically by name; in reverse chronological

order by date, with the most recent files first; or by size with the largest files first.

Binding

This section describes binding—logically connecting data files, glyphs, and

applications to File Manager functionality. The following kinds of binding are

required elements of a File Manager implementation:

n Binding a specific glyph to a data file or application so that the glyph image

is displayed in the folder pane instead of the default File Manager glyph
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D Binding a specific application to a data file so that the application is auto-

matically invoked when you open the data file

These methods of binding can be used separately or together For exam-

ple, you can bind an application to a data file without displaying a special

glyph in the border. A glyph image can be bound to a data file without binding

the application. A printer command can be specified for a data file.

Default Bindings

When no default bindings are provided, the File Manager default is to bind

all data files to the text editor.

It is recommended that a File Manager implementation provide a standard

set of default bindings in a dedicated file that is read by the File Manager

during initialization. This file should include standard system bindings for

applications (such as the console window and shell windows, and mail,

calendar, and clock applications) and data files (including standard editing

tools such as edit and draw applications). When appropriate, bindings for a

spreadsheet and data base application may also be provided. Each applica-

tion should specify a bind entry as part of the installation script.

Some operating systems have built-in file typing. When available, use file

typing to identify data files for binding. When file typing is not available, use

name patterns and/or magic numbers.

Using the File Manager

You can perform many operations in the File Manager either by using the

clipboard to cut, copy, and paste File Manager glyphs, or by directly manipu-

lating glyphs by selecting them, and then dragging and dropping the glyphs

onto the destination.

This section describes how to use the File Manager to perform the following

functions:

Change folders

Copy, move

Use the glyphs me
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Changing Folders

This section describes how to change folders in the file structure. You can

change folders in the following ways:

Type the name of a folder in the path in the Goto text field and click SELECT

on the Goto button.

Move to a higher level in the file system using folders in the path pane.

D Move to a lower level in the file system using folders in the folder pane.

Each of these methods is explained in the paragraphs that follow.

Using the Goto Text Field

To open any folder in the file system hierarchy, type a path name for a folder

in the Goto text field and click SELECT on the Goto button.

Using Folders in the Path Pane

You can display the contents of a folder higher up in the chain that is

displayed in the path pane by following these steps:

1 Move the pointer to the folder and click SELECT.

2 Press MENU to display the Path Commands pop-up menu.

3 Move the pointer onto the Open item and release MENU. The folder is

opened, and any folders to the right of the open folder are closed and re-

moved from the display in the pane.

To accelerate these steps, you can move the pointer to a folder and

double-click SELECT to open the folder without displaying the menu. While the

folder is being opened, the busy pointer is displayed, as shown in Figure 12-12.
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Fm File Manager
-.

File V ) (Edit V
)

(Goto:
J,

J^^.
home ':/

i n 5 o r Chaps

Figure 12-12 Double-click SELECT on a folder to open it.

The Chaps folder is closed and removed from the path pane, and the

winsor folder is selected and opened, as shown in Figure 12-13. The contents

of the folder are displayed in the scrollable folder pane.

Fr^
File Manager

"

(File V J
(Edit V ) ( Goto: ) ^_

/ home wins r>

Figure 12-13 The new folder is opened.

You do not need to move up in the chain folder by folder. You can move the

pointer to any folder in the chain and double-click SELECT to display the

contents of any folder in the path pane.

Using Folders in the Folder Pane

You use the folders displayed in the folder pane to move farther down in the

path. You change the the folder pane using one of two methods
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Move the pointer to a folder in the folder pane and click SELECT. Press

MENU to display the pop-up menu for the folder pane, drag the pointer onto

the Open item, and release MENU.

Move the pointer to a folder in the folder pane and double-click SELECT.

Using either method, the folder highlights in the same way. While the files

are opening, the pointer changes to the standard busy pointer. In the example

shown in Figure 12-14, the contents of the Chapters folder are being opened

and the busy pointer is displayed.

F -qjm File Manager

("File v) fEditv) (Goto: )4

}QQ
/ home winsor

m
Chapters

Template

Glossaries

balloon. r<

Status

bird.rs

Figure 12-14 While the folder is being opened, the busy pointer is displayed.

When you open the new folder, the older folder, winsor in this example, is

closed. The new folder, Chapters, is opened at the end of the chain in the

path pane. The contents of the folder pane change to reflect the contents of

the Chapters folder, as shown in Figure 12-15.
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\Ft
File Manager

(File V
)

('Edit V ) (Goto:)«_

^

Figure 12-15 The folder pane displays the contents of the new folder.

The Chapters folder in this example contains only data files. You cannot

move any farther down the path in this folder. To view the contents of other

folders, double-click SELECT on a folder in the path pane, and then choose

another folder from the folder pane.

Opening Files

This section tells you how to use data file and application glyphs in the

folder pane. Following the OPEN LOOK Ul selection paradigm, you can select

and operate on multiple objects within the File Manager folder pane The

specific File Manager implementation determines how the Open item is

displayed when multiple objects are selected When the implementation

supports opening multiple objects, the Open item is active When the

implementation does not, the Open item is inactive

You can open selected data files and applications from the folder pane in

two ways.

D Move the pointer to a or an application in the folder pane and click

SELECT You car I on additional data file or application glyphs

to select the : *• the pop-up menu for the folder pane.
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drag the pointer onto the Open item, and release MENU. All selected data

file or application glyphs are opened.

Move the pointer to a data file or application in the folder pane and

double-click SELECT.

Once a glyph has been opened, it becomes an independent base window

with all the properties and functionality of any other base window on the

workspace. Closing the window displays the icon for the application on the

workspace. Applications determine the way windows opened from the File

Manager are displayed as icons on the workspace. See Chapter 3 for more

information about icon specifications.

For data files, an application window—determined by binding—is opened

and the data file is displayed in that application window. The File Manager

automatically opens the default editor application if no other application is

specified.

For applications, the application is opened. A new file is not automatically

loaded.

Copying and Moving Files

You can copy or move files within the file structure in either of two ways:

Direct manipulation

Using the clipboard

Direct Manipulation

Press the DUPLICATE Modifier key and SELECT to copy a glyph, or press

SELECT to drag a glyph. Drag a glyph onto a folder. Folders are the only

objects that accept move operations for all glyphs. When you move any glyph

onto a folder, you get visual feedback indicating whether or not you can add

the glyph to the folder. Release SELECT to copy or move the glyph.

When copying or moving glyphs, the File Manager implementation deter-

mines what visual feedback is displayed. For example, when a folder under a

glyph accepts input, the folder highlights and may open to show that the

move or copy can be performed, as shown in Figure 12-16.
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Figure 12-16 A folder that accepts input opens and highlights

Folders that are write-protected (do not accept input) either display a glyph

showing that the folder is locked within the border of the folder, or display a

lock in the border of the folder when you drag the glyph over the folder, as

shown in Figure 12-17.

Figure 12-17 A folder that does not accept input displays a lock

If an error occurs during the move/copy operation, the system beeps and

the appropriate error message is displayed in the footer of the File Manager

base window.

An optional method for showing write-protected folders is for the File

Manager implementation to display a write-protected glyph consistently in the

border of folders that do not accept input.

Using the Clipboard

Click SELECT and use Cut or Copy to put the file name on the clipboard,

and then use Paste to insert the file name at the appropriate place in the file

structure.

This section provides examples of using direct manipulation to copy and

move files. See Chapter 17 for information about how to use the clipboard for

copy and move operations. Figure 12-18 shows the folder pane that is used

for the direct-manipulation copy and move examples
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73 File Manager

("File v) I
Edit v j (Coto:)^

}QQ
/ home winsor

Chapters Gl ossa ries Status Template

balloon. rs bird.rs brokenlady.rs budget.wks

3 D Q 1
cat.rs chapter1.doc chapter2.doc jester. rs

Figure 12-18 An example of a folder pane.

Copying a File by Direct Manipulation

Suppose that you want to put a copy of the chapterl .doc data file in the

folder named Chapters. To do this by direct manipulation, use these steps:

1 Move the pointer to the chapterl .doc glyph and press the DUPLICATE

modifier key and SELECT. The glyph highlights to show that it is selected.

2 Then move the pointer. The pointer changes to the duplicate pointer, and

you drag an outline of the glyph as you move the pointer.

3 To copy the file in the same folder, drag the glyph outline anywhere in the

folder pane where the hot spot of the pointer is not over a folder, as shown

in Figure 12-19.
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wm File Manager

(File v) (Edit v) (Goto:)«_

/ home winsor

C hapt ers Glossa ries Stat us Template

b b b a
balloon. rs bird.rs brokenlady.rs budget.wks

iQi D
cat.rs chapter1.doc chapter2.doc jester. rs

Figure 12-19 To copy a glyph, press DL PLICATE and SELECT and drag the glyph to a

blank area of the folder pane

4 Release SELECT.

A File Manager implementation assigns a new file name in one of two ways:

The suffix .copy is appended to the name of the data file.

A pop-up window is displayed with a text field in which you type the new

file name

In this example, files are arranged alphabetically. The file is inserted

immediately after the original document, as shown in Figure 12-20
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Fm File Manager

(File v)
(
Edit v) [Goto: )4

/ home winsor

a
hapter

e balloon. rs b

i
:at.

Template balloon. rs

brokenlady.rs budget.wks

Statu;

bird.rs

cat.rs

chapter1.doc chapter1.doc. copy chapter2.doc

Figure 12-20 The copy of the data file is inserted in proper sort order.

You can rename the file by displaying the File Properties command window,

typing a new name in the Name field, and clicking SELECT on the Apply button.

You can copy or move a number of files at the same time by selecting

several files (click SELECT on the first file and then click ADJUST to select

additional files) and dragging them. Outlines of the selected files drag as a

group. The position of the hot spot of the pointer determines the target

destination for the copies of the files. If the hot spot of the pointer is over a

folder that accepts input, the files are copied into that folder. If the hot spot is

anywhere else in the folder pane, the copies are put in the current folder.

Moving a File by Direct Manipulation

Now you want to move chapterl .doc.copy into the Chapters folder by direct

manipulation. The operation is exactly the same as copying except that you

do not need to press a modifier key with SELECT to initiate the move.
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1 This time, press SELECT and drag the glyph border for the chapter 1.doc.copy

data file so that the hot spot of the pointer is on the Chapters folder. The folder

is highlighted and may be open to show you that the data file will be put in-

side the folder, as shown in Figure 12-21 When the folder does not have write

permission, it does not open, and a lock is displayed in the border of the fold-

er to show you that you cannot move a file into that folder.

'"(V) r - M.M^I -

F ile V ) -.:.- ~
\

"JCJC
/ home

1 1

a 1m _j
!

ZJ J j
Terr |

Ell 3
broke

J 1 j
•

Figure 12-21 When an icon is mm ed over a folder with proper permissions, the

folder opens and highlights.

2 Release SELECT to put the data file into the folder The data file is removed

from the folder pane, and the folders redisplay, since the longest file name

in the folder has been moved to another folder Figure 12-22 shows the

folder pane after the data file has been moved
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3 File Manager

(File V j (
Edit v) (Goto: ) «_ma

/ home winsor

Chapters Glossaries Status Template

balloon. rs bird.rs brokenlady.rs budget.wks

2l
cat.rs chapter1.doc chapter2.doc jester. rs

Figure 12-22 The data file is moved to the new folder.

File Manager Icons on the Workspace

You can select any File Manager glyph and drag it off the File Manager

base window onto the workspace. Once you have moved a glyph outside the

borders of the File Manager base window, an operating system link is created

to the application. From the user's perspective, the glyph becomes an

independent application icon with all the properties and functionality of any

icon on the workspace. The application specifies the appearance of the data

file icon when it is displayed on the workspace. It is recommended that the

name of the glyph be displayed inside the border of the icon when it is on the

workspace. You cannot drag any icon that is displayed on the workspace

back into the File Manager pane.

When these icons are displayed on the workspace, you open them in the

same way as you open any other icon on the workspace—by choosing Open
from the Window menu or by double-clicking SELECT on the icon.

When a data file is opened, a base window for the application that is bound to

that data file is displayed, and the data file is loaded into the application window.

When an application is opened, the base window for that application is

opened. No file is loaded.
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The following list suggests some common ways to use this functionality

Invoke an application by dragging it from the File Manager window onto the

workspace. This is an alternative way to access an application without us-

ing the Workspace menu. The application starts when you release SELECT.

D Drag a frequently accessed data file onto the workspace

Figure 12-23 shows an example of the workspace with File Manager glyphs

displayed as icons on it.

a
line J Rectangle ) CirdeJ

* %

Hie j view j yn
It was a dark and st

all ol the beagles w
their kennels lhe t

around the tower, s

Copy
Paste

Again

Undo

Figure 12-23 File Manager glj phs displayed .1- icons on the worksp
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Interactions Between the File Manager and Applications

The File Manager interacts directly with applications in two ways:

You can drag a data file from the File Manager and drop it onto an applica-

tion pane to load the file into the application.

From within an application, you can open the File Manager window, browse,

load a selected file into the application, and close the File Manager window.

The OPEN LOOK Ul implementation must provide a protocol that supports

interactions between applications developed with that implementation and the

File Manager.

Loading a File by Direct Manipulation

The following example shows how to load a file into an application pane by

direct manipulation. In Figure 12-24, you have pressed SELECT and dragged

the glyph for the file romance.doc from the File Manager onto the pane of the

Edit application.

Figure 12-24 Dragging a data file onto the pane of an application.
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When you release SELECT, the file is loaded into the application, as shown

in Figure 12-25. The beginning of the file is displayed in the pane, and the

active caret is positioned at the beginning of the file.

:~ -.

zJ File Manager

(File v ) (Edit V ) [Goto: )«_

LJ
Chapters

balloon. rs

(File v ) ( Vie- "
) I Edit 7 J

Jt was a dark and stormy night All

of the beagles were safely in I

kennels. The bats flew around the

tower squeakfe) *

• a stood at the open window
wistfully gazing out noors,

_

chapter! doc chap'- . iester.rs

romance.doc

_

Figure 12-25 The file is loaded into the application.
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Process Manager

Introduction

A Level 3 implementation may provide a Process Manager application,

which allows you to view running processes and choose whether or not to

display messages from processes that communicate with the Process

Manager. The Process Manager provides a central place for you to look for

system messages, especially for processes or programs such as printer

daemons, which do not have a window in which to display status messages.

The Process Manager requires a standardized message protocol, which is

not specified in this book, so that applications may communicate with the

Process Manager. Any Process Manager implementation can provide addi-

tional functionality to augment the basic functionality specified in this chapter

Process Manager Functionality

No specific visual design is required. The following functionality must be

provided:

D A way to display a selected and a comprehensive list of processes that you

are running, including an identification number and a process name

A way to choose whether or not to display system messages for one or

more processes

A way to clear!

,

.ages with their originating processes

A way for the Proce :er to send messages to itself

A way tc
xj of messages from each process

/\ way to se • one or more processes for which you have

permiss
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Keyboard and Mouse Specifications

This chapter describes keyboard and mouse device independence. Level 1

and Level 2 keyboard and mouse functions, customization of the keyboard

through a single user interface, keyboard mappings, and mouse specifications.

Device Independence

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation is designed to work with three mouse

button functions: SELECT, ADJUST, and MENU. These mouse button functions

are accessible from a one-, two- or three-button mouse as well as directly

from the keyboard.

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation allows flexible mapping of functions to

mouse buttons and keyboard keys.

The default assignments for a three-button mouse are as follows:

LEFT = SELECT

MIDDLE = ADJUST

D RIGHT = MENU

You use modifier keys with a mouse button to access the three functions on

systems with a one- or two-button mouse. You can change the mouse button

and default modifier key assignments from the Workspace Properties window

Although the OPEN LOOK Ul does not require a particular physical key-

board, it does require a minimum set of keyboard functions These keyboard

functions are defined in terms of functionality, not m terms of a specific key on

the keyboard.

For example 'se t0 dismiss a pop-up window without

issuing a cor- ">g for CANCE

the Esc r .

:EL t0 a Jr modif k
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In a Level 1 implementation, you define the mappings for keyboard functions

from the Workspace Properties window.

In a Level 2 implementation, a more sophisticated mechanism called the

virtual keyboard is provided. See "Virtual Keyboards" later in this chapter for

more information about the virtual keyboard.

The minimum acceptable keyboard for an OPEN LOOK ui has up-down

encoded function and modifier keys— it can discriminate between pressing a

function or modifier key down and releasing it—and has the following keys:

Shift

Control (or equivalent modifier key)

When you use the Caps key, it changes the keyboard to Caps mode for the

whole workspace.

Accelerators provide a quick way to access functions from the keyboard

without using the mouse. Accelerator functions are mapped either to function

keys or to modified keys such as Ctrl/K so that you do not need to type more

than two keystrokes to access a function.

See "Keyboard Mapping" later in this chapter for more information.

Level 1 Keyboard Functions

A Level 1 implementation provides a basic required set of functions for the

keyboard and the mouse. The functions that are required for a Level 1

implementation are:

Mouse button functions (SELECT, ADJUST, and MENU)

Mouse modifiers

Core functions

Pop-up window accelerators

Text field navigation functions

You can reassign the default setting for all required keyboard and mouse
functions in a Level 1 implementation from the Workspace Properties

window. See "Keyboard Mapping" later in this chapter for information about

default settings.
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Mouse Modifiers

You can access additional functionality by pressing a modifier key in

conjunction with one of the mouse button functions. The number of modifier

keys available for these functions depends on your hardware configuration

You may be able to assign only a subset of these modifiers if your keyboard

does not have enough available modifier keys. You change the default for the

mouse modifiers using the Mouse Settings category on the Workspace
Properties window.

Table 14-1 shows the mouse modifier functions required for a Level 1

implementation.

Table 14-1 Mouse modifier functions required for a Level 1

implementation.

DUPLICATE

PAN

CONSTRAIN

SETMENUDEFAULT

Copy the selected object by dragging

Scroll by panning.

Constrain the direction of a dragging operation to only

the x or y coordinate, depending on the direction in

which you move the pointer to initiate dragging. You

can release and then press the CONSTRAIN modifier

during a single drag to allow you to change the

direction of the constraint dynamically

Set the current item in the menu as the menu default

Core Functions

A Level 1 implementation requires a set of core functions that are mapped

to the keyboard. You change the default for the core functions using the

Keyboard Core Functions category on the Workspace Properties window

Table 14-2 shows the core functions required for a Level 1 implementation
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Table 14-2 Core functions required for a Level 1 implementation.

CUT Put a copy of the selected object onto a clipboard

and then delete the object from the workspace. This

key can also be used as a mouse modifier for Quick

Move operations. See Chapter 17 for more information

about quick operations.

COPY

PASTE

UNDO

HELP

PROPERTIES

Make a copy of the selected object and put it onto a

clipboard.

Insert a copy of the data on a clipboard at the insert

point. This key can also be used as a mouse modifier

for Quick Duplicate operations.

Undoes the last operation. If the last operation is an

undo, restores the last operation. Applications may
implement multiple levels of undo functionality.

Display a Help window for the object under the

pointer.

Display a property window for the selected object.

Pop-up Window Accelerators

A Level 1 implementation requires two pop-up window accelerators that are

mapped to the keyboard, as described in Table 14-3. These accelerators can

be used in all pop-up windows: command windows, property windows, Help

windows, and Notices.

You change the default for the pop-up window accelerators using the

Keyboard Settings category on the Workspace Properties window.

Table 14-3 Pop-up window accelerators required for a Level 1

implementation.

DEFAULTACTION

CANCEL

Execute the default button command and dismiss the

pop-up window.

Dismiss the pop-up window without choosing an

action.
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Text Field Navigation

A Level 1 implementation requires two text field navigation keys that are

mapped to the keyboard, as described in Table 14-4. You change the default

for the text field navigation keys using the Keyboard Miscellaneous Functions

category on the Workspace Properties window.

Table 14-4 Text field navigation functions required for a Level 1

implementation.

NEXTFIELD

PREVFIELD

Move the caret to the next input area in the pane
and select the contents of the field When the caret

is in the last input area, move the caret to the first

input area

Move the caret to the previous input area in the

pane and select the contents of the field. When the

caret is at the first input area, move the caret to the

last input area

Level 2 Functions

A Level 2 implementation provides an expanded set of functions for the

keyboard and the mouse that includes all Level 1 functionality This expanded

set defines a minimum list of keyboard functions. Any OPEN LOOK ui imple-

mentation or application can define and use additional functions. When

additional functions are defined, a mechanism is provided to permit you to

modify the keyboard mapping.

Applications are encouraged to use the specified virtual function names

rather than hard-wired keyboard mappings as part of their application design so

that you can change these mappings from the Workspace Properties window

Keyboard equivalents provide a way to access all required functionality

from the keyboard, allowing mouseless operation You can also assign these

mouse button tunc: ::ecific keys on the keyboard If you assign mouse

button functior -eyboard, the functionality is available both

from the mou ' e keyboard keys Using these mouse

button e
'lonality available from the mouse

buttor i ' ife identical for both mouse and

mouseie
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Mouseless Operations

A Level 2 implementation allows you to move the pointer using the arrow

keys on the keyboard, and to access mouse button functions from function

keys assigned to the SELECT, ADJUST, and MENU mouse button functions.

Table 14-5 shows the pointer movement and mouse function keys required for

a Level 2 implementation.

Table 14-5 Pointer movement and mouse functions required for a

Level 2 implementation •

POINTERUP Move the pointer up 1 pixel (repeats and accelerates).

POINTERDOWN Move the pointer down 1 pixel (repeats and

accelerates).

POINTERRIGHT Move the pointer right 1 pixel (repeats and

accelerates).

POINTERLEFT Move the pointer left 1 pixel (repeats and

accelerates).

SELECT Equivalent to SELECT on the mouse.

ADJUST Equivalent to ADJUST on the mouse.

MENU Equivalent to MENU on the mouse.

Core Functions

A Level 2 implementation requires an additional core function key that is

mapped to the keyboard. You change the default for the core functions using

the Keyboard Core Functions category on the Workspace Properties window.

The additional core function required for a Level 2 implementation is shown in

Table 14-6.

Table 14-6 Core function required for a Level 2 implementation.

STOP Cancel pending operations in the window under the

pointer. Cancel modal operations in process.
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Text Caret Movement

A Level 2 implementation requires the following set of text caret movement
functions that are mapped to the keyboard. You change the default for the

text caret movement functions using the Keyboard Settings category on the

Workspace Properties window. Text motions cause the text view to scroll in all

text areas if necessary to keep the insert point visible. Table 14-7 shows the

text caret motion functions required for a Level 2 implementation.

Table 14-7 Text caret movement functions required for a Level 2

implementation.

CHARFWD

CHARBAK

ROWDOWN

ROWUP

WORDFWD

WORDBAK

LINESTART

LINEEND

Move the insert point forward one character. Beep
when insert point is at the last printable character of

the file.

Move the insert point backward one character Beep
at the start of a file

Move the insert point down one row in the current

column (or to the end of the next row if column is past

the end of the next row).

Move the insert point up one row in the current

column (or to the end of the previous row if column is

past the end of the previous row).

Move the insert point after the last printable character

of the next word, not including any end-of-lme

character when the word is at the end of a line (or the

current word if the insert point is within a word)

Move the insert point before the first character of the

previous word (or the current word if the insert point is

a word)

Move the insert point before the first character of the

it line When the insert point is already there, no

• point aft- ormtable character

ot including the end-of-lme

idy there, no
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Table 14-7 (continued)

DOCSTART

DOCEND

PANESTART

PANEEND

Move the insert point before the first character of the

document. When the insert point is already there, no

action.

Move the insert point after the last printable character

of the document. When the insert point is already

there, no action.

Move the insert point to the first row and column of the

viewing area. When the insert point is already there,

no action.

Move the insert to the last row and column of the

viewing area. When the insert point is already there,

no action.

Text Editing Functions

A Level 2 implementation requires the following set of text editing functions

that are mapped to the keyboard. You change the default for the text editing

functions using the Keyboard Settings category on the Workspace Properties

window. Table 14-8 shows the text editing functions required for a Level 2

implementation.

Table 14-8 Text editing functions required for a Level 2

implementation.

DELCHARFWD

DELCHARBAK

DELWORDFWD

DELWORDBAK

DELLINEFWD

DELLINEBAK

DELLINE

Delete the character to the right of the insert point.

Delete the character to the left of the insert point.

Delete the word to the right of the insert point.

Delete the word to the left of the insert point.

Delete from the insert point to the end of the line.

Delete from the insert point to the beginning of the

line.

Delete the entire current line.
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Text Selection Functions

A Level 2 implementation requires the following set of text selection

functions that are mapped to the keyboard. You change the default for the

text selection functions using the Keyboard Settings category on the Work-

space Properties window. Table 14-9 shows the text selection functions

required for a Level 2 implementation.

Table 14-9 Text selection functions required for a Level 2

implementation.

SELCHARFWD Adjust the selection one character forward.

SELWORDFWD Adjust the selection to the end of the current word.

then words forward.

SELLINEFWD Adjust the selection to the end of current line, then

lines forward.

UNSELCHARBAK Deselect one character backward..

UNSELLINEBAK Deselect one line backward

Scrolling Accelerators

A Level 2 implementation requires the following set of scrolling accelera-

tors. You can use these accelerators to scroll the contents of a pane with the

input area without moving the pointer to the scrollbar. These accelerators are

equivalent to clicking SELECT on various parts of vertical and horizontal

scrollbars. See Chapter 7 for more information about scrolling Table 14-10

shows the scrolling accelerators required for a Level 2 implementation
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Table 14-10 Scrolling accelerators required for a Level 2

implementation.

SCROLLUP

SCROLLDOWN

SCROLLLEF1

SCROLLRIGHT

SCROLLTOP

SCROLLBOTTOM

SCROLLRIGHTEDGE

SCROLLLEFTEDGE

PAGEUP, PAGEDOWN

Scroll the view up one screen (same as moving the

pointer to the cable above the elevator of a vertical

scrollbar and clicking SELECT).

Scroll the view down one screen (same as moving the

pointer to the cable below the elevator of a vertical

scrollbar and clicking SELECT).

Scroll the view left one screen (same as moving the

pointer to the cable left of the elevator of a horizontal

scrollbar and clicking SELECT).

Scroll the view right one screen (same as moving the

pointer to the cable right of the elevator of a horizontal

scrollbar and clicking SELECT).

Scroll the view to the top of the data (same as clicking

SELECT on the top cable anchor).

Scroll the view to the bottom of the data (same as

clicking SELECT on the bottom cable anchor).

Scroll the view to the right edge of the data (same as

clicking SELECT on the right cable anchor).

Scroll the view to the left edge of the data (same as

clicking SELECT on the left cable anchor).

Page scrolling operations are defined by

application-specific accelerators. These accelerators

are usually mapped to Page Up, Page Down. Home,

and End on a keyboard.

Input Area Navigation

A Level 2 implementation requires the following input area navigation keys

that are mapped to the keyboard, as described in Table 14-11. You change

the default for the input area navigation keys using the Keyboard Settings

category on the Workspace Properties window.
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Table 14-11 Input area navigation accelerators required for a Level 2

implementation

NEXTWINDOW

PREVWINDOW

TOGGLEINPUT

Cycle the active input area to the next window (least

recently used)

Cycle the active input area to the previous (most

recently used) window. When repeated, continue

down the stack to the next most recently used

window.

Toggle the input area between the two most recently

used windows.

Soft Function Keys

Applications are encouraged to use the function keys to provide functionality

specific to the individual application. A Level 2 implementation provides a

Function Keys item on the Workspace Utilities submenu that you can use to

display and use the function keys that are specified by individual applications

The Function Keys window is a pop-up window. It always shows information

that is specific to the keyboard you are using, and displays the keys as close

to actual size as possible. For example, when your system has a keyboard

with 15 function keys, the window shows 15 function keys. If your keyboard

has ten function keys, the window shows ten function keys, and so on.

Figure 14-1 shows an example of the Function Keys pop-up window with ten

function keys and their numeric labels.

-~ Function Keys

EE F3 F4

. .

F6 F7 F8

V ,

F9 F10

Figure 14-1
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The Function Keys window is displayed centered at the bottom of the

screen. When you change the input area to a window that uses the function

keys, the Function Keys window is automatically updated to reflect the new
set of functions. If you change the input area to a window that does not use

the function keys, the Function Keys window is updated to clear the labels.

In addition to displaying the functions assigned for each application, you

can use the virtual keys in the Function Keys window to activate the functions

on the key labels. You do this by moving the pointer to any one of the keys

and clicking SELECT. When you press SELECT, the key highlights in the same
way a button in the control area highlights. When you release SELECT, the key

is activated, invoking the function on the key label.

Figure 14-2 shows an example of keys that a text formatting application

might assign to a ten-function keyboard.

,-W Function Keys

Help Plain Bol a Ital ic Under 1 ine Overstr ike Center Case Pg
Up

pg
Down

Figure 14-2 An example of a Function Keys window for a text formatting application.

When the application has more functions than the number of function keys,

the Function Keys facility assigns the function "More" to one of the function

keys. Clicking SELECT on the More key cycles through the complete list of

functions on the remaining function keys.

Figure 14-3 shows an example of the Function Keys window for a text

formatting application with 15 functions and the last key assigned to the

More function.
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.-w Function Keys

Help Plain Bold ItAl IC una* Pi
UP

f>9

Doun
More

Figure 14-3 An example of a Function Keys Window for a texl formatting application

with a More key.

Clicking SELECT on the More key changes the functions displayed in the

Function Keys window, as shown in Figure 14-4. Clicking SELECT again on the

More function key redisplays the first set of functions.

,-ra Function Keys

h e i p F ri t Super/
Sub Saal ler

•
— *

Quote Case More

Figure 14-4 Clicking SE1 EC I on the More key displays additional functions for the

text formatting application.

Virtual Keyboards

A Level 2 implementation provides a way to examine and map the functions

on the keyboard. Use the Virtual Keyboard item on the Workspace Utilities

submenu to display a window that contains an image of function keys, mouse

buttons, or the full keyboard, depending on what you specify You can use this

virtual keyboard to change the mapping of the keys by direct manipulation

The virtual keyboard is also used to specify international character sets and

binding of accelercr tal Keyboard window is shown in Figure 14-5
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Figure 14-5 The Virtual Keyboard window.

The key names that would be displayed on the keys of the Virtual Keyboard

window are for the window with the active input area. The Virtual Keyboard

window for any OPEN LOOK Ul implementation matches exactly the configura-

tion of keys on the physical keyboard and mouse for your system.

Using the Virtual Keyboard Window
You can use the Virtual Keyboard window to customize the mapping of

OPEN LOOK Ul function keys, accelerators, core operations, and mouse

functionality. You do this by editing the contents of each key individually from

a property window or by manipulating existing key names by selecting them

and dragging them to a new location. You can save customized mappings in

files that can be stored and reloaded on your own system or another system

to provide portability for your customized mappings.

You can display all or part of the keyboard, as you choose, by selecting

items from the View button menu in the control area.

The function keys interactively display the functions that are appropriate

for the active input area. For example, if you are using a graphics application

that has specific functions bound to the function keys at the top of the

keyboard, displaying the Virtual Keyboard window shows you how the

function keys are mapped.
One use for the Virtual Keyboard window is to customize your mouse and

keyboard for right- or left-handed use.
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Multiple Language Support

When an implementation provides support for multiple languages, the OPEN
LOOK Ul implementation provides a LANGUAGE function key. When you press

and hold the LANGUAGE key. a Character Sets pop-up window is displayed

showing keys that correspond to the top row of function keys. Labels on those

function keys correspond to different language capabilities. In the example

shown in Figure 14-6, the keys are labeled Help, ASCII, Office, Math, Logic,

Greek, ISO, Show, Set, and More, and correspond to F1 through F10 on the

physical keyboard.

H&) Character Sets

Help RSCII Office Mitt) L«*ic Creek Is* Show Set Mare

Figure 14-6 The Character Sets window.

The keys Show, Set, and More are always displayed. The remaining keys

display the available keyboard maps by name.

Pressing the More key changes the names of the keycaps in the window to

cycle through all available keymaps Pressing Show opens the Virtual

Keyboard window displaying the entire keyboard with the corresponding

keymaps You can type directly on the physical keyboard to access those

symbols, or click SELECT on the image on the screen to type a character

While you hold down the Language key. the chosen language is bound to

the keyboard. In this way. you can easily access a few characters or symbols

from another language or alternate character set interactively, and then return

to typing on your usual alphanumeric configuration For example, to type a

few Greek characters in English text, hold down the Language key, press the

Greek key, and then type some characters When you release the Language

key, the Character Set c missed and I try character set is

restored tc

Typing Set s>
;nted to be the primary character set

When you the Character Set window is dismissed
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For example, to change the keyboard character set from English to Greek,

hold down the Language key, press the Greek key, and then press the Set

key. When you release the Language key, the Character Sets window is

dismissed and the primary character set is Greek. Any alphabetic key you

press on the keyboard types the corresponding Greek character at the active

text insert point.

If you do not press the Set key, the primary character set is restored when

the Language key is released.

If you do not know which keys correspond to the characters for the

language you have selected, hold down the Language key and press the

Show key. The Virtual Keyboard window is displayed or updated with the

appropriate labels on the keycaps. This window remains on the screen when

you release the Language key, and it can be closed to an icon or dismissed

separately.

Keyboard Mapping

This specification describes the mapping of keyboard functions in terms of

a "reference" keyboard layout. The OPEN LOOK Ul specifies a number of

functions that are bound to specific keys on any individual keyboard. The

reference keyboard, shown in Figure 14-7, is not intended to suggest that this

is an ideal keyboard design. It simply contains enough modifier and function

keys to assign each required Level 1 and Level 2 function to an individual key.

Left keypad Function keys Right keypad

Modifier keys

I igure 14-7 fhe reference keyboard layout.
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Any keyboard meeting the minimum requirements can use combinations

of keys to provide the functionality, as described briefly in the paragraphs

that follow.

When your keyboard has up-down encoded alphanumeric keys, you can

access additional modifiers by pressing Control with an alphanumeric

character. For example, if your keyboard lacks a "Meta" key, you can assign

an alphanumeric key to that function—the "M" key would provide a good

mnemonic. When you press this assigned key with Control (Ctrl/M) it works as

if you had pressed Meta. Ctrl/M, Ctrl/X would then generate a Meta/X

command. You can release the M key, and as long as Control is pressed, it

acts as the Meta modifier.

When your keyboard does not have a left keypad, you can assign the

functions to single modified alphanumeric keys such as Ctrl/X or Ctrl/S. It is

suggested that, for ease of use, you keep these functions on the opposite

side of the keyboard from the mouse.

Although any keyboard has a limited number of function keys, you can

"create" additional function keys in a Level 2 implementation by using the soft

function key facility and assigning one of the existing function keys to More.

When you press a designated modifier for FKEYS (for example, Ctrl/F), a

window is displayed that shows the currently assigned functions for the

function keys. Pressing More cycles through a set of assigned functions. When

the names of the keys change on the screen, the function listed on the display

can be accessed by pressing the corresponding key on the keyboard Refer

back to "Soft Function Keys" in earlier this chapter for more information.

If your keyboard does not have any function keys, pressing this FKEY modifier

can change the top row of numeric keys to correspond to the display shown on

the screen. For example, after you press Ctrl/F and while you hold down Ctrl, 1

corresponds to F1 . 8 corresponds to F8, and = corresponds to F12. Additional

functions may be also be assigned to modified alphanumeric keys.

For any given keyboard, a combination of these methods provides the

functionality specified for the OPEN LOOK ui. See "Level 1 Keyboard Func-

tions," Level 2 Functions." and "Sample Keyboard Maps" earlier in this

chapter for more
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Sample Keyboard Maps

This section provides sample mouse and keyboard function default

mapping assignments. Not all of the modified mouse functions need to be

mapped initially. In fact, when hardware limitations exist, it may not be

possible to assign all of the modifiers simultaneously. Table 14-12 shows

suggested default mappings for mouse functions.

Table 14-12 Suggested default mappings for Level 1 mouse functions.

Mouse buttons Three Two One

SELECT Left Left Left

ADJUST Middle Shift/Left Shift/Left

MENU Right Right Ctrl/Left

DUPLICATE Ctrl/Left Ctrl/Left Alt/Left

CONSTRAIN

SETMENUDEFAULT Ctrl/Right Ctrl/Right Shift/Ctrl/Left

Table 14-13 shows suggested default mappings for the optimum condition

in which the keyboard contains labeled keys for all required functions.

Suggested mappings for the Sun4 and PC-style keyboards are also included

in this table.

Some keyboards have both an Enter and a Return key. The OPEN LOOK ui

implementation determines whether the keyboard hardware makes a distinc-

tion between these two keys. When the Enter and Return keys use different

scan codes, the implementation can choose whether to make a functional

distinction between these keys or to define them as equivalent.
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Table 14-13 Suggested default mappings for Level 1 keyboard functions.

Keyboard
Functions Reference Sun Type-4 PC Style

CUT Cut

COPY Copy

PASTE Paste

UNDO Undo

HELP Help

PROPERTIES Props

DEFAULTACTION Enter"

CANCEL Esc

NEXTFIELD Next

PREVFIELD Prev

L10(Cut) Ctrl/X

L6 (Copy) Ctrl/C

L8 (Paste) Ctrl/V

L4 (Undo) Ctrl/U

••Ln" (Help) F1

L3 (Props) Ctrl/P

Enter Shift/Return

Esc Esc

Tab Tab

Shift/Tab Shift/Tab

* When the keyboard for your implementation makes a distinction between Enter and

Return keys.

Mouse Specifications

This section describes the specifications for the mouse buttons in an OPEN

LOOK Ul implementation and includes specifications for using mouse buttons.

Damping Factor

A single click is defined when the mouse button is released within a

specified number of pixels of the down stroke The pixel movement limit is

called the damping factor. The damping factor allows you to inadvertently

move the mouse a few pixels without initiating a drag The OPEN LOOK Ul

implementation specifies a damping factor for mouse clicks The damping

factor may be differed mplementations
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Multi-Click Selecting

You can use multiple clicking on mouse buttons or their equivalents as a

quick way (an accelerator) to perform some specific functions. For example,

double-clicking SELECT on an icon is an accelerator for Open. Double-clicking

SELECT on a window header is an accelerator for Full Size. See Chapter 17 for

information about multi-click selecting.

You can set the maximum length of time permitted for multi-click operations

(the multi-click timeout factor) from the Workspace Properties window. The

multi-click timeout measures the amount of time that elapses between the

release and press of the mouse button.

Mouse Button Actions

Selecting objects in an OPEN LOOK Ul implementation occurs on the down
stroke of a mouse button or its equivalent, and other selections are cleared.

When the pointer is moved beyond the damping factor, the current selec-

tion is maintained. When the pointer is not moved beyond the damping factor,

other selections are cleared when you release SELECT.

Initiation of an action (such as invoking a menu, setting the insert point, and

executing a command on a button or menu item) occurs on the up stroke of a

mouse button or its equivalent.
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Using Menus

This chapter tells you how to view and choose from menus and how to

change the default settings on a menu. It also gives the specifications for

menu placement.

Choosing from Menus

There are two ways you can view and choose from any menu:

Press-drag-release

Click-move-click

Press-Drag-Release

Press-drag-release works as follows:

1 Press MENU. The menu appropriate for the pointer location is displayed.

2 While holding down the MENU mouse button, drag the pointer from control

to control on the menu When the pointer is on a control, the visual feed-

back appropriate for that control (described in Chapter 4 and in Chapter 6)

is displayed Iten d a setting shows a bold border When the

pointer is off the i • ns to its normal condition

3 When the pointe - control you want, release MENU The action is

initiated, arc: ed

Moving

without n

asmg MENU dismisses the menu
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A Level 2 implementation has an option that you can set to activate the

default setting of pop-up menus without moving the pointer. This option is

explained in detail under "Using Pop-up Menus" later in this chapter. When
this option is set, click-move-click functionality for menus is not available.

Click-Move-Click

Click-move-click displays a menu so that it stays on the screen. You do not

need to keep pressing the MENU button. You can click MENU on a menu
button to display a button menu. When you click on a control to activate it, the

action is performed and the menu group is dismissed. Click MENU off a

control to display a pop-up menu. Click-moveclick works as follows:

1 Click MENU. The menu appropriate for the pointer location is displayed on

the screen and stays up.

2 Move the pointer to the control you want to choose. The controls on the

stay-up menu work the same as controls in a control area. There is no

visual feedback as you move the pointer across the controls, unless you

press the mouse button.

3 When the pointer is on the control you want, click SELECT or MENU to

choose it. When you click on the control, the visual feedback appropriate

for that control is displayed: Items highlight, and settings show a 2-point

border. Clicking SELECT or MENU on a menu item displays the submenu.

The originating menu item displays the standard busy pattern, and does

not accept further input.

When you click SELECT or MENU anywhere off the active area of the menu

controls, the menu group is dismissed from the screen.

These selection mechanisms are described more completely later in this

chapter.
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Using Menu Buttons

This section describes how you use menu buttons from a control area to display

button menus using the press-drag-release and the click-move-click method.

Viewing Button Menus With Press-Drag-Release

When menu buttons are displayed in a control area, you view the contents

of a button menu by pressing MENU. The button highlights, and the menu is

displayed. The default control has a 1 -point default ring around it. The pointer

never jumps onto the menu. Drag the pointer onto the menu, moving the

pointer from control to control, as explained in Chapter 5. When a control is

highlighted or the pointer is on the pushpin, the default ring is not displayed.

When a menu has a pushpin, dragging the pointer onto the pushpin pops it

into the hole. Moving the pointer off the pushpin pops it out of the hole.

When a menu has exclusive settings, the default setting displays the default

when the pointer is not in the menu. When the pointer is on the menu, the

current setting is displayed, and no default is shown.

When a menu has nonexclusive settings, the nonexclusive settings

accurately reflect the state of the object. If a setting is "on" for the selection,

the setting has a bold border. If the setting is "off" for the selection, the setting

has a one-point border. The setting that is under the pointer is the only one

that toggles to show a change of state.

Drag the pointer onto a control in the menu and release MENU to make a

choice. When the pointer moves onto the menu, the originating menu button

in the control area is highlighted. Drag the pointer off the menu and release

the MENU button when no selection is desired.

When a menu has items, each menu item—an item that is followed by a

menu mark—has a submenu attached to it and has an active region that

always displays a submenu whether or not you drag the pointer to the right

The submenu region is shown in Figure 15-1
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Regions >

Text >

T
Submenu region

Figure 15-1 Submenu region for a menu item.

To highlight items in a menu without displaying a submenu, drag the pointer

vertically from item to item anywhere to the left of the submenu region. You

can drag the pointer through the menu to a specific item without submenus

flashing on the screen. Figure 15-2 shows the direction in which you move the

pointer to highlight menu items without displaying submenus.

GXD
.-*

Cut

Copy
Paste
Undo
Regions t

Direction ot

pointer

movement

Figure 15-2 Drag the pointer vertically from item to item to highlight a menu item

without displaying the submenu.

When the pointer is on a menu item, you display the submenu by dragging

the pointer to the right so that it moves beyond the drag-right distance you set

from the Workspace Properties window. The pointer does not jump, but

remains on the highlighted item. The submenu is positioned relative to the
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pointer location. The default item is aligned with the originating item and is

automatically highlighted The left side of the highlighting is positioned under

the pointer. The originating item remains highlighted. See "Menu Placement"

at the end of this chapter for specifications on submenu placement.

Figure 15-3 shows a submenu in which the items are glyphs that are larger

than the originating menu item. When this occurs, the larger item is centered

relative to the originating item.

\

Cut

COQ\L
Pa<

Un<

Te;

,-^tt

c

it

3

Figure 15-3 To display .1 submenu, drag the pointer to the right in a menu item.

You can drag the pointer within the submenu to highlight a different item,

drag the pointer off the submenu to the top, bottom, or right to redisplay the

default ring for the menu group, or drag the pointer off the submenu to the left

to dismiss the submenu and keep the originating menu displayed Once the

pointer moves beyond the left side of the submenu, the submenu is dismissed,

regardless of where the pointer is positioned horizontally on the screen

When a control on a submenu is highlighted, release MENU to activate the

control and dismiss the menu group Drag the pointer off the menu and

release MENU to d menu group without a : a control Release

MENU when th(
' control from

the submenu • group

To display a: winter to the

dismi . : .

right
• ow y™ can "**<•

pointer t
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Figure 15-4 Drag the pointer to the left to dismiss a submenu, and then down and to

the right to display a different submenu.

Viewing Button Menus with Click-Move-Click

When you click MENU on a menu button, the button menu is displayed and

remains on the screen until the next mouse click. The menu button displays

the standard busy pattern while the button menu is displayed. Clicking

SELECT or MENU on a control activates the control and dismisses the menu
group.

When the control is a menu item, clicking MENU anywhere on the item

displays the submenu in stay-up mode. The originating item displays the

standard busy pattern and accepts no further input. Clicking SELECT any-

where on the item executes the default from the submenu without displaying it

and dismisses the menu group.
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Clicking SELECT or MENU anywhere off the stay-up menu controls dismisses

the menu group from the screen and does nothing else.

You can combine click-move-click and press-drag-release operations.

When a menu is displayed in stay-up mode, you can press MENU, drag the

pointer to a menu item, and drag the drag-right distance to display the

submenu. You can also click MENU on a menu item to display the submenu

for that item in stay-up mode. When you press MENU, the item is highlighted,

as shown in Figure 15-5.

Figure 15-5 Press MENU on a menu item to highlight it.

When you release MENU, the submenu is displayed in stay-up mode. The

submenu is positioned to the right of the item, and the originating item

displays the standard busy pattern, as shown in Figure 15-6.

I Edit ? )

cut

Copy
Paste
Undo

I Regions £>

Text

L
]
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The submenu is displayed with the default control aligned with the originat-

ing menu item and the left side of the menu aligned one point to the right of

the default ring. You can move the pointer anywhere on the workspace, and

the menu group remains displayed on the screen. All menu controls except

the busy controls are active, not just the controls on the submenu. If you

decide you want to choose a control from the menu rather than the submenu,

simply move the pointer to a control and click SELECT or MENU. The control is

activated and the menu group is dismissed.

To display another submenu and dismiss the first submenu without

choosing a control, move the pointer to a different menu item, as shown in

Figure 15-7.

'< Edtt 7j

Cut

Copy
Paste
Undo

' Regions >

V

»-w

c

IT

Figure 15-7 To display a different submenu, move the pointer to a different

menu item.

Then click MENU. The submenu for that menu item is displayed. In the

example shown in Figure 15-8, the Regions submenu is dismissed and the

Text submenu is displayed.
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! Edit v J
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Paste

Undo
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Figure 15-8 Click \u \L to dismiss one submenu and display a different one.

In the preceding example, if you decide that you want to redisplay the

Regions submenu when the Text submenu is displayed, move the pointer

back to the Regions item and click MENU. The Text submenu is dismissed,

and the Regions submenu is redisplayed

Using Pop-up Menus

This section describes how to view and choose from pop-up menus with

press-drag-release and click-move-click

Viewing and Choosing from Pop-up Menus with

Press-Drag-Release

When you press MENU to display a pop-up menu, it is displayed in the

following way, as shown in Figure 15-9:

The pointer does not move on the workspace

The top-level menu of tne menu group is displayed with the pointer posi-

tioned a few points to the left of the default item.
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Figure 15-9 When a pop-up menu is displayed, the pointer does not move.

The pointer is positioned slightly off the default item to prevent you from

inadvertently choosing an item from the pop-up menu. You must move the

pointer a short distance to the right and release MENU to choose the default.

In this example, moving the pointer onto the Create item by dragging the

pointer to the right displays the Create submenu.

You make other choices from pop-up menus exactly the same way as you

do from button menus: Move the pointer to a different control and release

MENU to make a choice. Move the pointer off the menu and release MENU to

dismiss the menu without making a choice.

As with button menus, moving the pointer to the right on a menu item displays

the submenu, as shown in Figure 15-10. The pointer remains at the same
location, and the submenu is positioned as appropriate for the pointer location.
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Figure 15-10 Sample pop-up menu group.

A Level 2 Option for Executing the Menu Default

A Level 2 implementation provides options to change pop-up menu default

behavior. You set this option from the Workspace Properties window.

When the Executes Default option is set, the pointer is positioned a few

points onto the left edge of the default control of a pop-up menu, highlighting

it immediately. The Executes Default option suppresses click-move-click

functionality for all menus.

Clicking MENU displays the menu, activates the default control, and

dismisses the menu. Alternatively, you can press MENU to display the menu

with the default control highlighted, as shown in Figure 15-11. move the

pointer to a different choice, and release MENU if you do not want to use the

default setting.
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Figure 15-11 When the Executes Default option is set, the pointer is positioned on the

default item.

In this example, releasing MENU while the Create menu item is highlighted

executes the default item on the Create submenu and dismisses the pop-up

menu.

Viewing and Choosing from Pop-up Stay-up Menus

When you click MENU on any area of the screen that is not a menu control,

the appropriate pop-up menu is displayed and remains on the screen until

you choose an action or dismiss the menu. As with normal pop-up menu
displays, the pointer is positioned a few points to the left of the default item.

In all other respects, choosing from a pop-up menu in stay-up mode is the

same as choosing from a button menu in stayup mode.

Pinning a Menu

This section describes how you pin a menu. When a menu has a pushpin,

you choose it by moving the pointer to a menu button and pressing MENU, as

shown in Figure 15-12.
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Figure 15-12 To pin a menu, first display it.

Drag the pointer to the pushpin, and pop the pin into the pinhole, as shown

in Figure 15-13.

"And here's a piece ^K
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Figure 15-13 Drag the pointer to the pushpin; it pops into the hole

Release MENU. The pinned menu becomes a pop-up window, as shown m

Figure 15-14
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Figure 15-14 A menu that is pinned is a pop-up window.

The highlighting is removed from the originating menu button, and the

menu becomes a pop-up command window with all the attributes and

functionality of a command window:

Title

Pushpin

Pop-up Window menu

If you do not want to pin the menu to the workspace, with MENU pressed,

move the pointer off the pushpin and it pops out again.

When a menu is pinned, the name of the originating control becomes the

title of the pop-up window that is displayed. For example, the pinned pop-up

window shown in Figure 15-14 originated from the Edit menu button.

The first time you pin a menu, the upper left corner is anchored at the upper

left corner of the menu it replaces. When the pinned menu is moved, it

remembers its new location. If you dismiss the pinned menu and pin it again,

the position of the pinned menu is determined by its location the last time it

was displayed.

The size of the pinned menu may not be the same as the size of the

unpinned menu, since the pop-up window must be large enough to permit the

title of the control to fit completely in the header, regardless of the scale

setting of the window. The guideline for menu titles is the same as for pop-up

windows: When there is enough room, the title is preceded by the name of the

application followed by a colon.
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As a general rule, items on a pinned menu retain the same orientation as

the items on the originating menu. When items are displayed vertically, there

may not be room in the header to display the name of the application as well

as the menu name. In such a case, the name of the application is dropped

from the header, as shown in Figure 15-14.

When a menu is already pinned and you display the menu again, the

pushpin is dimmed, as shown in Figure 15-15, so that you cannot pin the

menu a second time. The contents of the pinned menu window are not

updated to match the contents of the menu. For example, if a menu window

displays an item that is not dimmed, and that item is dimmed on the transient

menu, the button in the menu window need not dim.
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Figure 15-15 Displaying a button menu when the menu i> already pinned.

Changing Menu Defaults

This section tells you how to change the default settings on menus. You can

change a menu default at any time by using a SETMENUDEFAULT modifier key

in conjunction with MENU. The option to specify the SETMENUDEFAULT

modifier key is set from the Workspace Properties window and is described in

Chapter 11.

You can pre c " e SETMENUDEFAULT modifier key to display the

default c either before or after pressing MENU to

display :

>
tne P°,nler over the menu, the visual

feedbad )r no1 vou nave P r©ssed the modifier key If

you have
• e feedb normal feedback for
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the control. If you have pressed the SETMENUDEFAULT modifier, controls do

not show the normal feedback. Instead, the default ring is displayed and

follows the pointer as it moves from item to item within the menu. When you

drag the pointer to the right on a menu item when the SETMENUDEFAULT

modifier is pressed, the submenu is not displayed.

When a menu group is displayed, the pointer is not on a menu, and you

press the SETMENUDEFAULT modifier, the default controls for that menu group

are displayed.

When the SETMENUDEFAULT key and the MENU button are both pressed,

you set the default in one of two ways:

By releasing MENU (which sets the default and removes the menu from the

screen) and then releasing the SETMENUDEFAULT modifier key

By releasing the SETMENUDEFAULT modifier key (which sets the default) and

then releasing MENU (which invokes an action or dismisses the menu)

By using the second way of setting the default, you can change the default

and use an item in a single step.

Figures 15-16 through 15-20 show how you can change a menu default for

a submenu without choosing the item from the menu. Press MENU on a menu
button in a control area. The menu is displayed and shows the default setting.

The default setting for the Edit menu is Cut, as shown in Figure 15-16.

Copy
Paste
Undo
Regions >

Text >

Figure 15-16 To change a default setting on a submenu, first display the menu.

Drag the pointer to the Regions item and then right to display the submenu,

as shown in Figure 15-17.
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Figure 15-17 Drag the pointer to the right to display the submenu.

Suppose you now decide that you want to change the default setting to the

item just below the highlighted item. Continue pressing MENU, and press the

modifier key on the keyboard. The highlighting is removed from the button

under the pointer location, and the default settings for the entire menu group

are displayed, as shown in Figure 15-18.
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Figure 15-18
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Drag the pointer to the item you want for the new default in the submenu.

The default ring moves with the pointer, as shown in Figure 15-19.

Htt

( cut

Copy
Paste
Undo
Regions

Text

Figure 15-19 The default ring follows the movement of the pointer.

To change the modifier without choosing the button, first release MENU and

then release the SETMENUDEFAULT modifier key. The default is set for the

submenu, and the menu group is dismissed, as shown in Figure 15-20. As

usual, the pointer remains at the position of the default button on the submenu.

CJdjFjT)

Figure 15-20 Releasing MENU and then the SETMENUDEFAULT modifier key sets the

default and dismisses the menu group.
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You can set the default and execute the command by changing the order in

which you release the MENU button and the SETMENUDEFAULT key. The

following examples show how to set the pushpin on a submenu as the default

and then pin up the menu.

Since a menu item does not display the submenu while the

SETMENUDEFAULT key is pressed, to change the default for a submenu, first

press MENU and drag the pointer into a submenu, as shown in Figure 15-21

.
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Figure 15-21 To change .1 default setting tor a submenu, press \\\ \i and drag the

pointer to the right in a menu item.

Keep pressing the MENU button and press the SETMENUDEFAULT key. As

previously described, the default rings for the menu group are displayed, as

shown in Figure 15-22
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Figure 15-22 The default rings for the menu group are displayed.

Drag the pointer to the pushpin, as shown in Figure 15-23.

Figure 15-23 The default ring follows the pointer to the pushpin.

You want to set the pushpin as the default, and also pin the Regions

submenu. To do this, first release the SETMENUDEFAULT key and continue to

press MENU. This action sets the pushpin as the default. When you release

the SETMENUDEFAULT key, the normal feedback for the control is displayed. In
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this example, the pushpin is pushed in and the highlighting is displayed for

the Regions item, as shown in Figure 15-24.
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Figure 15-24 Releasing theSETMENl DEFAl II modifier with Ml \L pressed sets the

default and pushes in the pushpin.

Next release MENU. The menu group is dismissed, and the pinned window

is displayed, as shown in Figure 15-25.
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You can press MENU and the modifier key in any combination and at any

time. The highlighted item under the pointer gives you visual feedback that

the command will be executed when you release MENU.

You set defaults on menus with exclusive or nonexclusive settings in the

same way.

Menu Placement

This section describes the specifications for the placement of submenus

and pop-up menus. See Chapter 6 for a description of menu button menu
placement.

Submenu Placement

When you are viewing submenus, the default item is always aligned

horizontally with the originating menu item. The vertical positioning of the

submenu depends on the location of the pointer when you drag the pointer

past the drag-right distance.

Leftmost Submenu Placement

Once the drag-right distance is reached, the submenu is displayed, with

the submenu positioned under the pointer as appropriate.

For example, if you press MENU and drag the pointer into the menu item

from the left, the submenu is displayed when the pointer moves beyond the

drag-right distance set in the Workspace Properties window, as shown in

Figure 15-26. The default drag-right distance is 5 points. This is the leftmost

position for any submenu using press-drag-release.
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Figure 15-26 Leftmost placement tor submenus.

Rightmost Submenu Placement

The horizontal positioning of the submenu at the right of menu items

depends on how you drag the pointer into the submenu region. The

right-most position for a submenu results when you drag the pointer into the

highlighting area from the right, as shown in Figure 15-27. The left side of the

menu is 5 points to the right of the left side of the menu mark.

7m

Load/Save...

\) V\evj_J tdit )

cf Print Picture

mmj Printer Settings...

Figure 15-27 f submenus.

Submenu placement

Whe r ghl side or the bottom of the screen

that there is i

and sub'

pointer rr

i to c: e submenu m the usual way. menus
:>ntal alignmc tamed, and the

•he pointer is positioned on the
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left side of the highlighting for submenus, and to the right of the default ring

for pop-up menus. Figure 15-28 shows a pop-up menu group with the normal

submenu alignment on the left, and the adjusted placement for the same

menu when it is at the right side of the screen. The drop shadow never moves

off the screen.

Draw

Repeat Last

Duplicate,

—

Rectangle I

Circle

Screen
border

Screen
border

Draw

Re

Di

G
MM

peat Last

mliratp 1

Rectangle

Circle

Figure 15-28 Submenu alignment on the right border of the screen.

Figure 15-29 shows a pop-up menu group with the normal menu alignment

on the left, and the adjusted placement for the same menu when it is at the

bottom of the screen. The pointer moves up and to the left so that it is

positioned on the left side of the highlighting for the submenu and to the left of

the default ring for pop-up menus.

Draw

Repeat last

Duplicate r

Rectangle

Circle
Draw

Repeat L<

Duplicate Rectangle

Circle

Screen bottom Screen bottom

i e 15-29 Submenu alignment at the bottom of the screen.
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Submenu Placement for Stay-up Menus

When you use click-move-click to display menus in stay-up mode, clicking

anywhere within the menu item displays the submenu. The position for

stay-up menus is the same as for menus displayed to the right of a menu
button in a control area: the default item aligns with the originating item, and

the left side of the menu aligns with the right side of the busy feedback on the

button menu, as shown in Figure 15-30

_J

i file v j View vj Edit ~)
"L.

Load/Save... r
*

—

f Print > Print Picture ")

X
\
Punter Settings

Figure 15-30 Placement tor submenus in stay-up mode.
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16

Selecting and Operating on

Windows, Icons, and Panes

The select-then-operate paradigm is the foundation of the OPEN LOOK User

Interface. In this paradigm, you select an object first, and then you manipulate

the object directly (by dragging) or choose an operation to be performed from

a menu or the keyboard. The object (or objects) for selection can be a

window, an icon, a pane, or text or graphics within an application.

This chapter explains how to select and operate on windows and icons It

also tells you how to select and operate on panes and embedded objects

Opening Icons and Closing Windows

When you open an icon, the implementation provides some visual feedback

In the example shown in Figure 16-1
.
thin lines momentarily radiate from each

corner of the selected icon to show you where the window will be placed

Figure 1 f>-

1
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Any time you close a window to an icon—using the Window menu button or

the Window menu—the implementation provides the same sort of visual

feedback as when you open an icon. In the example in Figure 16-2, thin lines

radiate from the corners of the window to show the placement of the icon.

Figure 16-2 A window with close lines.

Selecting Windows and Icons

You can select single or multiple windows and icons. Table 16-1 summa-

rizes how you use mouse buttons to select windows and icons.
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Table 16-1 Selecting windows and icons.

Action
Pointer on Workspace
Background

Pointer on Icon or Window
Background

Click

SELECT
All selections are cleared. Object at pointer location is

colcirtoH anH hrni inht tn

front of the screen. Any other

objects are deselected

Drag
SELECT

Traces a bounding box All

objects falling entirely within

box are selected.

Objects are dragged A
bounding box defining the

shape of each selected

object is displayed, and the

group of bounding boxes

move with the pointer.

Click

ADJUST
No operation Toggles the state of the

object under the pointer,

selecting if not selected,

deselecting if selected

Object is not brought to the

front

Drag
ADJUST

Traces a bounding box The

state of all objects falling

en: bounding box

toggled.

Click

MENU
w
disj not

affe-

Toggles the state of the

object under the pointer,

selecting if not selected,

deselecting if selected

Window menu is displayed

m the stay-up mode
e not affected

Press
MENU '

displayed

not affe.
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You can select a window or windows and manipulate them directly (for

example, by pressing SELECT and dragging). In addition, you can select

multiple windows and/or icons and operate on them by using controls from

the Window Controls pop-up that you access from the Workspace menu. See

Chapter 10 for more information about the Window Controls pop-up.

Selecting a Window
You select a window by clicking SELECT anywhere in the window back-

ground. The window is brought to the front of the screen and the border

thickens, as shown in Figure 16-3.

^ 5L
\?3 Draw

( Line j ( Rectangle ) ( Circle J

^%v . ...

, ^#1JJlSi

K jD

Figure 16-3 A selected window that overlaps an unselected window.
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Selecting an Icon

You select an icon by moving the pointer to it and clicking SELECT. The

border of the selected icon thickens, as shown in Figure 16-4. The icon on the

left is selected, and the icon on the right is not selected.

draw

I'll

Figure 16-4 A selected and an unselected icon.

In a color implementation, when you set the borderless icon option from the

Workspace Properties window, unselected icons are borderless; selected

icons have a border.

Selecting Multiple Windows and Icons with ADJUST

You select several windows and icons for the same operation by clicking

SELECT to select the first object, and then clicking ADJUST to extend the

selection. Clicking ADJUST on a selected object toggles it to the opposite

state. If a window is selected, clicking ADJUST deselects it. Windows and

icons selected when you click ADJUST are not moved to the front of the

screen. The following examples show the steps for selecting multiple windows

and icons using SELECT and ADJUST

1 Move the pointer to the background of a window and click SELECT The

border of the selected window thickens, as shown m Figure 16-5
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m Edit

{ File v J
i View ~

j ' Edit vj "Find "j

3 Draw

_

3

Line) ^Rectangle) ( Circle ) ( .Fill

£?rr

Figure 16-5 To select a window, move the pointer onto the window background and

click SELECT.

2 To add another icon or window to the selected group, move the pointer

onto an icon or onto the background of a window and click ADJUST. In

Figure 16-6, the Mail icon is added to the selection.

3 Edit

( File v) fview v) (Edit vj Find "
)

—

J
3 Draw

< Line j Rectangle ) Circle ) ( Fill j ' Patterr

~K

Figure 16-6 To add an icon to the selected group, move the pointer onto the icon and

click ADJUST.

3 To add another window or icon to the selected group, repeat this proce-

dure. In Figure 16-7, moving the pointer to the Edit window and clicking

ADJUST adds the Edit window to the selected group.
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_ Edit

File ") View ; I dlt ) 1 iiul ;

I
3
Line j Rectangle ) Circle j till; Pjtterr

^
Figure 16-7 To add a window to the selected group, move the pointer onto the

window background and click ADfl

The selected group now consists of the Draw and Edit windows and the

Mail icon.

Selecting Multiple Windows with a Bounding Box

You select multiple windows and icons with a bounding box by pressing

SELECT and dragging the pointer to define a bounding box, as shown in the

following examples.

1 Move the pointer to an area outside of the group of objects to be selected

2 Press SELECT and drag the pointer to define a bounding box that com-

pletely encloses the objects you want to select, as shown in Figure 16-8

Note that the Shell window is not completely contained within the bounding

box, and therefore, will not be selected
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'3 Edit

File ^ ) View ~ ) < Edit ~ ) Find

2) Shell » Draw

i Fill;[63]cast1eiwinsorJ°.
( Line ) f Rectangle J Circle J

%

F

*- -

a

d

X

Figure 16-8 Press SELECT and drag the pointer to define a bounding box.

3 Release SELECT. The objects within the bounding box are selected. In

Figure 16-9, the Edit and Draw windows and the Console and Mail icons

are selected.

[63 least! eCwinsor}*

File - ) View ~) Edit "j Find

(3

line) (Rectangle; Circle; Fill )

J?

Figure 16-9 Release SELECT to select the objects within the bounding box.
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Displaying the Window Controls Pop-up

When you select windows and icons, you can operate on them from the

Window Controls pop-up window that you access following these steps:

1 Move the pointer to the workspace.

2 Press MENU. The Workspace menu is displayed.

3 Drag the pointer to the right in the Utilities item. The Utilities submenu is

displayed.

4 Drag the pointer onto the Window Controls item. The item highlights.

5 Release MENU. The Window Controls pop-up is displayed, the menu group

is dismissed, and the pointer jumps to the default button, as shown in

Figure 16-10.

£ window Controls

Qui!
)

i Open/Close J
Full/Restore Sue) Back J

|

\ _y- '

r3 tan

File "') View ~

)

_Edit_j Find

)

f 3
Line; Rectangle j Circle j it\\j f atten-

^^
V

Figure 16-10 Displa ntrols pop-up

Click SELECT on the Ope r button. Th< .. dows Draw

and Edit, are close s opened

and the icons rem. 16-11 shows tl ;^ace after you

click SELECT on tl "on
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r© Window Controls
\

.

Back j Quit
\

upen/Llose
j

Full/Restore SizeJ

r- -

3

-TTh

3
¥

Figure 16-11 Click SELECT on a Window Controls button to operate on selected

windows and icons.

You can leave the Window Controls pop-up displayed so that it is available

for other operations, or dismiss it by clicking SELECT on the pushpin.

Double-Click Selecting

Double-clicking SELECT is used as an accelerator—a shortcut way to

perform an operation without displaying a menu—in the following ways:

Double-clicking SELECT in the header of a base window is an accelerator to

expand a window to full size or restore it to its previous size.

D Double-clicking SELECT on an icon opens it.

Moving Windows and Icons

You can move selected windows and icons one at a time or in groups by

dragging SELECT on a selected object, as shown in the following examples.

The OPEN LOOK Ul implementation determines whether border boxes that

represent the outline of selected objects are displayed or whether the object

is dragged directly.
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1 Move the pointer to one of the selected windows or icons and press

SELECT. Consider the position of the objects relative to the sides of the

workspace, since you cannot move either windows or icons completely off

the workspace

2 Drag the pointer to move the group. In the example shown in Figure 16-12,

a border box for each selected object moves with the pointer to show the

location of all the moved objects.

; File v) View "') Edit ~J Find "
)

-J

line

Draw

Keitdnylej I ircle;

l *e w

Figure 16-12 Border boxes .ire dragged with the pointer when vou move a group ot

selected windows and io

3 When a group of objects is positioned at the new location, release SELECT

The windows and icons are moved to the new location and remain

selected. You can pe ther operation on the same objects, or

click SELECT on tl io deselect them

Ordinarily, when a selection of any kind on the workspace using

SELECT, any ol s cleared when you press SELECT However, you

may want to m ' ! or graphics

selection To i press SELECT on a window or icon, the

open lc CT to clear a

selectee en y00 ^ra9 w,ndows or icons beyond
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the 5-pixel damping factor, the current text or graphics selection is maintained

and is not cleared. When you release SELECT without moving the pointer, the

window or icon at the pointer location is selected and any other selection is

cleared as usual.

Moving a window with an active insert area does not change the insert

point. Releasing SELECT moves the objects to the new location. The objects

remain selected.

Constrained Moving of Windows and Icons

When you move objects by dragging, the movement is unconstrained—you

can move the object in any direction. There are times when it is useful to

move an object either along the x or the y coordinate of the screen to keep it

positioned horizontally or vertically relative to some other object displayed on

the workspace.

You can constrain any dragging operation by pressing the CONSTRAIN

modifier key before, during, or after pressing SELECT to initiate the drag. You

set the constrain modifier key from the Workspace Properties window. When
you press the CONSTRAIN modifier, the movement is constrained to the

direction in which you are dragging the pointer. If you release and then press

the CONSTRAIN modifier during a single drag, you can change the direction.

Moving Windows and Icons Off the Screen

You can move part of a selected window or icon off the screen, but you can

never move a window or icon completely off the screen. It is suggested that

OPEN LOOK Ul implementations bump the side of the window against the side

of the screen before it can move off the screen. This makes it easy for you to

position a window at the side of the screen. When you move the window past

a threshold distance, say 10 pixels, the side of the window is moved off the

side of the screen.

The minimum amount of a window or icon that must be displayed at the

edge of the screen is a strip equal to the width of a resize corner, as shown in

Figure 16-13. This strip allows you to select and manipulate the object,

dragging it back onto the workspace by the visible portion. When you move
part of a selected window or icon off the screen in any direction, the pointer

stops when the minimum amount of the object is reached, and you cannot

drag it any farther off the screen.
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— Side of the

screen

Figure 16-13 Minimum amount of windows and icons \ lsible at the side ot

the screen.

Resizing a Window

When a window has resize corners, you can shrink or expand the borders of

an individual window The window is anchored at the corner that is diagonal to

the resize corner you use, and the viewing area expands and contracts relative

to the anchored corner The contents of the pane are always anchored at the

upper left corner of the pane, regardless of which resize corner you use The

area of the window is adjusted, but the contents do not change scale

You change the s w using the resize corners, as follows

1 Move the pointer to one of the resize corners of a window and press

SELECT The resize corner highlights, as shown in Figure 16
'
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Figure 16-14 To resize a window, move the pointer to one of the resize corners and

press SELECT.

2 Drag the pointer to a new location. A border box is displayed to show the

dimensions of the new window. Note that the resize corner remains high-

lighted at the original location, as shown in Figure 16-15. It is not dragged

with the pointer.

Figure 16-15 Drag the pointer to adjust the area of the window.

3 Release SELECT. The window is redisplayed in its new size, as shown in

Figure 16-16. The contents of the pane are anchored at the upper left

corner, regardless of which resize corner you use. Note that more of the
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image is displayed in the larger pane, as specified by the graphics appli-

cation. The title is recentered in the header, and another button in the

control area is partly visible.

Figure 16-16 Release SELECT to complete the resizing of the window.

The following examples show you how to use the resize corners to make a

text window smaller

1 Move the pointer to one of the resize corners and press SELECT The top

right resize corner is used in the example shown in Figure 16-17

_l i .in

File
'•'' J

It was a dark and stormy night All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels The bats flew around

the tower, squed^

Figure 16-1"
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2 Drag the pointer to change the area of the window. In the example shown

in Figure 16-18, you drag the pointer upward and to the left.

\

^0 Edit
n

( File v) (view v) (Edit (Find v)

It was a dark and stormy night. All of the beagles

were safely in their kennels. The bats flew around
the tower, squeaking frar tically.^

i i

ii—

i

-
r""

Figure 16-18 Drag the pointer to resize the window.

3 Release SELECT. The area of the window is adjusted. Note that the text in the

example shown in Figure 16-19 is redisplayed to conform to the size of the

new pane. This happens when it is specified by the application. The applica-

tion did not specify that the buttons in the control area should be repositioned.

% Edit
^^

( File v) (View v) ( Edit

I
!

It was a dark and
stormy night. All of W
the beagles were

J

safely in their

kennels. The bats flew

around the tower,
squeaking frantically.^

I 1

^ J

Figure 16-19 Release SELECT to readjust the area of the resized window.
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When you resize an application with more than one pane, the application

determines how to allocate the area of the panes to adjust to the resizing,

keeping all panes visible when possible.

Selecting Panes

You can select a pane when the application developer has specified that an

operation such as setting properties, resizing, or deleting can be performed

on it. See Chapter 3 for a description of panes.

Normally, panes have a 1 -point border. When you select a pane, the border

thickens 1 additional point. The width of the active area at the border is

determined by the OPEN LOOK ui implementation and the application. To help

you position the pointer correctly, when the pointer is on the border of a

selectable pane, the target pointer is displayed. When the target pointer is

displayed, select the pane by clicking SELECT. The border thickens, as shown

in Figure 16-20.

r
(v| Edit

f

( File V) I
View " ) Edit j

The quick brown fox jumped

over the lazy dog.^

h I*

Figure 16-20 A selected pane.

You can select additional panes within the same window by clicking

ADJUST on the border You cannot select a pane in one application and then

click ADJUST to select a pane in a different application window If you click

ADJUST on a pane ent application window, the first pane is

deselected, and the pane under the pointer is select'

You can apply properties specified by the application to that pane As an

example, suppose J application has a property setting for .-.

wrapping You lisplay the prope at Word Wrap.

and elk* SI button to apply the setting to the enl

docume
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Resizing Split Pane

When a window has more than one pane, or when panes have been split,

the selected pane displays resize handles that you can use to adjust the total

area of the pane. See Chapter 7 for information about using the cable

anchors to split a pane. When you select a pane that can be resized, it

displays resize handles on the sides of the pane that can be adjusted, as

shown in Figure 16-21

.

Resize handle

Figure 16-21 A selected pane with a resize handle.

Press SELECT on the resize handle, and drag it toward the center of the

pane to reduce the area of the pane; drag it away from the center of the pane

to increase the area of the pane. The adjacent pane automatically expands or

contracts in relationship to the changes in the resized pane.

The contents of a split pane are always anchored at the upper left corner of

the originating pane, and the view of the data is expanded or contracted from

that anchored point. The minimum size of a split pane is the length of the

minimum scrollbar, as described in Chapter 7. You cannot use the resize

handle to remove a split pane. See Chapter 7 for information about how to

remove a split pane.
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The following steps and examples tell you how to shrink a pane with the

resize handle.

1 Move the pointer to the resize handle and press SELECT. The resize handle

highlights, as shown in Figure 16-22

J Draw
l

Line ) Rectangle; Circle ^ Fill) Patterns j

e^ ^

D K
O J "

n ... —
- -

Figure 16-22 Press 5ELEC T on a resize handle in a selected pane.

2 Drag the pointer in the direction to be resized. You can drag the pointer

into the pane, or outward toward the adjacent pane. In the example shown

in Figure 16-23. the pointer is dragged into the pane.

p Draw
-

Line J Rectangle j Circle) Patterns "
)

1

i

SEID"" i_±J

Figure 16-23
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3 Release SELECT to readjust the area between the two panes. The resize

handle is no longer highlighted. The contents of the smaller pane are

anchored in the upper left corner, and you no longer have a continuous

view split into two panes, as shown in Figure 16-24.

3 Draw

Figure 16-24 Release SELECT to readjust the area between the two panes.

When a pane can be resized in more than one direction, each side of the

pane that can be resized has a resize handle. Figure 16-25 shows a pane that

has been split into four. The pane in the upper right corner has been selected

and displays two resize handles.
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J Draw

Line) Rectangle; Circle; U\\ j Patterns j

.uf Handle*

Figure 16-25 A selected pane with two resize handles.

Multiple Split Panes

Once you start creating complicated splits of the same pane, the way

panes are resized or removed may depend on the specific OPEN LOOK ui

implementation.

The way split panes can be resized depends on the order in which you

created them Looking at the split panes shown in Figure 16-25. you cannot

determine in what order they were created. They can be created in (at least)

the two ways shown in Figure 16-26.
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Step 1 Step 1

Step 2 1 2 Step 2

Step 3
2

Step 3

Step 4

r 2'

1" 2"

Step 4

r 1"

2' 2"

Figure 16-26 Two ways to split a pane into four.

When one pane is split into two, the two splits are related to each other and

move together. You can adjust the sizes of panes 1' and 1" without changing

the sizes of 2' and 2" in either configuration, as shown in Figure 16-27.
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Step 1

Step 2

r 2'

i" 2"

r r

2"i"

Step I

Step 2

V 1"

2' 2"

r 1"

2" 2"

Figure 16-27 Resizing related panes.

However, if you expand or contract the 1' pane in the left example horizon-

tally, or the V pane in the right example vertically, the borders of the related

pane also expand or contract. The adjacent panes (2' and 2
") also contract or

expand, and keep the spaces between the panes the same, as shown in

Figure 16-28.

Step 1

Step 2

r 2
-

2"i"

1

2'

2"1"

Step 1

Step 2

r r

2' 2"

r 1"

2' 2"

Figure 16-28

If the top two panes are related, such as those of the spaceman shown in

Figure 16-25, you *s shown in Figure 16-29 The contents of

each expanded p
-^ the upper u of the pane
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Draw

Line ) Rectangle ) Circle ) (Fi Patterns vj

Figure 16-29 A pane with four splits.

Removing a Split Pane

You can remove a split pane using the Join Views item on the Scrollbar

menu. See Chapter 7 for information about using the Scrollbar menu to

remove a split pane. You can also remove a split pane by selecting it and

pressing and releasing the Delete key on the keyboard, or choosing a delete

function from the application menu, if one is provided.

You can remove multiple splits in the same window by selecting several

panes and deleting them. You ordinarily cannot delete a primary pane from an

application (however, some applications may permit you to). When selecting

and deleting multiple split panes, the panes rearrange according to their

relationship when they were created.
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For example, if you delete the selected pane (the upper right pane in

Figure 16-29), the pane at the upper left fills in that area, as shown in

Figure 16-30.

m Draw

Linej Rectangle; Circle J Fill ) Patterns
-1

)

Figure 16-30 How Ihe panes m Rgure lr^-2 1
-' look after one pane is deleted.

If you select the upper pane and the lower left pane in Figure 16-30, and

delete them, the pane at the lower right of the window fills in the space

occupied by the other two panes, as shown in Figure 16-31

.
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Fm Draw

Figure 16-31 How the panes in Figure 16-30 look after two panes are deleted.

When there is more than one way for the panes to fill in the space left by a

deleted split, the OPEN LOOK Ul implementation specifies a rule, such as

"Always fill from the left and from the top" or some other rule, that the toolkit

can implement. The panes shown in Figure 16-32 are three split views of the

same pane. If you select and delete the middle pane, 1 double-prime, the

pane to either the right or the left could fill in the vacant space, as determined

by the implementation.
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Figure 16-32 The implementation decides how to till when the middle pane

is deleted.

Selecting Embedded Objects

When the OPEN LOOK ui implementation supports embedded objects—lor

example, a publishing application with both formatted text and container

objects (usually called frames) that themselves may contain text, graphics, or

other objects—you must be able to click on the border of any container such

as a pane or a frame to select it. Since the border of the container may be

very small, it is recommended that the application change the pointer to the

target pointer when it is on the border of a selectable object

Recommendations for handling embedded objects are provided in the

OPEN LOOK Graphical User Interface Application Style Guidelines.
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Selecting and Operating on Text

and Graphics

Introduction

You select text and graphic objects in basically the same way that you

select windows or icons—using SELECT and ADJUST.

One way to operate on text and graphics in an OPEN LOOK ui implementa-

tion is with the cut/copy/paste operations. CUT. COPY, and PASTE are core

functions that are provided from the keyboard. You can change the Cut, Copy,

and Paste default keys from the Workspace Properties window. An application

can also provide cut/copy/paste functions from a menu.

Cut/copy/paste operations use the clipboard to keep track of selected

objects. The clipboard temporarily stores text, images, and other types of

objects It does not store selected windows or icons

You can also move and copy selected text and graphics by moving the

pointer onto the selection, pressing SELECT, and dragging it with the pointer.

In a Level 2 implementation, you can view the contents of the clipboard at

any time by clicking on the Clipboard item on the Workspace menu. A window

showing the contents of the clipboard is displayed.

A Level 2 implementation provides a way to move text to the current insert

point (Quick Move) and copy text to the current insert point (Quick Duplicate)

while maintaining V n and the current item on the clipboard

Table 17-1 sumn ;aphics selection for the OPEN LOOK Ul
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Table 17-1 Selecting text and graphics.

TEXT GRAPHICS

Action Off Selection On Selection Off Object On Object

Click Insert point is set When SELECT is All selections are Object at pointer
SELECT

at the pointer released, insert cleared. location is se-

location. point is set at

pointer location

and selection is

cleared

lected. Any other

objects are

deselected.

Drag Text is highlighted Text move pointer Traces a bound- A bounding box
SELECT as pointer is is displayed. ing box. All defining the

dragged (wipe- When you release objects falling shape of each

through SELECT, text is entirely within the object is dis-

selection). moved to pointer box are selected. played, and the

location if that The pointer must group of bound-

location is outside begin outside the ing boxes moves

the highlighted objects to be with the pointer

area. selected. as you drag

objects.

Click Extends the Moves the end of No operation. Toggles the state
ADJUST

highlighting to the the highlighting to of the object

pointer location the pointer under the pointer,

either extending location. Begin- selecting if not

the beginning or ning of selection selected or

the end of the is preserved. deselecting if

current. selected.

Drag Adjusts an Adjust an existing Traces a bound- Toggles the state
ADJUST

existing selection selection as ing box. All of the object

as the pointer is pointer is objects falling under the pointer,

dragged (wipe- dragged (wipe- entirely within the selecting if not

through). Begin- through). Begin- box are toggled. selected or

ning of selection ning of selection deselecting if

is anchored at is anchored at selected.

insert point. insert point.
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Selecting Text

You replace text in an OPEN LOOK Ui implementation by selecting charac-

ters and then typing new text from the keyboard or pasting it in from the

clipboard. The selected characters are deleted when the first character is

typed.

You insert text by setting the insert point in an input area and typing text

from the keyboard or pasting it in from the clipboard.

Wipe-Through Text Selection

The following steps and examples show how to make a wipe-through text

selection.

1 Move the pointer to the beginning of the text you want to select and press

SELECT, as shown in Figure 17-1. The window need not have an active

caret. If a caret (either active or inactive) is visible in the text pane, it is

reset at the pointer location while you are pressing SELECT, and the

header highlights.

^^^^i iMi_

(File v
j ( Vie* _J _J

blackness that was 'ol lowing me."

*ttnd here'-: a piece of something ... ugh. It :

(Jfsgusting »lina. "* **f"l

curse that pre -

r
r

"He Must -• I the* kno*' ho*'

frightened C

% -
.-

Figure 17-1

2 Draq the p /°u mo%

poirr.
nl and moves

with the d while
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you are dragging the pointer. You can move the pointer either forward or

backward in the text.

[File v j ( J I Edit y ) ( Find v
j

blackness that was following me
»

'

'And here s a piece of something ... ugh. It is so

disgusting," said Dosolina, "What is thi^awful
curse that prevents us from being like normal folks?'

"He must be brave, and not let them know how

frightened we really are."

\. J
Figure 17-2 Drag the pointer to highlight selected text.

3 When the text you want to select is highlighted, release SELECT. The insert

point is set at the end of the highlighted text (to the right of the highlighting

if you drag the pointer forward, to the left if you drag backward), as shown

in Figure 17-3.

f File v") ( View v ") ("Edit v ) ("Find v )

blackness that was following me.'

And here's a piece of something ... ugh. It is so

disgusting," said Dosolina. "What is thi^awful
curse that prevents us from being like normal folks?'

"We must be brave, and not let them know how
frightened we really are^"

h.

Figure 17-3 Release SELECT to end the selection.
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When you make a wipe-through selection, the highlighting is anchored at

the insert point. When you drag the pointer to the right and downward, the

insert point marks the beginning of the selection. When you drag the pointer

to the left and upward, the insert point marks the end of the selection

You can make a wipe-through selection in the same way with ADJUST when

the caret is inactive and the first mouse button you use in the text pane is

ADJUST Under those circumstances, making a wipe-through selection with

ADJUST is the same as using SELECT.

When the caret is active, pressing ADJUST extends the selection to the

pointer location. You can drag the pointer to adjust the highlighting and

release ADJUST to complete the selection.

Selecting Text with SELECT/ADJUST

You can also select text by clicking SELECT to mark the beginning, and then

clicking ADJUST to mark the end of the text that you want to select. When the

caret is inactive, you can begin your selection by clicking ADJUST. Otherwise

the ADJUST click extends or reduces the selection. This type of selection is

shown in the following steps and examples:

1 Move the pointer to the beginning of the text you want to select and click

SELECT. The header of the window highlights and the insert point is set at

the pointer location, as shown in Figure 17

(File v
j ____.' : "

)

blackness that - I - logins *e."

jnd here' *&' !t H

r normal •

-* know how

fright*

::_

Figur.
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2 Move the pointer either torward or backward to the end of the text you

want to select and click ADJUST. The text between the insert point and the

pointer is highlighted. The active caret is displayed at the end of the

selected text, as shown in Figure 17-5.

[File v) (" view v ") f Edit vj ( Find v ")

blackness that was following me.'

"And here s a piece of something ... uqh. It is so

disgusting," said Dosolina. "What is thf^awful
curse that prevents us from being like normal folks?'

"We must be brave, and not let them know how

frightened we really are."

Cb. r^

Figure 17-5 Click ADJUST to mark the end of the text selection.

Adjusting a Text Selection

To change (adjust) the end of the highlighting, move the pointer to a

different place in the text, either on or off the highlighting, and click ADJUST.

The active caret moves to the location of the ADJUST click.

When you click ADJUST off the highlighting, the selection is expanded in the

appropriate direction. For example, clicking after the selection extends the

end of the selection, and clicking before the selection extends the beginning

of the selection.

When you click ADJUST on the current highlighting, the end of the selection

is adjusted to the pointer location, maintaining the beginning of the selection.

When you click SELECT with the pointer on the current highlighting, the

selection is cleared when you release SELECT without moving the pointer. If

you move the pointer beyond the damping factor, the selection is moved by

dragging and is not cleared.
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Selecting Graphic Objects

Graphic objects are selected in the same way that windows and icons are

selected. You select graphic objects in the following ways:

Clicking SELECT selects an object.

Clicking SELECT on a different object deselects the first object and selects

the object at the pointer location.

Clicking ADJUST toggles the state of the object at the pointer location, se-

lecting it if not selected and deselecting it if selected. Other selections are

not affected.

When an application supports bounding box selection, pressing SELECT,

dragging a bounding box, and releasing SELECT selects all objects that fall

completely within the bounding box.

Pressing ADJUST, dragging a bounding box, and releasing ADJUST toggles

the state of all objects that fall completely within the bounding box.

A common way a graphic application indicates a selected object is by

surrounding it with a rectangle with eight grab handles. Applications that are

not object-oriented may use some other visual feedback such as highlighting

to show you the selected state. Figure 17-6 summarizes these methods of

selecting graphic objects using grab handles to show the selected state.
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Click SELECT to select a single object.

Press

SELECT A-I
\

Release

SELECT
1-1

Drag SELECT to select a group of objects.

Drag\:D SELECT
Release , ,

SELECT A l»i <^*

Click ADJUST to toggle the state of a single object.

< < ADJUST f\ Jwl

Release

ADJUST Jk"\ A 13

Drag ADJUST to toggle the state of a group of objects.

i m D

A" 1

-

rag

DJUST

Release

ADJUST A, Is

Figure 17-6 Selecting graphic objects.

Multi-Click Selecting

"Multi-click SELECT" in text or graphics means "select the next larger unit" in

any application that has a hierarchical structure.

When selecting text, multi-clicking SELECT selects a unit at successive

syntactic levels, but does not include any terminating end-of-line character.

For example, double-clicking selects a word, triple-clicking selects a sen-

tence or a line, and quadruple-clicking selects a paragraph or the entire

document. When you use multi-clicking to select text, the active caret is

positioned at the end of the highlighting.
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The precise definition of what constitutes a word, a sentence, a line, or a

paragraph is determined by the application when it is not specified by the

OPEN LOOK Ul implementation The syntactic level of selection is also defined

by the application developer.

Copying Text

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation supports the following three ways to

copy text:

Copying text to a clipboard and then pasting it in a window

Pressing the DUPLICATE modifier key and SELECT on selected text and

dragging it

Using Quick Duplicate

Each method is described in this section.

Copying Text with the Clipboard

The following steps and examples show how to copy text using the clipboard:

1 Select the text to be copied, as shown in Figure 17-7

Copying from this window

tb

p^ ^^J
File " ) View j EdM

How now iwiiPiiKow
I

CD

to this window

_) i dii

hie j View j EdM )

The quick fox jumped
over the l«y dog.

•
]

1—

1

Figure 17-7

2 Press and

3 m I and click

SELEC
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Copying from this window.

^fv] Edit
s.

( File vj (View v) ( Editu
How now^brown cow

i i

T
i—

i

^ pT

to this window

I3HHHEZHIHHH
( File v) (view v) ( Edit v)

The quick fox jumped
over the I3fcv dog.

i i

w

T
i—

i

\ r*

Figure 17-8 Set the insert point where you want to insert the text.

4 Press and release the Paste key. The text is copied at the caret location, as

shown in Figure 17-9. The caret is repositioned at the end of the inserted

text, as it is when text is typed directly at the insert point.

Copying from this window. to this window

"^[v) Edit \

( File v) (View v) (Edit v)

How now hrown cow
i i

T
i—

i

^ s

EHBHET^^^HH
( File v) (View v j ( Edit v)

The quick brown fox jumped
over the lazy dog.

i i

T
i—

i

^
i
1

Figure 17-9 Press and release the Paste key to copy the text to the caret location.

Copying Text by Dragging

You copy text by first selecting text and then using the DUPLICATE modifier

key with SELECT to initiate dragging the text. The default DUPLICATE modifier

is the Shift key. You can change the DUPLICATE modifier key from the Work-

space Properties window.
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When the application supports it, you can constrain the direction in which

you drag the selected text by pressing the CONSTRAIN key at any time during

the drag operation to constrain the drag to either the x or y axis The direction

of the constraint depends on the direction in which you are dragging the

pointer when you press the CONSTRAIN key See Chapter 14 for more

information about the CONSTRAIN key.

The following steps and examples show how you copy text by dragging:

1 Select some text, as shown in Figure 17-10.

DHBHEZZHHHBH
( File vj View "J Edit j

How now TITTOT^cow
i i

J

m
v t*

Figure 17-10 To copy text by dragging, tir-t select some text

2 Move the pointer onto the selected text and press both the DUPLICATE

modifier key and SELECT.

3 When you move the pointer beyond the 5-pixel damping factor, the pointer

changes to the text duplicate pointer, as shown in Figure 17-11 It displays

at least the first three characters of the selected text within its border and

adds the More arro* selection does not fit inside the text dupli-

cate pointer. The text remains highlighted
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~m BBSS 1
(File v_) (view v) (Edit v)

How now lilMW^ow .
1 1

T
i—

i

\ r
1

Figure 17-11 Dragging the pointer beyond the damping factor displays the text dupli-

cate pointer.

4 Once the text duplicate pointer is displayed, you can release the DUPLI-

CATE key.

5 Drag the text duplicate pointer to a location outside the highlighted area.

6 Release SELECT. The text is copied to the new location and remains high-

lighted, as shown in Figure 17-12. The highlighting is removed from the

original text. If you release SELECT with the pointer inside the highlighted

area, nothing happens.

( File v) (View v) (Edit v)

How now brown cow HTTiTOTl

T

b. A
Figure 17-12 Release SELECT to copy the text at the pointer location.
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Quick Duplicate

A Level 2 implementation provides a Quick Duplicate function that allows

you to perform the following functions:

Copy read-only text that may not be otherwise selectable

Copy text that is otherwise selectable without clearing the current selection

Quick Duplicate operations always maintain the current selection and

bypass the clipboard, preserving the current contents of the clipboard.

You can quickly copy text using the Quick Duplicate method by following

these steps:

1 Set the insert point.

2 Hold down the Paste key.

3 Press and drag SELECT to highlight a temporary selection with a solid

underline.

4 Release SELECT.

5 Release the Paste key.

The selected text is inserted at the insert point.

The clipboard does not keep track of Quick Duplicate selections.

As much as possible, the application developer should allow all text on the

screen to respond to Quick Duplicate, including read-only text that cannot

normally be selected. For example, text from a Help window or the header of

an application could be selected and copied into any window The application

developer ultimately decides what text can be accessed in this way. For

example, it may not be productive to program the clock so that its text can be

quick duplicated

To permit you to select text for Quick Duplicate, when the Paste key is

pressed, all the usual window selection and dragging operations are sup-

pressed so that pressing SELECT on a message area in the header or footer of

a window marks the l | of the text selection, and dragging SELECT

underlines the te ;

>
in9 tn© window

When an OR '
' itl0n provides Quick Duplicate function-

ality in the head' : w, ll allows you to use Quick Duplicate

to include ir
,yed ,n lne header or in the footer message

area in oth elude such informa-

tion in a
' posin9
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Figure 17-13 shows an example of a window in which you have initiated a

Quick Duplicate operation but have not yet released the Paste key. The word

"windshield" is the active selection, and the phrase "Selection starts in line 1.

is underlined.

( File vj (View v) C Edit vj (Find v)

Oh no. It's the dreaded HT'^./S viper.

w

T
„ Selection starts in line 1

.

j3

Figure 17-13 A window with both a current selection and a Quick Duplicate selection

highlighted.

When you release the Paste key. the highlighted text is deleted and the

underlined text is inserted at the active caret, which marks the insert point.

Copying Graphic Objects

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation supports the following ways to copy

graphic objects:

Copying a graphic object to a clipboard and then pasting it in a window

Pressing the DUPLICATE modifier key and SELECT on a selected graphic

object and dragging it

Each method works the same as it does for text.
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Moving Text

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation supports moving text in the following

three ways:

Cutting text to the clipboard and then pasting it in a window

Pressing SELECT on selected text and dragging it

Using Quick Move

Each method is described in this section

Moving Text Using the Clipboard

The following examples show how you move text using the clipboard.

1 Select the text to be moved, as shown in Figure 17-14.

Moving from this window...

ZIIlHm^HH
( File "~ ) View s ) Edit "

)

How now 3H21lRpw
i i

i—

i

h

to this window
r
g) i d.i

K

File ") View "
) Edit ;

The quick fox jumped
over the lazy dog.#

i i

|

1—

1

r^

Figure 17-14 To mow text using the clipboard, tir>t select the text

2 Press and release the Cut key to move the text from its current location

onto the clipboarc -moved from the pane, as shown in

Figure 17-15.
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Moving from this window.

tzi^HKEm
( File v) (View v) ( Edit v)

How nowxow? i i

/A

T
i—

i

h 7
1

to this window
r
(v) Edit

\

( File v) (View v) ( Edit v)

The quick fox jumped over
the lazy dog.

L_l

T
i—

i

^ r*

Figure 17-15 Press the Cut key to move the selected text from the pane onto the clip-

board.

3 Move the pointer to the place where the text is to be moved, and click

SELECT to set the insert point, as shown in Figure 17-16.

Moving from this window...

^0 Edit
4.

( File v.) (View v) (Edit v)

How now cow?
i i

T
i—

i

h r
1
"

to this window

^EEH^^^^V
( File v) (View v) ( Edit v)

The quick fox jumped over

the lazy d<&.

i i

T
i—

i

"h
pT

Figure 17-16 Move the pointer to the other window and click SELECT to set the in-

sert point.

4 Press and release the Paste key. The text is inserted at the insert point, as

shown in Figure 17-17.
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Moving from this window.

T~
I dil

C File v) View v'j C Edit v)

How now cow?

i.

"V

to this window

J k

File -j Vinv ; t clit v )

The quick brown^ox jumped
over the lazy dog.

_

Figure 17-17 Press Paste to move the text bom the clipboard to the insert point

Moving Text by Dragging

Moving text by dragging is similar to copying text. However, you do not

need to use a modifier key to initiate the dragging. Pressing SELECT on

highlighted text and dragging the text move pointer to a location outside the

highlighted area moves the text. The text remains highlighted at the selected

location until you release SELECT.

When the application supports constrained moving, you can constrain the

drag move operation to the x or y coordinate on the screen in the same way

that you constrain a copy operation: Press the CONSTRAIN modifier key while

you are dragging the text to be moved See Chapter 14 for more information

about the CONSTRAIN modifier key.

Quick Move

Quick Move works in the following way.

1 Click SELECT to set the insert point

2 Hold down the

3 Press and dra:: to make a temporary selection The temporary

selection is higr enter of

the text.

4 Release £

5 Releaj
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The selected text is moved to the caret. The clipboard does not hold Quick

Move selections.

Moving Graphic Objects

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation supports the following ways to move

graphic objects:

Cutting a graphic object to the clipboard and then pasting it in a window

Pressing SELECT on a selected graphic object and dragging it

Each method works the same as with text.
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18

Using Property Windows

This chapter tells you how to use property windows.

Applying Properties to a Single Selection

You make a selection and apply properties from a property window using

the following steps:

1 Select an object.

2 Display the property window.

3 Change some settings in the property window.

4 Click SELECT on the Apply button to apply the properties. The changed

properties are applied to the selection, and the property window is dis-

missed if it is not pinned to the workspace

The following examples illustrate how to use these steps with a text

selection. First, select some text in the Edit application, as shown in

Figure 18-1 . See Chapter 17 for more information about selecting text.

All of the beagles were

safely irftheir kern

flew around the to 1

squeaking frantic .i

:_

Figun

-
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Bring up the text property window by choosing Properties trom the Edit

button menu or by pressing and releasing the Properties key.

The input area is changed to the property window, and the pointer jumps to

the Apply button, as shown in Figure 18-2. Note that the header of the

property window highlights to show that it has the active input area. The

settings Sans Serif, 12, Bold, and Italic in the text property window show the

attributes of the text that you selected.

7"

m Edit

( File v) (View v) (Edit v)

It mas a dark and stormy
night. All of the beagles were
safely in their kennels. The bats

flew around the tower,

squeaking frantically.

Edit : Text

Font:

Size:

Style:

Serif | Sans Serif | Typewriter

irrnrTT6 1 20

1

Bold Underline

I
Italic

| |
Strike Through

Figure 18-2 Display the text property window.

You are going to change the font style for the selected text to make it match

the rest of the text. To do this, you move the pointer to the Bold setting and

click SELECT. This turns off the Bold setting. Notice that a change bar is

displayed to the left of the Style label to show you that you have changed the

setting, as shown in Figure 18-3.
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3 Edit

"

File r") View ~ ) t dn j

xnizmrnETJ^ All ot the beagles were
safely in their kennels. The bats

flew around the tower,

squeaking frantically.

ns

Edit : Text

Font:

Size:

I Style:

Serif | Sans Serif | Typewriter
|

~8~| 12 | 16
1
20

1

BoldC Underline

I
Italic

| 1
Strike Through

i_

Figure 18-3 Change a nonexclusive setting in the property window.

Next move the pointer to the Italic setting and click SELECT to turn it off. as

shown in Figure 18-4

m Edit

M 'Mff
rrr^M All of the beagles were

safels' in their kennels The
'

flew around the tower,

squeaking fi

Font:

Size:

| Style:

Serif I
Sans Sent

|

Figut
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You are now ready to apply properties. Move the pointer to the Apply menu
button and click SELECT. The Apply menu button shows the standard busy

pattern while the changes are being applied, as shown in Figure 18-5.

m Edit

( File v'j fview v") (Edit "')

It was a dark and stormy
night. All of the beagles were
safely in their kennels. The bats

flew around the tower,

squeaking frantically.

^

Edit : Text

Font:

Size:

I Style:

|
Serif

[_
Sans Serif | Typewriter

I

8 | 12 ] 16
|
20

|

|
Bold

|
|
Underline ]

Italic
|

|
Strike Through

I Apply^ ResetJ

Figure 18-5 Click SELECT on the Apply menu button to apply properties.

The selected text is changed and remains selected, as shown in Figure 18-6.

The active input area is restored in the text window, as shown by the highlight-

ing in the header and the active caret. The property window is dismissed.

( File v) fview v) (Edit v)

It was a dark and stormy night

All of the beagles were safely

in their kennels. The bats flew

around the tower squeaking
frantically.

tb. jL

Figure 18-6 Changes are applied to the selected text.
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If you want to apply changed properties to a sequence of selections, you

can pin the property window to the workspace so that it is not dismissed when
changes are applied.

Additional Selections

Property windows support two selections at the same time. When you make

a new selection anywhere on the workspace, the original selection is dimmed

and the property window remains active for that selection. This feature lets

you perform operations anywhere on the workspace without losing the

selection for the property window.

You can make text selections in the same window or in other windows,

select graphic objects in the same window or in other windows, or select

windows and icons. The following sections contain examples of some of these

selections.

New Selections That Do Not Use the Property Window

The following examples show an original property window selection with

new selections that do not use the property window These examples illustrate

where the selections are made and show the changes in header highlighting

and pointer location They are not intended to show changes in the caret or

give functional information about how to use the selections See Chapters 16

and 17 for detailed information about using selections

Figure 18-7 shows Application A with the original selection, the pinned

Properties window, and the configuration of other windows on the workspace

that are used in the following examples
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Application A

File ~) View ~j Edit "
)

New selection of the same type (but

not necessarily the same properties)

in the same window.

~ A: Properties

Font: Roman sans serif

Size: |
12 |14| 16

|
20

j Apply v j) ( Reset )

Application B

) ( View v) ( Edit vj

Figure 18-7 Original selection.

Suppose you want to change the information in the text field of the Proper-

ties window for Application A. You can select text in the Properties window

without losing your original selection. Move the pointer to the text field and

highlight the words "Roman sans serif." The new selection is highlighted in the

usual way, and the original selection is dimmed, as shown in Figure 18-8. The

Properties window is still active, and you can apply changes to the original

selection at any time by clicking SELECT on the Apply menu button.
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_J Application A

'
,' File v j View -') Edit vj

Original selection

New selection of the same t..
.

-

not necessarily the sai

in the same window

Font: I :I.! ..H.1UII!J]

12 rR| 16 20
V

h^r'
J

_J Appeal Ion I

Hie -j View ; Idit j

Sew selection

_| Application C

line j Rectangle J C if c le j

o

Figure 18-8 The original selection is dimmed when you make >i new selection.

You do not have to limit your selections to the Properties window You can

make selections of the same or a different kind in another application.

Suppose you then want to select and operate on text in a different application,

and leave the Properties window displayed while retaining the original

selection. To do this, move the pointer to Application B and select some text

The active input area changes to Application B, and the original selection

remains unchanged, as shown in Figure 18-9. The selection in the Properties

window of Application A is cleared.
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3 Application A

C File v) ' View v; ( Edit ~;

Original selection

New selection of the same type (but

not necessarily the same properties)

in the same window.

A: Properties

Font: Roman sans serif

Size: I
12 |14 1 16 | 20

Apply ) Reset )

File ~ ) View ~ ) Edit ~;

EjassEEn

^ Application C

line ) Rectangle; Circle J

o

Figure 18-9 The original selection is preserved when you make selections in other

windows.

You do not have to limit your selections to objects within an application. You

can select a window or an icon, perform operations on it. and still maintain the

original selection for the Properties window.

In Figure 18-10, a selection of a different type is made in the same applica-

tion. The circle is selected.

Application A

File D ' View "
; Edit g )

Original selection

w>
New selection of the same type (but

not necessarily the same properties)

in the same window.

A: Properties

Font: Roman sans serif

Size:
I
12 |I4| 16T~20l

(3 Application B

( File v ) i view v; < Edit "

)

New selection

J

^0 Application C

Line; Rectangle; Circle
)

°4
r

figure 18-10 A new selection of a different kind in the same application window.
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New Selections That Use the Property Window

When you make new selections in the same application that are the same
kind of object as the original selection, and the application supports it. you

can use the same Properties window to apply changes to either selection

The following examples show you how to apply properties to the new

selection from the Properties window of Application A
In Figure 18-11, the text beneath the graphic objects is selected. The

original selection is dimmed, and the new selection is highlighted.

Application A

file ~
) View ~ } Edit -j

Original selection

. A: Properties

Font: Roman san-

-J

nir j view j Edit j

Sew selection

_) Application C

line,; Rectangle j Circle j

o

Figure 18-11 Makir selection of the same kind in the same window activates

the New Selection item on the Apply menu.

The New Selection item on the Apply button menu is activated Note that

the properties in the Properties window still reflect the text attributes of the

original selection. To apply tl 9s from the original selection to the new

selection, move th< 'o the Apply menu button and press MENU The

Apply menu is di- gure 18-12
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Application A

File ? J View ~
) Edit ~

)

Original selection

Hew selection of the same type (b

not necessarily the same propertii

in the same window.

A: Properties

Font: Roman sans serif

Size: |
12 |H| 16

|
20

|

Bflgg) i Reset j

i Original Selection)

New Selection

_J Application B

( File v j (view v ) ( Edit ~
)

New selection
_

_J Application C

| Line ) < Rectangle ) Circle
)

v •»

Figure 18-12 Press MENU on the Apply menu button to display the Apply menu.

Drag the pointer to the New Selection item, as shown in Figure 18-13.

Application A

' File ~

)

"

View 7 J < Edit ~

)

Original selection

i selection of the same type (bi.

not necessarily the same propertie:

in the sai

_J Application B

( File ~
) View v j Edit "

)

New selection
—

^3 Application C "*

Line J Rectangle; Circle )

°
\

Figure 18-13 Drag the pointer to highlight the New Selection item in the Apply menu.

Release MENU to apply the properties to the new selection and dismiss the

Apply menu.
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If you apply properties using the Original Selection item on the Apply menu,

the original selection accepts those properties and retains the dimmed
highlighting. To remove the dimmed highlighting, you must dismiss the

Properties window.
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Appendix A

Certification

The right to use the OPEN LOOK trademark is subject to a certification

procedure. For detailed information about the certification procedure, see the

OPEN LOOK Graphical User Interface Trademark Guide, available from AT&T

The address is AT&T OPEN LOOK GUI Trademark Quality Control Manager,

60 Columbia Turnpike, Room 129B-A208, Morristown, NJ 07962, phone

(201)829-8996.

To facilitate implementation, the functionality of the OPEN LOOK User

Interface is divided into three levels.

Level 1 is a complete user interface, containing all the essential features

This is the minimum feature set required for a toolkit to be certified as Level 1

compliant.

Level 2 is a superset of Level 1. It is anticipated that this level will be the

most common level of compliance The complete set of Level 2 features

must be provided for an implementation to be certified as Level 2 com-

pliant.

Level 3 is a superset of L- is provided for more specialized

features and to provide a •ending! nality of the

OPEN LOOK Ul.

Alphabetizec
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Level 1

Basic window types: base, command, property, Help, and Notice

windows

Control areas with:

Button controls Exclusive and Basic horizontal

D Abbreviated menu nonexclusive settings sliders

buttons Text fields (scrollable) Check boxes

Icons

Menus

Both press-drag-release and stay-up modes

Controls of the same kind: items, exclusive or nonexclusive settings

Optional pushpins

Mouse/keyboard:

Mouse buttons: SELECT, ADJUST MENU
Mouse modifiers: DUPLICATE, PAN, CONSTRAIN, SETMENUDEFAULT

Core functions: COPY, CUT HELP, PASTE, PROPERTIES, UNDO
Pop-up accelerators: DEFAULTACTION, CANCEL
Text Field Navigation: NEXTFIELD, PREVFIELD

Pointer jumping (with preference to disable)

Pointers

Basic pointer

Busy pointer

Duplicate pointer

Scrollbars

Basic scrollbar

Scrollbar without

cable

Abbreviated scrollbar

Move pointer

Question mark pointer

View need not be

updated while

elevator is dragged

Text duplicate pointer

Text move pointer

D Vertical or horizontal

Scrollbar menus
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Scrolling lists

Basic Support text only

Window management

Windows and icons Selected windows/

are selectable icons are moved as a

group

Window menus (base and pop-up)

Window properties

Initial location

Initial state (icon or

window)

Workspace properties

Color

° Workspace
a Windows
° Selection

Icons

° Location

Keyboard core

functions

°COPY
°CUT
°HELP
o PASTE

° PROPERTIES

°UNDO

a Initial size

Keyboard miscella-

neous functions

a CANCEL
° DEFAULTACTION

° NEXTFIELD

o PREVFIELD

Menus
n Drag-right distance

scellaneous

System beeping

Mouse modifiers

SELECT

•DJUST

°MI

Record current base

window state

°NONE
° DUPLICATE

°PAN
CONSTRAIN

o SETMENUDEFAULT
D Mouse settings

° Enable/disable

scrollbar pointer

jumping
n Enable/disable

pop-up pointer

jumping

jbmenu
e scrolling list
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Level 2

Abbreviated buttons

Basic window types: nonstandard

Blocking pop-up windows

Borderless icon setting for color implementations

Change bars in property windows

Clipboard

Clipboard item on Ability to append to

Workspace Utilities the clipboard

menu

Color

Controls

Multi-line text areas

Edit menu for text

fields

File Manager

Numeric text fields

with increment/decre-

ment buttons

Read-only gauges

Menus containing more than one type of control

Mouse/keyboard:

Core functions

°STOP

Accelerators and

modifiers

° ADJUST

°CHARBAK
° CHARFWD
D DELCHARBAK
° DELCHARFWD

° DELLINEBAK
° DELLINE

° DELLINEFWD

° DELWORDBAK
° DELWORDFWD
° DOCEND
° DOCSTART
° LINEEND
o LINESTART

°MENU
° NEXTWINDOW
°PAGE
d PANEEND
° PANESTART
° POINTERDOWN
° POINTERLEFT

° POINTERRIGHT

° POINTERUP
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° PREVWINDOW
° ROWDOWN
° ROWUP
° SCROLLBOTTOM
° SCROLLDOWN
° SCROLLLEFT
° SCROLLLEFTEDGE

Panes

Resizable

Pointers

Panning pointer

Scrollbars

Minimum scrollbar

View must be

updated while

elevator is dragged

Scrolling

Automatic scrolling

Scrolling lists

Glyphs in scrolling

lists

Sliders

D End boxes

Soft function keys

Text

D Dragging text to

move/copy

° SCROLLRIGHT
° SCROLLRIGHTEDGE
° SCROLLTOP
° SCROLLUP

° SELECT
° SELCHARFWD
a SELLINEFWD

D Selectable

Target pointer

Page-oriented option

a Split View and Join

Views items on

Scrollbar menu

° SELWORDFWD
°TOGGLEINPUT
° UNSELCHARBAK
°UNSELINEBAK
° WORDFWD
o WORDBAK

Sphttable

D Panning

Hierarchical

i sliders

Quick Move and

•.:eon
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Window manager

Constrained move/

resize of

windows/ icons

Window properties

Base window scale

Pop-up window scale

D Manage Windows set-

tings

Workspace properties

Icons

D Border

° Align to grid

° Grid origin

° Grid spacing

Keyboard core

functions

°STOP

Pop-up control panel

for operating on

selected

windows/icons

Record Current State

buttons for base win-

dow, pop-up window,

and menus

Menu
° MENU mouse click

Miscellaneous

° Scale at startup

° Set input area

° SELECT always

brings window

forward

D Workspace menu re-

places the Programs

Submenu category. A
hierarchical scrolling

list permits editing of

all levels of the Work-

space menu.

Level 3

Process Manager
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Appendix B

Details of Design Elements

This appendix provides the following detailed information about the design

elements of the OPEN LOOK Ul:

Bitmap drawings specified in pixels

° Required pointers

° Workspace pattern

D 75 percent menu drop shadow

° Icon borders

Detailed engineering drawings for the visual elements of the OPEN LOOK ui

specified in points for 10, 12, 14, and 19 point scaling sizes

° Window elements, including headers, footers, Window menu buttons,

pushpins, and panes

a Scrollbars

a Controls including buttons, menu buttons, abbreviated menu buttons, text

field scrolling buttons, settings, check boxes, sliders, and gauges

a Menus
a Scrolling lists

° Help windows

° Notices

The engineering nave been optimized for a screen resolution of

approximately 72 pixels per mch. He . jal mtec designs

can be maintained or ">en the screen pixels are

generally squa- ;s are not to scale Do not attempt to measure

features of the el- ed

Use the eng nty for screen resolutions above 120 dots per

inch Whe ap specifications for 10. 12

19 pomt s
" •'v>er>tsan I

)ook
i

•• ip e ordered by

callir
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Pointers

The figures in this section show the bitmaps in pixels for the recommended

default pointers.

Basic pointer

Hot spot

' 12

!
7

12 1
11 1 .

I

7 — 9

1

J
Figure B-l The basic pointer.

Move pointer

Hot spot

Figure B-2 The move pointer.
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Duplicate pointer

Hot spot

LJJ-.J
Figure B-3 The duplicate pointer.

Ir.r >

Text duplicate pointer

Hot spot

5
•

i a n

Figure B-J

.: |
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^o
Text move pointer

Hot spot

Begin text flush left

Figure B-5 The text move pointer.

Text baseline

Busy pointer

!
\ m\

i \_

Hot spot

Figure B-6 The busy pointer.
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A"

Panning pointer

12

12

Hot spot-

Figure B-7 The panning pointer.

Question mark pointer

t-

Hot spot

Figure B-8 I
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Target pointer

Hot spot-

!•

J
Figure B-9 The target pointer.

Workspace Pattern

Figure B-10 shows the bitmap for the 50 percent workspace pattern.

50 percent workspace background paXU1'rna 1i____iaii_i_-__________!a_
______ !_______1____-___« 1_______________!___1
Figure B-10 The 50 percent workspace pattern.
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Menu Drop Shadow Pattern

Figure B-1 1 shows the bitmap for the 75 percent pattern of menu drop
shadows.

75 percent pattern for menu shadows

Figure B-ll The 75 percent menu drop shadow

Icons

The figures m this se liffi

scaling sizes:

47-point for use

D 65-point for use i
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Normal and selected details for 65-point monochrome iconsa
• >•»•«•»«*»*•bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbssbbbbbb
* a «,..«....«...»...«...*...*...*...«...*...*

aaa;MB
,

a a ai a j

« Bj
a

i« :

a a i

»
i

a a a i

a * b_j
a a a !

B B :

a a a a i

iiniiiiiiiii««»*BBBBBBBBBBBBBB«BBBBBBBBBBBBBB
B BBBB
b aaa

• b aaa
B BBBB

aaa
B BBBI

aaa
B BBBB

I B BBB
B BBBB

Normal icon border detail

for G5 x 65-point icon

Selected icon border detail

for G5 x 65-point icon

Figure B-12 65-point monochrome icons.

Detail for 65-point
monochrome icon

3-pixel border shows selected icon

Symbol image area maximun 57 x 39

::":..: ..-.:
:: :: : ..-.:....

.. ™

: ii
•

1 2- poll

.•••.......
i a • m m a

Figure B-13 65-point monochrome icon detail.
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Normal and selected details for 47-polnt monochi

BBBBBaaaaa
m.
a m aaiaaaai
.
a

a
a a

a a a
a

a a a
* a

a
a a a B

a a a a
a a a

a a a M
aaaaaaaaaaI
• •••a

a#a
a a a_H
" * " a.

a a la
a a a M
* " "ZE
B a a E

Normal icon border detail

for 47 x 47-point icon

border detail

:on

Figure B-14 47-point monochrome icons.
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Detail -for 47-point
monochrome icons

2-pixel border shows selected icon

Symbol image area

I
1

a a

> a

a a a a aaaaaaaaa

Figure B-15 47-point monochrome icon detail.

Window Elements

The figures and tables in this section are engineering drawings showing

details of the following window elements:

Headers

Footers

Window menu buttons

Pushpins

Panes
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(h) Rule all around
resize corners (4 p

e all around

. iding 1 ine between
and control area or

(2) top of pane

Figure B-16 Header (left side) and resize corners.

Table B-1 Dimensions for header and resize corner (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 20 22 26

(O! 8

(c) 10 19

(d)

(e)
32

(f)

(9)
6

(h)
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Interior of Window
menu button does not highlight

^-Highl ighting shows that
the window has the input area

Figure B-17 Header with input area.

Table B-2 Dimensions for header highlighting (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 16 18 22 26

(v|_E.

^- Approximately 15 percent
background shows busy state

Figure B-18 Headers with busy pattern.
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Kule around interi

window (excep*

sho

EM
Figure B-19 Headers tor selected window.

Table B-3 Dimensions for selected header (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a)

•• or

Figure B-2
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Table B-4 Dimensions for pop-up window header (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(b) 10 12 14 19

Interior of Window
menu button does not highlight

-Highlighting shows that
the window has the input area

Figure B-21 Pop-up window header with input area.

Approximately 15% black
background shows busy state

Figure B-22 Pop-up window header with busy pattern.
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(a) Rule all around inte'

of window (except resize cor' •

Highlighting
shows window has

the input area

Approximately
15 percent black

und
pattern shows
busy state

Figure B-23 Header with busy pattern, selection, and highlighting.

Table B-5 Dimensions for selected header (points)

10 pt

(a)

12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

Figuro
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Table B-6

(points)

Dimensions for header highlighting for Move Pointer option

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(b) 1.6 2 2.4 3.2

(g) f( h )-f— ("i)-i^(r) Radius (2 places)

(m)

Alignment point
for pinned pushpin

(p) Stroke offsets
for shadow

^-(n) Outside diameter

Figure B-25 Unpinned pushpin.

(r) Radius (2 places)

(c)

Reference baseline

L (f)
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Table B-7 Dimensions for unpinned pushpin (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 96 12 192

(b) 8 10 12 16

(c) 8 1 2 1 6

(d) 4.8 6 72 96

(e) 24 3 36 48

(f) 2.4 3 36 48

(9) 104 13 15 6 208

(h) 32 48 64

(i) 5 6 8

(i)

(k)

(m)

(P)

(0

72 9 108

(n)
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(d) diameter

(f) Shadow
offset of

— (d) diameter^
( g ) Ru i e

(e) diameter

Alignment point
for unpinned
pushpin

Figure B-26 Pinned pushpin

(c) Outside diameter

(f) Shadow offset
of (c) diameter

Table B-8 Dimensions for P nned pushpin (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 4.8 6 7.2 9.6

(b) 1.6 2 2.4 3.2

(c) 7.2 9 10.8 14.4

(d) 8.8 11 13.2 17.6

(e) 1.6 2 2.4 3.2

(f) .4 .5 .6 .8

(9) .8 1 1.2 1.6
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Statu3 and error messages

3/4 n

Invisible dividing line

between status/error message
and state message area

1/4 n—

Status/error tent is in

the regular, sans serif
font in the same point size
as the window, and aligns
flush left

Basel ine c

•

-(c) \

Figure B-27 Footer (left side)

(b)

Table B-9 Dimensions for footer (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a)

(b)

(c)
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See detail below-

Status and error messages here and status rne33age. IState Messages

Invisible dividing line

(a)-

(a)

-(b)—
Right limit of

status/error message

Figure B-28 Footer, detail of message area with message not truncated.

Table B-10 Dimensions for footer with text not truncated (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(b) 4 4 5 7
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See detai 1 below

i ] error messages, tert a lor.
-

1 for More arrow
Text truncation Hru

messa
-*—r*

• •

Figure B-29 Footer with More arrow showing truncated Status and error meas

Table B-11 Dimensions for footers with truncated text (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 9 10

(b)
5
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50 percent black More
arrow shows unscrollable text

(b) Radius
3 places

Figure B-30 More arrow.

TableB-12 Dimensions for More arrow detail (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 2.4 3 3.6 4.8

(b) .8 1 1.2 1.6
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betwe-
•

I

Baseline :-

the re

Figure B-31 Footer (right side) state rre •
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See detail
\ j

• l

, Status and error messages here State message ,

Invisible dividing line

State mes

Left 1 imit of
state message

Figure B-32 Footer (right side).

TableB-13 Dimensions for footer state message placement (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 4 4 5 7
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Status and error messages
-

See detail for More arrow

Text truncation line-\

Strasaidu
Figure B-33 Footer (right side) with More arrow.

TableB-14
(points)

Dimensions for state message More arrow placement

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 8
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Sample Window

Unselected pane
stroke width (a)

Figure B-34 Pane.

TableB-15 Dimensions for unselected pane borders (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 9 9 10 13
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]

-1/2 n-

Sample 111 i n d o in

[

1/2 n

Selected
p

stroke width (a)

Figure B-35 Selected pane with resize handles.

Table B-16 Dimensions for selected pane border (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a)

(n) is the applica:
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Center line of pane and resize handle

(b)

(c) Stroke width

Figure B-36 Resize handle.

Table B-17 Dimensions for resize handle (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 13 15 17 22

(b) 5 6 7 9

(c) .8 1 1.2 1.6

60 c

(a)

(b)

T
Reference baseline

Figure B-37 Active caret.
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Table B-18 Dimensions for active caret (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 5 6 7 9

(b) 2 2

50 percent black pattern

Figure B-38 Inactive caret.

Table B-19 Dimensions for inactive caret (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 5 6

(b)
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Scrollbars

The figures and tables in this section show details for standard, abbre-

viated, minimum, and page-oriented scrollbars.

(k) Outside corner
radi i

(m) Offset -I f—

for shadow

Detail of corner radii
and shadow offset

(r) Rule all around -^
(g)

i
Right edge of

scrolling list or pane

Black proportion indicator

50 percent black
cable (1 ) wide

(j) Gap

(3 places)

Figure B-39 Scrollbar.
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Table B-20 Dimensions for scrollbar (points)

10 pt 12 pt Up! 19 pt

(a) 13 15 17

b) 5 6 7 9

(c) 1 6 2 24 32

(d) 406 47 53 4 69 2

(e) 13 15 17 22

(f) 13 15 22

(9) 49 55 6 1

(h) 2 36

(')
3 36 48

(j)
8

(k)

(m) 8

(n)

(P)

(0 8
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Figure B-40 Spacing for a window with a scrollbar, resize corners, and no footer

(lower left corner).

Table B-21 Dimensions for scrollbar and resize corner spacing (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) .8 1 1.2 1.6
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(b) Radius
3 places

Figure B-41 Scrolling arrow-

Table B-22 Dimensions for scrolling arrow detail (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 2 4 36

(b)
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(c) Gap all around

Width of box is -

variable and
is determined by
the width of the
digit(s) plus
the space on
either side

-(d) Point size
numbers center
vertical ly within
the box

LZZ3

I

I

ffmmmmmmmmmmmig

Figure B-42 Page-oriented scrollbar.

Table B-23 Dimensions for page-oriented scrollbar (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 13.8 16 18.2 23.6

(b) 5 6 7 9

(c) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(d) 10 12 14 19

(e) .8 1 1.2 1.6
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Right edge of scrolling —
1 ist or pane

(m) Rule all around

4^

Figure B-43 Abbreviated scrollbar

:•:•
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Table B-24 Dimensions for abbreviated scrollbar (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 13 15 17 22

(b) 5 6 7 9

(c) 1.6 2 2.4 3.2

(d) 27.6 32 36.4 47.2

(e) 13 15 17 22

(f) 4.9 5.5 6.1 7.8

(g) 1.6 2 2.4 3.6

(h) 3.7 4 4.3 5.4

(j) 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.4

(k) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(m) 8 1 1.2 1.6
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Right edge of (c)

scrolling list

or pane

(h) Rule all around

Figure B-44 Minimum scrollbar

Table B-25 Dimensions for minimum scrollbar (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a)
'3 22

(b) 27 6 364

(O 13

(d) 49 55

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
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Controls

The figures and tables in this section show details of the following OPEN
LOOK Ul controls:

Buttons

Menu buttons

Abbreviated menu buttons

Text field scrolling buttons

Settings (exclusive and nonexclusive)

D Check boxes

Sliders

Gauges

(d) Gap all around

r(2)
(f) Offset for shadow
ask* (2) places

r(2)

Sutton shape

Shadow mask

Note: Shadow mask is

the filled-in or black
version of the button
shape that is offset down
and to the right of the

outline show at left.

Figure B-45 Command button and default ring.
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Table B-26 Dimensions for button (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 18 20 22 28

(b) 8n 10n 12n

(c) 8 1 1 2 1 6

(d) 8 1 1 2 1 6

(e) 8 1 1 2

(f) 8 1 1 2

(n) is the application-specilied button width
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Maximum width of text
—string not to exceed the -

centerpoints of end radii

Bounding box of text

Approximately 15

percent black background
shows busy state.
Text/graphics are
displayed in black.

Highlighting shows
an activated state.
Text/graphics are
displayed in white.

Figure B-46 Command button, highlighting, and busy pattern.

Table B-27 Dimensions for command button (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 4 5 5.5 7

(b) 8 1 1.2 1.6

Note: All text is sans serif, in the regular font, and centered within the bounding box Text size

corresponds to button size (for example, 10 point text in 10 point buttons)
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Menu mark a 1 i q-

right against I

centerpoint of end

Bounding box of text —

'

Menu mark aligns flush-

right against the

;:oint of -r

Bounding box c

I

Figure B-47 Menu button.

•

Table B-28 Dimensions for menu button (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a)
8
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(a) Stroke width all around

Reference baseline

Figure B-48 Menu mark.

Table B-29 Dimensions for menu mark (points)

10 pt 12 pit 14 pt 19 pt

(a) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(b) 7 8 9 11

(c) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(f)H

Figure B-49 Abbreviated menu button.
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Table B-30 Dimensions for abbreviated menu button (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 14 16 18

(b) 13 15 17

(c) 8 1 1 2 1 6

(d) 28 34 42 59

(e) 3 3 4 5

(f) 2 2 2 3

(g) 8n 10n 12n

(b)

(a) Gap all around

• tenu

Figure B- 50 Hi
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Table B-31 Dimensions for abbreviated menu button (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(b) .8 1 1.2 1.6

a Center line

(b) Diameter

Highlighting for window button

Figure B-51 Abbreviated window button.
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Table B-32 Dimensions for abbreviated window button (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 3 35 5

(b) 1 6 p

Reference

(J)-

Field entry

aligns with bottom

of scroll ir

(e) 0u1TT(e) UUIi IDS

K

Figure B-52 Iru i
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Table B-33 Dimensions for numeric field scrolling buttons (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 13 15 18 25

(b) 3.7 4 4.8 6.9

(c) 4.9 5.5 6.6 9.3

(d) 11.4 13 15.6 21.8

(e) 1.2 1.5 1.8 24

(f) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(g) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(h) 2.8 3 3.6 48

(J) 1.6 2 2.4 3.2

Ka> (aM

— (c)|— —Text entry line aligns with
both sides bottom of scrolling buttons

Figure B-53 Text field scrolling buttons.
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Table B-34 Dimensions for text field scrolling buttons (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 49 55 66 93

(b) 3.7 4 48 69

(c) 1 6 2

Figure B-54 Exclush e setting.

Table B-35 Dimensions for exclusive setting (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 18

(b)
10n

(c) 6
8

(d)
8

(e)

(each sett

4S3
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Normal

Default

1 (e) Stroke gap all around
1 (e) Stroke rule all around

Chosen

Single (e) width, black

50 percent black

Indeterminate

Figure B-55 Exclusive setting states.

(a)

(c)

T

/- Text bounding box

/ /— (e) Stroke width
i i —^—

EP Basel ine

(d) Minimum,
•both sides

(b)—

Figure B-56 Nonexclusive setting.
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Table B-36 Dimensions for nonexclusive setting (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pi

(a) 18 20 22 27

(b) 8n 10n

(c) 6 7 7 8

(d) 5 6 8 10

(e) 8 1 1 2 1 6

(n) is the application-specified width of each setting

Normal

E^
Default

Invoked

GO

..le all a'

•

' ruarront I

Inde"-

Figure B-^"
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BTBfBfKT

(f) Stroke width
all around

(f) Gap,

2 places

Mb)—f CO-

Figure B-58 Check box.

Table B-37 Dimensions for check box (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 11 13 15 20

(b) 5.5 6.5 7.5 10

(c) 7 9 11 16

(d) 11 13 16 21

(e) 3 3.6 4.2 5.5

(f) .8 1 1.2 1.6
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(c) Stroke width

(g)—

»

,
— (b)— (c) Shadou

— |— wi dth

1 f^"^^W*
—r

-1 ^
| Baseline "*

roke width-/ ,'v \ N (c)Gap
v ' \ both sides

(a)-4 oo \
(m) Radius 4 p

Slider at full left position
aligns with end of slotQ D

position
aligns with end of slot

D

D
Figure B-59 Horizontal slider.

no
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Table B-38 Dimensions for horizontal slider (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 13 15 17 21

(b) 9 10 11 14

(c) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(d) 9 11 13 17

(e) 5 6 7 9

(f) 4 5 6 8

(g) 2.4 3 3.6 4.8

(h) 2.5 3 3.5 4.5

(i) 4.5 5 5.5 6.5

(j) 6 7 8 10.5

(k) 8n 10n 12n 16n

(m) 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.4

(n)is the application-specified 1 engtr of the slider.
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Label bounding box

Label is (b)-point li

regular n tont and I

right on the left end of the slider and flush
left on the right end of the slider

Basel ine 0=o
(a) space, both

ends of slider

Figure B-60 Horizontal slider with labels and end boxes

Table B-39 Dimensions for slider with labels and end boxes (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 5 6 7 9

(b) 10 14

Vhite mask all a r

•

Figure B-hl
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Table B-40 Dimensions for horizontal slider with tick marks (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 5 6 7 9

(b) 1.6 2 2.4 3.2

(c) 2.4 3 3.6 4.8

(d) 4.5 5 5.5 7

(e) .8 1 1.2 1.6

Label is (b)-point in

the regular sans serif
font and is centered
under the tick mark

Figure B-62 Horizontal slider with end boxes, tick marks, and labels.

Table B-41 Dimensions for slider with end boxes, tick marks, and
labels (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 18 21 24 31

(b) 10 12 14 19
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(a)

Basel me

I

^ Note shadow place
on the bottom

Note: All dimensions for

the same as those for hor-

except for the location a'

basel ine

.

Figure B-63 Vertical slider.

Table B-42 Dimensions for vertical slider (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a)
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Label is (c)-point in

the regular, sans serif
font, and aligns flush
left at the specified
dimension

Location and size of optional
tick marks are the same as

for horizontal sliders with
tick marks

(b)

Note: All dimensions for vertical sliders
with labels are the same as those for

horizontal sliders, except for the
location and orientation of the labels and
their respective baselines.

Figure B-64 Vertical slider with end boxes, tick marks, and labels.

Table B-43 Dimensions
and labels (points)

for vertical sliders with end boxes, tick marks,

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 10 12 14 18

(b) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(c) 10 12 14 19
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8 per

(d

percent state

a :>

100 percent state

a
Figure B-65 Horizontal gauge.

)

Table B-44 Dimensions for horizontal gauge (points)

10 pt 12 pi 14 pt 19 pt

(a)

(b)

(c)

1)

(e)

(f)

• gauge
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percent 100 percent

-(b)—|- Varies -|
( c )

depending on

number of

tick marks

HbH

Figure B-66 Horizontal gauge with tick marks.

Table B-45 Dimensions for horizontal gauge with tick marks (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 7.4 9 10.6 13.8

(b) 7 8 9.6 12.8

(c) 1.6 2 2.4 3.2

-Label is (b) point
in the regular sans
serif font and is

centered under the tick mark

Figure B-67 I lorizontal gauge with tick marks and labels.
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Table B-46 Dimens
labels (points)

ons for horizontal gauge with tick marks and

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 18 21 24

(b) 10 19

rs
Basel ine

(a)

V^
Note: All dimer

with label

as those -

the location ar •

refers

Figure B-68 \

Table B-47 Dimensions for vertical gauge (pomtsi

14 pt 19 pt

(a)

4G£
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—(a)-

Basel ine

•Location and size
of tick marks are
the same as for
horizontal gauges

Label is (b)-point
in the regular, sans
serif font, and is

aligned flush left

and centers vertically
on the centerline of

the tick mark

Figure B-69 Vertical gauge with tick marks and labels.

Table B-48

(points)

Dimensions for vertical gauge with tick marks and labels

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 10 12 14 18

(b) 10 12 14 19
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Menus

The figures and tables in this section show details of text items on menus,

menu marks, pinned and unpinned menus, submenus, and pop-up menus

Highl ighted

menu button

Three f>

Four

(f)- ;_»rent

Figure B-70 Button menu without pushpin.
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Table B-49 Dimensions for button menu (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 8 9 10 14

(b) 17 19 21 25

(c) 17 19 21 25

(d) 17 19 21 29

(e) 12 14 16 20

(f) 6 7 8 10

(g) 5 6 7 9

(h) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(b)

Default ring
(e) stroke
width •

-(a)

(On 3
Two

Three >,

J_
(b)

(c)

Highlighted item

Frf-fc v I

1""^
'—Menu marks align

DU I [^ flush right

M—(d)

Figure B-71 Menu item with default ring and highlighting.
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Table B-50 Dimensions for menu item (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 8 9

(b) 16 18 20

(c) 5 7

(d) 8 9

(e) 8

Two >
Three >
Four i>

i

u 9
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Table B-51 Dimensions for button menu (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 8 9 10 14

(b) 14 16 17 22

(c) 17 19 21 25

(d) 17 19 21 29

(e) 12 14 16 20

(f) 6 7 8 10

(g) 5 6 7 9

(h) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(i) 25 27 32 37
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fUH

One

Two

Three_fc>

Four [^

Figure B-73 Submenu.
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Table B-52 Dimensions for submenu (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 8 9 10 14

(b) 17 19 21 25

(c) 17 19 21 25

(d) 17 19 21 29

(e) 12 14 16 20

(f) 6 7 8 10

(g) 5 6 7 9

(h) .8 1 1.2 1.6

Figure B-74 Submenu horizontal alignment.
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Normal window he,

with centered 1 1

1

and no resize cor

(f)- L-

— (CD-

Controls

Menu 1

1

Figure B-75 Pop-up menu.
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Table B-53 Dimensions for pop-up menu (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 8 9 10 14

(b) 22 24 30 34

(c) 17 19 21 25

(d) 17 19 21 29

(e) 12 14 16 20

(f) 6 7 8 10

(g) 5 6 7 9

(h) .8 1 1.2 1.6

Note: The width of the menu is variable and is determined by the width of the longest label plus the

specified space on either side. If the width of the menu is not wide enough to display the entire menu
title, then the menu is made wide enough to accommodate the width of the title.
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Scrolling Lists

The figures and tables in this section show details of basic, editable, and

multi-level scrolling lists.

(e) Stroke width ~r
1

(a)

1 Item 1 Base!

i i

1

(b)

I
Items 2

Itemize 3

Itemized 4

Item 5

Items 6
t

(c)

-(d)-l
•

Figure B-76 Basic scrollii
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Table B-54 Dimensions for basic scrolling lists (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 17 19 21 25

(b) 17 19 21 25

(c) 12 14 16 20

(d) 16 18 20 25

(e) .8 1 1.2 1.6

Note: Width of scrolling list is determined by the longest item in the scrolling list plus 2(d).

(c) Both sides

Basel ine Item 1

i i

i

(b) I

|

(a) Items 2
I

(d) Stroke^
width

Itemize 3

Itemized 4

Item 5

Items 6
i—

i

Figure B-77 Basic scrolling list with current item.
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Table B-55 Dimensions for scrolling list with a current item (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 17 19

(b) 17 19

(c) 12 14 20

(d) 8

Basel ine

Current and

selected item

(a) l

Item 1

Items 2

Itemize 3

Itemized 4

Item 5

Items 6

-I—

Figure B-78 Selectable- kh highlighting.
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Table B-56 Dimensions for selectable scrolling list (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 16 18 20 23

(b) 5 5 5.5 7

(c) 8 9 10 14

*_(bM-(c)4

—r

—

(a)

(d)

Basel ine
(f)

(g)

00

(m) Stroke
width

(i)
J—

Minimum scrollbar
al igns with the

top of the header.

(k) Diameter

6 6 VI V.,'' \ ..,''

Level 4

Minimum

Glyphs align flush right-

Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

tern 4

(j> —(eHHp)
Minimum

Note

°
ith-^Scrol lbar al igns w

top of header dividing
line and bottom of

scrolling list

Figure B-79 Multi-level scrolling list.
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Table B-57 Dimensions for multi-level scrolling list (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 8 9 11

(b) 17 195 22 28

(c) 8 10 12 16

(d) 23 27 31 39

te) 16 18 20 25

(0 30 34 39 50

(g) 17 19 25

(h) 17 19 21 25

(i) 13 15 20

(j)
8 9 10

(k) 5 6 8

(m) 8

(P)

Note Width of se-

ttle dev
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• m m

Level 4

1

1—

I

• Item 1

T
(a) 1 • Item ?

1

1

(b) • Item 3

• Item 4

(c) Both sides

Figure B-80 Multi-level scrolling list with selection highlighted.

Table B-58 Dimensions for multi-level scrolling list (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 16 18 20 25

(b) 4.8 5 6.2 7.6

(c) 4.2 4 4.8 5.4

(a) Diameters- ( a ) D i ai

Figure B-81 Multi-level scrolling list default glyph
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Table B-59
(points)

Dimensions for multi-level scroll ng list default glyph

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 4 5 8

Help Windows

The figures and tables in this section show details of elements for Help

windows.

2 x (b) Bevel

Figure B-82
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Table B-60 Dimensions for Help window magnifying glass (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 66 80 94 126

(b) .8 1 1.2 1.6

(c) 12 14 16 22

(d) 5 6 7 9

(e) 6 8 10 13

(f) 8 10 12 16

(g) 14 16 18 25

(h) 2.4 3 3.6 4.8

0) 2 2.4 2.8 4

(j) 94 112 130 176
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(a)

s

-Normal pop-up ttOB

Edit Help Scrollbar

-(b)

-(c)-

This is a sample of a heU
in it to show the relatio'

header, magnifying

text in a help window is B|

characters long and car 10

lines of help text when *

less, the cor. _

text area When there are more than 10 lines

nelp windows have a scrollDar and

r-ners for accessing mc -

Normal •

-both :

inside

Default

Figure B-83 Help window-

Table B-61 Dimensions for default Help window (points)

10 pt 12 pi 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 30

(b)

(c)

(d)
20

206

(e)
390

(f)
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& Edit Help: Scrollbar

IThis is a sample help window with only 3 lines

;0f text to show how it is centered vertically in

i the text pane rather than all at the top

Figure B-84 Help window with fewer than 10 lines of text.

[T "^
£> Edit Help: Scrollbar

[k.

show the relationships between the header,

magnifying glass, and text pane. The text in a

help window is approximately 50 characters

long and can accommodate up to 10 lines of

help text When there are 10 lines or less, the

copy is centered vertically in the text area

When there are more than 10 lines of text,

help windows have a scrollbar and resize

corners for accessing more text When more

text is necessary and the 10 lines are

Figure B-85 Help window with scrollbar and resize corners.
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^ Edit Help Scrollbar

Tnis IS
-

show the re : oe reader

magnify

help windo*
long and can accon

help te

copy is cent-

When there I

help

;

_

Figure B-86 Help window with More button.

Table B-62 Dimensions for Help window with More button (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pi

(a) 40
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Notices

The figures and tables in this section show details of design elements for

Notices.

Apex 1

Note

(b)

(e)

Apex 4

Text is (f)-point bold
sans serif, and is

centered horizontally
within margins

(dH
I Apex 2

This is a sample of a notice window to

show its simple construction.

Save 1) ( Cancel ) ( Discard )

•Center buttons
horizontally within the

pane and vertically within
the specified (e) dimension

Apex 3

Figure B-87 Notice.

Table B-63 Dimensions for Notice (points)

10 pt 12 pt 14 pt 19 pt

(a) 332 390 448 596

(b) 30 36 42 54

(c) 16 20 24 32

(d) 36 42 50 64

(e) 32 36 40 48

(f) 10 12 14 19
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Apex l

Apex 4

(

25 pe'

gray pattern

App-

Figure B-8S ittems

487
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Appendix C

OPEN LOOK UI Help Text

This appendix contains help text for the basic required visual elements and

menus of the OPEN LOOK User Interface.

The first-level heads in this appendix correspond to titles displayed m the

header of the Help window of the OPEN LOOK Ul implementation The object

under the pointer is displayed in the magnifying glass, and the help text for

that object is displayed in the pane of the Help window.

The help text of the OPEN LOOK Ul is organized by logical groupings, from

the general to the specific For example, when the pointer is on the workspace

and you press the HELP key, the OPEN LOOK ui implementation provides a

general description of how to use the mouse and access windows from the

workspace. When the pointer is on the background of a menu, you see a

description of the general functions for a menu and how to choose from it

When the pointer is on an item, you see a description of what that control does

and information about how to us

It is recommended that implementations follow the paragraph formatting

presented here so that users can easily distinguish be*. lanatory

material and deta .ctions It is also recommended tha' on

help text follow these g

Workspace

The worksp.- ^^ on

the workspace ,tlon WOf *"

are dispiayea -° keeP *w but cxjX of

the /
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Using the Mouse

You use the mouse pointer to control windows and icons and to choose

activities from menus. You use the pointer by moving it with the mouse to a

specific place on the screen and then pressing or clicking a mouse button to

perform an action. You can perform the following actions with the mouse:

Press a mouse button down and hold it.

Release a mouse button to initiate the action.

Click a mouse button by pressing and releasing it without moving the

pointer.

D Double-click a mouse button by clicking twice within a short time period.

Move the pointer by sliding the mouse with no buttons pressed.

Drag the pointer by sliding the mouse with one or more buttons pressed.

To maintain consistency, each mouse button is assigned a specific function.

The three basic mouse functions are:

SELECT to select objects or manipulate controls

ADJUST to add or take away from a group of selected objects

MENU to display and choose from menus

Starting Applications

You start applications by moving the pointer anywhere on the background

of the workspace and pressing MENU to display the Workspace menu. Drag

the pointer to the right in the Programs item to display a submenu with a list of

applications. Drag the pointer to an item in the submenu, and release MENU
to start the application and dismiss the menu group.

Using Menus

Each region on the workspace, the window background, or in an application

pane that is not a control has a pop-up menu associated with it. Each menu

button has a button menu associated with it. Menus contain items or settings.

You can view and choose from any OPEN LOOK Ul menu in two ways using the

MENU mouse button:

Press-drag-release

Click-move-click
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To use press-drag release, press MENU The menu appropriate for the

pointer location is displayed When the pointer is not on a control in the menu.

the default ring is displayed When you drag the pointer onto a control, it

highlights. When you drag the pointer from control to control, the highlighting

follows the pointer. When the pointer is on the control you want, release MENU
The control is activated and the menu is dismissed

When an item has a menu mark (an open triangle), that item has a submenu

with additional items. Releasing MENU when an item with a menu mark is high-

lighted activates the default from the submenu To display a submenu for an

item that has a menu mark, drag the pointer to the right. Drag the pointer to the

left to dismiss the submenu while leaving the originating menu displayed

If you do not want to choose an item from a menu or submenu, move the

pointer off the menu and release the MENU mouse button

To use click-move-click, click MENU The menu appropriate for the pointer

location is displayed and stays on the screen. You do not need to keep press-

ing the MENU button. Move the pointer to the control you want to choose Click

SELECT or MENU to activate the control The control is executed and the menu

is dismissed If you do not want to choose a control, move the pointer off the

menu and click SELECT or MENU to dismiss the menu. Clicking SELECT on an

item that has a menu mark executes the default from the submenu Clicking

MENU on an item that has a menu mark displays the submenu

Selecting and Moving Windows and Icons

You can move windows and icons on the workspace individually or m

groups by selecting and then dragging them You select a window by mov-

ing the pointer to the top or bottom of a window and clicking SELECT You

select an icon by ' onto the icon and clicking SELECT To

move a window or .id drag ••

; on

the implemen-

window or icon V. • Bl the pla t to

move the windov.

Moving grot,

selected To s<
v <* IC0r

first wind
• ADJUST to a or

affe

"
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Window Basics

This section provides help text for the basic OPEN LOOK Ul window

elements: Window menu button, window and pane borders, resize corners,

scrollbar elements, and resize handles.

Window Menu Buttons

Use the Window menu button to activate the default item from the Window

menu without displaying the menu. For example, when Close is the default

item on the Window menu, moving the pointer to the Window menu button

and clicking SELECT closes the window to an icon.

Window Borders

The window border thickens to show that you have selected the window.

Select a window for the following reasons:

To set the input area to that window, a process that activates an inactive

caret and brings the window to the front of the screen

To move it by dragging with SELECT

To select a window, move the pointer onto the window background (header,

footer, or border edge without a scrollbar) and click SELECT.

Select groups of windows or icons when you want to do the same operation

on all of them, such as moving by dragging or quitting all selected items. To

select additional windows or icons, or toggle the state of the window or icon,

move the pointer onto the window background and click ADJUST.

To operate on groups of selected windows and icons, choose Window

Commands from the Workspace Utilities submenu. When the Window Com-

mands pop-up window is displayed, select the windows and icons you want

to operate on and then click SELECT on the appropriate button in the Window

Commands pop-up.

Pane Borders

When you can perform an operation on a pane such as setting properties,

resizing, or deleting, you select the pane by moving the pointer onto the

border of the pane. When the pane can be selected, the target pointer is

displayed. Click SELECT. The border thickens to show that it is selected.
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When a pane can be resized, resize handles are displayec Jes of the

pane that can be adjusted

To delete a selected pane, move the pointer to one of the cable anchc

press SELECT, and drag the cable anchor until it overlaps the other cable

anchor for that pane. Release SELECT to delete the pane

Resize Handles

Resize handles are displayed only when a pane is selected To select a

pane, move the pointer to the border of the pane until the target pointer is

displayed and click SELECT. A resize handle is displayed on the side or sides

of a pane that can be adjusted.

Move the pointer to the resize handle, press SELECT, and drag the pointer

to adjust the area of the selected and the adjacent panes The resize handle

highlights, and a bounding line is displayed to show you where the new pane

border will be. Release SELECT to resize the panes

More Arrow

When you resize a window so that it is too small to displa

.

the

header or footer, a nonscrollable arrow is displayed at the end

is truncated to show you that there is more text If you want to view all th-

use the resize corners to increase the size of the wine

Resize Corners

Use the resize corners to expand or contract the a Move the

pointer to any resize corne'

corner highlights and a n of

the new window bord-

size, and the c

If you want to co-

constrain n The move''

directic "
: ;
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Cable Anchors

Use the cable anchors to move quickly to the beginning or end of the data

by moving the pointer to the cable anchor and clicking SELECT.

When a pane can be split into multiple views, you do this by moving the

pointer to one of the cable anchors of that pane. Press SELECT and drag the

cable anchor. The cable anchor highlights, and a bounding line is displayed

to show you where the pane will split. Release SELECT to split the pane. You

have created two separate views into the same pane.

To resize a split pane, move the pointer onto the pane border and click

SELECT. A resize handle is displayed on the side or sides of a pane that can

be resized. Move the pointer to the resize handle, press SELECT, and drag the

pointer to adjust the sizes of the adjacent panes. The resize handle highlights,

and a bounding line is displayed to show you where the new pane border will

be. Release SELECT to resize the panes.

To delete a split pane, move the pointer to one of the cable anchors for the

pane, press SELECT, and drag the cable anchor until it overlaps the other

cable anchor for that pane. Release SELECT to delete the pane. The split

pane is removed and the remaining panes readjust to fill the available space.

You can also create or remove splits from the Scrollbar menu. Move the

pointer to any part of the scrollbar and press or click MENU to display the

scrollbar menu.

Arrow Buttons

Use the arrow buttons on the scrollbar elevator to change the view on

the data that is displayed in the pane. When an arrow in the arrow button is

dimmed, the elevator is at the beginning or the end of the data. Move the

pointer to an arrow button and click SELECT to scroll the contents of the

pane one unit at a time. Press SELECT to repeatedly scroll the contents of

the pane.

Move the pointer to any part of the scrollbar and press or click MENU to

display the scrollbar menu.

Drag Area

Use the drag area of the scrollbar elevator to move to an arbitrary location

in the data. Move the pointer to the drag area and press SELECT. The drag

area highlights. Drag the pointer to move the view in the pane forward or
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backward in the application data The pointer can be moved a' out

remains constrained to the drag area until you release SELECT

Move the pointer to any part of the scrollbar and press or click MENU to

display the scrollbar menu.

Cable

The length of the scrollbar cable represents the total size of the data from

the application that can be viewed incrementally in the pane The position of

the elevator on the cable shows the location of the pane contents in the total

data. Move the pointer to the cable above the elevator and click SELECT to

move backward in the data one pane. Move the pointer to the cable below

the elevator and click SELECT to move forward in the data one pane

The dark area of the scrollbar cable shows the portion of the total applica-

tion data that is visible in the pane. If the cable is mostly dark, most of the file

is visible. If the dark area of the cable is small, the file is large relative to the

size of the pane. The proportion indicator does not affect scrolling operations

when you click SELECT on the cable to move the view on the data forward or

backward one pane

Move the pointer to any part of the scrollbar and press or click MENU to

display the scrollbar menu.

Menu Background

You can view and choose from any menu m three ways using I

mouse button:

D Press-drag-release

D Click-move-,

D Pin the menu

Using Press-Drag-Releasc

To use press-dr

want, and

pointe

you

choose

b mouse button
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Using Click-Move-Click

To use click-move-click, click MENU. The menu is displayed and stays on

the screen. Move the pointer to the control you want and click SELECT or

MENU. The control is executed and the menu is dismissed. If you do not want

to choose a control, move the pointer off the menu and click SELECT or MENU
to dismiss the menu.

Using the Pushpin

To pin up any menu that has a pushpin, press MENU, and drag the pointer

to the pushpin. When the pin pops into the hole, release MENU. The menu

becomes a pop-up window, and you choose from it in the same way that you

use controls in the control area of a window: Click SELECT to choose a control.

The pinned menu remains on the screen until you dismiss it. To dismiss a

pinned menu, move the pointer to the pushpin and click SELECT.

Changing the Default Setting

Each menu in a menu group has a default setting. The menu default is

displayed when the pointer is off the menu and when you press the DEFAULT

modifier key. You can change the default setting for any menu using the steps

below:

1 Press MENU to display the menu. To change the default for a submenu,

drag the pointer into the submenu.

2 Press the DEFAULT modifier key.

3 Drag the pointer from control to control. The default ring follows the pointer.

4 When the default ring is on the control you want to use as the default,

release MENU and then release the modifier key.

You can press and release the DEFAULT modifier key at any time, either

before or after you press MENU. If you release the DEFAULT modifier key first

and then release MENU, in addition to setting the default, the command is

executed.
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Pop-Up Windows

This section provides help text for the pushpin, and for common elements

of Help and property windows.

Pushpin

Use the pushpin to pin up a pop-up window for continued access Move

the pointer to an unpinned pushpin and click SELECT to push the pin in the

hole. Click SELECT on a pinned pushpin to pop it out of the hole and dismiss

the pop-up window.

When the pop-up window is displayed in an unpinned state, the pop-up

window is automatically dismissed the next time you click SELECT on an

action button in that window. If you want to dismiss the window without issuing

a command, click SELECT on the pushpin to pin the window, and then click

SELECT to dismiss the window.

Help Window

The Help window for each application displays help for the object under the

pointer. To see more help text for the same application without dismissing the

Help window, move the pointer to another object in the same application and

press the HELP key again The view in the magnifying glass changes and

appropriate help text is displayed m the pane of the same Help

If you move the pointer to a different application window and p

HELP key without dismissing the original Help window, a second Help window

is displayed.

You dismiss a Help .vmdow by mo. omter tc .ind

clicking SELECT AH
" er of lhe

Help window, pres.

release MENU.

Magnih

The view

when you .

and disr

*^ows the ooi» jo

g glass

ew objet e pornh
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Property Windows Settings

This section provides help text for the following elements of property

windows:

Apply, Reset, and Set Defaults buttons

Settings menu items

Apply Buttons

Use the Apply button to apply properties that you have changed to the

selection.

Move the pointer to the Apply button and click SELECT. If the pushpin is

out, the changes are applied and the property window is dismissed. If the

pushpin is in, the changes are applied and the property window remains

displayed until you dismiss it.

When the original selection is dimmed, you can still apply changes to it in

the usual way with the Apply button.

New Selection Item

Use the New Selection item on the Apply menu to apply properties that you

have changed to the highlighted selection without changing the original

selection.

Drag the pointer to the New Selection item and release MENU. The changes

are applied and the property window remains displayed until you dismiss it or

click SELECT on the Apply button.

Original Selection Item

Use the Original Selection item on the Apply menu to apply properties that

you have changed to the original selection.

Drag the pointer to the Original Selection item and release MENU. The

changes are applied and the property window remains displayed until you

dismiss it or click SELECT on the Apply button.

Reset Button

Use the Reset button to change the settings in the property window so that

they reflect the settings for the original selection.
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Move the pointer to the Reset button and click SELECT The prop-

window remains displayed until you dismiss it or click SELECT on the Apply

button.

Set Default Button

Use the Set Default button to record the settings in the property window so

that they are the default.

Change the settings in the property window to those you want to use as the

default. Then move the pointer to the Set Default button and click SELECT

The property window remains displayed until you dismiss it or click SELECT on

the Apply button.

Apply Item

Use the Apply item to apply changes made in property window settings to

the original selection.

Drag MENU onto the Apply item then release MENU to apply the changes to

the original selection. When the property window is not pinned, it is dismissed

after the changes are applied

Apply to New Selection Item

Use the Apply to New Selection item to apply changes made m propt

window settings to a new selection When there is not a n<

item is not available

Drag MENU onto the Apply to New Selection item, ar •

'JU to

apply the changes to the r • -.on The property

displayed until you dismiss it O' - -ECTon- 'on

Reset Item

Use the Res- property window

values for the

Drag MENU onto I

to reflect the c '
; '

tow

remains dispi " ; : y txjt1c
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Set Default

Use the Set Default item to change the default settings for the property

window to the current settings. First change the settings in the property

window to reflect the values you want to use as the defaults.

Then display the Settings menu, drag the pointer onto the Set Default item,

and release MENU to set the defaults. The property window remains displayed

until you dismiss it or click SELECT on the Apply button.

Icon

An icon is a window that has been closed. To open an icon, move the

pointer onto the icon and double-click SELECT, or press or click MENU to

display the Window menu and choose Open.

To move an icon, move the pointer onto the icon, press SELECT, drag the

pointer to a new location, and release SELECT.

Clicking ADJUST toggles the state of the icon between being selected and

not selected.

Active Caret

The active caret shows the place in the window where characters that you

type are displayed. To set an active caret in a text area, move the pointer to

the place at which you want to type characters and click SELECT or ADJUST.

The header of a window that has the active input area is highlighted.

Inactive Caret

The inactive caret shows the place in the window that had the last active

input area. To activate an inactive caret, click SELECT on the window back-

ground. To set a new active caret, move the pointer to the place at which you

want to type characters and click SELECT or ADJUST.
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Workspace Menu

Use the Menu Background help text when the pointer is on the background

of the Workspace menu The following sections provide help text for ec.

item on the Workspace menu.

Programs

The Programs item has a menu mark The Programs submenu has a list of

programs that you can run on the workspace You can choose the default

setting from the submenu without displaying it by moving the pointer onto the

Programs item and releasing MENU. To display the Programs submenu, drag

the pointer to the right To choose an item from the Programs submenu, drag

the pointer onto an item and release MENU.

You can edit the Programs submenu from the Workspace Properties

window to add new programs or remove old ones from the menu

Utilities

The Utilities submenu has items representing utilities that you can use on

the workspace

Drag MENU onto the Utilities menu item and release MENU to choose U

default from the Utilities submenu To display the I

MENU to the right of the tem. To choose an item frc

submenu, drag the pointer onto an item on the submenu and I

MENU.

Refresh

Use the Refresh it<

Drag the pointer

workspace.
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Clipboard

The clipboard is for cut/copy/paste operations. Use the Clipboard item to

display the contents of the clipboard.

Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU to display the clipboard

window.

Window Controls

Window Controls are for operating on groups of selected windows and/or

icons. Use the Window Controls item to display the Window Controls pop-up

window.

Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU to display the Window Controls

pop-up window.

Properties

Use the Properties item to display the Workspace Properties window. Use

the Workspace Properties window to set global workspace properties. The

Categories menu of the Properties window offers the following choices:

Color

Icons

Keyboard Core Functions

Keyboard Miscellaneous Functions

Menus
Miscellaneous

Mouse Modifiers

Mouse Settings

Programs Submenu

To display the Workspace Properties window, drag MENU onto the Proper-

ties item, and release MENU.

Exit

Use the Exit item to quit all applications on the workspace, leave the

workspace, and return to your system prompt.

Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU to exit the workspace.
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Window Menu

Use the Menu Background help text when the pointer is on the background

of the Window menu The following sections provide help text for each item of

the Window menu

Open

Use the Open item to open the icon at the pointer location When an

application is started up as an icon, the first time you open it the application

base window is displayed in a location specified by the application Subse-

quently, each time you open an icon, it is displayed in the same location and

state that it had when you closed it to an icon.

You can open an icon without displaying the Window menu by moving the

pointer onto an icon and double-clicking SELECT

Close

Use the Close item to change the visual representation of the base window

at the pointer location to an icon When an application base window is closed

its associated pop-up windows are also closed whether or not the pop

windows are selected

Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU to close

Full Size

Use the Full Size item to e at

the pointer location to a larc: ~on is

opened and displayec - format .•• "om

the icon Window r

Drag MENU onto
•' .e of the

window or icon al

You can use I

,ow n

moving the p
• d anc
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Restore Size

Use the Restore Size item to return the dimensions of the window at the

pointer location to the default window size. The Restore Size command does

not return windows to an iconic state.

Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU to restore the size of the

window at the pointer location to the default size.

You can use the Restore Size command without displaying the Window
menu by moving the pointer onto the window background and double-click-

ing SELECT.

Properties

Use the Properties item to display the application property window. You can

set the following properties from this window:

Window color

Initial location

Initial state

Initial size

Base window scale

Pop-up window scale

Manage windows

Record current state

To display the Properties window, drag MENU onto the Properties item, and

release MENU.

Window Color Category

Use this setting to change the default background color for the application

window and its pop-up windows. The area to the right of the menu button

shows the color that you chose from the Color button menu.

To return to the default color setting, move the pointer to the menu button

and click SELECT. To choose a different color setting, move the pointer to the

menu button, press MENU to display the Color menu, move the pointer to the

color you want to set, and release MENU.

To apply the color setting to the application, click SELECT on the Apply

button.
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Current Color Setting

When the property window is displayed, this area shows the color setting

that is used for the application window background When you make another

choice from the Window Color button menu, that color is shown in this area

and is applied to the application windows when you click SELECT on the

Apply button.

Color Menu Button

Use the menu under this menu button to view the palette of colors from

which you can choose the window background of an application

Color Menu

You use the Color menu to change the default window background color

setting.

To choose a color from the palette, move the pointer to the menu button,

press MENU, drag the pointer onto a color, and release MENU

To apply the color setting to the application, click SELECT on the Apply

button.

Initial Location Category

Use the Initial Location category to specify the location of the upper left

corner of the application window on an x-y grid in which x = 0. y = at the

upper left corner of the workspace

Default Setting

Click SELECT on the Defai. to return the settings to the

tion-specified initial loc " corner of the I

When you choose De' elds are not

d

K a

Specified Settn

Click SELECT on
" M9 t0 display the nurr> for the x

and y coordin.

SELF
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X Numeric Field

The number displayed in this field shows the x coordinate for the upper left

corner of the application base window. You can type a new number in this

field to change the x coordinate.

Click SELECT in the numeric field to set the active caret and highlight the

default number. Type a new number.

To apply the setting, click SELECT on the Apply button.

Y Numeric Field

The number displayed in this field shows the y coordinate for the upper left

corner of the application base window. You can type a new number in this

field to change the y coordinate.

Click SELECT in the numeric field to set the active caret and highlight the

default number. Type a new number.

To apply the setting, click SELECT on the Apply button.

Initial State Category

Use the Initial State category to set how the application window is displayed

when you choose it from the Workspace menu. When you choose Window,

the application is displayed as an opened window. When you choose Icon,

the application is displayed as an icon.

Move the pointer to the Window or Icon setting and click SELECT. To apply

the setting, click SELECT on the Apply button.

Initial Size Category

Use the Initial Size category to determine the total area of the base window

for the application in units of rows and columns. When the property window is

displayed, the current numbers of rows and columns are displayed in the

numeric fields.

Rows Setting

Use the Rows numeric field to choose the number of rows for the base

window of the application.

Move the pointer to the numeric field and click SELECT to set the active

caret and highlight the default number. Type a new number.
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Alternatively, you can click SELECT on the up or down arrows at the end of

the numeric field to increment or decrement the number that is displayed in

the field.

To apply the setting, click SELECT on the Apply button

Columns Setting

Use the Columns numeric field to choose the number of columns for the

base window of the application.

Move the pointer to the numeric field and click SELECT to set the active

caret and highlight the default number. Type a new number

Alternatively, you can click SELECT on the up or down arrow at the end of

the numeric field to increment or decrement the number that is displayed m

the field.

To apply the setting, click SELECT on the Apply button

Increment/Decrement Buttons

Use the increment/decrement buttons to change the number m the numeric

field. Click SELECT on the up arrow to display a smaller number Click SELECT

on the down arrow to display a larger number

Record Current State

Use the Record Current State category to save the current cc of

an application's base windows pop-up windows, and r>

settings Clicking SELECT on the Base Window button t na-

tion and size in the >*

To apply the

Manage Windows

Use the N J ^ IO c

base window

the front or the ba 3°*

background of a t
rx»se B ase

Window n

The
tne •**
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Base Window Scale

Use the Base Window Scale setting to choose the scaling size for the base

window of the application.

Move the pointer to the drag area of the slider, press SELECT, and drag the

pointer to the left to choose a smaller scaling size or to the right to choose a

larger scaling size. Release SELECT. To apply the setting to the application

base window, click SELECT on the Apply button.

Pop-up Window Scale

Use the Pop-up Window Scale setting to choose the scaling size for all the

pop-up windows of the application. You cannot scale pop-up windows

individually.

Move the pointer to the drag area of the slider, press SELECT, and drag the

pointer to the left to choose a smaller scaling size or to the right to choose a

larger scaling size. Release SELECT. To apply the setting to the pop-up

windows, click SELECT on the Apply button.

Back

Use the Back item to move the window or icon at the pointer location to the

back of the workspace and tuck it behind any overlapping windows and

icons.

Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU to move the window or icon at

the pointer location to the back of the workspace.

You can bring a window or icon to the front of the screen by selecting it. To

select a window, move the pointer to the window background and click

SELECT. To select an icon, move the pointer onto an icon and click SELECT.

Refresh

Use the Refresh item to redisplay the window or icon at the pointer location.

Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU to refresh the window or icon.
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Quit

Use the Quit item to exit the application and remove the window or icon

from the workspace If you have made changes to the application that have

not been saved, a Notice is displayed asking you if you want to save the

changes.

Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU to quit the application

Pop-Up Window Menu

Use the Menu Background help text when the pointer is on the background

of the pop-up Window menu. The following sections provide help text for each

item of the pop-up Window menu.

Dismiss

When you remove pop-up windows from the workspace, they do not close

to an icon. The label on the top menu item of the pop-up Window men..

Dismiss to show this distinction

The Dismiss submenu has two choices:

D This Window

All Pop-ups

When you use This Window, the pop-up window at the pointer locatior

dismissed

When you use All Pop-ups. all the pop

dismissed

You can choose tl

displaying it by dragging MENU on!

To display the Dis f
-

To choose an iten^

and release MENU

•
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Cancel

When you have made changes to a property window but have not applied

those changes, the label on the top menu item of the pop-up window menu is

Cancel to show you that the changes to the property window will be dis-

carded when you dismiss it.

The Cancel submenu has two choices:

This Window
All Pop-ups

When you use This Window, the property window at the pointer location is

dismissed.

When you use All Pop-ups, the property window and the rest of the pop-up

windows for the application are dismissed.

You can choose the default setting from the Cancel submenu without

displaying it by dragging MENU onto the Cancel item and releasing MENU. To

display the Cancel submenu, drag MENU to the right in the Cancel item. To

choose an item from the Cancel submenu, drag the pointer onto an item and

release MENU.

This Window

Use This Window to dismiss the pop-up window at the pointer location.

Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU to dismiss selected windows.

All Pop-ups

Use All Pop-ups to dismiss all the pop-up windows for the application that

are open on the workspace.

Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU to dismiss all pop-up windows

for the application.

Back

Use the Back item to move the window at the pointer location to the back of

the workspace, tucking it behind any overlapping windows and icons.

Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU to move selected windows and

icons to the back of the workspace.
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You can bring a window or icon to the front of the screen by selecting it. To

select a window, move the pointer to the window background and click

SELECT. To select an icon, move the pointer onto an icon and click SELECT.

Refresh

Use the Refresh item to redisplay the pop-up window at the pointer location.

Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU to refresh selected windows.

Owner?

Use the Owner? item to identify the base window that originated the pop-up

window. The title bar of the originating base window flashes and comes to the

front of the screen.

Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU to locate the owner of the

pop-up window at the pointer location.

Scrollbar Menu

Use the Menu Background help text when the pointer is on the background

of the Scrollbar menu. The following sections provide help text for each item

of the Scrollbar menu.

Here to Top

Use the Here to Top item to scroll the line at the pointer location to the top of

the pane. Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU.

Here to Left

Use the Here to Left item to scroll the line at the pointer location to the left of

the pane. Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU.

Top to Here

Use the Top to Here item to scroll the line at the top of the pane to the

pointer location. Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU.
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Left to Here

Use the Left to Here item to scroll the line at the left of the pane to the

pointer location. Drag MENU onto the item and release MENU.

Previous

Use the Previous item to undo the last scrolling action and restore the view

in the pane to its condition before the last scrolling action. Drag MENU onto

the item and release MENU.

Split View

Use the Split View item to split a pane. Move the pointer into the scrollbar

area and position it next to the place where you want to split the pane. Press

MENU, drag the pointer onto the Split View item, and release MENU.

Join Views

Use the Join Views item to remove a pane that you created by splitting a

pane. Move the pointer into the scrollbar area next to the pane you want to

remove, press MENU, drag the pointer onto the Join Views item, and release

MENU.
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Appendix D

International Considerations for

the OPEN LOOK User Interface

The OPEN LOOK User Interface encourages international implementations

to make it easy to localize the environment and applications.

The following sections describe fundamental issues to be considered in

designing a system for multinational use. It is not intended to be a compre-

hensive list.

The most important functions needed to develop an international product

are summarized here:

Appropriate character sets

Multiple orientation and direction of text

A way to translate all visible text

A way to localize dates, units, formats, colors, and symbols

Programmatic Interface

This section discusses the following categories that relate to developing an

international OPEN LOOK ui programmatic interface:

Character sets and fonts

D Text strings

D Text direction

Formats, including mterapplication exchange

Layout

Physical devices
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Character Sets and Fonts

To support multinational functionality, it is very important for the program-

matic interface to provide support for a suitable collection of character sets.

The collection of character sets depends on the intended market and may be

tailored to local needs. Most of the European languages can be supported by

adding a small number of characters such as nonspacing accents to the

ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) character set or

by using ISO character sets.

International requirements differ for different markets. For example, a

product designed primarily for the European market is unlikely to include a

capability to display Asian character sets.

All software must handle characters from all supported sets in the collec-

tion. In particular, you must be able to type, display, edit, delete, and print all

characters. When applications validate text, it must validate characters from

all available character sets.

When considering fonts, remember that some character sets such as Asian

languages support specific font heights, do not support text attributes such

as bold, and do not have serifs.

The Virtual Keyboard that is defined as a Level 2 requirement for the OPEN

LOOK Ul provides a specified mechanism that you can use to view the current

keyboard mapping and change between specified character sets.

Text Strings

All text that an application displays must be translatable. This includes text

such as window titles, button and setting labels, menu items, error messages,

and text that is displayed in Notices and help windows.

It is recommended that the programmatic interface provide a mechanism

such as "message" or "resource" files to separate text strings from the

program code. It may also be necessary for the programmatic interface to

externalize the format of the strings as well as the text, since the order of

arguments provided by the application may differ among languages.

Text Directions

The programmatic interface must support different directions of text flow, as

specified below:
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Left to right for languages such as English

Right to left for languages such as Arabic and Hebrew

Vertical for some Asian languages

Multiple directions must also be supported. This is required so that an

application can mix languages with different directions on the same screen.

These are also required because certain languages, such as Japanese,

require both horizontal and vertical typesetting. Other languages, such as

Arabic, read characters from right to left and numbers from left to right

Formats

In general, the programmatic interface must permit both users and

translators to specify choices of formats, units, and sort sequences, and for

applications to reflect the specified choices.

Consider the following when designing an international implementation:

Languages have different punctuation types and rules.

A word is defined differently in different languages. Japanese, for example,

does not have spaces between "words." The language's definition of a word

affects white space and word delimiter definitions.

Formats and rules for numbers differ.

Formats and rules for dates differ.

Formats for calendars differ. For example, some countries define a week as

Monday through Sunday while others define it as Sunday through Saturday.

D Decimal and thousands separators differ. This issue also affects decimal-

aligned tab formats.

D Standard page sizes differ, at both the workstation and the printer

Monetary units and rules differ

D Units of measurement and rules differ

Sort orders and collating sequences vary or are inappropriate

Certain languages have specific requirements for placement of characters

and prohibit some characters from displaying at the beginning of a lii

Asian languages have many restrictions for characte

D When windows are care must be taken tc gs in a

sensible way.

Word wra: I nonspacmg accente so-

ciated c
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Layout

The sizes of OPEN LOOK Ul elements that contain text strings must not be

hard-coded. Most text strings expand when translated from English to another

language.

The programmatic interface should provide a facility that the application

developer can use to measure the length of text strings and adjust the

elements that contain the strings accordingly. Window placement and size

should also use these measurements. Positions and layout of elements should

be relative to one another to prevent overlapping elements or unneeded white

space between elements when translation increases or decreases the length

of the text strings.

When the application sizes windows dynamically using this measurement

facility, it is possible that the contents may not fit on the screen at the required

size and place. It is strongly recommended that all windows have resize

handles and scrollbars.

Physical Devices

Consider the variety of physical keyboards and pointing devices that may
be used with your implementation. A virtual input mechanism that allows

these devices to be mapped is extremely useful.

Consider international standards for communications protocols when

designing a programmatic interface.

OPEN LOOK UI Elements

This section addresses the issues of font size, direction of text flow, and

localization for OPEN LOOK Ul elements.

Font Size

This specification defines elements relative to the size of the characters in

the default system font. Some languages require a larger minimum point size

than that for English. When larger characters such as accented or Asian

characters are part of the default system font, the implementation should

scale all the elements to accommodate the height and width of the font
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characters. The window shown in Figure D-1 is an example of a base window

in a Japanese implementation.

[ ;
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i

Figure D-1 A base window tor a Japanese implementation.

The application developer must consider the following additional factors:

The icon label area may be too small to accommodate the default system

font.

The definition of text baseline may change depending on the font. The text

baseline for Kanji, for example, is different from that of English.

D Windows, including help and property windows, must have resize corners,

and panes must have scrollbars, since larger fonts may make the windows

too large.

Direction of Text Flow

The direction in which text flows in the local language affects the orientation

of OPEN LOOK Ul elements. Window header and scrollbar placement, control

orientation, menu group displays, and pointer orientation are all linked to the

primary text direction in the native language. For example, in a language that

reads vertically and fr |h! to left, the following changes might be

appropriate:
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The header is displayed at the right side of the window.

The horizontal scrollbar is the primary scrollbar. The top of the scrollbar is to

the right, and the elevator is, therefore, initially positioned on the right.

Controls in the control area are arrayed vertically, top to bottom, and right to

left.

The basic pointer points to the upper right corner of the screen, opposite to

the direction of text flow.

The light source for shadows is the upper right corner of the screen.

Localization

Other elements of the OPEN LOOK Ul that should be considered for

localization are:

Color has special local meaning. Some colors are taboo in certain cultures.

The concept of background and foreground may be reversed.

Symbols often need to be localized. For example, the pushpin may be an

unfamiliar glyph, and a check mark has an opposite connotation in some

cultures.

Characters from languages with large character sets and inflection distinc-

tions such as Kanji or Chinese require careful consideration to present

unambiguous information.

When developing a toolkit for international markets, consider the issues dis-

cussed in this appendix as a preliminary checklist. The languages and char-

acter sets to be supported determine the scope of development work

required and the issues to be considered.
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Glossary

Abbreviated button

Abbreviated menu
button

Abbreviated scrollbar

Accelerator

ADJUST mouse
button

Arrow button

aaai)

A button can be displayed as a small square with a

glyph inside the border. Abbreviated buttons

function just like buttons.

A menu button can be displayed as a small square

with a hollow triangle inside the border The triangle

points downward when the menu is displayed

below the menu button, and to the right when the

menu is displayed to the right. The current setting

is usually displayed to the right of the abbreviated

menu button. Abbreviated menu buttons function

just like menu buttons.

When a split pane is too small to display a com-

plete scrollbar or a scrollbar without a cable, an

abbreviated scrollbar is displayed The abbre-

viated scrollbar has cable anchors and up and

down arrows.

A key or sequence of keys on the keyboard or

multiple clicks of mouse buttons that quickly

perform specific menu or application functions

without using a menu

The mouse button that is used to adjust (extend or

reduce) selections

An abbreviated button with a solid triangular glyph

the border that is )
An

button is a specific Kind of abbreviated

ton.
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ASCII

Automatic scrolling

Back

Base window

Basic pointer

\
Binding

Bottom cable anchor

J

Bounding box

Busy pattern

Busy pointer

Button

Print

j

Button menu

American Standard Code for Information Inter-

change.

When not all of a file is visible in a window, the view

in a pane automatically shifts to follow the move-

ment of the pointer as you press SELECT and wipe

through the data.

An item on the Window menu that is used to move
the window or icon to the back of the screen.

The primary window for an application.

An arrow pointing northeast that shows the mouse

position on the workspace.

Logically connecting data files, icons, and images

to File Manager functionality.

The button at the bottom of a scrollbar cable.

A rectangle that is displayed on the screen to

define a region for selection.

A standard pattern displayed in the header of a

window or in the border of a button to show that the

application is temporarily performing a function

and cannot accept input.

A stopwatch is displayed by the system when an

application is busy and cannot accept input.

A one-choice element of a control area or a menu.

Buttons are used to execute commands (com-

mand button), display pop-up windows (window

button), or to display menus (menu button).

A menu that is displayed when the pointer is on a

menu button and you press MENU.
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Cable

Cable anchor

liJ,

The scrollbar cable represents the total size of the

data that you can view in the pane. The elevator

moves up and down the cable to show the position

of the view into the data.

The buttons at the ends of the scrollbar cable.

Cancel

CANCEL

Caret

Categories

Change bars

Character encoding

Character set

To remove a property window from the screen

when it has settings that have been modified but

not applied.

A Level 1 pop-up window accelerator that you use

to dismiss the pop-up window without choosing an

action.

Windows that accept keyboard input display a

caret to show the insert point. An active caret is a

solid triangle that may blink. An inactive caret is a

dimmed diamond.

Groups of like settings in a property window.

Solid vertical lines on the left side of property

window panes that show that a setting has been

modified but not applied.

A mapping of codes, usually binary, to each

character in a corresponding character set

Any collection of characters for display on the

screen or printer These include alphabet, digit,

punctuation, and special characters Sets are

usually named and ordered so that codes may be

associated with each member The character set is

independent of font, which defines the exact

appearance of each character n the

CHARBAK A Level 2 text caret motion function th,

move the insert point t one. d
>e to
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CHARFWD

Check boxes

A Level 2 text caret motion function that you use to

move the insert point forward one character.

A nonexclusive setting that shows a check mark in

a square box when the setting is chosen.

Click

Click-to-type

Clipboard

Close

COLUMNBAK

COLUMNFWD

Command window

To press a mouse button once and release it

without moving the pointer beyond the damping

factor.

You set the insert point by clicking SELECT in an

area of the screen that accepts keyboard input.

The clipboard keeps track of data that are cut or

copied. The Paste key is used to insert information

from the clipboard into a pane. The contents of the

clipboard are viewed in a window that is accessed

from the Workspace menu. An item on the

Workspace Utilities submenu displays a window

that shows the contents of the clipboard.

A choice on the base Window menu that is used to

change the visual representation from a window to

an icon. When Close is chosen, only the visual

representation of the window is changed, and the

item name toggles to Open. See also "Open."

A Level 2 text caret movement function that you

use to move the insert point up one line in the

current column (or to the end of the line if the

column is past the end of the previous line).

A Level 2 text caret movement function that you

use to move the insert point down one line in the

current column (or to the end of the line if the

column is past the end of the previous line).

A pop-up window that is used to execute applica-

tion commands or set parameters.
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Command button

Command item

CONSTRAIN

Control area

Controls

Copy

COPY

Core functions

Current item

Cut

A button that you use to execute application

commands.

An item on a menu that you use to execute

application commands.

A Level 1 mouse modifier function that you use to

constrain the direction of a dragging operation to

only the x or y coordinate, depending on the

direction in which you move the pointer to initiate

dragging

An unbordered region of a window where controls

such as buttons, settings, and text fields are

displayed.

Objects in a control area, a pane, or on a menu
that are used to perform an action. Controls

include buttons, items on menus, exclusive and

nonexclusive settings, sliders, gauges, text fields,

and check boxes.

Duplicating text or graphics The Copy key is used

to copy selected text or graphics to the clipboard.

A Level 1 core function that you use to put a copy

of the selected object onto the clipboard and then

delete the object from the workspace This key can

also be used as a mouse modifier for Quick Move

operations

Essential functions that are always available from

the keyboard These functions can also be

provided on buttons in control areas or on menus

An active item in a scrolling list

To remove selected text or graphics odow

and store them on the chpboa'
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CUT

Cut/copy/paste

Damping factor

Default ring

C Cut 1

Default icon region

DEFAULTACTION

DELCHARBAK

DELCHARFWD

DELLINEBAK

DELLINE

DELLINEFWD

DELWORDBAK

A Level 1 core function that you use to put a copy

of the selected object onto a clipboard and then

delete the object from the workspace. This key can

also be used as a mouse modifier for Quick Move
operations.

Functions that are provided from keys on the

keyboard and that use the clipboard to store and

transfer text and graphics.

The number of pixels you can move the pointer

before a drag is initiated.

The default button in a pop-up window has a ring

displayed inside the button border. The default

item on a menu or submenu has a 1 -point ring

around the item when an item is not highlighted.

The side of the screen (top, bottom, left, or right)

the icon moves to the first time it is displayed.

A Level 1 pop-up window accelerator that you use

to execute the default button action and dismiss

the pop-up window.

A Level 2 text caret motion function that you use to

delete the character to the left of the insert point.

A Level 2 text caret motion function that you use to

delete the character to the right of the insert point.

A Level 2 text caret motion function that you use to

delete from the insert point to the beginning of the

line.

A Level 2 text caret motion function that you use to

delete the entire current line.

A Level 2 text caret motion function that you use to

delete from the insert point to the end of the line.

A Level 2 text caret motion function that you use to

delete the word to the left of the insert point.
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DELWORDFWD

Dimmed controls

Direct manipulation

Dismiss

DOCEND

DOCSTART

Double-click

DUPLICATE

Duplicate pointer

Drag

A Level 2 text caret motion function that you use to

delete the word to the right of the insert point.

An inactive control is dimmed. It cannot accept

input from the mouse or the keyboard.

To move or copy a selected object by dragging it.

To remove a menu or a pop-up window from the

screen. Also, an item on the pop-up Window menu
Since pop-up windows do not have an iconic form

and closing a window, by definition, means

changing its visual representation to an icon,

"dismiss" is used instead.

A Level 2 text caret movement function that you

use to move the insert point after the last printable

character of the document. When the insert point is

already there, there is no action.

A Level 2 text caret movement function that you

use to move the insert point before the first

character of the document. When the insert point is

already there, the caret is not moved

Clicking twice on a mouse button is an accelerator

that performs a specific function without using a

menu.

A Level 1 mouse modifier function that you use to

copy the selected object by dragging

The duplicate pointer is displayed when you copy

an object by dragging

To press and hold down any mouse button while

moving the pointer—and the object under the

n the screen
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Drag area

Drop shadow

Elevator

The area in the middle of the scrollbar elevator or

slider.

The 75 percent gray pattern to the right and below

the border of a menu.

The part of the scrollbar that has up and down

arrows and a drag area. The elevator rides the

scrollbar cable and shows the position of the view

in the pane relative to the total data available.

Embedded objects

Exclusive setting

Apples Oranges

File Manager

Font

Footer

Full Size

Objects that are nested in other containers,

typically frames, either of the same or a different

type.

A control that is used for mutually exclusive

settings and is shown by touching rectangles.

The chosen setting is shown with a bold border

around it.

The file management application used in an OPEN

LOOK Ul implementation to load, store, and browse

through files from the workspace and from within

an application.

A complete set of characters in one typeface and

size.

The bottom area of a window. The footer is used by

an application for information and error messages.

To increase the size of a window to its maximum.

The specifications are determined by the applica-

tion. Full Size is an item on the Window menu that

allows you to perform that function. After you make

a window full size, the label in the item toggles to

Restore Size.
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Gauge

i i i i i i i i

100

A read-only control that shows the percent of

use or the portion of an action that has been

completed

Glyph

Grab handles

Halation

Header

Help

HELP

Highlighting

Hot spot

Icon

A picture or graphic representation of an object

The small squares that are displayed at the corners

and midpoints of the region that defines a selected

graphic object.

The effect of screen elements "glowing" and giving

off light.

The band across the top of every window. Each

header has a centered title. Base windows have a

Window menu button on the left. Pop-up windows

have a pushpin on the left.

An OPEN LOOK Ul implementation provides

on-screen help for each element in a window. The

application provides help for application functions

and elements. The Help function must be available

from the keyboard.

A Level 1 core function that you use to display a

Help window for the object under the pointer.

A visual indication that an object is in a special

state. In monochrome implementations the visual

indication is reverse video In color implementa-

tions, the user can set the selection highlighting

color Button highlighting is shown by a pseudo

three-dimensional effect

The place on the pointer that determines the exact

spot on the screen where an action is performed

A small pictorial representation of a base window

olaymg objects as icons conserves screen real

ite while keeping the window available for easy

•ss
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Important message

Inactive controls

Indeterminate state

Input area

Insert point

Internationalization

Keyboard accelerator

Keyboard equivalent

Keyboard input

A message from the operating system or an

application that provides information that is

essential to continued operation.

An inactive control is dimmed. It cannot accept

input from the mouse or the keyboard.

When the application cannot clearly show all the

attributes of a selected object, the borders for

settings that are indeterminate are dimmed. The

label and setting names are not dimmed.

The place on the screen that accepts keyboard

input. Click SELECT to set the insert point in the

input area (click-to-type).

The specific location in the input area where

keyboard input is displayed. When you set the

insert point, an active caret is displayed.

A way of writing applications that facilitates

translation to other languages. Generally, key

names, prompts, messages, and warnings are

grouped in separate files that are not part of the

application code.

A key or sequence of keys on the keyboard or

multiple clicks of mouse buttons that quickly

perform specific menu or application functions

without using a menu.

Keyboards and mice are not the same from system

to system. An OPEN LOOK ui implementation

provides specific default key sequences to provide

uniform functionality when specific keys or mouse

buttons are not available on a system. You can

change the default keyboard equivalents from the

Workspace Properties window.

To type alphanumeric characters from the key-

board at the insert point, a place on the screen that

accepts text.
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Label

Layer

Levels

Menu

Menu button

( Menu Button v

j

The title of a button, item, or setting that describes

it function.

Windows and icons that overlap one another on

the workspace.

Different parts of a hierarchical structure that can

be accessed in a scrolling list.

A rectangle containing a group of controls. Menus

are displayed in two ways: from a menu button with

choices appropriate to the menu button label

(button menu) and from any place on the screen

that is not a control (pop-up menu). The pop-up

menu displays choices appropriate to the pointer

location.

A multiple-choice element of a control area A

menu button always has a menu mark and is used

to display a menu.

Menu items

Command Item

Window Item...

Menu Item

Menu mark

V >

MENU mouse button

Menu group

Message

More arrow

A menu contains items that you can use to execute

commands, display a pop-up window, or display a

submenu.

A hollow triangle in the border of a button or

following a menu item that has a submenu

attached to it. The triangle points to where the

menu or submenu is displayed

The mouse button that is used to display menus

A menu and its associated submenus

Information generated by an application that

rms you about the status of a process

A small, nonscrollable triangle that is displayed at

d of text in the header c footer of a window

as been truncated during a resize ODeration
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More button

Mouse

Move pointer

A button an application can add to its Help window

to allow you to access other types of on-line help

such as on-line documentation.

An electronic or mechanical device that you use to

select and manipulate information on a computer

screen.

When you move an object by dragging, the move
pointer is displayed.

Multi-click

NEXTFIELD

NEXTWINDOW

Nonexclusive setting

I Bold 1 1 Italic 1

Normal message

Normalization

Clicking a mouse button rapidly a specific number

of times. Multi-clicking is usually an accelerator for

functions that can be accessed in other ways.

A Level 1 text field navigation function that you use

to move the caret to the next input area in the pane

and select the contents of the field. When the caret

is in the last input area, the caret moves to the first

input area.

A Level 2 input area navigation accelerator that

you use to cycle the active input area to the next

window (least recently used).

A list of nonexclusive choices indicated by

separated rectangles. The chosen settings are

surrounded by a bold border.

A message that is displayed in the footer of a

window to inform you about the status of a

requested operation.

Moving scrolled objects in discrete units so that a

defined unit is always visible in the pane. For

example, normalized text scrolls line by line.

Characters in a line are never chopped in half.
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Notice

Open

OPEN LOOK™

PAGE

Page-oriented

scrollbar

When an application generates warning and error

messages that require an action before you can

proceed, a Notice is displayed that blocks input to

the application until you click on one of the buttons

in the Notice pop-up window.

An item on the window menu that is used to open

an icon to a window. When the icon is opened, the

title on the item toggles to Close See also "Close."

A registered trademark of AT&T.

A Level 2 scrolling accelerator. Page scrolling

operations are defined by application-specific

accelerators. These accelerators are usually

mapped to PAGEUP. PAGEDOWN. HOME, and END

on a keyboard.

A scrollbar with a box that shows the current page

number when you press SELECT on the drag area

of the elevator. The box expands and contracts to

the left to accommodate different numbers of

digits

Palette

PAN

Pane

Panning

Panning pointer

A set of coordinated colors provided for defining

the color of the workspace, window background,

selection, and caret

A Level 1 mouse modifier function that you use to

scroll the contents of a pane by panning

A bordered rectangle in a window where the

application displays its data

A method of scrolling in which you \g the

its of the pane instead of using the scrollbar

Jown
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Paste

PASTE

Picture frame corners

r

To insert data from the clipboard into a window.

Selected data are placed on the clipboard with the

Copy or Cut key.

A Level 1 core function that you use to insert a

copy of the data on a clipboard at the insert point.

This key can also be used as a mouse modifier for

Quick Move operations.

See "Resize corners."

Pinned menu

Pixel

Point

Pointer

Pointer jumping

POINTERDOWN

POINTERLEFT

A menu that has its pushpin pushed in. A pinned

menu is a pop-up window and remains on the

workspace until you dismiss it.

An abbreviation for picture element; the smallest

unit of display on a video screen.

The standard typographical unit of measurement,

equal to approximately 1/72 of an inch (0.352

millimeters).

Any graphic representation of the location of the

mouse on the screen. See also "Basic pointer,"

"Busy pointer," "Duplicate pointer," "Move pointer,"

"Panning pointer," "Text duplicate pointer," and

"Text move pointer."

When the pointer automatically moves to a specific

location, such as to a Notice or a pop-up window.

A Level 2 pointer movement function that you use

to move the pointer down one pixel (repeats and

accelerates).

A Level 2 pointer movement function that you use

to move the pointer left one pixel (repeats and

accelerates).
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POINTERRIGHT

POINTERUP

Pop-up menu

Pop-up window

Pop-up Window menu

Press

PREVFIELD

PREVWINDOW

Programs

Properties

PROPERTIES

A Level 2 pointer movement function that you use

to move the pointer right one pixel (repeats and

accelerates).

A Level 2 pointer movement function that you use

to move the pointer up one pixel (repeats and

accelerates).

A menu that you access by pressing MENU on any

area of the workspace that is not a control The

menu that is displayed depends on the location of

the mouse pointer.

A window that pops up to perform a specific

function and is then dismissed. Command
windows, property windows, Help windows and

Notices are all pop-up windows.

The Window menu that is displayed when you

press MENU on the background of a pop-up

window.

To push and hold a mouse button.

A Level 1 text field navigation function that you use

to move the caret to the previous input area in the

pane and select the contents of the field. When the

caret is in the first input area, moves the caret to

the last input area.

A Level 2 input area navigation accelerator that

you use to cycle the active input area to the

previous (most recently used) window.

An item on the Workspace menu that displays a

submenu with a list of application programs that

can be accessed from the workspace

Characteristics of an object that you can set

as the color of a window

.el 1 core function that you use to display a

-rty window for the selected ot
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Property window

Proportion indicator

Pushpin

.-W &
Question mark pointer

?

Quick Duplicate

Quick Move

Quit

Refresh

Release

Reserved area

A pop-up window that is used to set properties

associated with an object, an application, or a

window.

The dark area of the scrollbar cable shows the

proportion of data that is currently viewed in the

pane, relative to the total length of the cable, which

represents the total size.

A glyph that can be used to keep a menu, property

window, or command window displayed on the

screen.

The pointer that is displayed when you click or

press a mouse button and the window manager

cannot perform an action. This pointer is also

displayed if you drag an object to an inappropriate

destination.

A means of copying text without changing the

existing text selection.

A means of moving text without changing the

existing text selection.

To exit an application. Quit is an item on both the

Window menu (quit the window) and the Work-

space menu (quit the workspace).

An item on the Window menu that redisplays an

icon or the contents of the window. Also an item on

the Workspace menu that is used to redisplay all

the windows and icons on the workspace.

To stop pressing a mouse button.

An area of the screen that is reserved for the

display of icons and a certain class of applications.

See also "Virtual edge."
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Resize corner

r
Resize handles

l>

Restore Size

Sans serif

Scale

Scrollbar

Scrollbar menu

SCROLLBOTTOM

SCROLLDOWN

Windows that can be resized have a resize area in

each corner. These areas provide unconstrained

resizing of the boundaries of the window without

changing the scale of the contents of the window.

When you select a pane that can be resized, resize

handles are displayed on the sides of the pane that

can be adjusted.

To return a window to its size before it was

displayed at full size. Also, an item on the Window
menu that allows you to perform that function. After

you restore the size of a window, the label in the

item toggles to Full Size.

Type styles that do not have serifs, small

cross-strokes or ornaments at the ends of the main

strokes making up a character.

To make everything in the window bigger or smaller

while keeping all elements of the window propor-

tional to one another, and the contents anchored at

the upper left corner. You choose the scale for

base or pop-up windows from the application

property window.

The scrollbar is used to move the view of the data

displayed in the pane

Each scrollbar has a pop-up menu that is used to

reposition the data in the pane

A Level 2 scrolling accelerator that you use to

scroll the view to the bottom of the pane (same as

clicking SELECT on the bottom cable anchor).

A Level 2 scrolling accelerator that you use to

scroll the view down one screen (same as moving

the pointer to the cable below the elevator of a

al scrollbar and <
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Scrolling

Scrolling button

Scrolling list

SCROLLLEFT

SCROLLLEFTEDGE

SCROLLRIGHT

SCROLLRIGHTEDGE

SCROLLTOP

SCROLLUP

Select

SELECT mouse button

Moving through data that cannot be viewed entirely

in a pane.

An abbreviated button with a solid triangular

arrowhead inside the border that is used for

scrolling.

A pane containing a list of text fields. The list can

be read-only or it can be editable.

A Level 2 scrolling accelerator that you use to

scroll the view left one screen (same as moving the

pointer to the cable left of the elevator of a

horizontal scrollbar and clicking SELECT).

A Level 2 scrolling accelerator that you use to

scroll the view to the left edge of the pane (same

as clicking SELECT on the left cable anchor).

A Level 2 scrolling accelerator that you use to

scroll the view right one screen (same as moving

the pointer to the cable right of the elevator of a

horizontal scrollbar and clicking SELECT).

A Level 2 scrolling accelerator that you use to

scroll the view to the right edge of the pane (same

as clicking SELECT on the right cable anchor).

A Level 2 scrolling accelerator that you use to

scroll the view to the top of the pane (same as

clicking SELECT on the top cable anchor).

A Level 2 scrolling accelerator that you use to

scroll the view up one screen (same as moving the

pointer to the cable above the elevator of a vertical

scrollbar and clicking SELECT).

To distinguish an object or objects on the screen

so that they can be operated on.

The mouse button that is used to select objects,

set the insert point, manipulate controls, and drag

objects.
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Select-then-operate

paradigm

SELCHARFWD

SELLINEFWD

SELWORDFWD

SETMENUDEFAULT

Shrink

Slider

O

You select an object and then choose an operation

from a menu (or the keyboard) to perform on the

selected object. The object (or objects) for

selection can be text or graphics within an

application, or a pane, a window, or an icon

A Level 2 text selection function that you use to

adjust the selection one character forward

A Level 2 text selection function that you use to

adjust the selection to the end of the current line,

then lines forward.

A Level 2 text selection function that you use to

adjust the selection to the end of the current word,

then words forward.

A Level 1 mouse modifier function that you use

display menu defaults and to set the current item in

the menu as the default.

To resize a window so that its area is reduced.

Sliders are used to set a numeric value and give a

visual indication of the setting.

Split

Stay-up menus

STOP

Submenu

Table

To divide a pane into parts, using the cable

anchors of the scrollbar

Menus stay up on the screen when you click

MENU. They remain on the screen until you choose

an item or dismiss them

A Level 2 core function that you use to cancel

pending operations in the window under the

pointer.

A menu that displays additional choices under a

menu item on a menu

play of data in rows and columns
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Target pointer

Text duplicate pointer

Text move pointer

Yrhe H

Text field

Tiling

Title

TOGGLEINPUT

Toolkit

Top cable anchor

Transitory window

Unbind

Undo

UNDO

The halo that is displayed around the hot spot of

the basic pointer when the pointer is on the border

of a narrow or small object.

The pointer that is displayed when you are copying

text directly by dragging.

The pointer that is displayed when you are moving

text directly by dragging.

An area in a window into which you type text from

the keyboard.

Panes that are laid out separately in a window so

that they do not overlap.

The name of the application or function that is

displayed at the top of a window or a pop-up

menu.

A Level 2 text caret movement function that you

use to toggle the input area to the most recently

used window.

A set of programming components used to build

applications.

The button at the top of a scrollbar.

Another way of referring to a pop-up window.

Logically disconnecting data files, icons, and

images from File Manager functionality.

To return an object to its state before you per-

formed the last operation. Levels of undo are

determined by the application.

A Level 1 core function that you use to undo the

last operation. If the last operation is an undo, it

restores the last operation.
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Unpinned menu

Up-down encoded

Validate

Virtual edge

Virtual keyboard

Window background

Window button

Window item

Window mark

Window menu

A menu with a pushpin that is not pinned to the

workspace. When you make a choice from an

unpinned menu, the action is performed and the

menu is dismissed.

A keyboard that can discriminate between

pressing a key down and releasing it.

To have the application verify that the contents of a

text field are appropriate to the function.

A Workspace Properties setting that permits you to

define an artificial edge of the screen. The area

between the virtual edge and the actual edge of

the screen is reserved for the display of icons and

certain specified application windows See also

Reserved Area.

An image of the keyboard that is displayed in a

window and that you can use to change the

mapping of keys, specify international character

sets, and bind accelerators.

The area outside any panes, including the header,

footer, and sides of the window.

A button that you use to display a window contain-

ing additional controls.

An item on a menu that you use to display a

window containing additional controls.

The three dots (...) that are displayed following the

button label on window buttons, and following a

window item on a menu

The menu that is accessed from the background of

a window Pop-up windows have a window menu
slightly different choices from those of the

base window menu
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Window menu button

Wipe-through

selection

WORDFWD

Workspace

Workspace menu

Workspace Properties

window

The abbreviated menu button that is always

displayed at the left of the header that you can use

to execute the default setting on the Window menu
(by clicking SELECT) and to display the Window
menu (by pressing MENU).

Pressing SELECT and moving the pointer through

objects to be selected (text or graphics).

Level 2 text caret movement function that you use

to move the insert point after the last printable

character of the next word, not including any

end-of-line character when the word is at the end

of a line (or the current word if the insert point is

within a word).

The background screen area on which windows

and icons are displayed.

The menu that controls global functions.

The property window accessed from the Work-

space menu that allows you to customize your

workspace environment.
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Index

A

abbreviated button, 16

elements, 102

abbreviated button controls,

102

abbreviated menu button, 16,

79, 103, 448

default, 104

dimensions, 449, 450

elements, 103

highlighted, 449

menu contents, 103

menu placement, 152, 153

text field, 103, 104

three-dimensional, 210

Workspace Properties, 245

abbreviated scrollbar, 157, 441

dimensions, 442

abbreviated window button.

450

dimensions. 451

acceleration, mouse. 259

accelerators, 294

CANCEL, 296

DEFAULTACTION, 73. 296

double-click, 350

multi-click, 312

NEXTWINDOW. 68, 303

NEXTFIELD, 297

pop-up wmdov.

PREVFIELE

PREVWINDOW 6

scrolling, 301

text field

TOGGLEINPUT, 68. 303

actions, mouse button. 312

activating, inactive caret, 64

active carets. 62. 434

color, 202

help. 500

number of, 66

adding choices

Scrolling List menus, 235

text field Edit menu, 238

adding controls, to Window

Controls pop-up 225

ADJUST 10. 293, 298

suggested mapping, 310

adjusting

selection, 370

text selection. 374

window area when resized.

356

After item, 190. 237

Align to Grid setting, 251

alignment

default controls, for

submenus 322

menu mar--

submenu, 145, 472

All Pop-ups item, 230

help, 510

aipnanurrv down

encoded. 309

Append function. 52

application

binding, 275

clock, 50

File Manager. 1

2

notebook. 50

Process Manager, 291

property window 202

title, 42, 51

application glyph,

File Manager, 41, 263,

271.273

application help. 88

application region. 201

application-specified glyphs,

:al scrollinc

194

Apply button. 22

help. 498

Apply button menu. 83

Appi.

499

Apply mer
NewSete

: ^al Select'

Apply men 395

: -. :
• p«
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applying changes, to original

selection, 395

applying properties, 387. 390

area

caPle, 162

control, 13, 14,48,51, 127

input, 62

message, 55

pane, 54

reserved, 36, 47. 223

scrollbar, 157

unsplittable, 167

arrow

More, 38, 54, 428

scrolling, 439

arrow buttons, help, 494

ASCII character set, 514

AT&T Trademark Guide. 401

attributes, help text, 89

automatic scrolling, 121, 175

automatic word wrapping, 89

B

back, 87

Back button. 224

Back item, 228, 230

help, 508, 510

background, 24, 87, 129

color, 201,203, 204, 248

icon, 43

scrollbar area, 59

window, 57. 58, 64, 248,

344

bar, slider, 1 1

7

base window, 12

border, 48

control, 57

control area, 48, 51

default positions. 60

elements, 12

File Manager, 265

header, 48, 51

Japanese, 517

menu, 50

minimum layout, 49

multiple, 57

nonstandard, 50

optional elements, 52

pane, 48. 51

positions at startup, 60

scale, 85

standard. 48

subsidiary, 57

title, 51

typical layout, 49

Window menu, 48

Window menu button. 13,

48

Base Window Scale slider,

help, 508

basic design principles, 3

basic functions, File Manager,

263

basic pointer, 38, 408

basic scrolling list, 475

dimensions, 476

Beep setting, 256

beeping, 256

messages, 55

when no insert point. 67

Before item, 190, 236

BG1, 207

BG2, 207

BG3. 207

binding, 274

application, 275

data file glyphs, 272

default, 275

file typing. 275

glyph, 274

magic numbers, 275

bitmap specifications, 407

black-and-white design, 5, 95,

203. 204

with color implementation, 5

blindless, color, 205

blocking

Notices, 92

pop-up window, 69

border box, 351

resizing with, 354

Border setting, 251

borderless icon, 43, 44, 204,

345

borders

base window, 48

color, 202

icon, 40, 41, 204

menu, 142

pane, 51

dimensions, 432

help, 492

three-dimensional, 216

scrolling list, 182

selected icon, 42, 345

setting. 105, 106, 107, 111

thickened. 60, 344

window, 25, 54, 60

help. 492

selection feedback, 344

bounding box, 370

selecting with, 347

Browse button, 263

browser, on-line help, 90

buffer queue, 92

bumping, screen edge, 352

busy

beeping, 62

button, 98

keystrokes and mouse

clicks, 62

window, 61, 62

busy pattern, 61, 132

command button, 446

header, 418

icon, 40

pop-up window, header,

420

in stay-up menus. 320

busy pointer, 37. 38. 410

busy state, 96

icon, 42

button, 8. 16,96, 100

abbreviated, 16
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busy pattern, 98, 446

command, 444, 446

command window, 73

default, 98

default size, 100

dimensions, 445, 446

feedback. 98

glyph, 97

highlighting, 98, 446

three-dimensional, 99

horizontal, 97

inactive, 98

increment/decrement, 119,

451

indeterminate state, 98

label, 96. 97. 100

menu, 447

pattern, 97

scrolling, 16, 103. 119-20

shadow, color, 203

three-dimensional, 97. 209

using command, 133

vertical, 97

window, 100

window mark. 100

button controls, 14, 96

abbreviated, 102

in control area, 127. 129

feedback, 99

summary table. 125

button menu, 8, 19. 102. 141,

467, 469

click-move-click, 320

default. 134

dimensions. 468, 470

displaying. 98

placement. 151

position. 467

press-drag-release. 317

cable, 18, 158

area. 162

help. 495

proportion

cable anchors, 162-63

help, 494

split pane, 167

three-dimensional, 215

CANCEL, 296

suggested mapping, 31

1

cancel. 70, 253

property window, 82, 229

Cancel item, 229

help. 510

caps key, 294

caret, 62, 71

active, 62, 434

dimensions, 435

help, 500

blinking, 63

color, 202

inactive, 63. 64, 435

dimensions, 435

help. 500

multiple in split panes, 66

none, 66

number of. 66

number per window, 66

position, multi-click

selection. 376

position in text field, 1 19

category

abbreviated menu button,

79

exclusive setting, 79

nonexclusive setting. 79

ation. 401

Level 1.401.402

Level 2, 401,404

Level 3. 401.406

change bar 81. 262. 388

changing categories

dimmed. 81

'23

Change item 188, 236

:ers. 276

submenu default. 330

-ie) 213

oack function. 253

character forward function

253

character placement. 515

character sets. 513, 514

ASCII. 514

international, 305

ISO, 514

Character Sets window. 307

dismissing. 307

More key. 307

Set key, 307

Show key, 307

CHARBAK. 299

CHARFWD, 299

checkbox. 17, 112. 456

in control area, 129

default, 113

dimensions, 456

elements, 112

feedback, 113

inactive state, 113

indeterminate state. 113

matrix, 1 13

three-dimensional. 213

choosing

from menu, 315

from stay-up menu. 316

Clear All Choices item. 185,

235

click 10

multiple. 259

click-move-click. 20. 316, 320

and Executes Default

option 325

combining

pn 321

496

-type. 10

clipbc

byp.- iJtck

381

Manager gryphs. 264

502

383
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replace or copy functions,

52

scrolling list, 181

using, 281

window, 225, 369

clock application, 50

Close item, 227

help, 503

close lines, 342

closed folder, 271

code, color, 205

collating sequences, 515

color

active caret, 202

background, 201

BG 1,207

BG2, 207

BG3, 207

blindness, 205

borders, 202

bright, 205

button shadow, 203

codes, 205

controls, 203

design philosophy, 201

guidelines, 204

high contrast, 206

highlighting, 202, 203

highly saturated, 202

icon, 43

individual controls, 202, 204

input area, 202

internationalization, 518

lightly saturated. 202, 204

muted. 204

Notices, 201

palette, 202

panes, 201

pop-up windows. 201

proximity, 206

restraint, 201

restricted in interface

regions, 201

scrollbar. 201

selection, 202, 206

spectral extremes. 206

text, 203

window background, 203

windows, 83, 206

workspace, 35, 201, 204,

206

Workspace Properties,

201-2

Color category, 243, 245

color groups, for

three-dimensional

design, 207

color implementation, 5

with black-and-white

design, 5

palettes, 6

window background, 6

Color menu, help, 505

Color menu button, help, 505

Color Palette menu, 247

Color Sample window, 246

Columns setting, help, 507

command button, 444, 446

dimensions, 446

using. 133

command item, 16, 143

command window, 68, 71

blocking, 69

buttons, 73

control area, 130

dismissing, 229

optional elements, 72

pointer jumping, 70, 73

pushpin, 72

required elements, 71

resize corners, 72

state of parameters, 74

title, 74

consistency, 3

CONSTRAIN, 295, 352,

379, 385

suggested mapping, 310

constrained

dragging, 379

moving, 352, 385

panning, 176-77

contents, split pane, 358

context-sensitive help, 88

control area, 9, 13, 14, 48, 51,

127

command window, 130

controls, 95, 127

File Manager, 266

for multiple panes, 128

within pane, 129

position, 128

property window, 78, 79

read-only messages. 124

rearranging controls, 54

transitory, 139

typical location, 127

Workspace Properties

window, 243

control base window, 57

control key, 294

controls, 14, 15, 16. 95, 444

busy state, 96

button, 96

color, 203-204

in control areas and panes,

95

default. 73

inactive state, 96

indeterminate state. 96

individual color, 202

on menus, 95, 143

in pinned menu, 329

summary table, 125

visual feedback, 96

as window foreground, 59

coordinates, initial location, 84

COPY, 296

suggested mapping. 311

Copy item, 239, 266

copying

files, 280

graphic objects, 382

text, 369

text by dragging, 378

text with clipboard, 377

core functions. 294, 295. 298.

369

COPY. 296

CUT, 296

default, 295
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HELP. 296

PASTE. 296

PROPERTIES, 296

scrolling list, 181

STOP, 298

UNDO, 296

Create File item, 266

Create Folder item, 266

Current Color setting, help,

505

current item, 182, 183, 184,

476

deleting. 184

dimensions, 477

hierarchical scrolling list,

191

remembered, 184

current path. 193

Custom settings, 244-45

customized mapping, 306

customizing, Workspace

menu, 226

CUT, 296

suggested mapping. 31

1

Cut item, 239, 266

cut key, 383

cut/copy/paste, 369

File Manager glyphs, 263

functionality, 181

operations, 51, 225,369

D

damping factor, 37. 311. 312.

352. 379

data file glyph. 263. 266. 271.

272

default size. 42

date formats. 515

default

abbreviated menu t

104

activating menu, 316

background color. 202

base window positions, 60

binding, 275

button, 98

button size, 100

changing, 329

submenu, 330

changing menu, help, 496

check box, 113

command window, 72

controls, 73

core functions, 295

data file glyph, 42

displaying button menu, 98

drag-right distance, 336

executing menu, 255

File Manager glyph size,

271

glyph, hierarchical scrolling

list, 480

Help window, dimensions,

483

hierarchical glyph, 194

icon region, 47

icon size, 39

menu, 134. 142, 149

and other windows, 149

menu button, 134

menu item,

three-dimensional. 21

1

menu option. 325

mouse button assignments.

293

Notices. 91

pointers 39

property window 76

pushpin. 137. 334

n state. 72

resize corners for base

windows. 53

38

settings on mem^

slider, 116

suggested keyboard

mapping, 310

text field, 123

viewing inactive, 138

viewing menu, 134, 135

Window Controls pop-up.

223

workspace grid increment

35

Workspace menu. 1

1

default action, 253

default control, alignment for

submenus, 322

default option, menus, 325

default ring, 96, 317. 444. 468

highlighting, 144

on submenus, 319

Default setting, help, 505

DEFAULTACTION. 73. 296

suggested mapping. 31

1

defining, syntactic level for

multi-clicks. 377

definition of word. 515

DELCHARBAK 300

DELCHARFWD 300

delete character back

function. 253

delete character forward

tion, 253

Delete item, 191 237, 239,

266

deleting

364

371

panes. 364

DELLINE 300

300

>FWD 300

00
00
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design

basic principles, 3-4

black-and-white, 5, 95, 203,

204

goals, 4

philosophy, color, 201

three-dimensional, 5. 95.

206

visual, 5

device independence, 4, 293,

516

dimensions

abbreviated menu button,

449, 450

abbreviated scrollbar, 442

abbreviated window button,

451

active caret, 435

basic scrolling list, 476

button, 445

button menu, 468, 470

check box, 456

command button, 446

current item, 477

default Help window, 483

exclusive setting, 453

footer, 425, 426, 427, 430

header, 417

header highlighting, 418

Move Pointer option, 422

Help window, magnifying

glass, 482

hierararchical scrolling list,

glyph, 481

hierarchical scrolling list,

479, 480

horizontal gauges, 463-65

horizontal sliders, 457-60

inactive caret, 435

increment/decrement

buttons, 452

menu, 470

menu button, 447

menu item, 469

menu mark, 448

minimum scrollbar 443

More arrow, 428

More arrow placement, 431

More button, 485

nonexclusive setting, 455

Notice, 486

page-oriented scrollbar, 440

pane, borders, 432

pinned pushpin, 424

pop-up menu, 474

pop-up window header, 420

resize corners, 417

resize handle, 434

scrollbars, 436-38

scrolling arrow, 439

scrolling buttons, 452

scrolling list, 477, 478

selected header, 419, 421

selected pane border, 433

sliders, 457-62

state message, 431

submenu, 472

text field scrolling buttons,

453

unpinned pushpin, 423

vertical gauges, 465-66

vertical sliders, 461-462

dimmed
arrows. 161

border, setting, 1 1

1

change bar, 81

diamond, 63

highlighting, 77, 82, 397

pane, 170, 172-73

pushpin, 329

selection. 391-93

direct manipulation, 23, 280

File Manager glyphs, 263,

264

directory glyph, 263, 271

disabling, pointer jumping, 70

Dismiss item, 229

help, 509

Dismiss submenu. 229

dismissing

Character Sets windows,

307

command windows, 73, 229

menus, 134, 315

pop-up windows, 22, 69,

133

property windows, 82, 229,

397

stay-up menus, 316, 321

Display Options, 274

displaying

another submenu, 319

button menus, 98

menus, 315

pop-up windows, 16

property windows, 388

stay-up menus, 316

submenus, 145, 318

for stay-up menus, 321

Window menus, 24

Displays Default setting, 255

Displays Menu setting, 255

Displays Stay-up Menu, 255

distance, drag-right, 254, 318

DOCEND, 300

DOCSTART. 300

dot, title area, 192

double-click, 10,312

selecting, 350, 376

double-clicking, in hierarchical

scrolling list, 195

down arrow, 161

down stroke, mouse button,

312

drag and drop. 286. 288

drag area, scrollbar, 161

help, 494

drag box, slider, 114, 116. 117

drag-right distance, 145, 254,

318, 336

dragging, 10

border box, 351

constrained, 379

beyond damping factor, 352

text, 378, 385

text or graphics. 369

drop shadow, 142
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color implementation, 143

dimensions, 142

pattern, 142, 413

submenu alignment, 338

DUPLICATE, 295, 378

suggested mapping, 310

duplicate, quick, 381

duplicate pointer, 38, 409

edges, virtual, 36, 258

Edit List item, 183, 185, 235,

236

Edit menu, 19, 267

adding choices, 238

elements, 238

text field, 119, 221.237

Edit menu button, 266

editing

palettes. 203

Programs submenu, 226,

261

scrolling lists. 186-89. 191.

235

text fields, 119

text functions. 300

Workspace menu. 226 261

editor, icon, 39

efficiency, 3

elements

abbreviated button. 102

abbreviated menu b.

103

base window, 12

check box. 112

exclusive setting

File Manager, 264

File Manager path pane.

269

gauge, 117

hierarchical sc i

191

Level 2 s

men r

.

nonexclusive setting, 109

pinned menu, 328

pop-up Window menu, 228

scrollbar, 156

Scrollbar menu, 232

scrolling list, 182

Scrolling List menu, 234

Settings menu, 231

slider, 1 14

text field, 118

text field Edit menu, 238

three-dimensional design,

207

vertical scrollbar, 18

vertical slider, 115

Window Controls pop-up,

223

Window menu, 226

Workspace menu, 221

Workspace Properties, 242

elevator, 18

adjusting, 174

drag area, 161

moving, 18

position. 160

three-dimensional. 215

embedded objects. 367

end, 302

end box, dimensions, 459

end boxes, slider. 115. 459.

460

End Editing item. 191.237

engineering drawings,

optimization. 407

scan code. 310

Enter key 310

•- ents, keyboard. 252.

253 297

error checking, numeru

•lessage. 13. 55. 133

181.

183

ition. 181. 184

exclusive setting 1

143, 453

dimensions, 453

elements, 105

in menus, 317

states, 454

three-dimensional, 212

variation, 108

Executes Default option, 255.

325

exit, workspace, to apply

properties, 242

Exit item, 221, 226

help, 502

factor

damping, 311, 352

multi-click timeout 312

Factory setting, 244

feedback

busy state. 96

button controls. 98-99

check box, 113

closing window. 342

controls. 96

graphic object at

376

inactive state 96

indeterminate state 96

input area. 65

keyboard input em

opening an ico'

pointers, 37

window selection. 61

tokfc

nti-
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increment/decrement

buttons, 119

text, 118

File Manager, 12, 263

application glyph, 41

base window, 265

resizing, 269

binding, 274-75

Browse button, 263

control area, 266

data file glyph, 42

drag and drop, 286, 288

Edit menu, 267

elements, 264

File menu, 267

folder pane, 265, 270

footer. 265

glyphs, 41,46, 263

default size, 271

operating on, 263

Goto button, 266, 268

images, 41

interaction with applications,

288

Load menu button, 266

naming new fiies, 283

operations, 264

path pane, 265, 269

properties, 273

protocol, 288

text field, 266, 268

using, 275

File menu, 267

File menu button, 266

file name, in header, 52

File Properties item, 266

file typing, 275

files

copying, 280

folder, 271

loading, 288

moving, 280

opening, 279

five-color implementation, 203

fixed elements, 13

flash, title bar, 230

flashing, messages, 55

flushing buffer queue, 92

Folder Commands pop-up

menu, 270

folder glyphs, 266, 271

folder panes, 265, 270, 277

Folder Commands menu,

270

files, 271

glyphs, 271

folders, 276-77

changing, 276

lock, 281

write-protected, 281

font size, 516

fonts, 13, 514

application, 5

OPEN LOOK Ul. 5

sans serif, 5

variable width, 5

footer, 13,52,54,55,425,427,

430, 431

dimensions, 425, 426, 427,

430

File Manager, 265

message area, 426

messages, 55

state message area, 429

foreground

controls, 59

objects, 58

text field, 59

window, 57

formats

dates, 515

international, 515

numbers, 515

four-color implementation, 203

frames, 367

Full Size item, 227

help, 503

Full/Restore Size button. 224

function keys

LANGUAGE, 307

mapping, 308

More, 304

soft, 303, 309

Function Keys window, 303-4

function names, virtual, 297

functionality. Process Manager.

291

functions

core, 295, 298

text caret movement, 299

text editing, 300

text selection, 301

gauges, 17. 117

dimensions, 463

elements, 117

horizontal, 117, 118,463.

464

inactive, 118

labels, 118

summary table, 125

three-dimensional, 214

tick marks, 117

vertical, 117, 118.465

global properties, 241-242

glyphs, 39, 89, 191

in abbreviated buttons, 16

application, 271, 273

binding, 274

in buttons, 97

data file. 266. 271.272

default hierarchical, 194

File Manager. 41, 46, 263,

265

folder, 266

folder pane, 271

hierarchial scrolling list, 194,

480-81

opening, 280

Goto button, 266, 268

Goto text field, using, 276

grab handles, 258, 375

graphic image, 39

548
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graphic objects

copying, 382

grab handles, 375

moving, 386

selecting, 31, 369, 375

selection feedback, 376

graphics

automatic scrolling, 175

selecting, 370

grayscale, icon, 43

grid

default increments, 35

icon, 47

workspace, 35. 47

Grid Origin setting, 251

Grid Spacing setting, 251

group commands, 101

grouping

menu items. 145

nonexclusive settings, 110

pop-up window, 70

windows, 86

H
halation. 206

handles, resize 358

header. 13,48 51 53.54,417

busy pattern. 418. 421

dimensions, 417, 420

flashing, 230

highlighting, 64 418 421

dimensions 418-19, 421

for Move Pointer oc
421-22

property window, 388

pop-up window, 56, 419

busy pattern, 420

highlighting, 420

pushpin, 419

resizing, 56

selected w

sete

three-

HELP, 296

suggested mapping 311

help, 22, 90-91

active caret, 500

All Pop-ups item, 510

application, 88

Apply button, 498

Apply item, 499

Apply to New Selection

item, 499

arrow buttons, 494

Back item, 508, 510

Base Window Scale slider,

508

cable anchors, 494

Cancel item. 510

changing menu defaults,

496

click-move-chck, 496

Clipboard item, 502

Close item, 503

Color menu. 505

Color menu button, 505

Columns setting. 507

context-sensitive, 88

Current Color setting, 505

Default setting, 505

Dismiss item, 509

Exit item, 502

Full Size item, 503

Help window, 497

Hereto Left item, 511

Here to Top item, 511

icon, 500

inactive caret. 500

increment/decrement

buttons. 507

ii Location category.

505

jory. 506

506

512

mag-

Manage Windows category

menu background. 495

mer

More arrow 493

mouse 490

moving windows and icons,

491

New Selection item 498

on-line, 90

on-screen, 88

Open item, 503

Original Selection item. 498

Owner9 item, 511

pane borders 492

panes. 88

pop-up windows, pushpin,

497

pop-up Window menus, 509

Pop-up Window Scale

sliders, 508

press-drag-release, 495

Previous item. 512

Programs item, 501

Properties item, 502, 504

pushpin, 496

Quit item, 509

Record Current State

category, 507

Refresh item. 501 , 508. 51

1

Reset button 498

Reset item 499

resize corners 493

resize handles. 493

Restore Size item 504

Rows setting 506

scrollbar cable 495

scrollbar drag are..

Scrollbar menu 511

scrollbars. 88

dows and

ICOT-

Set Default buttcx

500

505

510

549
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using menus, 490

Utilities submenu, 501

window, 88

window borders, 492

Window Color category, 504

Window Controls, 502

Window menu, 503

Window menu button, 492

workspace, 489

Workspace menu, 501

X numeric field, 506

Y numeric field, 506

HELP key, 22

Help window, 22, 68, 88, 89,

484

accessing other help, 90

automatic word wrapping,

89

blocking, 69

dimensions, 483

glyph, 89

help, 497

length of text lines, 89

magnifying glass, 88, 481

messages, 55

More button, 90, 485

pane size, 88

pointer jumping, 70

pushpin, 88

resize corners, 484

scrollbar, 89. 484

standard elements, 88

Here to Left item, 233

help, 511

Here to Top item, 233

help, 511

hierarchical scrolling list, 181,

478, 480

current item, 191

default hierarchical glyph,

194, 480

dimensions, 479

double-clicking, 195

elements, 191

glyph dimensions, 481

glyphs, 194

application-specified,

194

levels, 192

Levels menu, 191, 193

current path, 193

history, 193

item labels, 193

minimum scrollbar, 191

scrolling arrows, 192

text items, 194

title area, 191, 192

title area dot, 192

using Levels menu, 197

using scrolling buttons, 199

high contrast, 206

high resolution, icon, 414

highlighting, 16

abbreviated menu buttons,

449

buttons, 98-9, 446

color. 202, 203

dimmed, 82

header, 418

for Move Pointer option,

421-22

input area, 62

menu items, 144. 318, 468

move pointer option, 64

scrolling list, 477

three-dimensional, 203, 208

history, Levels menu, 193

home, 302

horizontal

buttons, 97

gauges, 117-18,463-64

nonexclusive settings, 110

scrollbars, 17

position, 155

submenu alignment, 337,

472

horizontal Scrollbar menu, 232

horizontal sliders, 457. 459.

460

hot spots, 9, 37, 38

I

icons, 8, 9, 39

background color, 43

bordered, 39-40. 41,204

selected. 345

borderless, 39, 43, 44, 204,

345

busy, 40, 42

color, 43, 202

default elements, 40

default region, 47

editor application, 39

grayscale. 43

grid, 47

help, 500

high resolution, 414

image, 40, 41

independent, 57

label, 204

low resolution, 415, 416

monochrome, 414, 415, 416

moving, 350

off screen, 352

nonrectangular. 46

nonstandard. 39, 45

open, 14

open feedback, 341

operating on, 26, 349

overlapping, 9

position, 47, 250

positioning, 35

positions at startup, 60

in reserved areas, 36

scaling, 39

selected, 40, 42

selecting, 25, 343, 345

size, 39, 41

state change, 41

state feedback, 42

text label, 40

title. 42

unselected, 40

workspace grid. 35
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Icons category, 243, 250

Align to Grid setting, 251

Border setting, 251

Grid Origin setting, 251

Grid Spacing setting, 251

Location setting, 250

image

graphic, 39

icon, 40, 41

images, File Manager, 41

implementation

five-color, 203

four-color, 203

three-color, 203

inactive, button, 98

inactive caret, 63, 64. 435

activating, 64

dimensions, 435

help, 500

inactive state, 96

check box, 113

gauge 118

setting, 108. 112

slider, 116

text field, 123

inches, 86

increment/decrement buttons,

16, 119, 121,451

dimensions, 452

help, 507

increments, workspace grid,

35

independence, device 4, 293

indeterminate setting, 80

applying, 81

indeterminate state. 81

button, 98

check box, 113

setting. 10"

slider. 116

text field. 123

initial location, 83

window coorc

Initial Location cat<

505

initial size. 83

Initial Size category, help, 506

initial state, 83

Initial State category, help, 506

input area, 62. 418

caret, 62

color, 202

feedback, 65

highlighting, 62. 63

insert point. 62

keyboard, 67

moving window with, 352

navigation, 302

NEXTWINDOW. 68

with no caret, 66

pop-up window, 420

PREVWINDOW. 68

restoring previous, 67

scrolling list. 182

setting, 257

TOGGLEINPUT. 68

window to front, 63

on workspace, 67

Input Area category, 245

Input Area palette menu. 249

Insert item, 190. 236

Insert menu
After item. 190

Before item, 190

insert point, 62, 370

restoring, 71

for wipe-through selection,

373

inserting, text. 371

interface region. 201

international character set, 305

internationalization, 6 513

character validation, 514

cotor. 518

device independence. 516

font size. 516

formats 515

layout, 516

platform, 6

programmatic interface, 6

display direction, 6

user interface level, 6

vertical display. 6

ISO character sets. 514

item labels, Levels menu, 193

items, 16

choosing. 183

command, 16, 143

current. 182

dimensions. 469

grouping. 145

hierarchical scrolling list,

194

menu, 16. 102, 143.317

properties for scrolling list.

189

summary table, 125

three-dimensional, 21

1

window. 16, 143

Japanese base window. 517

Join Views item. 163, 164. 170

help. 512

jumping, pointer. 1 1 . 70

K

Kanji. 37. 517

keyboard

accelerator 294

core functions. 295

equivalents 252. 253. 297

I 62

input area feedback. 67
•' point 62

308.310

modifiers 309

•cnce. 308

up-down encoded. 294

305

Keyboard Core Functions

JS2
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keyboard functions

cancel, 253

character back, 253

character forward, 253

core, 294

default action, 253

delete character back, 253

delete character forward,

253

Level 1 , 294

Level 2, 297

mouse button, 294

mouse modifiers, 294

next field, 253

pop-up window

accelerators, 294

previous field, 253

text field navigation, 294

keyboard input, 16, 62

text fields, 118

with no caret, 66

keyboard mapping, default,

310

Keyboard Miscellaneous

Functions category, 243,

253

keys

caps, 294

control, 294

Enter, 310

HELP, 90

Return, 310

shift, 294

soft function, 303

virtual, 304

labels

button, 96, 97, 100

gauge, 118

icon, 204

menu button, 97, 101

scrolling list. 182

slider, 114,459,460

dimensions. 460

text field, 118

tick marks, 464

dimensions, 465, 466

LANGUAGE, 307

language, support, 307

LANGUAGE key, using, 307

languages, mixing, 515

layout

minimum base window, 49

typical base window, 49

Left to Here item, 234

help, 512

length, of text field, 119

Level 1

certification, 402

keyboard functions, 294

scrolling lists, 181

slider elements, 114

window properties, 83

Level 2

automatic scrolling, 175

certification, 404

keyboard functions, 297

menu default option, 325

move pointer option, 10

multi-level scrolling list, 191

panning functionality, 175

quick duplicate, 381

scrolling list, 181

sliders, 115

text field Edit menu, 237

window properties, 85

Level 3

certification, 406

Process Manager. 291

levels, hierarchical scrolling

list, 192

Levels menu, 191, 193

current path, 193

history, 193

item labels, 193

using, 197

light source, 208

LINEEND, 299

LINESTART, 299

list, scrolling, 181

Load menu button, 266

loading, file, 288

localization, 6, 513, 518

Locate Choice item. 183. 235.

236

Locate Next Choice item, 185.

235

location

Function Keys window, 304

pop-up menu, 323

pop-up window, 74

Location setting, 250

lock, folder, 281

log, message, 55

low resolution, icon, 415, 416

M
magic numbers, 275

magnifying glass, 88

dimensions, 482

help. 497

Help window, 481

Manage Windows category,

help, 507

manage windows setting, 70,

85

mapping

ADJUST, 310

CANCEL, 311

CONSTRAIN. 310

COPY, 311

customized, 306

CUT, 31

1

default, 310

DEFAULTACTION, 311

DUPLICATE, 310

HELP. 31

1

keyboard, 310

keyboard keys, 293

MENU. 310

mouse button, 293

NEXTFIELD. 311
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PASTE. 311

PREVFIELD. 311

PROPERTIES, 311

SELECT. 310

SETMENUDEFAULT, 310

UNDO, 311

matrix, check box. 113

maximum/minimum value

labels, slider, 114, 115

measure in, 85, 86

MENU. 10, 293, 298

suggested mapping, 310

menu, 8, 19-20, 141,467

abbreviated menu button,

103

activating default, 316

border, 142

changing default, help, 496

choosing from, 315

click-move-click. 20, 316

color implementation, 143

controls, 19,95, 142

default. 134-35, 142, 149

and other windows. 149

changing, 329

default option. 325

default ring. 317

dimensions. 468. 474

dismissing, 134, 315

displaying, 315

drag-right distance, 254

drop shadow. 142. 413

elements. 142

exclusive settings. 317

executing default. 255

freezing screen, 91

group. 141

help. 490

highlighting, 144

highlighting items. 318

items, 102

Levels, 193

MENU mouse click 254

multi-column. 146

mixed ccr b

nonexclusive s-

317

outline, 142 -

pinned, 139

pinned size, 328

pinning, 326, 327

placement, 336

at screen edge, 153

pop-up, 9, 473

position, 449

press-drag-release, 20, 138,

315

pushpin, 11, 21, 142, 150,

317,469

Scrolling List, 183

SELECT mouse press, 254

stay-up, 139, 255,316. 320

submenu, 141

titles, 148

transparent drop shadow,

142

types, 141

width, 143

Workspace. 1

1

menu background, help, 495

menu button, 9, 97. 101. 317.

447

abbreviated. 16. 103. 448

dimensions. 449. 450

default, viewing 134

dimensions, 447

displaying default, 98

highlighting. 98

label, 97. 101

menu mark. 101

three-dimensional, 210

using, 134 317

Window. 51

menu items, 16. 143 317. 468

dimensions. 469

displaying submenu. 318

drag-right distance. 318

grouping. 145

submenu rego
three-dimensional, del

menu mark, 16. 1

alignment. 143

dimensions 448

MENU mouse click set'

254, 255

Menus category. 243. 254

drag-right distance. 254

MENU mouse click, 254

SELECT mouse press. 254

messages. 54-55. 124

beeping. 55

m control areas. 124

error and state. 13. 133.429

flashing 55

in footers. 55. 426

Help window. 55

log. 55

long-term, 52, 53

in panes, 124

quick duplicate, 381

read-only, 17

status and error. 52

truncated, 54. 427

migration. 4

millimeters. 86

minimum

keyboard. 293, 294

part of window on screen.

352

pattern matching, scrolling

list. 182

proportion indicator. 160

scrollbar. 56. 157. 16^

dimensions. 44

split pane size 358

text area 158

width, pop-up window.

57

: ^ size. 56

eilaneous, keytx

functions. 253

255

Beep setting. 256

Scrollbar Placement setting.

•ngs
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Set Input Area setting, 257

Virtual Edges setting, 258

mixed controls, on menus, 148

mixing, languages, 515

modifier keys

CONSTRAIN, 352, 385

DUPLICATE, 378

mouse, 258

mouse button, 293

PAN, 175

SETMENUDEFAULT 329

modifiers, 309

creating, 309

mouse, 295

monochrome, 204

icon, 414, 415, 416

More, function key, 304, 305,

307

More arrow, 38, 54, 427, 428,

431

dimensions, 428

help, 493

placement, dimensions, 431

text duplicate pointer, 379

More button, 90, 485

dimensions, 485

mouse
acceleration, 259

help, 490

MENU click, 254

one-button, 10

three-button, 10

two-button, 10

Mouse Acceleration slider, 260

mouse buttons, 9-10

actions, 312

ADJUST. 10

click, 10

default assignments, 293

double-click, 10

down stroke, 312

, drag, 10

functions, 10, 293-94

mapping, 293

MENU. 10

modifier keys, 293

move, 10

press, 10

release, 10

SELECT 10

up stroke, 312

mouse functions

ADJUST, 298

MENU, 298

SELECT, 298

mouse modifiers, 294, 295

DUPLICATE, 295

PAN, 295

SETMENUDEFAULT, 295

Mouse Modifiers category,

243, 258

mouse press, SELECT, 254

Mouse Settings category, 243

mouse acceleration, 259

multi-click timeout factor,

259

pop-up pointer jumping,

259

scrollbar pointer jumping,

259

mouseless operations. 298

move, 10

quick, 385

move pointer, 38, 408

feedback, 65

highlighting feedback, 64

Move Pointer option, 64

header highlighting,

dimensions, 422

highlighting, 421

moving

border box, 351

constrained, 385

files, 280

graphic objects, 386

pop-up windows, 87

text

dragging, 385

with clipboard, 383

text and graphics, 369

window with insert area, 352

windows, 87

windows and icons, 350

constrained, 352

help, 491

off screen, 352

multi-click selection, 312, 376

caret position, 376

multi-click timeout factor, 259,

312

Multi-Click Timeout slider, 260

multi-column menus, 146

multi-level scrolling list, 191.

478, 480

dimensions, 479, 480

using, 195

multi-line text field, 118. 121

fixed size, 121

variable size, 121

multinational, toolkit, 6

multiple

base windows, 57

quitting. 57

categories. 78

language support, 307

operations, 23

panes, 13

split panes, 361

windows and icons, 23

multiple invocation, pop-up

window, 69

N
name, application. 48

navigation

input area, 302

text field, 294, 297

new selection, 83

property window, 391. 395

New Selection item, 76, 395

help, 498

next field, 253

NEXTFIELD, 297

suggested mapping, 31

1

NEXTWINDOW. 68, 303
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non-numeric characters, in

numeric field, 121

nonexclusive scrolling lists,

181. 185

nonexclusive settings, 17, 109,

143, 454

checkbox, 17, 112

dimensions, 455

elements, 109

grouping, 110

horizontal, 110

in menus, 317

states, 455

three-dimensional. 212

vertical, 110

nonrectangular icon, 46

nonstandard

base window, 50

icon, 39, 45

icon size, 45

normal message. 55

normalization, 161, 165, 178

notebook, 50

Notice window. 92

Notices, 21,68, 91,486

blocking, 69

border, 92

button, 92

button placement 93

color. 201

default button, 91

dimensions. 486

flushing buffer queue. 92

font scaling size, 92

placement. 93-94

pointer jumping. 70. 93

shadow patterns 487

three-dimensional shadow.

92

using, 93

number formats, 515

numbers, magic. 275

numeric fields. 118

in control area. 129

Edit men .

errc r

increment/decrement

buttons, 16, 119, 121

451

dimensions, 452

non-numeric characters,

121

o
on-screen help, 22, 88, 90

open folder, 271

Open item, 227, 266

help, 503

open lines. 341

OPEN LOOK Ul

application-specified

elements. 13

fixed elements, 13

open window, 14

Open/Close button, 224

opening

File Manager glyph, 280

files. 279

operating on

File Manager glyphs, 263

icons. 349

selected windows and

icons. 26

operations

cut/copy/paste. 51

File Manager 264

mouseless 298

option, move pointer. 64

optional elements

base window 52

comrnand window. 72

footer 52

property window 76

ze corners. 52

scrollbar. 52

ordenng AT&T Trademark

Guide, 401

ii setectcn. 391

appfymg changes 395

dimmed, 82

maintaining, 394

Original Selection item, 76,

397

help. 498

outline, menu. 142

overlapping, windows and

icons. 9

Owner item. 230. 511

ownership, pop-up window, 69

padding, 120

page sizes 515

page-oriented scrollbar. 1 73.

440

PAGEDOWN. 302

PAGEUP. 302

palettes, 5, 202

color. 247

editing. 203

Input Area menu. 249

Selection menu, 248

selection/input area 202

summer, 206

system-wide, 202

window background 202

Windows menu, 248

winter 206

workspace background.

202

Workspace mer

PAN 295

PAN modifier key. 175

PANEEND 300

pane 432

areaonrestzr..

jntroiarea

automat

bord<
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color, 201

contents when resized, 354

control area, 128

deleted split, 366

dimmed, 170, 173

folder, 270

help. 88

messages, 124

minimum size, 56

multiple, 13

primary, deleting, 364

rearranging removed, 364

related, 363

resize handles, 358

resizing, 53

resizing multiple split, 361

scrollbar, 13, 155

selected, 433

applying properties, 357

selecting, 39. 52, 357

size, Help window, 88

split, 163-69,358

removing, 169-73

three-dimensional, 216

tiled, 51

types, 52

PANESTART. 300

panning, 175

constrained, 176

functionality for panes, 175

normalization, 178

using, 176

panning pointer, 39, 41

1

paradigm, select-then-operate,

23, 341

parameters, command
window, 74

PASTE, 296

suggested mapping, 31

1

Paste item, 239, 266

paste key, 381, 384

Path Commands pop-up

menu, 269

path pane, 265

elements, 269

pop-up menu, 269

pattern

button, 97

menu drop shadow, 413

Notice shadow, 487

workspace, 35, 412

pattern matching, scrolling list,

182

pending delete, 371

pinned menu, 139, 326-27

elements, 328

orientation of controls, 329

pushpin, 329

size, 328

title, 328

pinned pushpin, 424

dimensions, 424

pinned window, 73

pixel, 86

placement

abbreviated button menu,

152, 153

button menu, 151

buttons in Notices, 93

menu, 336

at screen edge, 153

Notices, 93

scrollbar, 257

slider, 114

state message, dimensions,

430

submenu, 336

at screen edge, 337

leftmost, 336

rightmost, 337

stay-up menus, 339

platform, internationalization, 6

pointer, 9

basic, 38, 408

busy, 37, 38, 410

changing shape, 37

default, 39

drag, 10

duplicate, 38, 409

hot spot, 9, 37, 38

jumping, 11

suppressing, 1

1

move, 10, 38,408

panning, 39, 411

position

pop-up menu, 323

submenu alignment, 337

question mark, 38, 96, 41

1

standard shapes, 37

stopwatch, 38

target, 39, 357, 367, 412

text duplicate, 38, 379, 409

text move, 38, 410

pointer jumping, 70

in command windows, 70,

73

disabling, 70

in Help windows, 70

in Notices, 70, 93

in pop-up windows, 259,

260

in property windows, 70,

388

restoring insert point, 71

scrollbar, 18,259,260

suppressing, 71

pointer movement functions,

298

POINTERDOWN, 298

POINTERLEFT. 298

POINTERRIGHT. 298

POINTERUP. 298

pop-up menus, 9, 19, 141,

323, 473

dimensions, 474

File Manager Path

Commands, 269

location, 323

pointer position. 323. 324

press-drag-release, 323

Scrollbar, 174

stay-up, 326

title, 142

titles, 148

Pop-up Pointer Jumping

setting, 260

pop-up Window menu, 19. 69,

87. 221
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elements, 228

help, 509

pop-up windows, 9, 21

accelerators, 294, 296

blocking, 69

Character Sets, 307

color, 201

command, 68, 71

dismissing, 69, 73

displaying, 16

Function Keys, 303

grouping, 70

header, 419

busy pattern, 420

dimensions, 420

highlighting, 420

Help, 22. 68, 89

invoking, 68

layering, 87

location, 74

minimum width, 57

moving, 87

multiple invocation, 69

Notices, 68, 91

ownership, 69

pinned menu, 327

pointer jumping, 70, 259,

260

property, 68, 75

pushpin, 11

help, 497

resizing, 56

Window Controls, 26

Pop-up Window Scale slider,

help, 508

position

caret, multi-click selection,

376

default base window, 60

icon, 47, 250

submenu. 318

positions at startup

base windows. 60

icons, 60

preferences, global, 241

press, 10

press-drag-release, 20, 138,

315,317

help, 495

for pop-up menus, 323

PREVFIELD 297

suggested mapping, 31

1

previous field, 253

Previous item, 234

help, 512

PREVWINDOW. 68, 303

Print item, 266

Print Screen item, 222, 225

print screen pop-up window,

225

Process Manager, 291

programmatic interface, 514

internationalization, 6

Programs item, 222

help. 501

Programs menu item. 221

Programs submenu, editing.

226 261

Programs Submenu category.

243. 261

prompts, 55

PROPERTIES 296

suggested mapping, 31

1

properties

applying, 387

applying global, 242

applying to selected pane.

357

File Manager, 273

scrolling list items, 189

window, 14, 50, 83

^pace, 241

Properties item, 189. 226, 228

236

help, 502. 504

Properties window item. 221

property window. 21, 6-

abbreviated menu but

application, 202

Apply button 22. 75

Apply menu, 77

Apply menu button.
'•

applying properties, 390

blocking, 69

canceling, 70, 82, 229

change bars, 81, 388

control area. 78. 79

default settings. 76

dimmed highlighting. 77

dimmed original selection,

82

dismissing, 82, 229, 397

displaying. 388

header, 388

indeterminate setting. 80

multiple categories, 78

new selections. 391 , 395

optional buttons. 76

optional elements. 76

original selection. 391

pinning. 391

pointer jumping. 70. 388

required buttons. 75

Reset button. 75

scaling size. 87

scrolling list. 189

selection 82

Set Default button. 76

Settings menu, 19.77

231

single category 78

78

tw^ -91

using. 387

propc

num. 160

proportions

col

iger, 288

okx, 206
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default, 72, 137

dimmed, 329

help, 496

help window, 88

menu, 142, 150,317,326,

469

menu default, 150,334

pinned, 424

dimensions, 424

pop-up window, help, 497

pop-up window header, 419

states, 72, 74

unpinned, 422

dimensions, 423

Q
quadruple-click selection, 376

question mark pointer, 38, 96,

411

quick duplicate, 369, 381

read-only messages, 381

quick move, 369, 385

quit, 14

Quit button, 224

Quit item, 228

help, 509

quitting, multiple base

windows, 57

R

read-only gauge, 117

read-only messages, 17, 124

quick duplicate, 381

summary table, 125

rearranging, removed panes,

364

record current, 83

record current state. 85, 86,

507

reference keyboard, 308

Refresh item, 222, 223, 228,

230

help, 501,508, 511

region

application, 201

default icon, 47

interface, 201

related panes, resizing, 363

release, 10

removing

dimmed highlighting, 397

multiple splits, 364

split pane, 169, 171, 364

Replace function, 52

replacing, text, 371

required elements

command window, 71

property window, 75

required menus, 221

adding choices to, 20

Edit menu for text fields, 19,

119, 221

pop-up Window menu, 19,

221

Scrollbar menu, 19, 221

Scrolling List menus, 19,

181,221

Settings menu, 19, 77

Window menu, 19, 221

Workspace menu, 19, 221

reserved areas, 36, 47, 223

Reset button, 75

help, 498

Reset item, 231

help, 499

resize corners, 13, 26, 52, 53,

353,417

command window, 72

dimensions, 417

help, 493

Help window, 484

Window Controls pop-up,

224

resize handles, 358, 433-34

help, 493

using, 358, 359

resizing, 26

border box, 354

File Manager base window,

269

pane contents, 354

panes, 56

pop-up window, 56

window behavior, 54

Restore Size item, 227

help, 504

restoring, insert point, 71

restraint, color, 201

Return, scan code. 310

Return key, 310

ring, default, 96

ROWDOWN, 299

Rows setting, help, 506

ROWUP, 299

sans serif font, 5

save configuration, window

properties, 74

scale, 27

at startup, 257

base window, 30, 85

pop-up window, 30

sizes, 87

windows, 87

scan codes, 310

screen edge

bumping, 352

submenu placement. 337

screen resolution, engineering

drawings, 407

scrollable text pane, 55

scrollbar, 13,52,55, 155,436

abbreviated, 157, 441

abbreviated dimensions,

442

area, 157

cable, 18. 158

help, 495

proportion indicator, 159

cable anchors, 162

558
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cable area, 162

color, 201

dimensions, 437

with no footer, 438

drag area, 161

help, 494

elements, 18, 156

elevator, 18

position, 160

help, 88, 493

Help window, 89

horizontal, 17, 155

minimum, 56, 157, 167. 443

dimensions, 443

minimum text area, 158

multi-line text field, 118

page-oriented, 173

dimensions. 440

placement, 257

pointer jumping. 18, 259,

260

position, 155

proportion indicator, 18

resizing, 56

spacing when no footer. 438

three-dimensional. 215

unsplittable area, 167

up and down arrows. 161

using, 18, 160

vertical, 17

scrollbar area, as window

background, 59

Scrollbar menu, 19. 163. 174,

221

elements, 232

help. 511

Join Views item. 163, 164

Split View. 163

splitting pane, 163

Scrollbar Pointer Jumping

setting. 260

SCROLLBOTTOM. 302

SCROLLDOWN 302

scrolling, 17

accelerators. 301-2

automatic I

Help window 484

normalization, 161, 165

panning, 175

text field, 16, 119

scrolling accelerators. 302

scrolling arrows, 439

dimensions, 439

hierarchical scrolling list.

192

scrolling buttons, 16, 103

dimensions, 453

dimmed, 161

hierarchical scrolling list,

191

text field, 119, 120,452

using, 199

scrolling list, 181

automatic scrolling, 175

basic, 475

border, 182

choosing from, 181

clipboard, 181

core function keys, 181

current item, 182, 183, 184.

476

deleting. 184

remembered, 184

cut/copy/paste functionality,

181

default glyph, dimensions.

481

dimensions, 476

edit menu, required items.

235

editing. 186

exclusive. 181. 183

exclusive variation, 181. 184

hierarchical 181, 478

dimensions. 479 480

selection, 480

input area. 182

S 182-83

182

•81

'81

182

mer

nonexclusive, 181 II

pattern matching, 182

properties, 189

property window. 189

required elements. 182

selectable. 477

selecting items, 187

selection dimensions. 478

text entry field. 189

three-dimensional. 217

using multi-level. 195

validating entry. 189

Scrolling List menu. 181, 183,

185, 221

adding items 188. 235

Change item 188

Clear All Choices item. 185

Delete item. 191

Edit List item. 183, 185

elements. 234

End Editing item. 191

Insert item. 190

Locate Choice item, 183

Locate Next Choice item.

185

Properties item. 189

using. 188

SCROLLLEFT. 302

SCROLLLEFTEDGE 302

SCROLLRIGHT 302

SCROLLRIGHTEDGE 302

SCROLLTOP. 302

SCROLLUP. 302

SELCHARFWD. 301

SELE -?98

suggested mapping . 310

Sele '66

jse press

acton
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header dimensions, 419

pane, 433

selecting

double-click, 350

embedded objects. 367

frames. 367

graphic objects, 369, 375

icons, 25, 343, 345

items, 187

multi-click. 312

multiple panes. 357

multiple windows, 345

panes. 39, 52. 357

syntactic levels, 376

text, 369

multi-click, 376

with SELECT/ADJUST, 373

text and graphics, 370

windows, 25. 60, 343, 344

windows and icons, 342

help, 491

with bounding box, 347.

370

selection

adjusting, 370

adjusting text, 374

color. 202, 206

dimmed, 393

feedback. 25

for graphic objects, 376

graphic objects, 31

hierarchical scrolling list,

480

with more than one value,

80

multi-click, 376

objects, 341

original, 391

property window, 76. 82

scrolling list, 477

temporary, 381. 385

text, 371

wipe-through, 371

text functions. 301

toggle. 370

wipe through. 30

Selection palette menu, 248

SELLINEFWD. 301

SELWORDFWD, 301

separators, 515

Set Default button, 76

help, 499

Set Default item, 232

help. 500

Set Input Area setting, 257

Set key 307

SETMENUDEFAULT, 295. 329

suggested mapping, 310

settings

border. 105, 106, 107, 111

as category, 79, 243

choosing none, 108

in control area, 1 29

default, 106, 111, 147

dimmed border, 1 1

1

exclusive, 17, 105. 453

feedback, 106, 111

grouping, 110

inactive, 1 1

2

inactive state, 108

indeterminate state, 80, 107,

111

insert point, 370

manage windows, 70

on menus, 146

multiple values, 109

nonexclusive, 17, 109, 454

summary table, 125

three-dimensional, 106

variation, 108

virtual edges, 258

Settings menu, 19, 77, 221,

231

elements, 231

shadow, menu, 142

shadow, Notice, 92, 487

shift key, 294

Show key, 307

shrink, 56

single category, 78

size

File Manager glyphs. 271

icon, 39, 41

pinned menu, 328

window, 14, 56

sliders. 17,88, 114

bar, 117

channel, 213

in control area, 129

current value field, 114

default, 116

dimensions, 458

drag box, 114, 116, 117

elements, 114

end boxes, 115,459-60

feedback, 116

horizontal, 457

inactive state, 116

indeterminate state, 116

labels, 114,459

Level 1 elements, 114

Level 2 elements, 115

maximum/minimum value

labels, 114, 115

Mouse Acceleration, 260

Multi-Click Timeout, 260

placement, 114

summary table, 125

text field, 17, 114, 117

three-dimensional, 114, 213

tick marks, 115, 116,

459-60

using. 117

vertical. 115,461,462

dimensions, 461. 462

soft function keys, 303, 309

Sort By. 274

sort order, 515

specifications, bitmap.

availability, 407

Specified setting, help, 505

spectral extremes, 206

split panes. 163. 358

cable anchors, 167

contents, 358

limitation, 163

minimum size. 358

multiple carets. 66

560



removing, 169, 171, 364

removing multiple, 364

resizing multiple, 361

Scrollbar menu, 163

Split View item, 163

help, 512

standard busy pattern, 61

standard menus, 9

startup, scale, 257

state

record current, 86

window, 85

state change, icon, 41

state feedback, icon, 42

state message, 13, 55

area, 429

dimensions, 431

placement, dimensions, 430

states

exclusive setting, 454

nonexclusive setting, 455

status information, 55

stay-up menu2, 139, 255, 316,

320, 326

busy pattern. 320

choosing from, 316

dismissing. 316, 321

displaying, 316

displaying submenus, 321

submenu placement, 339

STOP, 298

stopwatch, 38

submenu. 141,317, 471

alignment, 145

drop shadow. 338

changing default, 330

default control, alignment,

322

default item alignment, 319

dimensions, 472

displaying. 145, 318

displaying another. 319

displaying default ring, 319

horizontal alignment

472

horizontal position, 337

number of, 141

placement, 336

leftmost, 336

rightmost, 337

at screen edge, 337

stay-up menus, 339

position, 318

region, 317

for stay-up menus, 321

subsidiary base window, 57

summer palette, 206

supporting, multiple

languages, 307

suppressing, pointer jumping,

71

syntactic level, defining for

multi-click, 377

syntactic level selection, 376

system beeping, 256

system-wide palette, 202

target pointer, 39, 357. 367,

412

temporary selection, 381, 385

text

adjusting selection, 374

in color, 203

copying by dragging, 378

copying with clipboard. 377

direction. 514

inserting. 371

moving. 369

with clipboard. 383

by dragging, 385

multi-click selection. 376

replacing. 371

selecting, 369. 370

JJUST 373

selection

double-click. 376

376
- 376

<?-through

text caret rnoven

299

CHARBAK 299

CHARFWD. 299

DOCEND 300

DOCSTART 300

LINEEND 299

LINESTART 299

PANEEND. 300

PANESTART 300

ROWDOWN. 299

ROWUP 299

WORDBAK 299

WORDFWD. 299

text display direction. 6

text duplicate pointer. 38 379

409

text editing functions. 300

DELCHARBAK 300

DELCHARFWD. 300

DELLINE 300

DELLINEBAK 300

DELLINEFWD. 300

DELWORDBAK 300

DELWORDFWD, 300

text entry field, scroiiir
g

189

text field. 16 118.266

for at '«nu

button 103. 104

automatic scrolling "

bordt

ontrol area
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multi-line, 118, 121

fixed size, 121

navigation, 297

functions, 294

NEXTFIELD, 297

PREVFIELD, 297

proportionally spaced

characters, 120

scrollbar, 118

scrolling, 16. 119

scrolling buttons, 119, 120,

452, 453

slider, 17, 114, 117

summary table, 125

three-dimensional, 119, 215

underline, 1 18

validation. 81, 117, 123

window foreground, 59

text flow, 517

text label, icon, 40

text line, length in Help

window, 89

text move pointer, 38, 410

text orientation, 513

text selection, 30

text selection functions, 301

SELCHARFWD. 301

SELLINEFWD. 301

SELWORDFWD. 301

UNSELCHARBAK. 301

UNSELLINEBAK. 301

text strings, 514

help, 91

This Window item, 230

help, 510

three-color implementation,

203

three-dimensional

abbreviated menu button,

210

button, 97, 209

button highlighting, 99

cable anchor. 215

check box, 213

design, 5, 95, 206

design elements. 207

elevator, 215

gauge, 214

header, 216

highlighting, 203, 208

items, 211

light source, 208

menu button, 210

menu item, default, 21

1

pane, 216

raised, 208

recessed, 208

required color groups, 207

scrollbar, 215

scrolling list, 217

settings, 106, 212

shadow, 92

slider, 114,213

text field, 119,215

tick marks, 213, 214

window elements, 216

tick marks

dimensions, 460, 464, 465,

466

gauge, 117, 464

labels, 464

slider, 115, 116,459,460

three-dimensional, 213. 214

tiled panes, 51

timeout, multi-click, 259, 260,

312

title area

dot, 192

hierarchical scrolling list,

191, 192

titles, 51

application, 42

command window, 74

icon, 42

menu, position, 148

pinned menu, 328

pop-up menu, 142

property window, 78

window, 54

toggle, selection, 370

TOGGLEINPUT, 68, 303

toolkit, multinational, 6

Top to Here item, 234

help, 511

trademark, certification, 401

Trademark Guide, ordering.

401

transitory control area, 139

transitory window, 21

transparent drop shadow, 142

triple-click selection, 376

truncating

long-term messages, 53

window title, 54

u

UNDO, 296

suggested mapping, 311

Undo item, 239, 266

unpinned pushpin. 422

dimensions, 423

unpinned window, 72

UNSELCHARBAK, 301

UNSELLINEBAK. 301

unsplittable area, 167

unzoom. 227

up arrow, 161

up stroke, mouse button, 312

up-down encoded

alphanumeric keys. 309

up-down encoded keyboard,

294

user interface level,

internationalization, 6

using

clipboard, 281,383

File Manager, 275

folders, 276, 277

Goto text field, 276

help, 90

Join Views item, 170

LANGUAGE function key.

307

Levels menu, 197
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menu buttons, 134, 317

menus
click-move-click, 316

help, 490

press-drag-release, 315

mouse buttons, 9

multi-level scrolling list, 195

page-oriented scrollbar, 1 73

panning, 176

pop-up stay-up menus, 326

property window, 387

pushpin, 11

resize corners, 353

resize handles, 358, 359

scrollbar, 18, 160

Scrollbar menu, to remove

split, 170

scrolling buttons in

multi-level scrolling list,

199

Scrolling List menu, 188

sliders. 117

virtual function names, 297

Virtual Keyboard window,

306

window button, 131

Utilities item, 222

Utilities menu item. 221

Utilities submenu. 222-23

help, 501

V

validation

internationalization. 514

scrolling list entry, 189

slider text fieid, 117

text fields. 81 123

variable size, multi-line text

field, 121

variable width font, 5

variation, exclusive setting.

108

vertical

buttons. 97

gauges. 117, 118.465-66

nonexclusive setting. 110

scrollbars, 17

sliders, 115,461.462

vertical display, 6

vertical Scrollbar menu, 232

virtual edges, 36, 223. 251.

258

virtual function names. 297

Virtual Keyboard, 305

customized mapping, 306

using, 306

virtual keys, 304

visual design, 5

visual feedback

controls, 96

highlighting, 16

pointers, 37

w
white space. 145

width of menus, 143

window background

color, 5-6. 201

messages, 124

window button, 100

abbreviated. 450

dimensions. 451

using, 131

Window Color category, help,

504

Window Controls. 26. 223

help, 502

Window Controls item. 222

Window Controls pop-up. 349

adding controls, 225

default. 223

elements. 223

resize cc

window item, 16

window mark. 16. 100

Window mt

50

eler

help 503

pop-up, 69

Window menu button '

51,54

busy fee :

help, 88, 492

window prop'

configuration. 74

windows. 8

area when resized 356

background. 24, 57 58. 64.

87.344

background cotor . 204. 248

base, 12

border cokx 202

borders. 54

help. 492

busy. 60. 61.62

Character Sets. 307

clipboard 51 225 369

close. 14

closing feedbac-

color, 202. 206

Color Sample. 246

command 68

control arc

def.- jnd cotor.

202

elen

grc

hen
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open, 14

operating on, 26, 349

origin, 87

overlapping, 9

pane, 51

pinned, 73

pop-up, 21, 68

positions at startup, 60

print screen, 225

properties, 14,50,83-86

base window scale, 85

color, 83, 85

grouping, 86

initial location, 83

initial size, 83

initial state, 83

Level 1 , 83

Level 2, 85

manage windows, 85

measure in, 85, 86

record current, 83

record current state, 85,

86

property, 68, 75

resize corners, 13, 353

resizing, 26, 54

scaling, 27, 87

scrollbar, 13

selected, 60

header, 419

selecting, 25, 60, 343,

344-45

selection feedback, 61, 344

size, 14, 56

state feedback, 60

transitory, 21

unpinned, 72

unselected, 60

Virtual Keyboard, 306

Window menu button, 13

Windows palette menu, 248

winter palette, 206

wipe-through selection, 30,

371

insert point, 373

word, definition of. 515

word wrapping, automatic, 89

WORDBAK, 299

WORDFWD, 299

workspace, 8

50 percent pattern, 35

color. 35, 201,202, 204, 206

exit, to apply properties,

242

File Manager glyphs, 46

grid, 35

help, 489

input area, 67

pattern, 412

properties

future, 241

when set, 241

workspace grid, 47

Workspace menu, 11, 19, 221

category, 243, 262

Clipboard window, 51

customizing, 226

editing, 261

elements, 221

help, 501

Workspace palette menu, 247

Workspace Properties, 241

abbreviated menu button,

246

beeping messages, 55

color. 202. 243

Color category, 245

Color Sample window, 246

core functions, 369

Custom setting, 244

Level 2, 245

default icon region, 47

drag-right distance, 145,

318

editing Workspace menu,

223

elements, 242

Executes Default option,

325

Factory setting, 244

HELP key, 90

icon borders, 44

Icons, 243

Icons category, 250

keyboard core functions,

243, 252, 295

keyboard functions, 294

Keyboard Miscellaneous

Functions, 243, 253

Menus, 243, 254

Miscellaneous, 243, 255

mouse button assignments,

293

Mouse Modifiers, 243, 258

Mouse Settings, 243, 259

move pointer option, 64

PAN modifier key, 175

pointer jumping, 11, 70

Programs Submenu, 243,

261

scrollbars at left. 155

SELECT brings window to

the front, 63

Settings category, 243

system-wide palette, 202

virtual edges, 36

window, control area, 243

workspace grid, 35

Workspace menu, 243

Workspace Menu category,

262

write-protected folder, 281

X

X numeric field, help, 506

Xerox Corporation, 5

Y

Y numeric field, help, 506

zoom, 227

564
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